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Sumner-Cowley Electric Cooperative, Inc.
P.O. Box 220
Wellington, KS 67152

11/13/01

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re: Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities
Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment (PP&E)”
Dear Marc:
I have received correspondence from both our Kansas statewide (KEC) and our national organization for
electric cooperatives (NRECA), in regards to changes for accounting for PP&E. I have read the Exposure
Draft listed above and have some concerns. I appreciate the opportunity to submit written comments for
your review and consideration.

I would like to address the issues in the foreword section of the draft that are the criteria applied by the
FASB in its review of the proposal:
1.

The proposal does not conflict with current or proposed accounting requirements, unless it is a
limited circumstance, usually a specialized industry accounting, and the proposal adequately
justifies the departure.
I would argue that rural electric cooperatives, do indeed classify as having specialized
industry accounting, predominately governed by Rural Utilities Service (RUS), and
should be excludedfrom this proposal. Sumner-Cowley Electric, is required to follow
accounting guidelines provided by the RUS Uniform System o f Accounts in order to
comply with our loan requirements. This proposal creates various accounting
inconsistencies with RUS. I will list some issues in general, but, would strongly
recommend that the board closely coordinate any and all decisions related to accounting
for rural electrics with RUS and all other federal and state governmental regulating
authorities.
RUS Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements specify capitalization o f
overheads in support o f construction projects and permit capitalization o f an
appropriate portion o f administrative and general costs. The proposal indicates that
this would not be allowed. RUS loan application procedure uses a work order
system to compile ALL costs associated with building o f plant assets (poles & wires),
to calculate amount o f funds available for use. This change would dramatically
effect the amount to be provided to rural electric cooperatives to continue to serve
the rural customers.
RUS Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements prescribes the use o f the group
method o f depreciation for plant assets. In fact, the rates for these accounts mustfall
within a certain percentage range each year to comply with RUS accounting. The
proposal indicates the entity must use the component method, unless it can be shown
that the group method does not materially produce different results. I believe this

would create a significant increase in costs for both computer upgrading and labor
to track both methods to meet the criteria.

RUS Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements currently prescribes that gains
& losses on normal dispositions o f mass assets be closed to the accumulated
depreciation account, under the theory that, over time, gains & losses will net out.
Due to the fact the electric cooperatives are long-standing companies and are owned
by the members, moving this expense to the current members at hand would not be
fair and equitable. Each year the margins made by the cooperative are allocated
back to the members o f record at that time based on kilowatt usage. By changing the
method to current year expense/gain, you would in effect be creating a very volatile
marketfor both the current customers in patronage capital returns and the
cooperative in meeting RUS loan requirements (Times-Interest-Eamed-Ratio TIER).
2.

The proposal will result in an improvement in practice.

3.

The AICPA demonstrates the need for the proposal.
The proposal indicates in the background section that there is diversity in accounting for
PP&E costs. I believe the Rural Utilities Service (RUS) has a system already in place for
the specialized industry o f rural electrics, to create fair & equitable treatment o f PP&E
and to create a fair comparison in the industry from cooperative to cooperative.

4.

The benefits of the proposal are expected to exceed the costs of applying it.
The costs to Sumner-Cowley Electric to implement and maintain this change could be
substantial. There would be additional computer equipment or software costs,
fluctuating gains/losses, and labor & overhead to set-up and maintain the records. It has
been estimated that the ongoing yearly cost (based on last 3 years history) to make these
changes would be approximately $310,000. This amount would definitely put our ability
to meet our loan requirements with RUS at risk.

In closing, I submit that the proposal would have a significant negative impact on Sumner-Cowley Electric
Cooperatives operations. I feel an adoption of this proposal, including rural electrics, would increase
earnings volatility and sacrifice rate stability for our approximate 4,200 members in 5 Kansas counties.
Thank you for your careful consideration to our concerns.

Respectfully,

Suzie L. Bacon
Manager of Finance & Accounting
Sumner-Cowley Electric Cooperative, Inc.

NTCA

NATIONAL TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION

4121 Wilson Blvd., 10th Floor
Arlington, VA 22203

November 14, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon, Technical Manager
Accounting Standards, File 4210.CC
AICPA
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
msimon@aicpa.org

Re:

Exposure Draft
Proposed Statement of Position
Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property,
Plant, and Equipment
June 29, 2001

Dear Mr. Simon:
Here are comments by the National Telephone Cooperative Association (NTCA) to the
Exposure Draft, Proposed Statement of Position, Accounting for Certain Costs and
Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment.
Accounting records are maintained by the regulated telecommunications industry in
accordance with the Code of Federal Regulation, Title 47, Part 32—Uniform System of
Accounts for Telecommunications Companies (USOA). The Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) is responsible for USOA. If adopted, the proposed statement of
position, Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property. Plant and
Equipment would have a profound impact on the recording of capital accounts by
regulated rate-of-retum telecommunications carriers. In turn, this would have a profound
impact on the stability of rates charged by these carriers.

The proposed accounting change would add external costs to carrier operations and
greatly increase the volatility of expenses. Less would be recovered through long-term
depreciation rates and more would be expensed as triggered by events. This is not in the
best interest telecommunications ratepayers. Rate shock and rate volatility are concepts
at odds with the 1996 Telecommunications Act. That Act requires that subscribers in all
areas of the nation have access to affordable services at comparable rates.
Today, USOA requires carriers to use group depreciation to recover the cost of
investment in depreciable plant and equipment. In general, this means that all assets in a
specific category are recorded in specific accounts that are depreciated as a group. This
has been done to minimize accounting costs and to spread the recovery of costs over the
average useful life of all assets in the account. This approach also mitigates the effects of
infant mortalities, equipment that is replaced much sooner than anticipated, and thereby
reduces the volatility of consumer rates. The USOA provides the framework for FCC
and state utility commission regulation and monitoring and strictly limits accounting
abuses.
The concerns discussed above are particularly true for the large number of small
independent community based telephone companies that are NTCA members. NTCA
has approximately 540 members. Approximately one-half of our members serve less
than 2500 lines. The potential impact of the proposed accounting change for property,
plant and equipment (PP&E) for small companies is large. The smaller the company, the
greater the variability and the greater the impact of PP&E changes on the rate base,
current expenses and thus on rates. Individual projects represent a much larger
proportion of the plant in service for small carriers than for the large carriers. Many
NTCA members have only one or two switch locations. The replacement of a single
switch could represent a substantial portion of the switching investment for that small
carrier. The proposed accounting method would require the recognition of more expense
when a switch is purchased and the expensing of the remaining net book for the switch
being replaced. Today, salvage is treated as part of the long-term recovery of an asset.
FCC depreciation rules require the depreciation of “original cost” less “net salvage.”
The issue is even more difficult for plant that is recorded in a mass property account. In
the telecommunications industry, mass property accounts are used to record investment
for outside plant. In general, this includes cable and wire, conduit, and poles. In the
mass property accounts, individual components are not recorded; only the amount of
investment of a certain type in a specified geographic area. It would greatly increase
operating costs to comply with the proposed PP&E standard.
Furthermore, the cost to implement and maintain detailed unit records on all property,
plant and equipment will be burdensome. Many of these very small, rural telephone
companies have less than 10 or 20 employees and it would entail extraordinary effort for
them to establish and maintain processes to capture, record, and report the level
information entailed by the proposed statement of position. These new costs would have
to be passed on to ratepayers. The FCC has recognized the need for reduced accounting
requirements by establishing two classes of carriers for accounting purposes. Carriers

with annual revenues from regulated operations less than an indexed revenue threshold,
currently $117 million, are considered Class B. Those with revenues equal to or greater
than the threshold are Class A carriers. The FCC established a more generalized level of
accounting for Class B carriers to accommodate small carriers.
NTCA believes the adoption of unit depreciation by our small rate-of-return regulated
carriers would greatly increase annual fluctuations in operating costs and increase
accounting costs without commensurate benefit to the public. As regulated local
exchange carriers, our members are subject to specific rules that are sufficient to avoid
the abuses the AICPA seeks to correct with the proposed PP&E accounting standard.
Therefore, NTCA urges the AICPA to modify its proposal to exempt small local
exchange carriers that qualify as Class B carriers, under FCC accounting rules, from the
standard as long as they are subject to regulatory accounting rules.
Respectfully,
/s/ Scott Reiter
Scott Reiter
Senior Telecommunication Specialist
NTCA
4121 Wilson Blvd., 10th Floor
Arlington, VA 22203
703-351-2015
sreiter@ntca.org

rErnst &Young LLP
787 Seventh Avenue
New York, NY 10019

r Phone: (212)773-3000
www.ey.com

November 15, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager
Accounting Standards File, File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775

Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain
Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment”
(File 4210.CC)

Dear Mr. Simon:
Ernst & Young LLP appreciates the opportunity to comment on the exposure draft to the
proposed AICPA Statement of Position, Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to
Property, Plant, and Equipment (Proposed SOP). We generally are opposed to the Proposed SOP
as we believe the significant costs that will be incurred by entities to employ component
accounting will outweigh the benefits of more precise depreciation and replacement accounting.
In general, we believe the accounting for property, plant, and equipment (PP&E) does not
require such dramatic change as component accounting. In addition, we believe that in assessing
costs and benefits associated with the Proposed SOP, AcSEC did not gain a sufficient
understanding of the variety of implementation issues and the significant implementation costs.
Accordingly, we do not support issuance of a final SOP.
We also have numerous concerns regarding the statement’s cost capitalization provisions
including the different costs that are capitalized when a PP&E asset is acquired versus selfconstructed as well as the different carrying values for mass produced assets held for sale or
leased out under operating leases. We also believe the disclosure requirements are excessive and
the users of the financial statements will not benefit from their inclusion in the financial
statements. Lastly, if AcSEC does require component accounting, we believe entities should be
permitted to record the cumulative effect resulting from the implementation of component
accounting, as a change in accounting principle, in accordance with APB 20. We believe a
cumulative effect adoption would be more understandable than the complex transition process
proposed by AcSEC. Additional discussion regarding our views of the Proposed SOP is
presented below.
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Component Depreciation
We believe that many entities will incur significant costs to implement and perform component
accounting, which will significantly outweigh the benefits that users of financial statements will
receive. We do not think that AcSEC, in assessing the costs and benefits of this Proposed SOP,
has adequately evaluated and quantified the wide array of complications that will manifest as a
result of component accounting. Therefore, we believe that AcSEC should reconsider issuing a
final SOP, unless it can demonstrate that these costs will be inconsequential. Furthermore,
entities have been using composite depreciation methods for many years without raising any
widespread concerns about the quality of financial reporting. We believe that many entities,
particularly those that replace PP&E frequently, will need to acquire or modify information
systems, or possibly even hire additional personnel, to identify and account for the components.
In addition, it will be often difficult for companies and their auditors, to obtain sufficient and
competent evidential matter to account for and audit, respectively, the replacement of a
component.
Lastly, we do not believe paragraph A46 of the Proposed SOP that allowing entities to continue
to use composite depreciation methods if they can demonstrate that those methods produce
results that are similar to those obtained under component accounting (see paragraph A46 of the
Proposed SOP) is a viable alternative to the component accounting approach. In order to make
the comparison, entities would still have to incur the same (and perhaps additional) costs. In
summary, AcSEC has not made a persuasive argument to require entities to make such a drastic
change in the way that they currently account for their PP&E, particularly in light of the fact that
many entities will incur substantial costs as a result with questionable benefits.
Pre-acquisition and Construction Stage Costs
Overhead
We believe that AcSEC should permit the use of a full-costing approach that allows entities to
capitalize overhead costs, if they are related to the construction of PP&E and are incurred during
the pre-acquisition or construction stages. Simply stated, we believe overhead is a cost of PP&E
construction. In addition, allowing overhead to be capitalized will eliminate the inconsistency in
costs that are capitalized when P&E is self-constructed versus acquired from third parties.
Further, we believe that the Proposed SOP’s approach would penalize entities that self-construct
their PP&E, as they will likely recognize overhead costs sooner than other entities that choose to
acquire their PP&E. Although we understand that AcSEC was primarily focused on preventing
abuses of over-capitalizing certain recurring operating costs in the basis of fixed assets, we
question whether penalizing companies that routinely self-construct owned assets rather than
purchasing such assets from third parties makes sense.
AcSEC acknowledges that it analogized to SOP 98-1, Accounting fo r the Costs o f Computer
Software Developed or Obtained for Internal Use (SOP 98-1), in determining whether overhead
costs should be capitalized. However, by analogizing to SOP 98-1, AcSEC contradicts its
position in SOP 98-1 that the practical reasons it used to disallow a full-costing approach were
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directly related to internal use software development and not necessarily applicable to
construction activities. Paragraph 80 of SOP 98-1 is presented below:
AcSEC recognizes that the costs of some activities, such as allocated overhead, may be
part of the overall cost of assets, but it excluded such costs because it believes that, as a
practical matter, costs of accumulating and assigning overhead to software projects would
generally exceed the benefits that would be derived from a “full costing” accounting
approach. AcSEC considered that costing systems for inventory and plant construction
activities, while sometimes complex, were necessary costs given the routine activities
that such systems support. Overhead costs associated with a particular internal-use
software development project could be even more complex to measure than production
overhead and, as they most often represent an allocation among capitalizable and
expensed functions, may not be sufficiently reliable.

Unlike internal use software development, we believe that most entities that self-construct PP&E
have the ability and desire to capitalize overhead costs and therefore should be permitted to do so
under a final SOP.
Building Rent
In paragraph 32, AcSEC notes that ground rent may be capitalized if property under construction
is not in operation during construction. AcSEC appears to have specifically only permitted
ground rent to be capitalized and the example refers to new construction. Based on our reading
of the Proposed SOP, we assume that a lessee that leases land and a building and demolishes the
entire core and rebuilds it is unable to capitalize the building rent as part of the tenant
improvements but may capitalize the land rent. Similarly, we assume that a lessee of retail space
on the ground floor of a multi-floor building (or one store in a mall) that is performing a full
demolition of the interior is unable to capitalize the building rent during construction as part of
the tenant improvements but may capitalize the land rent. We believe examples of these
transactions and conclusions would be helpful to users of the SOP. In addition, a discussion of
how land and building rent is treated by lessees constructing leasehold improvements and the
interaction with SOP 98-5, Reporting on the Costs o f Start-Up Activities, would be helpful.
PP&E Produced for Sale or Operating Lease
We do not believe the Proposed SOP’s guidance is practicable for entities that mass-produce
PP&E for both sale (either outright or under sales-type leases, hereinafter “for sale”) and lease
under an operating lease (hereinafter “for lease”). In the Proposed SOP’s Basis of Conclusions,
AcSEC requires an entity to accumulate costs differently based on whether the PP&E is for sale
or lease. This issue is an example of why departing from a full cost approach is problematic at
best.
Having different models for self-constructed PP&E that are sold versus leased could induce
entities to schedule construction to produce PP&E for sale in one period and for lease in other
periods, so as to capitalize or expense overhead, as desired. However, by having one model to
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follow (i.e. permitting entities to capitalize overhead) there will be more consistency and
uniformity in the construction costs that are capitalized. Further, the requirement to perform an
impairment test when an entity subsequently decides to retain self-constructed PP&E for its own
use (or lease) rather than sell it will do little to deter entities from taking advantage of the
flexibility in accounting for overhead, since it is possible (and perhaps even likely) that entities
will not have to record an impairment charge. In addition, certain sale transactions are required
to be treated as leases (See FAS 13.21, and EITF 95-1). Does this mean that those sales
transactions will result in different cost accumulations? Does it also make sense that assets used
by an entity’s leasing arm (e.g., the consumer car rental arm of an auto maker) will have upfront
expenses for overhead followed by higher margins on sale?
The Proposed SOP should also address the situation when a company initially plans to construct
an asset for its internal use (or intends to lease it via an operating lease) but then subsequently
decides to sell the asset. In this situation, would AcSEC allow the entity to capitalize the
overhead previously expensed, thereby generating income? How should such charges be dealt
with?
Other Comments
We disagree with the Proposed SOP’s requirement to have entities disclose in the financial
statements the nature and total amount of the costs they characterize as repairs and maintenance
expense, as we believe the disclosures will not provide useful information and will continue the
trend of increasingly lengthy disclosures in company’s financial statements without a discernable
benefit to end users. Further, without an operational definition of repairs and maintenance
expense and guidance as to how entities should identify such costs, there is likely to be a
divergence in practice on what constitutes such expense. For example, can or should overhead
costs be included in repairs and maintenance expense?
Lastly, if AcSEC does require component accounting, we believe that on transition entities
should be permitted to record the cumulative effect resulting from the implementation of
component accounting as a change in accounting principle in accordance with APB Opinion No.
20, Accounting Changes. We believe a cumulative effect adoption would be more
understandable than the complex transition process proposed by AcSEC. In addition to a
cumulative effect transition alternative we would not object to allowing entities to use the second
transition alternative (i.e., the prospectively alternative discussed in paragraph 70b.).

We would be pleased to meet with AcSEC or its staff to discuss our comments.
Very Truly Yours,

Kiesling Associates LLP
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
6401 O d a n a Road
Madison, Wl 53719-1155
Phone (608) 273-2315
Fax (608) 273-2383

November 14,2001

Mr. Marc Simon, Technical Manager
Accounting Standards, File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York NY 10036-8775
Dear Mr. Simon:
This letter is in response to your request for comments related to your exposure draft (ED) issued
on June 29, 2001 related to a proposed AICPA Statement of Position (SOP), Accounting for
Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment.
Kiesling Associates LLP, a Certified Public Accounting Firm founded in 1952, provides
accounting, auditing, tax, and consulting services to over 200 telecommunications and electric
entities in the United States. Many of these entities are small businesses in rural communities
with limited resources who are interested in providing services to their patrons in the most cost
effective manner.
General Observation
We are concerned with the pervasive impact the proposed changes will have to our rural small
business utility clients. It is our observation—from our experience in providing accounting and
auditing services to clients in the utility industry for almost fifty years—that the significant
diversity in practice cited in the SOP does not exist in the regulated utility industry.

M em ber Am erican Institute o f Certified Public Accountants, SEC Practice Section
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Accordingly, we do not believe any significant improvement in practice would be obtained by
implementing this SOP for the utility industry. We are further concerned that the cost of
implementation for our rural small business utility clients will not be offset by the benefits to our
clients or its patrons. Current guidance and industry practice is adequate in this area.
Specific Issue Observations
The following comments express our concerns, observations, and suggestions related to certain
selected specific issues for which you have requested comment.
Issue 3: Determination of expense vs. capitalization through use of a timeline approach to
transition from the preliminary stage to the pre-acquisition stage.
The timeline approach presented in the SOP would seem to promote inconsistency between
entities simply because it allows management to decide the timing of the expense vs.
capitalization of items rather than these decisions being guided by the nature of the expenditure.
By combining these two approaches, a better degree of consistency may be achieved. Deferral
of cost based on the nature of the expenditure would allow for consistent treatment until a clear
decision of management is made to expense abandoned projects or capitalize accepted projects.
Issue 4: General, administrative, and overhead costs (G&A). The proposed SOP provides
for the expensing of G&A costs not directly related to the project.
The SOP is inconsistent in application of certain G&A costs. For example, G&A costs incurred
by a third party provider to cover the cost of an entire asset project are allowed to be included in
the cost capitalized. By allowing for the inclusion of these costs in a third party contracted
project, the SOP recognizes that there are certain indirect costs associated with capital projects.
The SOP does not take into account that there are legitimate G&A costs not directly related to a
given project that should be capitalized. For example, there are overall supervision activities
related to construction projects, whether performed internally or contracted. Support services are
also provided to construction personnel, which cannot be directly assigned to a particular project.
The SOP should be enhanced to provide more guidance on determining when G&A costs
provide a sufficient link to a project to provide for capitalization.
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Issue 6: Expensing items during the in-service stage unless they acquire additional
components or replace existing components.
The SOP does not provide for the capitalization of costs expended to extend the useful life of an
asset. At acquisition, management may not be aware of the future use of an asset or technology
may not have advanced sufficiently to provide for the consideration of increased utility of the
asset.
To provide for these situations and allow for a matching of the cost of an asset extension with an
estimated life greater than one year over its useful life, the SOP should allow these items to be
capitalized and depreciated.
Issue 7: Expensing cost of removal.
The utility industry provides for the cost of removal of capitalized assets by including an
estimate of this cost in the determination of the depreciation rate. This approach provides for the
matching of revenues and cost by allowing for this cost to be recovered over the useful life of the
asset. Thus, at the end of the life of the asset, the cost to remove the asset has been recovered
from those consumers benefiting from the use of the asset.
This appears to be the approach used by the Financial Accounting Standards Board in Statement
Number 143—Accounting for Asset Retirement Obligations, as well as, the treatment of removal
costs in the definitions of liabilities and expenses in FASB Statement of Financial Concepts
Number 6—Elements of Financial Statements.
The SOP should allow for the provision of an estimate of the cost of removal as a component of
the depreciation rate.
Issue 12: Preferred use of component accounting for property, plant, and equipment.
While component accounting is the method used by most industries, group accounting is utilized
in certain situations where there are numerous assets of similar nature or where assets prove
difficult to track individually. This method has been utilized in the utility industry for many
years and, as now employed in this industry, provides a reasonable basis for the allocation of the
asset costs over their useful lives. We are unaware of any studies or information to the contrary.
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The SOP indicates several concerns with the group accounting approach: 1) the use of average
lives, 2) potential errors being undetected for long periods, 3) specific evidence of asset life, and
4) reduced control over PP&E. While we agree the component accounting method provides a
more precise result, we think it is unlikely that the benefits of this method will be offset by the
additional cost of implementation and compliance. The utility industry is known for its many
studies and analysis by both the entities and the regulators who oversee their operations. No
doubt these entities have considered the component approach and, most likely, have concluded
the cost was not outweighed by the benefit.
The SOP should allow for the use of the group accounting method for certain assets in specified
industries.
Issue 13: Depreciation expense should be charged with the net book value of plant when
retired.
The use of the component method of accounting for assets currently provides for the separate
recognition of a gain or loss on the disposal of PP&E. Thus, this change simply reclassifies this
item from a separate income statement item to include it with depreciation expense (which
makes it an operational item). In situations where the life of the asset is appropriately estimated,
the gain or loss would be minimal.
The group accounting method used in the utility industry provides a systematic and reasonable
approach for allocation of asset costs through depreciation over the calculated average service
life of the asset. Thus, properly applied, this method yields the same result, providing for the use
of the asset over its useful life to be reflected as depreciation expense. The tracking of individual
assets and determining their related net book value at retirement would not seem to significantly
improve the degree of financial reporting accuracy in this industry, but most likely would add
significant cost to the accounting process.
The SOP should allow for the use of the group accounting method for certain assets in specified
industries.
Issue 14: The use of other conventions must be proven to be substantially similar to the
component accounting method.
The most precise manner to demonstrate the use of another method to be substantially the same
as the component method would be to implement the component method and make the
comparison. This approach would seem to be counter productive.
The SOP should recognize alternative methods as acceptable for certain assets in specified
industries.

Mr. Marc Simon
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Issue 16: Transition approaches
The SOP provides for two transition methods.
efforts to accomplish.

Both options require significant accounting

The most cost effective transition approach for pre-SOP assets would be to allow for the
continuation of current accounting methods until these pre-SOP assets are completely retired.
A single transition method would provide for consistency between entities, one of the stated
reasons for this SOP. Absent the adoption of our single transition method, we think the SOP
should allow for a third transition approach.
Conclusion:
We urge AcSEC to consider withdrawing this proposed SOP. Alternatively, we suggest the SOP
be modified to recognize the facts and circumstances existing in the utility industry. Further, we
appeal to AcSEC to provide an accommodation for rural small businesses. Such an
accommodation might allow for implementation to be optional for small entities.
Sincerely yours,
KIESLING ASSOCIATES LLP

Madison, Wisconsin
November 14,2001

Boston University
Office of the Vice President for
Financial Affairs and Treasurer
881 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02215
617/353-2290
Fax: 617/353-5492

Kenneth G. Condon, CPA, CFP
Vice President for Financial Affairs
and Treasurer

November 14,2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager
Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft, Proposed Statement of Position, Accounting for Certain Costs and
Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment

Dear Mr. Simon:
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the referenced Exposure Draft (ED), resulting
from the Accounting Standards Executive Committee’s (AcSEC) project on property, plant, and
equipment (PP&E) accounting.
Boston University is an internationally recognized, private institution of higher education. With
more than 30,000 students from all 50 states and 135 countries, it is the fourth largest
independent university in the United States. As one of the nation’s premier research universities,
Boston University currently has over 1,450 research grants and contracts, totaling over $200
million. As of June 30, 2001, the close of our most recent fiscal year, the University’s
endowment exceeded $674 million, with total assets of $2.6 billion.
We are concerned with several aspects of the ED, and the potential impact that the proposed
standards will have on the University. In general, we believe that these standards will impose an
excessive administrative burden on the University. As a result, significant additional cost will be
incurred, although the users of our financial statements will receive little, if any, benefit in the
form of improvement in the quality of financial information.
The ED specifically notes as an objective of this project the enhancement of consistency in
accounting for PP&E expenditures. However, the provisions of the proposed SOP specifically
exclude public universities from entities required to comply with the standards. We consider
comparability within higher education of far greater importance than comparability to disparate
industries. The effect of requiring private university compliance with the proposed standards,

while excluding public universities, will result in even greater differences in financial reporting
by public vs. private universities.
Of greatest significance is the potential impact on federally sponsored research. As a major
research institution, Boston University derives a significant percentage of our annual revenues
from federally sponsored programs. The proposed standards would have a direct and immediate
effect on Facilities and Administration (F&A) cost rates, as defined by Office of Management
and Budget (OMB) Circular A-21, which are negotiated with the Federal Government for
multiple year periods. As a result, a negative impact would likely result from imposition of these
standards on private universities such as Boston University.
Initially, the University would likely be placed out of compliance with the various federal
regulations governing F&A costs. The University would incur additional costs to submit
required disclosures to the federal agencies relative to the changes required under proposed
standards. Further, unless and until federal regulations are amended to reflect these standards,
the University would also incur additional costs to maintain additional accounting records to
satisfy both GAAP and federal regulatory requirements. Finally, the University may be placed at
a competitive disadvantage relative to public universities in the competition for grant funding.
Implementation of the proposed standards could well result in increased F&A rates for private
universities, through earlier recognition of certain expenses previously capitalized, and
accelerated depreciation schedules resulting from component accounting.
Boston University therefore strongly urges AcSEC to exempt private colleges and universities
from the application of the proposed SOP. We believe the consequences of the proposed
standards are sufficiently detrimental to warrant such exclusion.
Sincerely yours,

Kenneth G. Condon
Vice President for Financial Affairs and Treasurer

Marc Simon
11/14/2001 04:12 PM

To: agadkins@uss.com,
bdrake@kpmg.com,
cdaugherty@dttus.com,
james_ross@csx.com,
jbrant@deloitte.com,
leonard.gatti@us.pwcglobal.com,
lmayshak@dttus.com,
msimon@aicpa.org,
richard.h.moseley@aexp.com,
rrendino@pgrt.com
cc: Sharon Macey/NY/AICPA@AICPA
Subject: PP&E Comment Letter #126

PP&E C om m ent Letter # 1 2 6
---- Forwarded by Marc Simon/NY/AICPA on 11/14/01 04:16 PM
pete.corning@CUNAMu
tual.com
11/14/01 03:46 PM

To: msimon@aicpa.org
cc:
Subject: Comment on PP&E Exposure
Draft

Marc,
I am writing to request clarification of the term
"direct costs" as it is
used in paragraphs 23a. and 28a. of the PP&E exposure
draft. Paragraph
A20 suggests direct costs are those that are directly
identifiable to a
PP&E project. I support this approach, but realize
others may interpret
direct costs to have a more limited meaning.
CUNA Mutual is undertaking a major building renovation
of its home office.
Numerous employees will be moved to temporary office
space during the
renovation effort. The company has leased office
space to house those
employees while the renovation is taking place. The
lease costs for
temporary office space are clearly incremental costs
that are directly
identifiable to the renovation effort. However, one
could argue that the
lease costs are not direct costs of the components
that are being acquired,
constructed, or installed as part of the renovation
project.
I believe the lease costs are directly attributable
and necessary
incremental costs of renovating the CUNA Mutual home
office. To include
them as period costs strikes me an inappropriate.
Rather, the lease costs

should be capitalized and allocated to the component
assets of the
renovation effort. If done, the lease costs would be
depreciated against
earnings in lock step with the benefit period of the
renovated component
assets.
Please modify the language of paragraphs 23a. and 28a
to clarify the
intended meaning.
Thank you for your consideration,
Pete Corning

Holston Electric Cooperative, Inc.
1200 West Main Street
Rogersville, TN 37857
Phone 423-272-8821
Fax 423-272-6051

November 12, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.cc
American Institute of Certified Public accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re: Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain
Costs and activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment”
Dear Mr. Simon:
Holston Electric Cooperative, Inc. is a mutual, not-for-profit distributor of electricity
to over 27,000 consumer-owners in upper east Tennessee. We are a member of the
National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA), which represents
approximately 1,000 rural electric systems. Holston Electric is gratefiil for the
opportunity to submit written comments to the Accounting Standards Executive
Committee of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.

Comment on issue 7: The proposed SOP states that costs of removal, except for
certain limited situation demolition costs, should be charged to expense as
incurred. We disagree with this statement as it relates to the electric utility
industry as a whole. We would propose that the current system of regulatory
accounting be left in place as an exception to this rule.

As an electric distribution Cooperative the Rural Utilities Service (RUS) regulates our
business and promulgates a Uniform System of Accounts, which we are legally
required to follow. These accounts establish the elements of a cost-of-service and are
the basis for electric rates. One of the elements in the cost-of-service study is cost of
removal associated with the retirement of assets. The RUS Uniform System of
Accounts allows for cost of removal to be charged against the reserve for depreciation
for the related assets’ account. This provides a smoothing-out of espenses associated
with the retirement of mass assets, which is necessary to avoid spikes in electric rates.
Consistent with Statement of Financial Accounting Standards #71 this approach
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reflects the economic effects of the ratemaking process. Current period costs are either
deferred or accelerated and shown on the balance sheet as regulatory assets or
liabilities, and the income statement reflects the specific expenses which the recorded
revenues have been designed to recover. We believe that applying the concepts of
Statement #71 and the Uniform System of Accounts results in the best matching of
revenues and expenses and presents the fairest representation of financial position and
results of operations to financial statement users.

Comment on issue 14: The use of composite or group depreciation should be
explicitly sanctioned in the final rule for utilities operating in a regulated
environment. The cost of demonstrating that our asset balances and operating
results under the group or composite method are not materially different from
those obtained under the component method would be enormous. The purpose of
the PP&E proposal is (1) to provide uniformity as to items capitalized to plant
accounts, and (2) to standardize depreciation accounting methodology among
virtually all U.S. businesses. We contend that such uniformity already exists
within the electric utility industry.

To comply with the data gathering requirements of this proposal would require: (1)
administrative re-organization of operating procedures to obtain the tremendous detail
necessary to implement component accounting. This re-organization will decrease
productivity due to increased information gathering time and possibly require the
hiring of costly additional labor. (2) Keeping two sets of books-- One to comply with
GAAP and the other to comply with regulatory requirements. This will require the
hiring of additional professional labor. (3) Installation of an expensive automated
accounting system. (4) An increase in materials handling requiring the hiring of
additional labor. The costs would outweigh the benefits given that there is already
uniformity in financial reporting in the electric utility industry.

Information required under component accounting is impossible to obtain for some
assets. For example, when distribution wire is removed there is no way of tracking its
age' Wire may be spliced together during unexpected outages, which would result in
multiple ages for different segments of any given wire retirement. Any attempt to
track the age of wire upon retirement would be guess work and no more accurate than
the estimation of useful lives involved in composite depreciation.

As an electric cooperative and a member of the National Rural Electric
Cooperative Association we support the recommendations made by the NRECA.
These recommendations are as follows:

1. The applicability of Statement # 71 for affected enterprises should be
explicitly sanctioned in the final accounting rule.
Specifically, NRECA recommends that, in accordance with Statement #71, the
following differences be recognized on the balance sheet for financial reporting
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purposes between ratemaking practice and the provisions of the PP&E Accounting
Proposal:
• Use of group and/or composite depreciation accounting for ratemaking
purposes.
• Deferral of gains and losses associated with normal dispositions of mass assets
for ratemaking purposes.
• Rate recognition of the cost of removal of a plant asset over the asset’s useful
life.

2. RUS should be authorized in the final accounting rule to make the
determination for electric cooperatives that the use of the group depreciation
method approximates the component method.

The specified requirements to use group depreciation should be liberalized a number
of ways. First, since gains and losses associated with normal retirements of mass
property are generally not currently recognized under the group depreciation method,
it is hard to imagine that accounting results for gains and losses would not be
materially different. Therefore, the materiality proviso for gains and losses should be
stricken. Second, instead of use of a standard of materiality between component and
group depreciation, it should be demonstrated - by periodic depreciation studies - that
use of depreciation rates under the group method amortizes the cost of the subject
plant assets over the useful lives of those assets. This demonstration should thus
provide adequate assurance that the gross plant balances, accumulated depreciation,
and depreciation expense under the group method being used are providing for
rational, systematic cost recovery of plant assets, substantially consistent over the
assets’ lives with the component method. Third, RUS or the applicable utility
commission should be authorized in the final accounting rule to demonstrate that use
of the group depreciation method approximates the component method. In this way,
for similarly situated electric cooperatives, one overall determination of depreciation
accounting results, rather than more costly individual determinations by each electric
cooperative, can be made.

3. Component accounting, if required in a final accounting rule, should be
limited to more costly, material components.

The PP&E Proposal in paragraph 49, specifies that “[a] component is a tangible part or
portion of [a plant asset] that (a) can be separately identified and depreciated or
amortized over its own separate expected useful life and (b) is expected to provide
economic benefit for more than one year.”

This definition would create an enormous number of tremendously detailed plant
accounting records for electric cooperatives. Cooperatives could literally be required
to maintain and account for thousands and thousands of individual plant assets.
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The better approach, if the AICPA AcSEC decides that component accounting will be
required, would be to specify the use of component accounting for more costly,
material items of plant, with immaterial items grouped with the larger ones for
accounting purposes. The results of implementing this recommendation should be
lower cost to electric cooperatives, with minimal material differences in plant balances
and operating results.

We appreciate this opportunity to submit written comments regarding the PP&E
Accounting Proposal and respectively urge the AICPA AcSEC to consider the views
and recommendations of the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association. Please
feel free to call either the staff at NRECA or myself with any questions that may arise.

Sincerely,

Phil Campbell, CPA-inactive
Supervisor of Accounting
Holston Electric Cooperative, Inc.
philc@holstonelectric.com

NRECA STAFF:
Steve Piecara 703-907-5802
Gary Bartlett 703-907-5817
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Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards, File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775

Dear Mr. Simon:
RE: Proposed SOP - Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant and
Equipment
Please accept this letter of comment in objection to die AICPA’s Proposed Statement of Position (SOP),
Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant and Equipment. My comments will
be directly in response to Issues 4, 7, 12, and 14. By limiting my response to these particular issues, please
do not get the impression that I support any of the other positions or conclusions in the SOP.
For almost 10 years now I have served as an accounting professional in the electric cooperative industry,
directly or indirectly accounting for the property, plant and equipment built and used by electric
distribution cooperatives. This experience has given me a firsthand and a peripheral understanding of the
importance and magnitude of the property, plant and equipment accounting on the financial health of
electric utility companies. Electric utility companies are very capital intensive, requiring extensive
amounts of costly and reliable plant to generate their revenue. The main underlying reason I object to this
SOP is that, while having a technical basis, this proposed SOP would be very detrimental, possibly even
crippling, to many electric utility companies, while not providing any real significant benefit to the
customers of these companies or the users of the financial information generated by them.
As capital intensive entities utilizing plant with long estimated useful lives and payback periods, electric
utilities are usually heavily debt-laden. Most electric utility lenders have financial performance
requirements that must be met to be in compliance with debt covenants/mortgages. The proposed SOP’s
impact of significantly fluctuating property, plant, and equipment costs would probably result in one of two
outcomes. Either all the lenders would have to loosen or drop their performance requirements, or electric
utilities would feel pressure to raise their rates to their customers. Loosening or dropping the performance
requirements in conjunction with the fluctuating costs recognized as a result of this accounting change
would probably result in electric utilities defaulting on their loans or at the very least increased costs of
monitoring the financial viability of borrowers. This would ultimately result in higher electric utility rates
or taxes to compensate for the additional costs.
My responses to the specific issues raised by the proposed SOP as they relate to the impact on electric
cooperatives are:
Issue 4 - The planning, oversight, and accounting requirements related to properly and safely constructing
and tracking property, plant, and equipment to serve the customers and generate revenue for many
years to come are such a significant portion of the reason for having much of the support staff and
overhead costs that exist that they should not be expensed as current period costs. This position,
as well as current capitalization guidelines and practices more closely follow recent FASB
guidance on plant capitalization and period accounting (FAS 106) than the proposed SOP does.
Issue 7 - My objection to the requirement to expense costs of removal in the period incurred stems from the
fluctuation in the removal and replacement of plant and the financial impact that would have.
Many times, a lot of plant has to be removed or replaced in one period, while a number of periods
may go by without having to do much removal/replacement of plant due to when the plant may
have been installed, weather factors, raw materials improvements, etc.

Issue 12 - The reason I object to requiring electric cooperatives to use component accounting is due to the
enormous record-keeping burden that would be created. While current technology would certainly
make such a record-keeping system more feasible than in the past, it would still be very expensive
to maintain a detailed ledger for each component of assets with useful lives of 30-35 years.
Issue 1 4 -1 object requiring electric cooperatives to use component accounting since most recently
completed depreciation studies conclude that electric cooperatives using currently approved
composite depreciation rates are well within reasonableness ranges in the value of their property,
plant, and equipment assets. It seems unwise to require such expensive record-keeping while
achieving little or no significant gain in reasonableness of accounting estimates of fair value of
assets in service.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this proposed SOP, and for your consideration of these
comments in advance.
Please continue to show prudent judgement in accounting matters of this magnitude and exempt electric
cooperatives from this SOP or withdraw the SOP until it can be revised to achieve the desired effect of
improving the financial standards and information needing improvement without unduly penalizing those
not needing improvement.

Dave Childers, Controller
New-Mac Electric Cooperative, Inc.

November 14, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775

RE: Comments of Pinnacle West Capital Corporation on the proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for
Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment.”
Dear Mr. Simon,
Pinnacle West Capital Corporation is a publicly held holding company. Our largest subsidiary, Arizona
Public Service Company, is a regulated public utility engaged in the generation, sale, and delivery of electricity and
energy-related products in the western United States. Arizona Public Service Company is currently under regulatory
order to transfer its generation assets to Pinnacle West Energy Corporation, our unregulated generation subsidiary.
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed Statement of Position (SOP), “Accounting for
Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment.” We will address all of the issues outlined
in the letter from AcSEC, with greater emphasis on the issues that are of particular importance to us. The following
is a list of the issues that we will respond to in greater detail:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Project stage framework, issues 2 and 3.
Accounting for costs incurred, issues 4, 6, and 7.
Component accounting, issues 12, 13 and 14.
Effective date.

We are specifically concerned about these issues because of the capital-intensive nature of our industry, the
conflicts in accounting that will arise due to our current regulatory accounting treatment under SFAS No. 71, and
our active participation in both turnkey contracts for new plants and self-constructed capital improvements. We are
also concerned that the proposed SOP will provide guidelines that unfairly penalize companies that require large
fixed asset bases to generate revenue.
We agree with the guidance provided in the SOP for Issues 1, 5, 8, 9, 10, 16, 17, 18 and 19. We have no
comment on Issues 11 and 15.
Project Stage Framework. Issue 2
We do not agree with the proposed project stage framework. We do not believe it adds value to the process
of determining what costs should be capitalized. The project stage framework does not eliminate the need to
determine if the project is capital or maintenance, it only adds another factor to the decision making process. The
classification of costs into specific categories is still necessary under the proposed framework.

The proposed project stage framework also causes the same costs to be treated differently. For example,
the same activities can occur in the first two stages and because of timing they are classified as expense in the
preliminary stage and capital in the preacquisition stage. Also, activities that occur in the last two stages are treated
differently, such as, construction completion activities that occur after the commercial operation date. See Issue 6 for
further discussion on accounting for construction completion costs.
In paragraph A8 of the proposed SOP, it states that “AcSEC concluded that the guidance in the SOP would
be more operational if capitalization criteria were based on the kinds of activities performed and kinds of costs
incurred rather than on whether a particular expenditure fits into one of a large number of classification categories.”
This statement contradicts the example of the proposed framework given in Appendix B where costs appear to be
classified only by timing and not by “the kinds of activities performed and kinds of costs incurred.”
For example, in the matrix shown in Appendix B, surveying and zoning costs are capitalized or expensed
based on their timing (i.e. whether it was incurred before or after the acquisition of the specific PP&E is probable),
not on “the kind of activities performed.” We believe that costs should be capitalized or expensed based on “the
kinds of activities performed and the kinds of costs incurred."
We propose that the project stage framework be eliminated from the proposed SOP as it does not add value
and creates an unnecessary step in the process of determining what costs should be capitalized. We also propose
that the SOP be changed to include an examination of the "kinds of activities performed and the kinds of costs
incurred" to determine if a cost should be capitalized.
Project Stage Framework. Issue 3
If the project stage framework is not eliminated as proposed in Issue 2, we believe the changes outlined
below should be made. We do not agree that the SFAS No. 5 definition of “probable” (likely to occur) is the
appropriate defining point between the proposed preliminary and preacquisition stages. We propose that the
definition of “probable” used in FASB Concept Statement No. 6, “Elements of Financial Statements” in the
definition of an asset should be used instead of the SFAS No. 5 definition. Footnote 18 of FASB Concept Statement
No. 6 states:
Probable is used with its usual general meaning, rather than in a specific accounting or technical
sense (such as that in Statement 5 par. 3), and refers to that which can reasonably be expected or
believed on the basis of available evidence or logic but is neither certain nor proved {Webster’s
New World Dictionary, p. 1132). Its inclusion in the definition is intended to acknowledge that
business and other economic activities occur in an environment characterized by uncertainty in
which few outcomes are certain.
We believe the FASB Concept Statement No. 6 definition of “probable” should be used as the defining
point between the proposed preliminary and preacquisition stages since it is used to define when a “future economic
benefit” should be recorded as an asset. As stated in footnote 18, there are business and economic activities that
occur that could impact the probability of the start or even completion of a capital project, regardless of
management’s authorization of funding, availability of funding and the ability to meet governmental regulations
(proposed SOP, para. 16). We believe the use of the FASB Concept Statement No. 6 definition of “probable”
provides a determining point for cost capitalization that is in line with the FASB Conceptual Framework.
Accounting for Costs Incurred. Issue 4
We believe the proposed SOP, in an attempt to limit aggressive capitalization of indirect costs, provides
guidelines that unfairly penalize companies, such as, gas, water, and electric utilities, that require large fixed asset
bases to generate revenue. Also, the proposed SOP promotes inconsistent accounting guidance for assets that are
self-constructed and those that are constructed by third parties. For companies that self construct assets, a significant
amount of management overhead, general and administrative expense and other department efforts are devoted to
supporting construction activities, such as, utilization of resources, labor, financing, materials procurement and
planning. To not recognize this work as part of a capital project diminishes the value of the constructed asset and
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overstates current period expenses. A portion of the management and support cost as well as the administrative and
general expense would be avoided if the construction activities did not exist. The avoided cost is correctly allocable
to future periods that benefit from the overhead activities. This same limitation is not applied to construction
performed by third party contractors who would include management overhead, general and administrative expense
and other support department costs as well as a profit in their cost of the work. Since our company uses both
methods of construction we would not have a consistent capitalization policy within our own financial statements let
alone across multiple industries.
For our regulated electric utility, expensing of all G&A overheads is in direct conflict with the Code of
Federal Regulations - 18 CFR Part 101, Electric Plant Instruction Nos. 3 and 4. The specific language contained
within these electric plant instructions is as follows:
All overhead construction costs, such as engineering, supervision, general office salaries and
expenses, construction engineering and supervision by others than the accounting utility, law
expenses, insurance, injuries and damages, relief and pensions, taxes and interest, shall be charged
to
particular
jobs
or
units
on
the
basis
of
the
amounts
of
such overheads reasonably applicable thereto, to the end that each job or unit shall bear its
equitable proportion of such costs and that the entire cost of the unit, both direct and overhead,
shall be deducted from the plant accounts at the time the property is retired.
To still comply with this regulatory directive, utilities would record regulatory assets under SFAS 71 that
would be amortized over a period that parallels the depreciation of the related assets. This amortization and the
corresponding tracking of the unamortized balance to its appropriate asset means twice the amount of work and,
more importantly, produces a less sound financial reporting outcome than existing GAAP.
In addition, we believe that other SFAS statements do not support the proposed SOP's changes in
accounting. For example, paragraph 17 of SFAS No. 34, “Capitalization of Interest Costs,” states:
The capitalization period shall begin when three conditions are present: a. Expenditures for the asset have
been made. b. Activities that are necessary to get the asset ready for its intended use are in progress, c.
Interest cost is being incurred. Interest capitalization shall continue as long as those three conditions are
present. The term activities is to be construed broadly. It encompasses more than physical construction; it
includes all the steps required to prepare the asset for its intended use. For example, it includes
administrative and technical activities during the preconstruction stage, such as the development of plans or
the process of obtaining permits from governmental authorities; it includes activities undertaken after
construction has begun in order to overcome unforeseen obstacles, such as technical problems, labor
disputes, or litigation. ...
SFAS No. 34 gives a broader definition of costs to be capitalized than the proposed SOP. It includes the
relevant “administrative and technical activities” that occur during the preliminary stage, such as determining the
size of a power line or a generating unit. A more reasonable approach is to capitalize all activities that support the
acquisition or construction of an asset as would be presumed from SFAS No. 34's “activities is to be construed
broadly”.
Additionally, the SFAS No. 34 use of “administrative and technical activities” certainly extends beyond
the SOPs “extent of time the employee spent directly on that activity”. This would extend to planning for resource
utilization, planning the scope of the work, preparing and reviewing project plans and writing contracts in the
“preconstruction stage” and the settlement of “labor disputes” in the construction stage, which are functions that
create incremental work for the company.
Companies with large investments in fixed assets that are self-constructed incur incremental costs of
general and administrative activities to support their construction efforts including resources located at the
construction site. This incremental cost should be included in the capital cost of a project.
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We propose that the SOP be changed to allow costs to be capitalized based on the “kinds of activities
performed and the kinds of costs incurred” including overhead and administrative and general costs related to the
construction functions of an entity.
Accounting for Costs Incurred. Issue 6
In general, we agree with the guidance in paragraph 37 of the proposed SOP, however, there appears to be
no allowance for the completion of construction that occurs on most major projects. Both GAAP and FERC
regulations require a project to be put into service when it is used or useful for its intended purpose. Even though
the asset can operate there are generally punch list items, such as, support facility completion, landscaping and
security items that are necessary to complete the capital project. For example, an electric generation facility can be
brought on-line and put into use before all of the support facilities and groundwork are complete. These costs
should be capitalized as part of the capital project and should not be excluded due only to “timing”, as noted in our
discussion of Issue 2.
We also disagree with the guidance on “preproduction test runs” outlined in footnote 7 of the proposed
SOP. In the electric utility business, “preproduction test runs” are made to test the construction and engineering of
the facility to ensure that it will run properly when it is brought on-line. Due to the nature of “preproduction test
runs”, costs are incurred to correct construction and engineering defects that would not have been known without the
test runs. Contrary to the guidance in the proposed SOP, we believe that these costs are necessary to prepare the
asset for its intended use and should not be expensed as incurred. The generation of saleable units during these test
runs should not preclude costs incurred subsequent to the test run from being capitalized as part of the generating
unit. We propose that the footnote be deleted from the SOP or that it be changed to allow costs that are necessary to
prepare the asset for its intended use to be capitalized even if they are incurred after saleable units have been
generated.
Accounting for Costs Incurred. Issue 7
We do not agree with the conclusion that the cost of removal should be expensed as incurred. The
proposed guidance would cause inconsistent treatment of demolition costs for newly acquired property (capitalized
as land or building cost) versus similar demolition costs related to existing facilities on land already owned or leased
by an entity (expensed as incurred). As stated in Issue 2, these costs should be examined based on the “kinds of
activities performed and the kinds of costs incurred.” We propose that paragraph 33 of the proposed SOP be
amended to state that the demolition costs to prepare a site for a new or replacement capital project should be
capitalized as incurred. No distinction should be made between demolition costs related to newly acquired or leased
and existing land.
Component Accounting. Issue 12
We do not agree that component accounting should be the only method available for determining the life of
an asset. We believe that the unique nature of the electric utility industry provides several reasons that support the
use of group or composite accounting as acceptable methods for recording depreciation.
Both our regulated and unregulated entities have mass property items (high volume, low cost assets), such
as, line transformers, meters, wire and utility poles that make up a significant piece of their assets. The use of
component accounting on such fixed assets for would create an enormous amount of immaterial transactions that
provide no benefit, only additional costs.
Our regulated entity is still subject to cost-based ratemaking. The regulatory framework’s primary focus is
the fair and equitable recovery of our investment in PP&E from our ratepayers. Current regulatory guidelines
require the use of composite accounting for determining depreciation on utility property. On our external financial
statements, we currently account for all PP&E for our regulated electric business under SFAS No. 71. The
implementation of component accounting would require that two separate sets of books be kept to meet both the
regulatory requirements and the guidance in the proposed SOP. As such, the use of component accounting would
provide no benefit for our regulated entity.
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We propose that the use of composite or group accounting also be included as acceptable methods for
calculating depreciation on PP&E, and the use of these methods be allowed without the restriction of proving that
these methods provide the same results as component accounting each period. See our discussion in Issues 13 and
14 for further support of the use of composite or group depreciation. At a minimum, paragraph 52 of the proposed
SOP should be supplemented to specifically exempt items of mass property from component accounting
requirements, as the implementation of these requirements for mass property would be impracticable.
Component Accounting. Issue 13
We do not agree with the proposal to book the undepreciated balance of retired assets to depreciation
expense. As noted in Issue 12, the regulated framework allows for the fair and equitable recovery of our investment
in PP&E. The regulatory framework requires that the net book value of retired assets be maintained in an electric
utility’s accumulated depreciation. As this method would continue under regulatory guidance, we would need to
create regulatory assets for the net book value of the retired asset, which would gross up our regulatory assets. The
additional regulatory assets are needed in order to levelize rates and to ensure full recovery of all prudently incurred
costs. We do not believe the end result provides better information to the users of our financial statements. We
proposed that the undepreciated balance remain in accumulated depreciation for companies that use composite or
group depreciation.
Component Accounting. Issue 14
We do not agree with that component accounting is the only acceptable method for recording depreciation.
We believe that composite or group accounting is also acceptable means of accounting for utility property.
We believe that group and composite depreciation methods are superior to individual component
accounting in circumstances in which there is a large pool of assets with statistically valid dispersion of actual useful
lives. We believe this is the best way to project retirement dates for vast quantities of individual assets. Composite
accounting uses statistical studies based on dispersion patterns to provide a mathematically sound basis for the
depreciation recordings. These methods have been successfully validated through university studies and rate cases.
This method provides the best results for large volumes of low cost assets. Component accounting requires the use
of judgment for each component within an asset class. As these assets are subject to early retirement due to external
circumstances not related to their physical lives, judgment is a poor substitute for the statistical studies.
In depreciating assets, expected average life is often one of the crudest measures of life available. The
individual component depreciation approach basically forces assets into an expected-average-life group and
performs a calculation as if each asset in die group will “live” to that age - which is obviously not the case.
In fact, if the distribution is normal, half the assets will live beyond the average life, and half will retire
before it. By depreciating individual assets over their average life and taking the additional depreciation on assets
retired early, one systematically accelerates the removal of a portion of the book value of half of the assets, and
“frontloads” that expense to the early years of the assets’ lives. For example, assume that there are three identical
assets with a cost of $100 that are expected to have an average useful life of two years. In fact, one asset retires at
the end of each of years 1, 2, and 3. Therefore, the average useful life assumption was accurate, however,
component depreciation accelerates depreciation on the early retirement, and gives no recognition to the longerlasting asset, as it does not contemplate life dispersion. See the below comparison of annual depreciation using
group and component depreciation methods:
Method

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Group

$150

$100

$50

200

100

Component
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This simple example demonstrates that group depreciation methods produce a much more meaningful
reflection of actual asset usage for groups of similar items. It should be noted that these methods are conceptually
very similar to the objectives of the SOP’s component depreciation concepts. Depreciation expense tracks the usage
of the asset, and the group or composite method takes into account individual items that have either unusually short
or unusually long actual lives, through the inclusion of interim retirement estimates in depreciation rates and other
methods.
We are also concerned about the extent of evidence that would be necessary to document that the
composite or group method approximates the individual component method. A full comparison of the two methods
would be very costly, and that cost would not, in our view, be justified, given the lack of impact of this issue on the
results of operations ultimately reported by a regulated electric utility. In summary, we believe that composite and
group depreciation methods should continue to be permitted, in recognition of their practical and theoretical
superiority in accounting for large pools of similar assets.
Comments on the Effective Date of the SOP
Due to the complexity of implementing the SOP, changes from existing practice, and additional record
keeping requirements, we propose that the SOP be effective for financial statements for fiscal years beginning at
least 18 months after the issuance of the SOP, with earlier application encouraged.
Once again, we thank you for the opportunity to offer our input on these very important issues.
consideration of our comments is appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Your

November 12, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036-8775
Re: Proposed Statement of Position: Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to
Property. Plant and Equipment
Dear Marc,
Pennsylvania Real Estate Investment Trust (“PREIT”) is a Real Estate Investment Trust
(“REIT”) that develops, acquires, owns and manages retail properties and multifamily properties
along the Eastern Seaboard. Our owned portfolio includes 19 multifamily properties consisting
of 7,242 units and 22 retail properties comprising approximately 10.9 million square feet of
space. The Real Estate business expects that the adoption of the above accounting
pronouncements will have a large impact, both from a financial perspective and an operating
perspective.
PREIT is an active member of the National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts
(“NAREIT”), which has or will respond to the proposed SOP. In addition to supporting the
views presented in NAREIT’s letter, PREIT wishes to address certain points that we would like
the AICPA to consider in its comment review process.
Componentization
The proposed SOP would require significant changes to the current accepted accounting methods
utilized in order to begin itemizing the cost and accumulated depreciation of individual PP&E
components. This alone cannot be accomplished without incurring significant costs including
changes to the structure of our PP&E system and the reconfiguring of the general ledger
accounts for each of our properties, let alone the properties managed by our joint venture
partners.
Initially, the proposal would require that PREIT allocate the book value of our numerous PP&E
assets into thousands of components. This would be difficult enough for us to accomplish but
would pale in comparison to the efforts required to ensure compliance from our joint venture
partners, many of which do not possess sophisticated automated accounting systems and rely
extensively on Excel and simple general ledger packages. PREIT would likely need the
assistance of expensive cost study consultants to reasonably estimate component costs and
satisfy the auditors with an external confirmation of values.
We would also be forced to hire an accountant dedicated to PP&E, as opposed to continuing the
current practice of accounting for PP&E by each property. Further, additional costs would be
required because the proposed SOP effectively eliminates the group and composite methods of
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depreciation. These methods are used by PREIT and our partners and represent a wellestablished industry standard and are supported by accounting literature. We fail to see how the
significant costs related to the implementation and continued use of the Proposed SOP are
justified when compared to the marginal benefit that may accrue to the users of financial
statements.
Furthermore, the proposed SOP present accounting practices for investment property that are
inconsistent with International Accounting Standard No. 40 (IAS 40), Investment Property.
Specifically, the componentization requirement is not required for international investment
property accounting, which utilizes the fair value of an investment property taken as a whole. To
adopt accounting guidance that is inconsistent with international accounting guidance while
representatives of the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) and the Securities and
Exchange Commission are advocating global consistency of accounting standards appears to be
misguided. It is not an unlikely scenario that we will subsequently be required to undo
component accounting if the uniformity of international accounting standards becomes a reality.
In the event the final SOP contains the detailed componentization requirements, we respectfully
request that investment property be exempted.
Elimination o f the Composite/Group Methods o f Depreciation
The componentization of all PP&E and the related measurement of remaining book value for
replaced components serve to eliminate the composite and group methods of depreciation. These
depreciation methods are pervasively used throughout the business world as a means to enhance
efficiencies without sacrificing accuracy. Additionally, these methods are supported in
accounting literature.
The Proposed SOP does allow the use of the group or composite method of depreciation if an
entity can demonstrate that it produces results similar to componentization. However, we feel
that to demonstrate the immaterial difference to our auditors would require us to calculate
depreciation utilizing both the group or composite method and the componentization method. In
essence, PREIT would not be spared of undertaking the exercise of preparing a detailed asset
componentization for each property. We would also be forced to request the same from our joint
venture partners in order to support the use of the composite methodology. We feel that this
aspect of the Proposed SOP is burdensome because we would be required to maintain two
versions of our asset depreciation schedules.
We strongly suggest that the Accounting Standards Executive Committee (“AcSEC”) consider
an alternative approach for the componentization of PP&E that would support a more reasonable
level of detail requirement and thus be more cost effective. We would consider embracing the
approach set forth by NAREIT, which includes the componentization of PP&E assets into
categories based on the useful lives of components. There may be as many as a dozen categories
or even more for investment property. Components within these “useful-life categories” would
be accounted for using the group method of depreciation. No “losses” (remaining net book
values) would be recognized in earnings at the time of replacement. These “losses” could be
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minimized through more precise determination of useful lives of major components and regular
comparisons of the parameters used with actual experience.
Deferred Cost Accounting
Another area of the Proposed SOP with which we do not agree is the provision to eliminate the
concept of deferred cost accounting with respect to PP&E. PREIT is particularly opposed to
phasing out the ability to defer or capitalize costs incurred during the preliminary stages of a
long-term project or major maintenance activities. Clearly, certain costs provide future
economic benefit subsequent to the period in which these costs are incurred. The costs that
represent future value should be deferred and amortized over the future periods in order to be
consistent with the bedrock accounting principle known as “matching.” The initial support and
continued applicability of the Proposed SOP will be undermined if the matching concept is
ignored. GAAP is built upon the concept of matching and the area of PP&E should be no
exception to this rule.
Accounting for Property Taxes, Insurance and Ground Rents
The Proposed SOP would also dictate that the capitalization of property taxes, insurance and
ground rentals cease “no later than the date initial operations commence in any portion of the
building or structure.” As a developer of retail properties, we often build properties that open in
stages based on tenant lease obligations and our leasing efforts. Sometimes the period of time
between the initial store’s opening and the completion of the project could be a year or longer.
The proposed accounting treatment would not only create a significant inappropriate matching of
costs and related revenues, but also significant expenses for a property that has minimal revenues
and is under development. The inordinate share of property expenses for the entire property as
compared to only a portion of the revenues would distort reported earnings and create confusing
income statements. These statements would potentially mislead parties outside of our
organization such as credit providers.
For example, if the first tenant occupies merely five percent of the space in a large retail strip
mall, the Proposed SOP maintains that 100% of the costs of real estate taxes, insurance and
ground rentals applicable to the entire strip mall be charged to the rental income stream from the
five percent of leased space. The calculated earnings resulting from this disproportionate
accounting would not provide accurate or predictable information with respect to the future
prospects of the property, as the likely result of the proposed accounting would be a large
operating loss.
The appropriate accounting is to allocate the real estate taxes, insurance and ground rents
proportionally between space generating revenue and the non-revenue generating space as the
property leases up. Limits to the capitalization should be required in terms of the maximum
length of time subject to this allocation. Paragraphs 22 and 23 of SFAS 67, as well as paragraph
18 of SFAS 34, provide an appropriate model for the capitalization of these costs. This treatment
is consistent with the capitalization of interest costs during development.
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Limitation on Capitalization o f Indirect and Overhead Costs
The proposal would limit the capitalization of costs of internal staff directly associated with
specific projects to payroll and payroll-benefit related costs. PREIT believes that indirect costs
and overhead that supports the development, construction or installation of PP&E should be
capitalized.

PREIT appreciates the opportunity to provide feedback to the AICPA as it considers the changes
to PP&E accounting. If you have any questions regarding this response, please contact the
undersigned at (215) 875-0764.
Sincerely,

David J. Bryant
Senior Vice President - Finance and Treasurer
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To: agadkins@uss.com,
bdrake@kpmg.com,
cdaugherty@dttus.com,
james_ross@csx.com,
jbrant@deloitte.com,
leonard.gatti@us.pwcglobal.com,
lmayshak@dttus.com,
msimon@aicpa.org,
richard.h.moseley@aexp.com,
rrendino@pgrt.com
cc: Sharon Macey/NY/AICPA@AICPA
Subject: PP&E Comment Letter #131
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To: msimon@aicpa.org
cc:
Subject: PP&E Accounting

November 13, 2001
Marc Simon, Technical Manager, Accounting Standards, File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americans
New York, NY 10036-8775
Dear Mr. Simon:
I participated in the conference call held on October 4, 2001, regarding
the proposed accounting rule, Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities
Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment (PP&E). This proposed rule
would effect Jasper-Newton Electric Cooperative's financial statements,
along with all other cooperatives that are either RUS or non-RUS
borrowers.
Performing a cost/benefit analysis is a major function businesses perform
when determining whether or not to implement an idea. If cooperatives
had to change the way they account for PP&E, the costs would definitely
outweigh the benefits. The record-keeping, administration, and
organizational burdens of component accounting would increase costs as
compared to the group accounting method currently used. As a result of
the proposed accounting rule, net margins would become more volatile.
The following is a list of areas I feel would be effected:
Administrative, general, and overhead costs would be expensed
instead of capitalized.
JNEC incurs costs that are directly related to PP&E—those costs are
capitalized on a monthly basis. Expensing these direct costs would
alter net margins on J NEC's financial statements by increasing expenses
that were once included in assets on the balance sheet.

Costs of removal would be expensed.
Retiring an asset, a normal part of business, is not charged to
gains/losses, instead, the losses on early retirement are offset by the
monthly depreciation charges for assets still in service. Expensing the
costs of removal would increase the volatility of
JNEC's net
margins.
Increasing expenses may result in a cooperative increasing the rates
charged to their members for electric service. In a time of deregulation
and competition, increasing rates as a result of net margin volatility is not
the answer.
These are my personal opinions on how I believe Jasper-Newton Electric
Cooperative would be effected if this proposal were to be implemented.
Shelley Newman, Accountant
Jasper-Newton Electric Cooperative, Inc.
812 S. Margaret Avenue
Kirbyville, TX 75956

November 12, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re: Exposure Draft-Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs and
Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment”
Dear Mr. Simon:
Jasper-Newton Electric Cooperative, Inc., is an electric distribution cooperative in East
Texas. The coop is a non-profit member owned company that exists to provide electricity
to the rural residents of our service territory. The Rural Utilities Service (RUS), a part of
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, regulates electric cooperatives and determines their
accounting practices and procedures through the Uniform System of Accounts. I am the
Director of Finance for this cooperative and wish to comment on the Proposed Statement
of Position.
This proposal would adversely impact our cooperative. The implementation of this
proposal would cause great fluctuation in the cooperative’s operating margins and would
impose excessive costs to meet the accounting requirements.
The cooperative’s operating margins would become volatile as a result of having to
expense overhead, administrative, and general costs. These costs are a legitimate part of
constructing plant assets and should be recognized over the useful life of the asset
through depreciation. For rate-making purposes, matching revenues and expenses most
fairly represents the cooperative’s financial position. Having to expense overhead,
administrative, and general costs rather than capitalizing them, would make the operating
margins volatile and incomparable.
Likewise, the cooperative’s operating margins would be impacted with expending the
cost of removal of plant items as incurred. Rate-making practices now include the cost of
removal as a component of the depreciation rate for the useful life of the asset. RUS has
established our depreciation rate guidelines to include this cost. Recording the cost of
removal in the period incurred would make the cooperative’s operating margins volatile
and would result in current members paying for the cost of removal.
The accounting requirements of this proposal would require the cooperative to purchase
expensive accounting systems to implement component accounting. At present,
cooperatives use the composite method for depreciation of some plant assets. Many of the
plant assets such as poles and transformers are like-kind assets. The early retirement of

some assets is balanced with the assets that remain in use long after their expected life.
Accounting for these individual assets would require expensive accounting systems that
would be burdensome to implement and maintain.
The proposal, “Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant,
and Equipment,” would have an adverse impact on Jasper-Newton Electric Cooperative,
Inc. I think that this proposal should not be implemented and that RUS should continue to
determine the cooperative’s accounting procedures.
Sincerely,
Kitty Whitmire

Kitty Whitmire
Director of Finance
Jasper-Newton Electric Cooperative, Inc.
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November 14, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager - Accounting Standards
File4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036-8775
Dear Mr. Simon:
Enclosed please find Andersen’s comments on the Accounting Standards Executive Committee’s
(AcSEC’s) Proposed Statement of Position, Accountingfo r Certain Costs and Activities Related to
Property, Plant, and Equipment (June 29,2001).
If you have any questions about our comments or would like to further discuss them, please call me at
312-507-2307.
Very truly yours,

Benjamin S. Neuhausen
Enclosure
BSN/mt
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November 14,2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager - Accounting Standards
File4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Dear Mr. Simon:
Andersen is pleased to comment on the Accounting Standards Executive Committee's (AcSEC's)
Proposed Statement of Position, Accountingfo r Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant,
and Equipment (June 29,2001).
Generally, we support the framework of the proposed SOP and the issuance of a final statement, once our
recommendations have been considered and incorporated into the document. Our more significant
suggestions include 1) our belief that the group method of depreciation should be permitted for large
groups of homogeneous assets, 2) granting entities more discretion in defining components, and 3)
deferring the effective date to fiscal years beginning after December 15,2002.
We have outlined our responses to the specific questions for which AcSEC requested comment in
Attachment I. We have additional comments that are outlined in Attachment II. We believe several of
our suggestions will significantly improve the operationality of the final document. We appreciate the
opportunity to comment, and will be pleased to discuss our comments with AcSEC and the AICPA staff
at your convenience.
Very truly yours,

Arthur Andersen LLP
Attachments

Attachment I - Specific Questions for Comment
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Scope
Issue 7: Paragraph 10 of the proposed SOP states that the SOP does not provide specific
guidance on lessor or lessee accounting for reimbursements of costs incurred by a lessor
that are directly recoverable from lessees under the terms of one or more leases, and that
the lessor and lessee should refer to FASB Statement No. 13, Accountingfo r Leases, and
related lease accounting literature for guidance on accounting for such reimbursements.
In many instances, depending on the terms of the lease, those reimbursements may
constitute minimum lease payments or contingent rentals under FASB Statement No. 13.
As discussed in paragraph A2 of the proposed SOP, AcSEC elected not to address the
accounting for such transactions in this SOP because AcSEC did not want to create
conflicts with existing lease accounting guidance and AcSEC did not believe it was
appropriate to address the accounting under all of the various reimbursement scenarios
and arrangement structures within the scope of this SOP. Are there significant practice
issues or concerns related to the accounting for contractually recoverable expenditures
that should be addressed in the proposed SOP? Do you believe that there are other areas
addressed in the proposed SOP that, with respect to their application to lessors and
lessees of PP&E, could create conflicts with existing lease accounting standards?
AcSEC should not address this issue further. We believe that Statement 13, and related lease accounting
literature, provides adequate guidance on the accounting for lessee-lessor reimbursements. We are not
aware of significant practice issues or concerns related to the accounting for other contractually
recoverable expenditures. Further, we are not aware of conflicts with existing lease accounting standards
that might result from the proposed SOP.
Project Stage Framework
Issue 2: The guidance in this proposed SOP is presented in terms of a project stage or
time line framework and on the basis of the kinds of activities performed during the
stages defined in the proposed SOP rather than on whether an expenditure fits into certain
classification categories such as ordinary repairs and maintenance, "extraordinary"
repairs and maintenance, replacements, betterments, additions, redevelopments,
renovations, rehabilitations, retrofits, rearrangements, refurbishments, and reinstallations.
Do you agree with that approach? If not, what alternative would you propose and why?
We agree with the proposed approach for the reasons stated in the basis for conclusions in Appendix A
and believe the proposed approach generally should be operational in practice.
Issue 3: Paragraph 16 of the proposed SOP states that the preliminary stage ends and the
preacquisition stage begins when the acquisition of specific property, plant, and
equipment (PP&E) is considered probable. Paragraph 22 of the proposed SOP states that,
other than the costs of options to acquire PP&E, all costs incurred during the preliminary
stage should be charged to expense as incurred. Do you agree with that conclusion? If
not, how would you propose to modify the guidance and why?
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We observe that some might interpret the guidance in paragraphs 22 and 23 of the proposed SOP to
require that the acquisition of a tangible or intangible asset should be expensed as incurred unless it is
probable that a larger PP&E asset will be acquired. Specifically, we recommend that AcSEC clarify that
the acquisition of an item meeting the definition of an asset in Statement of Financial Accounting
Concepts No. 6: Elements o f Financial Statements (A Replacement o f FASB Concepts Statement No. 3 —
Incorporating an Amendment o f FASB Concepts Statement No. 2) and which has an alternative future use
always be capitalized as an asset at its cost, subject to impairment.
For example, some have asserted that when applying the guidance in the proposed SOP, if an enterprise
were to acquire tangible (e.g., steel) or intangible items (e.g., blueprints for a specific building) and those
costs were incurred prior to the probable acquisition of a specific PP&E asset that expensing those costs
would be required. As "steel" and "blueprints" meet the definition of an asset and assuming those items
have an alternate future use, we believe that it would be more appropriate to capitalize those costs
regardless of the stage.
Additionally, we believe that it would be helpful for AcSEC to clarify the definition of "specific property,
plant, and equipment." For example, we believe that the probable construction of a specific building in an
undecided location meets the requirements of paragraph 16 of the proposed SOP because the unit of
accounting is the building and not the building and the land. Thus, transferable cost incurred to build a
specific building would be capitalized if it is probable that specific building will be built, but its location
is uncertain. Our suggestion may require changing Example 4 of Appendix C.
Accounting for Costs Incurred
Issue 4: The proposed SOP states that PP&E-related costs incurred during the
preacquisition, acquisition-or-construction, and in-service stages should be charged to
expense unless the costs are directly identifiable with the specific PP&E. Directly
identifiable costs include only (a) incremental direct costs incurred with independent
third parties for the specific PP&E, (b) employee payroll and payroll benefit-related costs
related to time spent on specified activities performed by the entity during those stages,
(c) depreciation of machinery and equipment used directly in the construction or
installation of PP&E and incremental costs directly associated with the utilization of that
machinery and equipment during the acquisition-or-construction stage, and (d) inventory
(including spare parts) used directly in the construction or installation of PP&E. All
general and administrative and overhead costs incurred, including all costs of support
functions, should be charged to expense. See paragraphs 24, 25,29, and 30. Do you
agree with those conclusions? If not, what alternatives would you propose and why?
For the most part, we agree with the guidance as it is currently reflected in the proposed SOP for the
reasons stated in the basis for conclusions in Appendix A. We suggest, however, that AcSEC include
some examples to help clarify what costs are capitalizable when applying the guidance in the proposed
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SOP. For example, if a manufacturer were to maintain a separate facility to produce custom equipment
used in its manufacturing process, what costs incurred in maintaining and operating the separate facility
are directly identifiable with the custom equipment? Separately, consider an entity that is expanding its
productive capacity by substantially increasing the available space in its existing facility. The entity uses
a significant amount of energy in expanding the facility. Must the entity separately measure the energy
used in construction or could it estimate the direct energy costs to capitalize?
In addition, we believe an entity that has operations subject to the reporting requirements of FASB
Statement No. 71, Accounting fo r the Effects o f Certain Types o f Regulation, should be required to
capitalize general and administrative costs and overhead, if such costs are probable of recovery through
the rate-making process. Should an entity discontinue applying Statement 71, that entity would no longer
capitalize such costs on future property additions. We believe this limited exception to the accounting
theory in the proposed SOP is appropriate. Otherwise, it may add undue complexity to the financial
reporting requirements of such entities (potentially requiring another set of property records for regulatory
purposes) without any clear benefit to users of financial statements. Absent this exception, we expect
most entities with operations subject to Statement 71 would qualify to capitalize such costs as regulatory
assets. The requirement for entities with operations subject to Statement 71 to capitalize such amounts as
part of the cost of self-constructed assets is consistent with the requirements of Statement 71 concerning
the capitalization of an allowance for funds used during construction and intercompany profit.
Issue 5: Paragraph 32 of the proposed SOP states that for real estate that is not being used
in operations, costs of property taxes, insurance, and ground rentals should be capitalized,
to the extent of the portion of the property that is under development, during the time that
activities that are necessary to get the asset ready for its intended use are in progress. Do
you agree with that conclusion? If not, what alternative would you propose and why?
We agree with the conclusions reached in paragraph 32 for the reasons stated in the basis for conclusions
in Appendix A.
Issue 6: Paragraph 37 of the proposed SOP states that the costs of normal, recurring, or
periodic repairs and maintenance activities should be charged to expense as incurred. It
also states that all other costs related to PP&E that are incurred during the in-service
stage should be charged to expense as incurred unless the costs are incurred for (a) the
acquisition of additional PP&E or components or (b) the replacement of existing PP&E
or components of PP&E. Do you agree with those conclusions? If not, what alternatives
would you propose and why?
We agree with the conclusions reached in paragraph 37 for the reasons stated in the basis for conclusions
in Appendix A.
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Issue 7\ Paragraph 39 of the proposed SOP states that costs of removal, except for certain
limited situation demolition costs, should be charged to expense as incurred. Do you
agree with that conclusion? If not, what alternative would you propose and why?
We agree with the conclusions reached in paragraph 39 for the reasons stated in the basis for conclusions
in Appendix A.
Issue 8: Paragraph 44 of the proposed SOP states that the total of costs incurred for
planned major maintenance activities does not represent a separate PP&E asset or
component. It states that certain of those costs should be capitalized if they represent
acquisitions or replacements and that all other costs should be charged to expense as
incurred. Paragraph 45 prohibits alternative accounting treatments including — (a) the
accrual of a liability for the estimated costs of a planned major maintenance activity prior
to their being incurred, and (b) the deferral and amortization of the entire cost of the
activity. Do you agree with those conclusions? If not, what alternatives would you
propose and why?
We agree with the conclusions reached in paragraphs 44 and 45 for the reasons stated in the basis for
conclusions in Appendix A.
Issue 9: Paragraph 45 of the proposed SOP further prohibits, as an alternative accounting
treatment, the "built-in overhaul" method for costs incurred for planned major
maintenance activities. Under that method, additional depreciation expense is recognized
currently to give effect to the decline in service potential that is subsequently restored
once the major maintenance activity occurs. When the major maintenance activity
occurs, its cost is considered capitalizable. In lieu of the built-in overhaul method,
AcSEC concluded that better cost allocation would result from the use of component
accounting and limiting the major maintenance activities that would be capitalizable to
costs that represent replacements of components of PP&E. Should the costs of restoring
PP&E's service potential, in addition to the cost of replacements that would be
capitalizable under this proposed SOP, be eligible for capitalization? Do you believe that
prohibiting the built-in overhaul method is appropriate, or should it be allowed as an
alternative method? If you believe that the built-in overhaul method should continue to be
allowed, what industries or entities should be allowed to use it, and why?
We agree with the conclusions reached in paragraph 45 for the reasons stated in the basis for conclusions
in Appendix A.
Use of Inventory in Production of Internal-Use PP&E
Issue 10: Paragraphs 47,48 and A41 of the proposed SOP discuss the situation in which
an entity owns an asset that it intended to sell as inventory but subsequently decided to
retain for use in its own internal operations. Those paragraphs state that the entity should
evaluate for impairment amounts included in PP&E that were previously capitalized as
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inventory but should not redetermine their carrying amount as PP&E using the guidance
in the proposed SOP, unless the entity has a pattern of changing the intended use of assets
from inventory to PP&E. Do you believe that guidance is appropriate, or should an entity
be required to redetermine the carrying amount of PP&E assets previously capitalized as
inventory, and why? Should AcSEC provide additional guidance on what kinds of
changes in intended use constitute a ''pattern,” and why?
We agree with the guidance in paragraphs 47,48 and A41 and believe that it is appropriate (sufficient)
and do not believe that an after-the-fact "redetermination" would be appropriate. Further, we do not
support a "prescriptive" approach to determining when a "pattern of changing the intended use of
significant amounts of assets" is necessary as facts and circumstances should determine the result. We
believe that preparers and auditors will not have difficulty determining when a "pattern" has been
established. We have further comments on paragraph 47 in Attachment II.
PP&E-Tvpe Assets Produced for Sale or Operating Lease
Issue 11: The proposed SOP requires assets that are produced by an entity to be leased to
a lessee under an operating lease to be accounted for under the provisions of this SOP.
As discussed in paragraph A43 of the proposed SOP, AcSEC recognizes that some
entities routinely construct or manufacture products, some of which are sold directly and
some of which are leased to lessees under sales-type leases whereas others are leased to
lessees under operating leases. In some situations, the entity does not know the form the
transaction will take until it occurs, and the customer decides whether its acquisition of
product will be accomplished through purchase or lease. The proposed SOP requires an
entity to accumulate costs differently for similar assets depending on whether the asset is
sold outright or leased to a lessee under a sales-type lease (in either case, inventory cost
accumulation rules would apply) or leased to a lessee under an operating lease (in which
case, the cost accumulation provisions of the proposed SOP would apply). Do you agree
with that conclusion and, if so, do you believe the proposed SOP should provide
additional guidance on such cost accumulation? Or would it be preferable for a single
cost accumulation model to apply during the production process and that there should be
a presumption that the assets should be accounted for all as inventory or all as PP&E? If
so, which presumption should be applied and why?
While we generally agree with the conclusion that costs should be accumulated differently for similar
assets depending on whether the asset will be sold outright (or under a sales-type lease) or leased under an
operating lease, we do not believe that the entity must "know what form the transaction will take" prior to
the transaction, but, rattier must only be able to make a reliable estimate. Where an entity is unable to
make a reliable estimate, we believe that it should "default" to the cost accumulation guidance in the
proposed SOP.
We also believe that when an entity produces goods in a standard manufacturing operation (even if
produced to a buyers' specification), and expects to sell a portion of its total production and lease (under
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an operating lease) the remaining portion, the individual units of production may be so closely related that
they are, in effect, parts of a single project with an overall profit margin. In that fact pattern, accounting
for each unit individually may not be feasible or appropriate, and the SOP should allow combining such
contracts for cost accumulation purposes. The presumption in combining contracts is that costs are
recognized uniformly over the combined units of production. For example, a large amount of production
may be negotiated as a package with the objective of achieving an overall profit margin, although the
profit margins on the individual units may vary. In those circumstances, if the individual units are
accounted for using different cost accumulation methods and reported in different periods, the reported
profit margins in those periods will differ from the profit margin contemplated in the negotiations for
reasons other than differences in performance. This concept is consistent with paragraphs 35-38 of
Statement of Position 81-1, Accountingfo r Performance o f Construction-Type and Certain ProductionType Contracts. In summary, the proposed SOP should permit combining contracts or production having
the above characteristics, following either the guidelines in the proposed SOP for cost accumulation
purposes, or inventory pricing, whichever is more appropriate in the circumstances.
Component Accounting
Issue 12: Paragraphs 49 through 56 of the proposed SOP discuss component accounting
and state that if a component has an expected useful life that differs from the expected
useful life of the PP&E asset to which it relates, the component should be accounted for
separately and depreciated or amortized over its separate expected useful life. Do you
agree with this approach to accounting for PP&E? If not, what alternative would you
propose and why?
We agree with the overall approach that entities should identify and depreciate components of assets.
Componentization results in improved estimates of depreciation expense and better identification of
depreciation estimates that were incorrect. Entities will be incented to develop and maintain good
estimates of depreciation expense. However, we believe that the unit of accounting selected by an entity
should define component accounting. We believe that AcSEC could make component accounting
significantly more operational by providing more discretion in how an entity applies component
accounting and clarifying when component accounting would and would not be required. Specifically,
we believe that entities should select, and consistently apply, a unit of accounting for PP&E. For
example, we believe that it would be appropriate to allow an entity to select a larger unit of accounting
than is suggested in the proposed SOP, in which case additions or replacements smaller than the unit of
accounting should be expensed as incurred. Similarly, an entity could select "components" with an
aggregate cost greater than some threshold as its unit of accounting in which case only additions or
replacements greater than the threshold would be capitalized.
Issue 13: Paragraphs 38 and 51 of the proposed SOP state that when existing PP&E is
replaced or otherwise removed from service and the replacement is capitalized, the net
book value of the replaced PP&E should be charged to depreciation expense in the period
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of replacement. Do you agree with this approach? If not, what alternative would you
propose and why?
We agree with the conclusions reached in paragraphs 38 and 51. However, we believe that the amount
charged to depreciation expense should be net of salvage value less costs to sell/dispose. This concept
should be made clear in the SOP. Further, it appears to us that the guidance in these paragraphs may be in
conflict with SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin Topic 5.B., “Gain or Loss From Disposition of Equipment.”
Specifically, the SAB indicates that “gains or losses” resulting from the disposition of revenue-producing
equipment should not be treated as adjustments to depreciation, but rather should be displayed as a
separate item in the statement of operations. This apparent conflict should be addressed with the SEC
staff.
Issue 14: The proposed SOP requires the use of component accounting to depreciate
identified components over their respective expected useful lives. As noted in paragraph
A48 of the proposed SOP, entities have developed and utilized various conventions to
depreciate assets, including group depreciation or use of composite lives. Those
conventions are acceptable only if they result in approximately the same gross PP&E,
depreciation expense, accumulated depreciation, and gains or losses on disposals of
PP&E as the component accounting method required by this proposed SOP. Do you
agree with this approach? If not, what alternative would you propose and why?
We agree with the conclusions reached in paragraph A48 as it relates to a prohibition of using the
composite method of depreciation, since depreciating dissimilar assets with different lives is conceptually
inconsistent with the accounting theory in die proposed SOP. However, we disagree with abandoning the
group method of accounting when an entity has a large group of homogeneous assets. For example, many
utilities and telecommunications entities record assets by groupings. For some types of property, such as
utility poles, railroad ties, rails, wire and cable, it is not practicable to measure depreciation expense for
each component or individual asset. The group or “mass asset” method of depreciation is frequently used
to depreciate homogeneous classes of similar assets. In applying the group or mass asset method, assets
are grouped such that the units have the same or similar lives, are used and operated in the same manner,
and are subject to the same influences causing retirements. After the asset group has been identified, a
depreciation study is conducted to determine the average life of all of the units included in the group. The
difference in depreciation expense when computed on a component basis compared with that computed
using a group method, is that under a group method, no gain or loss is recognized upon normal retirement
or disposal of individual assets within the group. Upon retirement or disposal of an asset within the
group, average net book value of the retired asset is charged to the related accumulated depreciation
account.
We believe that in circumstances in which there is a large pool of assets in which one can statistically
determine the dispersion of actual asset lives, that a group method is often superior to the component
method. We have developed the following utility industry example to demonstrate the superiority of
group depreciation when homogeneous assets exist.
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Assume there are five homogeneous assets (utility poles) with a cost of $200 each that are expected to
have an average useful life of three years. In fact, one pole is struck by a car and "retires" at the end of
year 1, a second is struck by lightning and retires at the end of year 2, the third normally retires at the end
of year 3, the fourth pole survives until the end of year 4 and the fifth pole continues to be used until the
end of year 5. The original three-year average useful life assumption was accurate. However, component
depreciation accelerates depreciation on the poles retired early, and gives no recognition to the longerlasting assets that continue to provide benefit in years 4 and 5. Depreciation expense, based on this
assumed fact pattern would be as follows (see Attachment III for computational details)—

Component

Year 1
$467

Year 2
$333

Year 3
$200

Year 4
$0

Year 5
$0

Group

$333

$267

$200

$133

$67

This simple example helps to demonstrate that a group method produces a meaningful reflection of actual
asset usage for groups of similar items. Poles 4 and 5 continue to provide benefit to the utility company,
yet no depreciation expense is recorded in those years using the component method. Consider the effects
if this example were applied to millions of poles, meters or other mass assets. The group method takes
into account individual items that have either unusually short or unusually long actual lives, through the
inclusion of interim retirement estimates in depreciation studies and other mortality methods.
If it is AcSEC's intent to eliminate the group or mass asset method of depreciation, the proposed SOP
should indicate that conclusion and the basis of conclusions should provide further explanation.
However, we believe that requiring an entity to demonstrate that this method approximates the same gross
PP&E, depreciation expense, accumulated depreciation, and gains or losses on disposals of PP&E as the
component accounting method is disingenuous. If an entity were able to make such a demonstration why
would it not just apply the component method? The group method of depreciation is recognized as an
approximation of componentization and is meant to ease the recordkeeping burden.
In summary, we support a prohibition of the composite method of depreciating assets, wherein
heterogeneous assets having different lives, are depreciated using a single depreciation rate. The group
method, however, if applied to large pools of homogeneous assets, provides acceptable determination of
depreciation expense and should be retained. Abandoning this long-established method of depreciation
would not be practical or cost effective, and maybe most importantly, it would not result in an
improvement in current practice.
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Amendments to Other Guidance
Issue 15: Paragraphs 61 and 63 of the proposed SOP list amendments to SOP 85-3,
Accounting by Agricultural Producers and Agricultural Cooperatives, and the AICPA
Audit and Accounting Guide Audits o f Agricultural Producers and Agricultural
Cooperatives, respectively. Do you agree with the proposed amendments? Do you
believe that there are unique aspects of agricultural accounting, such as the accounting for
breeding and production animals and the accounting for plants and vines, that should not
be amended by the proposed SOP, and why?
We agree with the proposed amendments provided for in paragraphs 61 and 63 of the proposed SOP and
do not believe that there are any unique aspects of agricultural accounting that require alternative
treatment.
Transition
Issue 16: Paragraph 71 of the proposed SOP states that the prescribed component
accounting guidance should be initially adopted for existing PP&E using one of two
alternatives, the election and disclosure of which should be made when the SOP is
adopted. Do you agree with that approach and, if so, do you agree with the choice of the
two alternatives from which the election is to be made? If you do not agree with that
approach for existing PP&E, what approach would you propose and why?
We agree with the conclusions reached in paragraph 71 for the reasons stated in the basis for conclusions
in Appendix A. Because some entities will choose the retroactive approach and others will choose the
prospective approach, guidance in the form of required disclosures should be provided. This is necessary
such that users of financial statements can make reasoned comparisons between entities selecting the
retroactive approach and those selecting the prospective approach.
Issue 17: Under paragraph 71(a) of the proposed SOP, the allocation of existing net book
value to components at transition should be based on (a) allocation of original accounting
records, if available, (b) relative fair values of components at date of transition, if original
accounting records are not available, or (c) another reasonable method, if relative fair
value is not practicable. Do you agree that that ordering of allocation methods is
appropriate? If you believe that a different order would be appropriate, what order would
you propose and why? Should the proposed SOP provide additional examples to illustrate
what constitutes "another reasonable method"?
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We agree with the ordering of allocation methods provided for in paragraph 71(a) of the proposed SOP
and do not believe that an example of other reasonable methods is necessary.
Issue 18: Paragraph 72 of the proposed SOP states that the SOP should be applied
prospectively for all costs incurred after the adoption of the SOP. It also states that costs
incurred prior to the adoption of the proposed SOP should not be re-characterized (as
capital or expense items) to conform to the guidance in the SOP, with the exception of
certain costs of planned major maintenance activities. Do you agree with that approach?
If you do not agree with that approach, what approach would you propose and why?
We agree with the conclusions reached in paragraph 72 for the reasons stated in the basis for conclusions
in Appendix A. However, see our comments on paragraph 72 in Attachment II.
Issue 19: Under paragraph 71(a) of the proposed SOP, and as illustrated in Example 3 in
appendix C, an entity applying component accounting retroactively at date of adoption
may calculate a difference between the pre-adoption balance of accumulated depreciation
and the balance recalculated based on the estimated useful lives of components that
previously were not accounted for as separate components. Under that paragraph, the
difference is allocated back to the accumulated depreciation of each component based on
the net book values of the components. Two alternatives considered were recording the
difference as a cumulative effect type adjustment at adoption and recording the difference
as additional depreciation expense at adoption. Do you agree with the proposed approach
or either of the alternatives, and why?
We agree with the proposed approach as it treats the effects of changing the estimated useful lives of the
components as a change in estimate and we believe, consistent with APB Opinion No. 20 “Accounting
Changes, ” that it would not be appropriate to recognize such a change as a cumulative effect of a change
in accounting principle or as additional "period" depreciation expense.
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Scope
■ AcSEC should clarify that the proposed SOP would not apply to inventory and should indicate that
Chapter 4 of Accounting Research Bulletin No. 43, Restatement and Revision o f Accounting Research
Bulletins, is unchanged.
■ The accounting for costs incurred by oil and gas companies is addressed by either FASB Statement 19,
Financial Accounting and Reporting by Oil and Gas Producing Companies, (for both public and
private companies that apply the successful efforts method) and Regulation S-X, Rule 4-10 “Financial
Accounting and Reporting for Oil and Gas Producing Activities Pursuant to the Federal Securities
Laws and the Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975” (for public companies that apply the full
cost method). We believe this accounting should remain as these rules represent higher levels of
GAAP than the proposed SOP. The scope of the proposed SOP should also specifically exclude
private companies that apply the full cost method as those companies follow the full cost method as
specified by Regulation S-X, Rule 4-10. We understand private companies follow the guidance in the
SEC rules, as there is no other guidance on point.
■ Other than our suggested change with respect to capitalization of certain costs by entities with
operations subject to Statement 71, we do not believe such entities should apply the guidance in the
proposed SOP any differently than entities in general. Whether or not our suggested change is
adopted, we believe it would be helpful for AcSEC to remind its constituents of the possible impact of
Statement 71 in the basis to conclusions in the final SOP.
Project Stage Framework
■ Paragraph 20 of the proposed SOP should refer to the conclusion in paragraph 34 of the proposed
SOP, which indicates that depreciation expense should be recognized when the asset is substantially
ready for its intended use or at the beginning of the in-service stage.
Accounting for Costs Incurred
■ Paragraphs 22 and 23 of the proposed SOP require an option to acquire PP&E be initially capitalized
and then carried at the lower of cost or market. While we agree with this accounting when the PP&E
is in the preliminary stage, we believe once the PP&E is probable of acquisition (the preacquisition
stage) the option should be combined with the other accumulated costs, and evaluated for impairment
in accordance with FASB Statement No. 144, Accountingfo r the Impairment or Disposal ofLongLived Assets.
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■ Paragraphs 23 and 28 should be expanded to allow for the capitalization of travel costs (specifically
excluding company-owned or leased assets) and any other reimbursements to employees, if such costs
would otherwise be capitalized if billed directly to the entity. Such costs do not appear to be overhead
or general and administrative in nature. This minor clarification (probably best discussed in Appendix
A) appears appropriate for costs incurred or reimbursed to employees, especially those of companies
with large international projects that have employees whose payroll costs are already being capitalized,
following the guidelines in the proposed SOP.
■ Paragraphs 25 and 26 could be read to conflict with each other. Paragraph 26 should be clarified to
indicate that entities should not determine what portion of a normal third party billing represents the
vendor’s embedded recovery of its general and administrative costs.
■ Paragraph 27 of the proposed SOP should clarify the treatment of costs expensed when it is no longer
probable that the specific PP&E will be acquired but, subsequently, the PP&E is, in fact, acquired. We
believe that costs once determined and reported to be expenses should not subsequently be
recharacterized as capital expenditures.
■ The second sentence in paragraph 27 would be clearer if it read “If it becomes probable that the
specific PP&E will not be acquired,...”
■ Paragraph 32 (as further discussed in footnote 10 to paragraph 35 and paragraph A22) requires that
property taxes, insurance and ground rentals be expensed if any portion of a building is substantially
complete and ready for its intended use. The proposed SOP prohibits allocating such costs to a
separate project. We believe that an allocation of such costs between portions of the real estate
available for sale and still under construction is preferable, consistent with the theory in FASB
Statement No. 67, Accountingfo r Costs and Initial Rental Operations o f Real Estate Projects, and
better reflects the economics of leasing a building. We agree that the capitalization should cease,
however, when all portions of the building are substantially complete. We do not believe that
extending the one-year time frame discussed in paragraph 22 of Statement 67 would be appropriate
and support the conclusion reached in paragraph A27 of the proposed SOP.
■ Paragraph 33 of the proposed SOP should clarify which costs of demolition are eligible for
capitalization. Presumably entities would follow the definition in paragraph 28, but that assumption
should be made clear in the discussion of demolition costs in paragraph 33. Further, paragraph 33
should be expanded to include situations when an operating lessee of land incurs demolition costs in
connection with the acquisition or construction of a building on the leased land. We believe such costs
should be characterized as a leasehold improvement cost.
■ Paragraph 39 provides guidance for costs of removal. We suggest that reference to FASB Statement
No. 143, Accountingfo r Asset Retirement Obligations, would be desirable in this paragraph. Further,
it may be also desirable to mention Statement 143 in the scope section of the proposed SOP.
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■ Paragraph 47 provides that an asset produced that is intended for sale in the ordinary course of
business would be classified as inventory. However, paragraphs B122 and B123 of Statement 144,
provide different guidance for real estate. AcSEC should reconcile this apparent conflict.
■ The proposed SOP should address whether derivative instrument gains and losses which are intended
either as an economic hedge or designated as an accounting hedge of costs related to the acquisition,
construction, or development of PP&E are eligible for capitalization as part of the PP&E or its
components (either directly or through operation of cash flow hedge accounting and its use of Other
Comprehensive Income.) Examples of circumstances where this may be relevant include hedges of
borrowings that are funding project costs, hedges of project transaction costs such as foreign currency
exchange rates, hedges of commodity-based project costs such as steel or energy costs, and hedges of
physical or climactic variables such as weather. EITF Issue No. 99-9, “Effect of Derivative Gains and
Losses on the Capitalization of Interest,” would be a useful cross-reference in such discussion.
Presentation and Disclosure
■ Paragraph 59 of the proposed SOP requires disclosures in excess of paragraphs 4 and 5 of APB
Opinion No. 12, Omnibus Opinion-1967. We do not believe that the proposed SOP should require
additional disclosures beyond the guidance in Opinion 12, except for transition effects, as we
previously discussed in Attachment I. The proposed additional disclosures would not significantly
enhance a financial statement user’s understanding of how depreciation is computed by an entity.
■ Paragraph 60 of the proposed SOP requires disclosure of repairs and maintenance expense as well as
any changes in the kinds or nature of costs included therein. We find these requirements excessive and
do not believe that users of financial statements will find them of sufficient benefit to justify the cost
of accumulating, auditing, and reporting this information. Specifically, Company A may define repair
and maintenance costs significantly different than Company B. Each company may have a different
threshold for when an item is expensed instead of being capitalized. In summary, comparability
among enterprises will not be achieved without specific guidelines and definitions—a requirement that
seems unwarranted with too little benefit to financial statement users.
Amendments to Other Guidance
■ Paragraph 62 of the proposed SOP indicates that footnote 1 of paragraph 5.06 of the AICPA Audit and
Accounting Guide, Audits o f Airlines, will be changed "such that the costs of major overhauls are
charged to operating expenses as incurred." We believe that this conflicts with the guidance in
paragraph 44. The Audit and Accounting Guide should be changed to reflect the guidance in
paragraph 44 of the proposed SOP.
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■ Paragraph 68 of the proposed SOP indicates that it would supercede EITF Issue No. 89-13,
“Accounting for the Costs of Asbestos Removal,” and EITF Issue No. 90-8, “Capitalization of the
Costs to Treat Environmental Contamination.” We do not believe that the guidance in these two
issues should be modified or eliminated. The guidance in Issue 89-13 has survived many years and the
issues associated with asbestos removal are waning, which seems to indicate that a change in
accounting methods is not warranted. The guidance in Issue 90-8 requires environmental costs to be
expensed unless an entity can demonstrate it meets the restrictive guidelines for capitalization. We
support the conclusions in Issue 90-8 as elaborated by the numerous detailed examples therein, which
sufficiently narrows alternative accounting methodologies. As previously noted, we support the
general concept of componentization, and believe asbestos removal and treating environmental
contamination are reasonable exceptions to the general componentization concept. However, if
AcSEC ultimately concludes that a change in guidance is necessary, we recommend that the basis for
conclusions provide an explanation. In fact, AcSEC should specifically spell out the differences and
why it reached a conclusion different from that reached by the EITF.
Effective Date and Transition
■ Paragraph 70 provides for an effective date of fiscal years beginning after June 15,2002. We believe
the effective date should be deferred to fiscal years beginning after December 15,2002. This is
appropriate because of the extended comment period and to provide additional time for entities to
identify, quantify and make any required system changes to implement the proposed SOP.
■ Paragraph 72 of the proposed SOP indicates that costs incurred prior to adoption of the proposed SOP
should not be recharacterized. Paragraph 72 should clarify how entities should treat costs already
incurred for PP&E "in process.” For example, if an entity has accumulated and capitalized $4 million
in costs under construction at the date of adoption and expects to incur an additional $3 million to
complete the project, should it componentize the $7 million or only the $3 million? We believe that
componetization should be required for the entire $7 million. This concept could be made clear by
requiring all assets placed in service after adoption date should follow component accounting.
Appendix C—Example 3
■ The proposed SOP provides a good example of how “retroactive component accounting” would be
calculated and allocated among accumulated depreciation balances. We believe it would be helpful to
expand the example to include a calculation of depreciation expense in the first few years after
adoption. This will help preparers and auditors clearly see the application of the proposed SOP
following the guidance in Opinion 20 for a change in accounting estimate.

Attachment III - Details of Computation - Telephone Pole Example

Component Depreciation Analysis
Planned Depreciation Expense
Pole 1

Pole 2

Pole 3

Pole 4

Pole 5

Total

Year 1

$ 66

$ 66

$ 67

$ 67

$ 67

$ 333

Year 2

67

67

66

66

67

333

Year 3

67

67

67

67

66

334

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

$1000

Actual Depreciation Expense
Planned depreciation expense (per above)

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

$333

$333

$334

134

-67

-67

67

-67

$333

$200

Pole 1 hit by car. Loss results in year 1
Equal to expected depreciation in year 2 & 3
Pole 2 hit by lightning. Loss results in year 2
Equal to expected depreciation in year 3
As reported, depreciation expense

$467

Group Method of Depreciation Analysis
Ave life is calculated to be 3 years or 33.33 percent per year. Rate is applied to asset balance until balance is zero.
As Reported
Asset
Balance
Beginning of year one asset balance

$1000

Year 1 retirement (pole hit by car)

Rate

Depreciation Expense
Amount

Year

33.333

$333

1

33.333

267

2

33.333

200

3

33.333

133

4

33.333

$67

5

-200

Beginning of year two asset balance

800

Year 2 retirement (pole hit by lightning)

-200

Beginning of year three asset balance

600

Year 3 retirement (normal retirement)

-200

Beginning of year four asset balance

400

Year 4 retirement (normal retirement)

-200

Beginning of year five asset balance

200

Year 5 retirement (normal retirement)
End of year 5 asset balance

Deprec

-200
$

0

Marc Simon
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To: agadkins@uss.com,
bdrake@kpmg.com,
cdaugherty@dttus.com,
james_ross@csx.com,
jbrant@deloitte.com,
leonard.gatti@us.pwcglobal.com,
lmayshak@dttus.com,
msimon@aicpa.org,
richard.h.moseley@aexp.com,
rrendino@pgrt.com
cc: Sharon Macey/NY/AICPA@AICPA
Subject: PP&E Comment Letter #134

PP&E Comment Letter # 134
---- Forwarded by Marc Simon/NY/AICPA on 11/14/01 07:26 PM
Anne.Broome@ucop.ed
u
11/14/01 07:29 PM

To: msimon@aicpa.org
cc:
Subject: Exposure Draft, Proposed
Statement of Position,
Accounting for Certain Costs
and Activities Related to
Property, Plant and Equipment

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager
Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036-8775
Re: Exposure Draft, Proposed Statement of Position,
Accounting for Certain
Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant and
Equipment
Dear Mr. Simon:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the
Exposure Draft, Proposed
Statement of Position, Accounting for Certain Costs
and Activities Related
to Property, Plant and Equipment. As a public
institution, the University
of California (UC) is not subject to the requirements
proposed in the
Exposure Draft (ED); however, I am writing to express
my institution's
support for the requests made by private
not-for-profit colleges and
universities, the Council on Government Relations
(C0GR) and the National
Association of College and University Business
Officers (NACUBO) to exempt
private not-for-profit colleges and universities from

the application of
this proposed Statement of Position (SOP).
COGR and NACUBO have identified several problems with
the requirements in
the proposed SOP including; 1) the high cost of
implementation without
corresponding benefit, 2) potential incompatibility
with OMB Circular A-21
and probable increase in instances of non-compliance
with federal costing
requirements, 3) creating a wider gap between private
and pubic higher
education reporting requirements and 4) possible
reduction in the ability
to finance capital assets relative to current
circumstances and possible
loss of tax exemption on a portion of the university's
debt. Each of these
problems taken singly presents a significant burden,
and taken together
poses a material obstacle to efficient operations
without corresponding
benefits. The University of California urges the
Accounting Standards
Executive Committee to exempt private not-for-profit
colleges and
universities from the application of the SOP.
Sincerely,
Anne C . Broome
Vice President--Financial Management
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To: agadkins@uss.com,
bdrake@kpmg.com,
cdaugherty@dttus.com,
james_ross@csx.com,
jbrant@deloitte.com,
leonard.gatti@us.pwcglobal.com,
lmayshak@dttus.com,
msimon@aicpa.org,
richard.h.moseley@aexp.com,
rrendino@pgrt.com
cc: Sharon Macey/NY/AICPA@AICPA
Subject: PP&E Comment Letter #135
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bueci-shel@barrow .co
m
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To: msimon@aicpa.org
cc:
Subject: AcctgStandards.doc

Barrow Utilities & Electric Coop., Inc.
P.O. Box 449
Barrow, Alaska, 99723
907-852-6166

November 14, 2001

Marc Simon, Technical Manager
Accounting Standards, File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas

New York, NY 10036-8775

Re: Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to
Property, Plant & Equipment

Dear Mr. Simon:

Barrow Utilities & Electric Coop., Inc. is a member-owned Utility
Cooperative located in Barrow, Alaska. BUECI serves
approximately 1200 members with electricity, natural gas, potable
water and sewer collection services.

Operating costs are very significant to our member tariff rates.
Spike costs from removal of plant efforts and net loss on
retirements could significantly affect our total operating costs.

Composite depreciation rates along with charging retirement
values and costs to an accumulated depreciation reserve do
certainly assist in maintaining a smoother flow of expenses. The
effect of this also is intended to net out over the various assets
included in the respective group.

BUECI feels that current accounting practices which include
removal costs to be part of depreciation rates has been a plus for
our cooperative and reflects depreciation rates being charged as
part of the cost of providing service in the respective years of plant
service. Charging current customer/members with costs of
removal does not reflect a current cost of providing service.

BUECI has charged a respective portion of administrative costs to

construction. This is felt to be proper as construction is performed
by Coop work forces and supervision of this construction is
directly handled by administration and not by an outside party.
BUECI feels that it is proper for this cost to be part of the total
construction costs.

The ability to amortize major maintenance of certain plant items is
very critical to BUECI. BUECI operates a portion of generation
plant units that belong to another party. When a major overhaul is
required, the cost of overhaul restores the unit to full service
capability and benefits utility service in a future period of time.
BUECI cannot capitalize these costs as we do not own the unit but
amortization of these costs over their benefit life creates respective
costs for service during these future periods of time.

On behalf of our members, BUECI appreciates the ability to
comment on the proposed changes and looks forward to your
consideration of these views.

Respectfully,

Barrow Utilities & Electric Coop., Inc.

Ben Frantz, General Manager

G reen Street
VIAE-MAIL

November 1
4,2001

Mr.MarcSimon
TechnicalManager.AccountingStandards
File4210.CC
AmericanlnstituteofCertifiedPublicAccountants
1211 Avenue ofth e Americas
NewYork,NewYork10036-8775
Re: ProposedStatemento f Position:
Equipment

Accountinqfor CertainCostsandActivitiesRelatedtoPropertv.Plantand_____

DearMarc,
GreenStreetAdvisors.Inc.isanindependentresearchfirmfocusedonthesecuritiesofpubliclytradedreal
estatecompanies.Since1985,GreenStreethasbeenwidelyrecognizedasadominantandinfluentialvoice
intheREITindustry.garneringnumerousaccoladesandfrequentmentioninthefinancialpress.Thefirm’s
missionistoprovideexceptionalresearchproductsandconsultingservicesthatleadtosuperiorinvestment
performanceandinsightforitsclients.GreenStreetemploysover20professionalsdedicatedsolelytoresearchandanalyticalefforts.anditsinvestmentrecommendationshaveconsistentlyoutperformedthemarket
index. GreenStreet’scoverageuniverseconsistsofapproximately80companiesanditsclientbaseincludes
morethan200institutionalinvestors,includingvirtuallyallthemajorbuyersofREITshares.Asavidusersof
financialstatements.weunderstandhowtheaccountingstandardsforcapitalizinganddepreciatingthecostof
realestateassetsarefundamentaltoproducingusefulfinancialreports.andthevitalroletheyplayincapital
formationandinvestoractivities.
GreenStreetisanactivememberoftheNationalAssociationofRealEstatelnvestmentTrusts(NAREIT),
whichhasorwillrespondtotheproposedSOP.GreenStreetbelievesthatprogresscanbemadeinhowthe
costsofrealestateprojectsarepresentedinfinancialstatementstobemorereflectiveofafirm’slong-term
economics. Namely, depreciationstandardsusedintherealestateindustrytodaydonotappropriatelyreflect
economicreality.lmprovedstandardsincomponentizationcoupledwithmorerealisticestimatesofusefullives
wouldbeastepintherightdirection.ltisourviewthatmatchingrevenueswithalevelofdepreciationthat
moreaccuratelyreflectseconomicrealitycanimproveinformationconveyedbyrealestatecompanyincome
statements.Unfortunately.webelievethatinformationconveyedthroughrealestatecompanybalancesheets
remainshighlyflawedandisunlikelytobeimprovedunlesssomeformoffairvalueaccountingisenacted.
Simplystated.mostrealestateassetsthatundergoroutinemaintenancedonotdepreciate.Toaddressthis
deficiency, lnternationalAccountingStandardNo.40(IAS40),/nvesfmenfProperfy
.requiresthedisclosureof
fairvalueofaninvestmentpropertyinthefinancialstatementsorfootnotes.Followingarecertainpointsthat
wewouldliketheAICPAtoconsiderinitscommentreviewprocess.

567SanNicolasDrive ♦ Suite203 ♦ NewportBeach ♦ CA ♦ 92660
(949)640-8780 ♦ Fax(949)640-1773 ♦ www.greenstreetadvisors.com

I. ComponentizationandDepreciation
TheproposedSOP’srequirementtoseparatelytrackthecostandaccumulateddepreciationofinvestment
propertycomponentswouldincreasetheadministrativecostsofvirtuallyeveryrealestatecompany.The
coststoimplementtheprovisionsoftheproposalalsowouldbesignificant.Webelievethecostsoftheproposal’sdetailedcomponentizationrequirementsmustbeconsideredagainstthebenefitthatmaybegained
byusersoffinancialstatements.
Althoughwesupporttheconceptualaspectsofthecomponentizationrequirementsoftheproposal.we
stronglysuggestthattheAICPAconsideranaltemativeapproachforcostcomponentizationthatwouldnot
onlybemorereasonableforcompaniestoimplementandadminister, but, perhapsmoreimportantly, also
enhancetheusefulnessoftheinformationforanalysis.Anapproachwehaveresearchedwouldincludethe
componentizationofaninvestmentpropertyintocategoriesbasedontheusefullivesofcomponents.Perhapstencategoriessegmentedintothreetofive-yeartimeframesmightbenecessaryforinvestmentproperty.Depreciationexpensecouldbecalculatedforthe“useful-lifecategories”usingthegroupmethodofdepreciation.Withrelevantdisclosures.webelievethisframeworkwouldprovideusthedataweneedforour
financialstatementanalysis.
Wearealsoconcernedabouttheoptionprovidedtoimplementtheprovisionsoftheproposal.Thisoption
wouldleadtoasignificantlackofcomparabilitybetweencompanies.Therefore.webelievetheproposal
shouldprovideforoneimplementationoption.
II. DeferredCostAccounting
Theproposarsprohibitiontodeferorcapitalizecostsincurredduringthepreliminarystageofadevelopment
projectwillleadtoamismatchingofrevenuesandexpensesandwouldfurtherdistortrealestatecompany
financialstatementsawayfromeconomicreality.Returnsonrealestateinvestmentsareanalyzedbasedon
thetotalcoststoputtheprojectinplace.Withoutadoubt,preliminarycostsofarealestateprojectmayprovidefutureeconomicbenefitsiftheprojectisundertaken.Thesecostsshouldbecapitalizedanddepreciated
overtheownershipoftheproject.unlessthereisadecisionmadenottoundertaketheproject.
III.AccountingforPropertyTaxesJnsuranceandGroundRents
Similartotheeliminationofdeferredcostaccounting.theproposarsrequirementthatthecapitalizationof
costs(i.e.propertytaxes,insuranceandgroundrentals)cease“nolaterthanthedateinitialoperationscommenceinanyportionofthebuildingorstructure”alsowouldcauseamismatchingofcostsandrelatedrevenues.Thisprovisionwouldnotprovidemeaningfulinformationformostlargerscalecommercialproperty
types, includingapartmentbuildings.Forexample,oncethefirstunitisoccupiedinanew250-unithigh-rise
apartmentbuilding,theproposalrequiresthatthecostsofrealestatetaxes.insuranceandgroundrentals
applicabletotheentirebuildingbechargedtotherentalincomestreameventhoughthatrentalstreamrepresentslessthanonepercentoftheexpectedrentalstreamoncetheprojectreachesitsexpectedstabilized
levelofoccupancy.Fromananalyticalviewpoint.theproperty’sresultsofoperationswouldbedistortedwith
respecttocurrentandfutureprofitability.Realestatecompaniesshouldbepermittedtoallocatethesecosts
proportionallybetweenrevenue-generatingspaceandvacantspacetobeleasedupuntilthetimeofinitial
stabilizationorsomemaximumtimeframe.
GreenStreetappreciatestheopportunitytoparticipateintheAICPA’sconsiderationswithrespecttoaccount
ingforPP&E.lfyouhaveanyquestionsregardingthisresponse,pleasecontacttheundersignedat(949)
640-8780.
Sincerely,

CraigLeupold
SeniorAnalyst

DAVID
COLUNS

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
POST OFFICE BOX 27
WALTERBORO, SC 29488-0001

November 14, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:
Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, "Accounting for
Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant and Equipment"
Dear Mr. Simon:
I would like to comment on the proposed Statement of Position (SOP)
referenced above. My practice includes several clients that are distribution
electric cooperatives providing electricity on a mutual, not-for-profit basis to their
consumer-owners. All are members of the National Rural Electric Cooperative
Association. My comments are provided from the perspective of an electric
utility cooperative, but would generally be the same for most electric utilities.
I believe that the proposed SOP would have a significant and very negative
effect on the accounting policies, operations, and financial position of electric
utility cooperatives.
The proposed SOP would conflict with current accounting requirements. Almost
all electric utility cooperatives receive financing through loans or guarantees of
the Rural Utilities Service (RUS) of the United States Department of Agriculture.
As borrowers, they are required to follow the accounting procedures prescribed
by the RUS Uniform Systems of Accounts and other regulations. The RUS
System of Accounts is substantially similar to the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) that other electric utilities are required to follow. The
accounting guidance in the proposed SOP directly conflicts with the current
accounting guidance provided in the RUS and FERC System of Accounts.
I don't believe the proposed SOP will provide any improvement in the accounting
practices currently followed by electric cooperatives. The financial information
produced under the accounting guidance of the proposed SOP would not
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provide the users of this information any improvements in the ability to evaluate
the financial status of an electric cooperative.
The benefits resulting from the proposed SOP clearly do not exceed the costs of
applying the proposed SOP. The application of the SOP would be extremely
expensive for electric cooperatives. The change from group depreciation to
component depreciation alone would not be feasible and probably physically
impossible considering the tremendous number of assets in this capital intensive
industry. The exception that the proposed SOP provides, if the entity can
demonstrate that other conventions produce the same results, would apply but
the costs to provide the proof would be prohibitive.
I strongly believe that all electric utility cooperatives should be exempted from
the provisions of the proposed SOP that contradict the current accounting
provisions of the RUS Uniform System of Accounts.
For electric utility
cooperatives, this SOP would force additional accounting complexity at a very
high cost without significant improvement in either practice or accuracy.
I appreciate the opportunity to respond to the proposed Statement of Position. I
hope the Accounting Standards Executive Committee will carefully consider all
comments in their decisions.
Sincerely,

B. David Collins, CPA

Lou Fatica
Vice President
Chief Financial Officer

ASSOCIATED
ESTATES REALTY
CORPORATION

November 13, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036-8775
Re;

Proposed Statement of Position: Accounting for Certain
Costs and Activities Related to Property. Plant and Equipment

Dear Mr. Simon:
Associated Estates Realty Corporation ("AERC") is a self-administered and self-managed real estate
investment trust ("REIT’) which specializes in multifamily property management, advisory, development,
acquisition, disposition, operation and ownership activities. AERC’s portfolio consists of a total of 129
properties located in 14 states. Our business regularly involves the acquisition, development and
maintenance of assets. The accounting standards for capitalizing the cost of these assets are fundamental to
AERC producing useful financial reports that provide a consistent measurement of our performance relative to
our industry.
AERC is an active member of the National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts ("NAREIT"), which
has or will respond to the proposed SOP. In addition to supporting the views presented in NAREIT’s letter,
AERC specifically addresses the following points and would like the AICPA to consider them in its comment
review process:
►
►
►
►

Incremental Indirect and Overhead Costs;
Elimination of Deferred Cost/ Prepaid Expense;
Accounting for Property Taxes, Insurance, and Ground Rentals; and
Component Accounting

Incremental Indirect and Overhead Costs
Paragraphs 23, 24, 28 and 29 of the proposal would limit the capitalization of costs of internal staff directly
associated with specific projects to payroll and payroll-benefit related costs. AERC believes that the
incremental costs described in these paragraphs, as well as other indirect or overhead costs that support the
development or construction of PP&E, should be capitalized. These are all part of the costs of the specific
project.
)25 Swetland Court
leweland, Ohio 44143-1467
phone (216) 797-8779
f ax (216) 289-9600
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Deferred Cost/ Prepaid Expense
Paragraphs 22 and 44 would eliminate the concept of deferred cost accounting and the proper matching of
costs with the period of benefit and result in cash basis reporting. The exclusion to defer or capitalize costs
that may be incurred during the preliminary stage of a project is especially concerning in that we believe that
these costs should be capitalized until such time as it is determined that they do not provide any future
economic benefit.
Property Taxes. Insurance and Ground Rentals
Paragraph 32 would require that the capitalization of property taxes, insurance and ground rentals no later
than the date initial operations commence in any portion of the building or structure. As a developer of
multifamily communities, this accounting would result in the mismatching of revenue and expense streams as
building units are typically brought on line on a suite-by-suite basis as they are ready for their intended use.
Thus it is conceivable that a small percentage of units may be ready for its intended use and thus future
capitalization of property taxes, insurance or ground rentals would not be permitted.
Componentization
Paragraphs 49 - 56 of the proposed SOP would require AERC to separately track the cost and accumulated
depreciation of individual property, plant and equipment ("PP&E") components as well as an initial allocation of
book values amongst thousands of components. The incremental administrative costs to administer on an
ongoing basis are difficult to justify when compared to any marginal benefit. In addition, the componentization
requirements appear contrary to views on investment property as an integrated operating entity as recognized
in International Accounting Standard No. 40.
If AERC is required to adopt the provisions of the SOP related to the ongoing and administration of
componentization, we would estimate the need to hire two additional fixed asset administrators at a total cost
of approximately $70,000, with no real benefit to the readers of our financial statements or the company. In
addition, implementation on a retroactive basis would require a significant undertaking and a large dollar
investment by the company.
In the event the final SOP contains the detailed componentization requirements, we request that investment
property be exempted.
AERC appreciates the opportunity to participate in the AlCPA’s considerations with respect to accounting for
PP&E. If you have any questions regarding this response, please contact me at 216-797-8779.
Sincerely,

Lou Fatica
Vice President, CFO and Treasurer

(25 Swetland Court
eweland, Ohio 44143-1467
phone (216) 797-8779
Fax (216) 289-9600

November 15, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager
Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
AICPA
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re: Proposed Statement of Position, Accountingfor Certain Costs and Activities Related
to Property, Plant and Equipment
Dear Mr. Simon:
Dominion Resources, Inc. (Dominion or the Company) respectfully submits the
following comments in response to the proposed Statement of Position (Proposed SOP or
Exposure Draft), Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant
and Equipment.
Dominion is a fully integrated gas and electric holding company headquartered in
Richmond, Virginia. Dominion is a registered public utility holding company subject to
the provisions of the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935. Dominion has three
principal segments: Dominion Energy, Dominion Delivery and Dominion Exploration
and Production (Dominion E&P). Dominion Energy manages a 22,000-megawatt
generation portfolio, 7,600 miles of gas transmission pipeline and a natural gas storage
network with more than 950 billion cubic feet of capacity. It also includes commodity
trading, marketing and risk management activities. Dominion Delivery manages local
electric and gas distribution systems serving nearly 4 million customers, 6,000 miles of
electric transmission lines and customer service operations. Dominion E&P manages
onshore and offshore oil and gas exploration and production activities.
We appreciate the opportunity to submit comments on the exposure draft of the Proposed
SOP. We recognize the Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC) of the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) for its efforts to mitigate
diversity in practice with respect to capitalization of costs and related depreciation.
However, we believe that the Proposed SOP goes beyond addressing diversity in practice
and instead would constitute a significant departure from current practice with broad
implications for all industries. Accordingly, we would expect this type of change to
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) to be issued directly by the Financial
Accounting Standards Board (FASB). The Proposed SOP contemplates significant
changes in the types of costs that are eligible for capitalization as well as in depreciation
methods. If this Proposed SOP is finalized as drafted, the cost of implementation and the
resulting impacts will be material to many companies. We are providing general
comments regarding the Exposure Draft and are also providing specific feedback on
issues identified by AcSEC.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
We have certain fundamental comments related to the Proposed SOP, as follows:
•

The Proposed SOP is much more than a clarification or a simple modification of
existing GAAP, but instead, is a radical departure from GAAP as currently practiced
by regulated utilities. Considering this dramatic departure from current practices, we
are surprised that AcSEC is issuing this guidance. The result of this Proposed SOP
will be to require a completely new set of policies and significantly increased record
keeping for regulated utilities.
SOP’s are typically limited in scope, and often are industry- specific. As such, a SOP
can be drafted, reviewed, commented upon, and enacted in a relatively short period of
time. This Proposed SOP is neither limited in scope nor industry specific. From the
perspective of regulated electric utilities, as well as other industries with large fixed
asset bases, it is apparent that the provisions of the component accounting section of
the Proposed SOP presents a dramatic change in the accounting practices for those
industries.
An Exposure Draft (ED) issued by FASB would provide a more thorough review
process which is also more open to public observation and participation. An ED
would allow the governing accounting body more time to reflect upon the comments
received from the interested parties. Finally, the changes prescribed in the component
accounting section are so significant for a number of industries that they go beyond a
simple “clarification of existing policy.” For those industries, these changes actually
constitute new policy. As such, an ED issued by the FASB, would be more
appropriate to deliberate these changes.

•

No Improvement in financial reporting for Rate Regulated Entities
■ Component Depreciation’. The Proposed SOP would change depreciation
practices that are currently permitted under the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) and other Uniform Systems of Accounts (USoA) for
regulated rate recovery purposes. Although this other guidance would continue to
be followed for regulatory reporting purposes, the provisions of the Proposed SOP
would be required for GAAP reporting. If a regulated entity is subject to the
provisions of Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 71 (FAS 71),
Accounting for the Effects o f Certain Types o f Regulation, then the entity would
defer the differences between the Proposed SOP and regulatory requirements as
regulatory assets or liabilities. This interaction with FAS 71 would mitigate the
earnings impact for regulated entities that would otherwise be imposed by the
Proposed SOP; however, it would involve significant record-keeping efforts by
the regulated entity. For example, Dominion has approximately 700,000
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individual assets that would require review and modifications to current
depreciation calculations with no change expected in the regulatory climate. We
propose that alternative depreciation methods, such as composite depreciation, be
allowed for certain industries or that an exception from component depreciation
should be granted for rate-regulated entities.
■ Capitalization Criteria: The Proposed SOP would change capitalization practices
that are currently permitted under FERC and other USoA for regulated rate
recovery purposes. Upon adoption of the Proposed SOP, this other guidance
would be followed for regulatory reporting purposes. If the regulated entity is
subject to FAS 71, then the entity would defer the differences between the
Proposed SOP and regulatory requirements and reflect such amounts as regulatory
assets or liabilities. This would result in minimal earnings impact for regulated
entities upon adoption of the Proposed SOP; however, it would increase
significantly the personnel requirements and record-keeping efforts by the
regulated entity. For example, Dominion Delivery has capitalization policies that,
in effect, have been approved by at least six regulatory commissions and
modifications to these commissions’ orders are unlikely. We propose that the
Proposed SOP provide an exception for rate-regulated entities which would
permit such entities to apply capitalization policies consistent with regulatory
approvals. We believe it is clear that the incremental cost and administrative
burden of complying with the Proposed SOP would not result in any improved
financial reporting for rate-regulated entities.

•

Capitalization of Certain Overhead, General and Administrative (G&A)
and Support Costs
The Proposed SOP prohibits the capitalization of any general and administrative,
overhead or other support costs incurred internally. We believe that certain of
these costs are appropriately capitalizable and that this position will result in
inconsistent treatment of similar costs, depending on whether such costs are
incurred internally or by third parties. Dominion feels strongly that certain
overhead, general and administrative and support costs are incremental in nature
and should be capitalizable as inventory or property, plant & equipment (PP&E),
as appropriate, as long as reasonable allocation methods are used. Examples
would include, but are not limited to, personnel and allocable office space costs
incurred solely to support capital projects, particularly if such costs would be
avoided if the entity did not self-construct long-lived assets to be used in its
business. Such costs would also include costs associated with handling, storing
and transporting inventory items that ultimately become integral components of
self-constructed assets. Thus, we believe it is appropriate to provide a “facts and
circumstances” approach for identifying costs to be capitalized. Each reporting
entity’s management should continue to exercise its judgment in determining
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which costs are appropriately capitalizable under its specific facts and
circumstances. Furthermore, we believe the attest function provided by external
accounting firms can continue to provide sufficient scrutiny of the judgment used
in determining which costs are appropriately capitalizable.

•

Cost Type should Drive Treatment
The project stage or timeline approach may be appropriate for certain businesses,
but should not be mandated for all entities. The Proposed SOP should require
appropriate disclosures to alert financial statement users as to applicable policies
for an entity. We believe that, in general, cost accumulation should be consistent
for all assets, regardless of the timing of when such costs are incurred or whether
such assets are expected to be inventory or PP&E. Dominion’s materials and
supplies inventories ultimately are placed into service as part of PP&E. It is
nonsensical to redetermine the basis in such materials and supplies when included
in PP&E. If a cost is capitalizable for inventory, it should also be capitalizable for
PP&E.

•

Timing of Implementation
The implementation date of January 1, 2003 will be exceedingly difficult to meet.
The steps to implementation include identifying components; determining useful
lives of components; analyzing records; analyzing, reconfiguring, modifying and
testing systems to accommodate new calculations; and training (and possibly
hiring) personnel to conform to the new requirements. The Proposed SOP, as
drafted, affects a significant number of our employees and lines of business. We
believe outside consultants would be required to assist in the effort to comply
with the Proposed SOP’s provisions. Effective implementation will require
sufficient lead-time to ensure accuracy.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC ISSUES IDENTIFIED IN THE EXPOSURE DRAFT
Scope
Issue 1: Are there significant practice issues or concerns related to the accounting
for contractually recoverable expenditures that should be addressed in the proposed
SOP? Do you believe that there are other areas addressed in the proposed SOP that,
with respect to their application to lessors and lessees of PP&E, could create
conflicts with existing lease accounting standards?
We agree that the Proposed SOP should not address reimbursements of costs
under leases and that such costs should be accounted for in accordance with other
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lease guidance, such as Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 13
(FAS 13), Accounting for Leases.
Project Stage Framework
Issue 2: The guidance in this proposed SOP is presented in terms of a project stage
or time line framework and on the basis of the kinds of activities performed during
the stages defined in the proposed SOP rather than on whether an expenditure fits
into certain classification categories. Do you agree with that approach? If not, what
alternative would you propose and why?
•

The project stage or timeline approach may be appropriate for certain
businesses, but should not be mandated for all entities. Instead, this Proposed
SOP should require additional disclosures to alert financial statement users as
to applicable policies for an entity.
For our regulated businesses, we are concerned that the definition of project
stages will not be operational in practice and will lead to inconsistency in
reporting financial results. Under the Proposed SOP, certain costs would
receive different treatment based on the project stage rather than the type of
cost. This will create diverse income statement results from the same activity.
The use of the project stage or timeline framework may represent a significant
change from current practices for many entities. For our normal utility
operations, including acquisition of PP&E to support normal operations, we
do not track costs based on stages. Instead, capital or expense treatment is
determined based on the type of cost incurred and whether such costs relate to
self-constructed assets or operations and maintenance (O&M) projects.
Capital projects in our regulated businesses are established based on
guidelines set forth in the FERC’s Code of Federal Regulations. The basis for
FERC's capitalization guidelines is the requirement that all property shall be
considered as consisting of retirement units and minor items of property.
Retirement units are defined in our regulated businesses’ property unit
catalogs. Costs are not defined or tracked based on the project stage or
specific timelines. Assets may be placed in service and used before “punch
list” type items are completed. Such costs would be expensed under the
Exposure Draft.
We believe that it is more practical to apply the same accounting treatment to
costs of the same nature or type. However, if the final SOP adopts the project
stage or timeline approach, we recommend that further guidance or examples
be issued to help distinguish between stages and assist in the application of the
SOP to capital intensive entities. Our non-regulated businesses would be able
to more readily apply the project stage or timeline approach as those projects
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are significant in scope and there are more definitive timelines associated with
capital projects.

•

The Proposed SOP does not address how costs incurred after the completion
of the initial construction period should be treated. For example, costs related
to the addition of environmental or safety equipment and expansion of
capacity or useful life of a facility should be capitalized under current practice
if such expenditures qualify under the entity’s capitalization policy. However,
Footnote 7 of the Proposed SOP states:
“Costs subsequently incurred by the entity to enhance the production
efficiency of the PP&E—for example, to increase a machine’s hourly
output—should be charged to expense as incurred.”
This indicates that expansion of capacity should be expensed. We disagree
strongly with this point. We believe this statement is inconsistent with
Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No. 6, Paragraph 25. It defines
assets as “probable future economic benefits obtained or controlled by a
particular entity as a result of past transactions or events.” Clearly, costs that
are incurred to improve the efficiency or productivity or that extend the life of
an asset (as compared to the efficiency, productivity or useful life at the time
the asset was originally placed in service) should be capitalized if the
anticipated increase in cash flow streams support capitalization and the
expenditures qualify under the entity’s capitalization policy.

Issue 3: The proposed SOP states that the preliminary stage ends and the
preacquisition stage begins when the acquisition of specific property, plant, and
equipment (PP&E) is considered probable. The proposed SOP states that, other
than the costs of options to acquire PP&E, all costs incurred during the preliminary
stage should be charged to expense as incurred. Do you agree with that conclusion?
If not, how would you propose to modify the guidance and why?
For reasons cited in our discussion of Issue 2, we do not agree with the proposed
project stage or timeline framework as it relates to the preacquisition, acquisitionor-construction and in-service stages. Additionally, we do not believe that the
project stage or timeline framework is needed to accomplish AcSEC’s objectives
with respect to expensing preliminary stage costs. For unregulated businesses,
Statement of Position 98-5 (SOP 98-5), Reporting on the Costs o f Start-Up
Activities, does not allow capitalization of costs that are incurred during the
preliminary stage. For regulated entities subject to FAS 71 preliminary stage
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costs, as defined in the Proposed SOP, may be capitalized as a regulatory asset if
allowed by regulatory commissions.
However if AcSEC decides to take a project stage or time line approach, we agree
that the preliminary stage ends and the pre-acquisition stage begins when the
acquisition of PP&E is considered probable. We would encourage AcSEC to
include additional examples of the types of costs that would be incurred in each of
the proposed stages. We further believe that the types of costs that are
capitalizable should be broadened. For example, certain general and
administrative (G&A) costs, overhead and other support costs should be
capitalizable. See discussion below at Issue 4.
Accounting for Costs Incurred
Issue 4: The proposed SOP states that PP&E-related costs incurred during the pre
acquisition, acquisition-or-construction, and in-service stages should be charged to
expense unless the costs are directly identifiable with the specific PP&E. Do you
agree with those conclusions? If not, what alternatives would you propose and why?
We disagree with Issue 4 for the following reasons:
•

We strongly disagree with the Proposed SOP’s conclusion that all G&A and
overhead costs incurred, including all costs of support functions, should be
charged to expense. Certain G&A and overhead costs are incremental in
nature and only incurred to support capital project personnel and activity. In
the absence of such construction activities, these costs would not be incurred.
Clearly, they are related to the underlying assets being created.
The Proposed SOP provides that only “directly identifiable” costs may be
capitalized as PP&E. We believe this proposed treatment would lead to
companies outsourcing more of their internal support services to avoid the
negative impact on operating results due to the proposed treatment of support
activities for construction activities. It is clearly the intent of a third party
billing for services to make a profit margin and to recover their direct costs,
indirect costs, and overhead. A company, with the ability to construct a
project using internal resources, should not have its earnings penalized for
doing so, particularly if the expenditures are directly related to future cash
flow streams.
Our position on incremental costs is supported by interpretations of the
National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC), which
state that:
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“.. .[t]he incremental cost basis is the preferred method of determining
amounts of administrative and general expenses which should be
capitalized. Under this method only the costs specifically incurred for
construction - costs which would not be incurred if construction were not
undertaken - are chargeable to construction.”
NARUC further discusses that in order to support allocations of G&A to
construction, companies should demonstrate the relationship of a function to
construction activities and how employees’ time and other expenditures are
being allocated to construction activities.
Additionally, under FERC regulatory guidelines such costs are allowable
capital costs. In summary, we believe certain necessary overhead and support
functions should be capitalized. Exclusion of G&A and overhead costs would
create material expenses, particularly in our Delivery segment. Regulated
entities could apply FAS 71 and capitalize such costs as regulatory assets.
However, it would be very costly, and of minimal benefit, to: 1) determine
which costs/regulatory assets should be associated with specific capital
projects; and 2) develop and maintain amortization schedules for the
regulatory assets which would be used in conjunction with
depreciation/amortization for long-lived assets for regulatory purposes..
•

The Proposed SOP, as drafted, would be more restrictive than Accounting
Research Bulletin No. 43 (ARB 43) for inventory costing with respect to
overhead capitalization and more restrictive than IRS requirements. Many
support costs (e.g., supervision, information technology, accounting, legal) are
required for entities that do their own construction, and it would be
inappropriate to expense those costs that are incremental as a result of
construction activities. If an entity were to outsource certain functions,
payment for those items would be capitalized; however, the Proposed SOP
prohibits capitalization of similar costs if they are generated internally. There
appears to be a bias against entities that self-construct rather than use third
parties for their construction activity. We recommend that the final SOP
permit capitalization of these costs in accordance with the ARB 43 inventory
model. Inventory costing includes certain capitalizable overheads that are not
easily identifiable with specific items of inventory and such inventory may
ultimately be used as part of an entity’s PP&E. Therefore, we support
consistent cost accumulation models for inventory and PP&E.

•

Paragraph 28b of the Proposed SOP specifically supports the capitalization of
spare parts as a construction cost of property; however, it is not clear how
spare parts purchased after the construction stage would be treated and
whether such costs would represent inventory, PP&E or be expensed.
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Footnote 7 concludes that PP&E is “ready for its intended use when it is first
capable of producing a unit of product that is either saleable or usable
internally by the entity.” This is inconsistent with the current utility practice
of capitalizing test energy results. We believe that a facility is not ready for
its intended use until it has passed certain testing and that the costs incurred
during testing should be included in PP&E.
•

Furthermore, Internal Revenue Code (IRC) Section 263A requires that certain
direct and indirect costs incurred to produce real and tangible personal
property, used in the business or held for resale, be capitalized. Many
companies generally follow the book accounting treatment in capitalizing
expenses for tax purposes because those methods have been acceptable to the
Internal Revenue Service in meeting the requirements of IRC Section 263A.
However, the changes proposed by the SOP companies will most likely not
meet the requirements under IRC Section 263A and, as such, will increase the
cost and burdens to accounting departments. They will now be required to
maintain two levels of detail, one which meets the GAAP requirements and
another to capture the additional detail required by the Internal Revenue
Service.
In addition, the reduction in capital costs could have a detrimental effect on
the property tax bases of localities around the nation. The measurement of
property values for such taxes typically begin with the actual costs (including
direct and indirect costs) recorded on the financial books of the company and
reported on its audited financial statements. Under the Proposed SOP, the
localities could suffer a shortfall in future revenues because the carrying
amounts for long-lived assets would be lower than under existing practice.

Issue 5: The proposed SOP states that for real estate that is not being used in
operations, costs of property taxes, insurance, and ground rentals should be
capitalized, to the extent of the portion of the property that is under development,
during the time that activities that are necessary to get the asset ready for its
intended use are in progress. Do you agree with that conclusion? If not, what
alternative would you propose and why?
We agree that property taxes, insurance and ground rentals should be capitalized
to the extent they relate to property that is under development during the time that
activities incurred to get the asset ready for its intended use are in progress. These
costs should be capitalized during all project stages during which activities are
being performed to get an asset ready for its intended use.
Issue 6*. The proposed SOP states that the costs of normal, recurring, or periodic
repairs and maintenance activities should be charged to expense as incurred. It also
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states that all other costs related to PP&E that are incurred during the in-service
stage should be charged to expense as incurred unless the costs are incurred for (a)
the acquisition of additional PP&E or components or (b) the replacement of existing
PP&E or components of PP&E. Do you agree with those conclusions? If not, what
alternatives would you propose and why?
We agree that the costs of normal, recurring or periodic repairs and maintenance
activities should be charged to expense as incurred.
Issue 7: Paragraph 39 of the proposed SOP states that costs of removal, except for
certain limited situation demolition costs, should be charged to expense as incurred.
Do you agree with that conclusion? If not, what alternative would you propose and
why?
•

We are concerned that the Proposed SOP’s accounting treatment for cost of
removal potentially conflicts with Statement of Financial Accounting
Standards No. 143 (FAS 143), Accounting for Asset Retirement Obligations,
which requires legal obligations associated with the cost of removal be
recorded as a liability. The Proposed SOP would require that such costs be
expensed. Further, for entities subject to FAS 71, such costs of removal may
ultimately be afforded regulatory asset/liability treatment to the extent those
costs can be recovered in rates. Examples demonstrating the interaction
among the Proposed SOP, FAS 143 and FAS 71 would be helpful. If this
additional information is developed, we would like time to evaluate it and
make further comments before it is issued in final form.
For unregulated businesses, costs of removal (i.e., other than those associated
with asset removal obligations as defined by FAS 143) should be expensed as
incurred, except when they are incurred to demolish or raze existing structures
in order to build new PP&E. We believe it is appropriate to allow
capitalization of site preparation costs for new capital projects, as long as such
costs are deemed to provide future economic benefits to the entity.

•

For regulated businesses, expensing the cost of removal as incurred is contrary
to regulatory accounting requirements.

Issue 8: Paragraph 44 of the proposed SOP states that the total of costs incurred for
planned major maintenance activities does not represent a separate PP&E asset or
component. It states that certain of those costs should be capitalized if they
represent acquisitions or replacements and that all other costs should be charged to
expense as incurred. Paragraph 45 prohibits alternative accounting treatments
including — (a) the accrual of a liability for the estimated costs of a planned major
maintenance activity prior to their being incurred, and (b) the deferral and
amortization of the entire cost of the activity. Do you agree with those conclusions?
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If not, what alternatives would you propose and why?
We agree that major maintenance activities should be expensed except where
acquisitions or replacements are involved. Major maintenance costs should not be
accrued prior to costs being incurred and they should not be deferred and
amortized. In response to this provision of the Proposed SOP, we believe affected
entities would consider defining components at a lower level to mitigate earnings
volatility that would otherwise result from write-offs of net book value of
replaced items.
Issue 9: Paragraph 45 of the proposed SOP further prohibits, as an alternative
accounting treatment, the ’’built-in overhaul" method for costs incurred for
planned major maintenance activities. Under that method, additional depreciation
expense is recognized currently to give effect to the decline in service potential that
is subsequently restored once the major maintenance activity occurs. When the
major maintenance activity occurs, its cost is considered capitalizable. In lieu of the
built-in overhaul method, AcSEC concluded that better cost allocation would result
from the use of component accounting and limiting the major maintenance activities
that would be capitalizable to costs that represent replacements of components of
PP&E. Should the costs of restoring PP&E's service potential, in addition to the cost
of replacements that would be capitalizable under this proposed SOP, be eligible for
capitalization? Do you believe that prohibiting the built-in overhaul method is
appropriate, or should it be allowed as an alternative method? If you believe that
the built-in overhaul method should continue to be allowed, what industries or
entities should be allowed to use it, and why?
Dominion does not currently apply the built-in overhaul method.
Use of I nventory in Production of I nternal-Use PP&E
Issue 10: Paragraphs 47,48, and A 41 of the proposed SOP discuss the situation in
which an entity owns an asset that it intended to sell as inventory but subsequently
decided to retain for use in its own internal operations. Those paragraphs state that
the entity should evaluate for impairment amounts included in PP&E that were
previously capitalized as inventory but should not redetermine their carrying
amount as PP&E using the guidance in the proposed SOP, unless the entity has a
pattern of changing the intended use of assets from inventory to PP&E. Do you
believe that guidance is appropriate, or should an entity be required to redetermine
the carrying amount of PP&E assets previously capitalized as inventory, and why?
Should AcSEC provide additional guidance on what kinds of changes in intended
use constitute a "pattern," and why?
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As indicated in our discussion of Issues 2 and 4, we believe that, in general, cost
accumulation should be consistent for all assets, regardless of the timing of when
such costs are incurred or whether such assets are expected to be inventory or
PP&E. As part of our ongoing operations, we maintain materials and supplies in
inventory that are ultimately placed in service as PP&E replacements or are used
in the construction of new PP&E. We believe that such inventory should continue
to follow the accounting guidance in Accounting Research Bulletin (ARB) 43 and
that the basis of those items should not be redetermined for inventories that are
ultimately placed in service as PP&E.
If the Proposed SOP is finalized as drafted, we do not believe that AcSEC needs
to provide additional guidance on what constitutes a pattern; that determination is
judgmental and should be made by an entity’s management, subject to review by
its external auditors.
PP&E-Type Assets Produced for Sale or Operating Lease
Issue IP. The proposed SOP requires assets that are produced by an entity to be
leased to a lessee under an operating lease to be accounted for under the provisions
of this SOP. The proposed SOP requires an entity to accumulate costs differently
for similar assets depending on whether the asset is sold outright or leased to a
lessee under a sales-type lease (in either case, inventory cost accumulation rules
would apply) or leased to a lessee under an operating lease (in which case, the cost
accumulation provisions of the proposed SOP would apply). Do you agree with that
conclusion and, if so, do you believe the proposed SOP should provide additional
guidance on such cost accumulation? Or would it be preferable for a single cost
accumulation model to apply during the production process and that there should
be a presumption that the assets should be accounted for all as inventory or all as
PP&E? If so, which presumption should be applied and why?
As noted previously, we believe that one cost accumulation model should be
applied consistently. If an entity does not know the ultimate user of specific
PP&E or changes its intentions with respect to specific PP&E, two accounting
models may apply. This will result in application difficulty and inconsistency of
accounting treatment across entities. We do not believe that the Proposed SOP
provides practical guidance on how entities should implement this provision when
it is applicable.
Applying different accounting models could cause issues with power plant
developers that may intend to sell the asset when completed or at some point
during development, but that do not have sales contracts in place during
construction. A sales contract, or other evidence, would be needed to substantiate
the application of one accounting model. If the model delineated in the Proposed
SOP is applied and subsequently a contract is obtained, it does not make sense to
redetermine the basis in that plant. In other situations, the same company could
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have a sales contract, or other evidence, in hand and would accumulate costs
differently, only to have the sales contract voided. The difficulty in applying two
accounting models and the potential inconsistencies that could result do not
provide better information to users of financial statements. Further, the ability or
inability to capitalize certain overhead costs could affect whether a lease structure
is a sales type lease or an operating lease. For example, FAS 13, paragraph 7(d)
provides that in order to qualify as a sales-type, or capital lease, the net present
value of the minimum lease payments must equal or exceed 90% of the fair value
of the PP&E at inception. Paragraph 5(c) (ii) of FAS 13 discusses that fair value
“will ordinarily be its cost” for lessors who are not manufacturers or dealers. The
use of two cost accumulation models could affect these calculations and ultimate
lease classification.
Component Accounting
Issue 12: The proposed SOP discusses component accounting and states that if a
component has an expected useful life that differs from the expected useful life of
the PP&E asset to which it relates, the component should be accounted for
separately and depreciated or amortized over its separate expected useful life. Do
you agree with this approach to accounting for PP&E? If not, what alternative
would you propose and why?
We understand the theory of the Proposed SOP’s component accounting
approach; however, we have concerns with respect to the Proposed SOP from an
operational perspective. Most importantly, we are concerned that the cost of
implementation will be much greater then any benefit gained, particularly with
respect to rate regulated enterprises. The required use of component accounting
will require significant expenditures for record-keeping, including possible hiring
of additional personnel and systems upgrades, which will ultimately be passed on
to ratepayers. This extensive reporting burden and incremental costs will not
provide any corresponding benefit to ratepayers or users of financial statements.
Accordingly, we propose that alternative depreciation methods such as composite
depreciation be allowed for certain industries.
The Proposed SOP would change several practices that are currently permitted
under the FERC and other USoA for regulated rate recovery purposes. If the
provisions of the Proposed SOP become GAAP, this other guidance would
continue to be followed for regulatory reporting purposes. For those regulated
entities subject to the provisions of FAS 71, the differences between the Proposed
SOP and regulatory requirements would be deferred as regulatory assets or
liabilities. While this would mitigate the earnings impact of the Proposed SOP for
regulated entities, it would involve significant record-keeping efforts. For
example, Dominion has approximately 700,000 individual assets that would
require review and modifications to current depreciation calculations, with no
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change expected in the regulatory climate. The sheer volume of assets being
tracked in more than one format precludes timely dissemination of financial
information that we have been working so diligently to achieve. The scope of the
project resulting in this Proposed SOP was originally concerned with the real
estate industry, not the capital-intensive utility business that primarily consists of
mass, non-distinguishable property such as wires, utility poles or miles of pipe.
Ratepayers would bear the expense of modifying systems and regulatory recovery
climate would likely not change to reflect GAAP treatment.
The Proposed SOP should permit an entity to determine the level of components
or retirement units that are most appropriate for it. That level of retirement units
or components would have to be maintained unless the entity could justify a
change in the components. Only items identified as components could be
capitalized. If items have not been identified as a component of property the
replacement of the item would have to be expensed as maintenance, consistent
with Issue 6 in the Proposed SOP. The Proposed SOP should be expanded to
include common or composite depreciation rates on identical assets. For
example: piping and electrical items are used in every area of a refinery. For
these types of assets, statistically estimating a useful life as a group would be
more accurate and result in less burdensome administration than using component
accounting. The utility industry has used composite accounting for years and is
allowed flexibility in defining retirement units, so that any item being retired that
is smaller than a retirement unit must be expensed as maintenance. Only the
replacement of items that qualify as retirement units can be capitalized.
Issue 13: The proposed SOP states that when existing PP&E is replaced or
otherwise removed from service and the replacement is capitalized, the net book
value of the replaced PP&E should be charged to depreciation expense in the period
of replacement. Do you agree with this approach? If not, what alternative would you
propose and why?
For certain assets, regulated entities have used mass asset accounting, a group
depreciation method. Under mass asset accounting, no gain or loss is recognized
upon retirement. For such assets, it would be mechanically difficult to reasonably
estimate amounts to be charged to depreciation expense for early retirements.
Issue 14: The proposed SOP requires the use of component accounting to depreciate
identified components over their respective expected useful lives. Entities have
developed and utilized various conventions to depreciate assets, including group
depreciation or use of composite lives. Those conventions are acceptable only if they
result in approximately the same gross PP&E, depreciation expense, accumulated
depreciation, and gains or losses on disposals of PP&E as the component accounting
method required by this proposed SOP. Do you agree with this approach? If not,
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what alternative would you propose and why?
Rate-regulated utilities have historically applied group and composite
depreciation methods for utility property that typically includes large numbers of
similar assets, or mass assets. Group and composite depreciation rates are based
on statistically valid estimates of actual useful lives. These estimates compensate
for individual assets within a large group that ‘live’ beyond the expected average
life, as well as for those that are retired before the expected average life. Such
statistically valid studies better reflect a utility’s results than the proposed
component depreciation. The component depreciation would result in
recognizing increased expense for those assets that are retired early, while
providing no benefit for those assets living beyond the average.
Dominion currently applies various statistical and actuarial studies in order to
determine asset lives for mass assets. These studies provide reasonable estimates
of asset lives and would be no less representationally faithful than those provided
by individual component-based estimates. If Dominion maintains two sets of
books to accommodate the Proposed SOP, then regulatory commissions will
review both. Current ratemaking provides for full recovery of capital assets over
a given period of time based on the estimated lives of those assets for our
regulated entities. As noted above, applying component level depreciation could
frontload depreciation (with no ability to benefit from assets living beyond
expectations). There is some risk that rate recoveries and earnings could be
affected. We believe the current statistically based composite depreciation
method provides a better matching of revenues and expenses and therefore more
clearly reflects a utility’s results of operations and financial position.
Even if AcSEC does not agree with the statistically valid study as being preferred
over the component approach, the difference between a regulated entity’s
recovery and GAAP depreciation may result in regulatory assets or liabilities. In
short, there would be minimal earnings impact on rate-regulated entities, but the
administrative burden of implementing this requirement would outweigh any
expected benefit for such entities. In addition, ratepayers would be expected to
bear the costs of modifying systems to accommodate the change in GAAP. We
believe that such rate-regulated entities should be allowed to apply the composite
depreciation or other acceptable method in lieu of component depreciation.
Composite depreciation will not produce the same results as component accounting,
period to period. However, over time, the two approaches often result in approximately
the same total depreciation expense and accumulated depreciation. Due to the burden
associated with the implementation of, or calculation of, component accounting for
energy utilities and many others with thousands of potential components, the use of
composite depreciation should be an acceptable alternative. The Proposed SOP should
provide examples of acceptable short-cut methods for comparing composite and
component depreciation without carrying two complete sets of records and calculations.
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Composite depreciation rates should be allowed, if periodic depreciation rate studies are
performed to validate the composite rate. Mass asset or group depreciation (where no
gain or loss is recognized upon retirement) should continue to be permitted for relatively
small, homogeneous items such as office equipment, vehicles, utility poles, electric
wiring, gas and water mains, meters, etc. USoA guidance and related information would
provide helpful information about these utility accounting practices.
Amendments to Other Guidance
Issue 15: Paragraphs 61 and 63 of the proposed SOP list amendments to SOP 85-3,
Accounting by Agricultural Producers and Agricultural Cooperatives, and the AICPA
Audit and Accounting Guide Audits o f Agricultural Producers and Agricultural
Cooperative, respectively. Do you agree with the proposed amendments? Do you
believe that there are unique aspects of agricultural accounting, such as the
accounting for breeding and production animals and the accounting for plants and
vines, that should not be amended by the proposed SOP, and why?
This is not applicable to our business. We have no comment on this issue.
Transition
Issue 16: Paragraph 71 of the proposed SOP states that the prescribed component
accounting guidance should be initially adopted for existing PP&E using one of two
alternatives, the election and disclosure of which should be made when the SOP is
adopted. Do you agree with that approach and, if so, do you agree with the choice of
the two alternatives from which the election is to be made? If you do not agree with
that approach for existing PP&E, what approach would you propose and why?
We believe that the options provided regarding implementation are reasonable.
Additionally, we would suggest that a third alternative be added. Some
companies may prefer the cumulative effect of a change in accounting principle to
prospective adoption. Please refer to our comments on Issue #19 below. These
three alternatives would provide flexibility or entities with a large number of
assets. Given the time and effort required to apply the Proposed SOP, some
companies may be precluded from one or more of the alternatives. We believe
that due to the complexity of implementing the Proposed SOP, changes from
existing practice, and additional record-keeping requirements, an implementation
period of at least eighteen months after issuance of the final SOP will be
necessary.
Also, it may be difficult for rate regulated entities to restate accumulated
depreciation or property amounts. Furthermore, restatement of property amounts
by regulated entities may be viewed as inconsistent with the provisions of SFAS
No. 101, Regulated Enterprises—Accounting for the Discontinuation o f
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Application o f FASB Statement No. 71, that prohibit retroactive restatement of
property balances.
Issue 1 7: Under paragraph 71(a) of the proposed SOP, the allocation of existing net
book value to components at transition should be based on (a) allocation of original
accounting records, if available, (b) relative fair values of components at date of
transition, if original accounting records are not available, or (c) another reasonable
method, if relative fair value is not practicable. Do you agree that that ordering of
allocation methods is appropriate? If you believe that a different order would be
appropriate, what order would you propose and why? Should the proposed SOP
provide additional examples to illustrate what constitutes ’’another reasonable
method”?
We agree, in theory, with the allocation methods to transition to component lives.
We concur with AcSEC that an allocation based on original accounting records is
the preferred method. In certain industries, it will be difficult and costly to obtain
fair values of certain PP&E components; therefore, we believe that “another
reasonable method” should be second and that relative fair values should be
included as a reasonable method.
Issue 18: Paragraph 72 of the proposed SOP states that the SOP should be applied
prospectively for all costs incurred after the adoption of the SOP. It also states that
costs incurred prior to the adoption of the proposed SOP should not be re
characterized (as capital or expense items) to conform to the guidance in the SOP,
with the exception of certain costs of planned major maintenance activities. Do you
agree with that approach? If you do not agree with that approach, what approach
would you propose and why?
We agree.
Issue 19: Under paragraph 71(a) of the proposed SOP, and as illustrated in
Example 3 in appendix C, an entity applying component accounting retroactively at
date of adoption may calculate a difference between the pre-adoption balance of
accumulated depreciation and the balance recalculated based on the estimated
useful lives of components that previously were not accounted for as separate
components. Under that paragraph, the difference is allocated back to the
accumulated depreciation of each component based on the net book values of the
components. Two alternatives considered were recording the difference as a
cumulative effect type adjustment at adoption and recording the difference as
additional depreciation expense at adoption. Do you agree with the proposed
approach or either of the alternatives, and why?
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We believe that the cumulative effect of a change in accounting principle
adjustment at adoption may be the preferred treatment of some companies and
should be one of the permitted adoption methods. The estimated useful lives of
PP&E components would yield a more accurate representation of the value of
existing PP&E and ongoing depreciation. If the adjustment is allocated back to
accumulated depreciation, then depreciation expense on an ongoing basis would
be theoretically over- or understated. However, in light of the potential
detrimental impact this one-time adjustment could have on debt covenants, debt to
equity ratios and other similar measures used in existing agreements and by
banks, rating agencies and market analysts to evaluate companies, it can not be
the only adoption method. .

SUMMARY
Again, we would like to reiterate our key comments on the Proposed SOP, as follows:

Exemption for Rate-regulated Entities
■ Group, composite or another depreciation method should be allowed.
■ Capitalization policies should be consistent with regulatory approvals.

Capitalization of Certain Overhead, G&A and Support Costs
■ Certain overhead, general and administrative and other support costs are
incremental and should be afforded capital treatment if such costs can reasonably
be tied to capital projects.

Cost Type should Drive Treatment
■ Cost accumulation should be consistent for all assets, inventory or PP&E.
■ The Project stage or timeline approach may be appropriate for certain businesses,
but it should not be mandated for all entities. Appropriate disclosures should be
made to alert financial statement users as to the applicable policies for an entity.

Timing of Implementation
■ The proposed timing of implementation of January 1, 2003 for Dominion would
not provide sufficient time to properly apply the provisions of the Proposed SOP.
We request that implementation be required no earlier than eighteen months after
a final SOP is issued.
We appreciate the opportunity to share our views on these very important accounting
issues. As we continue to evaluate the potential impacts of the Proposed SOP, we may
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identify additional issues that need to be addressed. If additional issues are identified, we
will submit appropriate information to AcSEC at that time. Please call me at (804) 8192410 if you would like to discuss any of these issues in further detail or have any
questions.
Sincerely,

Steve Rogers
Vice President & Controller
Dominion Resources Services, Inc.

November 15, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs
and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
Pioneer Electric Cooperative, Inc., (Pioneer Electric) appreciates the opportunity to
submit written comments regarding the above-referenced Proposed Statement of Position
(PP&E Accounting Proposal) to the Accounting Standards Executive Committee
(AcSEC) of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA).
Pioneer Electric is an electric cooperative in the state of Kansas, providing electricity to
approximately 15,000 consumers-owners in ten counties. Since we operate within the
capital-intensive electric utility industry, the PP&E Accounting Proposal would
significantly and negatively impact Pioneer Electric’s accounting policies and
administrative costs. Over the past three years, additions to our total utility plant have
averaged $4,012,522 annually. During this same period, yearly reported patronage
capital (margins) has averaged $4,469,739. We conservatively estimate that, if adopted,
this PP&E proposal could decrease these margins by at least 29.6%. Resultant electric
rates to our consumers would have to be increased substantially to cover the incremental
costs associated with this proposal and to protect our financial integrity and credit rating.
Pioneer Electric is required to follow accounting requirements promulgated by the Rural
Utilities Service (RUS). The PP&E Accounting Proposal raises significant ratemaking,
operational, and accounting concerns for Pioneer Electric. The most significant of these
concerns arise due to accounting inconsistencies between this proposal and the RUS
Uniform System of Accounts and attendant RUS regulations and interpretations
(collectively, Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements). The PP&E Accounting
Proposal and the attendant detrimental impacts to Pioneer Electric include the following:
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•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements specify capitalization of overheads in
support of construction projects and permit capitalization of an appropriate portion of
administrative and general (A&G) costs.
In addition, Electric Cooperative
Accounting Requirements specify capitalization of preliminary investigation and
survey (PI&S) charges.
The PP&E Accounting Proposal would prohibit
capitalization of overheads, PI&S charges, and A&G costs.
Implementation of these provisions would dramatically increase earnings volatility, as
these overhead, PI&S charges, and A&G costs would be expensed, rather than
capitalized as they are today. We estimate that the annual financial impact of these
items would decrease our margins by at least $220,498 annually or more, depending
upon the extent of the capital restrictions ultimately imposed. Furthermore, from the
standpoint of rate-making fairness, failure to capitalize these costs would inequitably
shift the burden of collection of these costs from customers using the plant asset over
its useful life to existing customers at the time the plant asset is constructed.

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements prescribe the use of the group method
of depreciation for plant assets. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would require use of
depreciation accounting by component, defined as “a tangible part or portion of
[plant] that can be separately identified as an asset and depreciated or amortized over
its own separate expected useful life”. The PP&E Accounting Proposal generally
prohibits the use of a group method of depreciation, unless it can be shown by the
entity that the asset balances and operating results under the group method is not
materially different from that obtained under the component method.
Implementation of this provision would require administrative reorganization to
comply with the data collection requirements, as well as expensive new automated
accounting systems —or at a minimum, significant upgrades to existing software. In
addition, determination of material differences between the component and group
accounting methods would require record keeping for both methods, adding
significantly to plant record-keeping costs, as well as audit costs. The estimated costs
to upgrade automated systems and provide additional administrative record-keeping
and data input is projected to add at least $50,000 in one-time costs and will
conservatively exceed $1,321,344 on an annual basis thereafter. If adopted, our
staffing costs are projected to increase by at least $383,513 annually, or more than
25%, to support the extra administrative and reporting burdens of this requirement.

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements, consistent with group depreciation
accounting convention, generally prescribe that gains and losses on normal
dispositions of mass assets be closed to the accumulated depreciation account, under
the theory that over time gains and losses will net out. The PP&E Accounting
Proposal would require that gains and losses be reflected in the results of operations
in the current accounting period. Implementation of this provision would result in
increased earnings volatility, as gains and losses on plant disposition are reflected in
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the current results of operations. Annual gains / (losses) closed to the accumulated
depreciation account over the past three years have averaged $408,160. Electricity
rates would likely require significant upward adjustment to provide for this increased
uncertainty of earnings.
•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements generally recognize the cost of
removal of a plant asset over the useful life of that asset, as a component of the
depreciation rate. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would require that cost of removal
be reflected in the results of operations in the accounting period in which such cost
was incurred. Removal costs we’ve incurred over the past three years have averaged
$309,173 annually. Implementation of this provision would result in increased
earnings volatility, as cost of removal would be reflected in a single accounting
period. Furthermore, from the standpoint of ratemaking fairness, failure to recognize
cost of removal over the asset’s life would inequitably shift the burden of collection
of these costs from customers using the plant asset to customers during the retirement
of the plant asset.

Each of the above accounting inconsistencies pose operational problems and create
significant administrative burdens for Pioneer Electric that will dramatically raise the cost
of electricity to our rural member owners. The detrimental impacts of each item should
be carefully considered and weighed against any identifiable benefits before the AICPA
AcSEC implements the attendant provision of the PP&E Accounting Proposal for electric
utilities. Further, we recommend that any and all decisions and changes impacting PP&E
be closely coordinated in advance with RUS and all other federal and state governmental
authorities regulating electric cooperatives and the electric industry.
Pioneer Electric appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the PP&E
Accounting Proposal and respectfully urges the AICPA AcSEC to consider its views. If
questions arise concerning these comments, please feel free to contact Roy Williams,
Manager of Finance & Administration for Pioneer Electric Cooperative, Inc., at
(620)356-4111, extension 212.

Sincerely Yours,

David L. Jesse
Chief Executive Officer
Cc
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November 15, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon, Technical Manager
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Accounting Standards, File 4210.CC
Proposed Statement of Position - Accounting for Certain Costs
and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment

Dear Mr. Simon:
The Interstate Natural Gas Association of America (INGAA), is pleased to have this
opportunity to submit its comments concerning the Exposure Draft of the Proposed
Statement of Position (Proposed SOP), “Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities
Related to Property, Plant and Equipment (PP&E). INGAA, the North American trade
association, represents interstate natural gas pipeline companies that own and operate
approximately 180,000 miles of natural gas pipe line and transport more than 90 percent
of the nation’s natural gas. Member companies are regulated by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) with respect to accounting and rates for services.
We appreciate the efforts of AcSec and the AICPA with respect to setting standards and
providing guidance essential to maintaining the integrity of financial statements for the
investing community. However, it is our opinion that the proposed SOP offers no
improvement to the financial data currently provided to stockholders and investors in
companies with a large, self-constructed asset base.
GENERAL COMMENTS
This SOP targets the diversity in accounting for costs related to PP&E and seeks to
eliminate that diversity by 1) replacing group and composite depreciation methods with
component depreciation, 2) requiring the expensing of many costs that are now being
capitalized, and 3) tying capitalization to the time frame in which costs are incurred
rather than the nature of the costs.

INGAA STRONGLY OPPOSES THE REQUIRED USE OF COMPONENT
ACCOUNTING
The SOP advocates replacement of the composite depreciation method with component
accounting stating, “In practice, the composite life may not be determined with a high
degree of precision, and hence the composite life may not reflect the weighted average of
the expected useful lives of the asset’s principal components.” The fact is that any
depreciation method is only as good as the underlying estimates. In addition, any method
that employs incorrect estimates is going to over or under recover an asset’s cost (less
salvage plus removal costs) by the end of its actual service life. Under the component
method, any under recovery will be made up by a charge to depreciation expense in the
case of an asset that is replaced before the end of its expected useful life. In addition,
assets that outlive their expected life will be fully depreciated long before their usefulness
in generating revenues has expired. Under the component method, all assets within a
group will be fully depreciated at the end of the group’s average service life even though
some of the assets continue to provide benefits beyond that life. Either situation creates
volatility in earnings and poor matching between revenues generated by that asset and the
asset’s cost.
Composite depreciation is a form of group depreciation that has long been recognized by
GAAP, FERC, the utility industry, and state regulatory commissions as an acceptable
method for depreciating large groups of assets such as are encountered in pipeline
companies. Upon retirement, the entire cost of an item is charged to the accumulated
depreciation reserve. If the average service life is correctly estimated, the effect of units
with shorter than average lives will be offset by those units of the group with longer than
average lives and the entire cost of the group will have been distributed to operating
expenses by the end of the life of the last item of the group. Group depreciation uses
estimates and statistical methods to model retirements of large numbers of assets and
produces a relatively steady depreciation expense over the entire life of these long-term
assets as opposed to the ebbs and flows in expense and income accounts that parallel
replacement activity with component accounting. The sporadic expense trail produced by
component accounting does not reflect the true earnings generated by the pipeline assets.
A pipeline system is one earning asset comprised of a complex, integral set of selfconstructed parts. Revenues are generated by the system as a whole and are not affected
by the day-to-day replacement of system components.
To conclude that component accounting is an appropriate depreciation method for all
types of companies is capricious. In a capital-intensive industry whose primary asset is a
complex, self-constructed, integrated system, such as the interstate natural gas pipeline
industry, adoption of component accounting would result in incremental and costly
administrative processes that would add no value to either internal managerial or external
financial reporting. It would be impractical to allocate the current NBV of hundreds of
thousands of assets to all components in a pipeline company. Not only would the cost be
prohibitive, but such a massive undertaking would be so fraught with estimates,
allocations, and guesswork that no additional precision would in fact be achieved.
Component accounting would also require the maintenance of an additional detailed set
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of accounting records in addition to the ones already maintained for regulators,
ratepayers, and tax authorities.
INGAA BELIEVES COSTS SHOULD BE CAPITALIZED BASED ON THE
EXPECTED FUTURE BENEFIT RATHER THAN ON THE TIMING OF THE
EXPENDITURE
To address the diversity of capitalization practices among companies, the SOP proposes
to categorize costs into the four project stages, Preliminary, Preacquisition, Acquisitionor-Construction, and In-Service. PP&E related costs incurred during the preacquisition,
acquisition-or-construction, and in-service stages should be charged to expense unless the
costs are directly identifiable with the specific PP&E. All costs incurred in the
preliminary stage will be expensed.
Directly identifiable costs include only:
Incremental direct costs incurred with independent third parties for the specific
PP&E.
Employee payroll and payroll benefit-related costs related to time spent on specified
activities performed by the entity during those stages.
Depreciation of machinery and equipment used directly in the construction or
installation of PP&E and incremental costs directly associated with the utilization of
that machinery and equipment during the acquisition-or-construction stage.
Inventory, including spare parts, used directly in the construction or installation of
PP&E.
All general and administrative and overhead costs incurred, including all costs of support
functions, should be charged to expense.
INGAA believes that the treatment of costs should be based on the cost’s functions rather
than on when it is incurred. Likewise, some indirect costs are related to capital activities
and should not be expensed. A core function of a pipeline utility is to construct assets to
transport gas and it is essential that the utility be allowed to capitalize and earn a return
on these costs. To arbitrarily expense or capitalize project costs because they occur in the
preliminary or preacquisition stage is a violation of the accounting principle that calls for
capitalization of all normal expenditures of readying an asset for use.
Regulated gas transmission pipelines must spend significant amounts in the preliminary
stages of new projects preparing filings to secure regulatory approval to proceed. Unlike
other industries, the decision to allow a project to proceed is in the hands of an outside
party (FERC). For a project to be approved and built, the costs incurred in the
preliminary stage are an essential part of the total pipeline costs and are capitalizable.
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If diversity exists because two companies have different interpretations of the accounting
criteria that distinguish between assets and expenses, the solution is not appropriately
addressed by requiring that all costs be expensed. In fact, since the distinction between
capital and expense is so critical to the interstate pipeline industry, the Code of Federal
Regulations provides very specific guidelines resulting in a very high degree of
consistency across the industry.
Large pipeline projects often take many years to complete. Survey and environmental
work must be completed before application for a certificate. Consider the impact on the
balance sheet and income statement of a company that reports huge losses for survey and
investigation costs in a new project while the revenues to be generated are several years
away. In addition, utilities continue to incur costs directly related to construction of
PP&E even after assets are placed in service. These costs are part of the construction
costs of the asset and should be capitalized. Under the proposed SOP, there is no
matching of these costs to the associated revenues and the resulting distortions can have
negative impacts on the capital costs a company must pay.
RESPONSES TO ISSUES RAISED BY THE AICPA
Scope
No comments
Project Stage Framework
The definition of a cost as expense or capital based on the project stage when it is
incurred is arbitrary and will not result in a consistent application of accounting
principles. Generally, only the biggest projects have preliminary stage costs and these
costs are usually significant. Preliminary and preacquisition costs are legitimate
construction costs that are required to comply with regulatory requirements and must be
completed before application for a certificate can be filed. If the new construction project
is approved by the FERC, then most pipelines will capitalize the charges attributable to
that project. If the FERC approval is not granted, the charges are expensed. By not
allowing the capitalization of preliminary, preacquisition, and associated overhead costs
on approved projects, the proposed SOP would prohibit the capitalization of the full cost
of the asset. Failure to allow capitalization of these costs can have negative impacts on
project financing as investors see their asset base and equity returns diminish.
Consider, for example, the impact on the balance sheet and income statement of a
company that reports huge losses for survey and investigation costs in a new project
while the revenues to be generated are several years away. Under the proposed SOP,
there is no matching of costs to the associated revenues and the resulting distortions can
have negative impacts on the capital costs a company must pay.
Accounting for Costs Incurred
The proposed SOP required the expensing of all PP&E related costs incurred in the
preliminary stages and allows only directly identifiable costs to be capitalized in
preacquisition and later stages. However, the SOP defines third party contractor billings
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as directly identifiable and capitalizable. By allowing capitalization of overhead
embedded in third party billings, the SOP creates a bias towards the use of third party
contractors over in-house resources to construct assets. This penalizes a utility for using
in-house labor and resources that may be more efficient thereby causing the wrong
economic message to be sent. By treating third party costs differently from internally
incurred costs, the SOP creates inconsistency.
Pipeline companies are unique from other companies in that they are asset intensive and
they self construct most of their assets. While many of the costs of in-house labor and
resources are allocated to individual projects through an indirect overhead rate, many of
these costs would be scaled back or eliminated if the company did not perform much of
its own construction activities. During times of heavy construction, support functions
must be increased to handle the additional work. A pipeline company, similar to a third
party contractor, must have an infrastructure to procure materials, track costs, and ensure
regulatory compliance for construction activities. It would be impractical and fraught
with estimates to charge these specific activities through direct labor billings because
there are individuals who work on hundreds of projects simultaneously such as materials
management and procurement personnel. Failure to capitalize many of these indirect
costs understates the true cost of assets and sends the wrong economic signals to utility
customers, investors, and other users of financial data.
Note that for tax purposes, indirect costs are considered capitalizable. Therefore, the
proposed SOP would create yet another discrepancy between capitalized cost for tax
purposes and for GAAP and additional administrative burden/costs to maintain additional
records.
The proposed SOP requires that all depreciation for machinery and equipment used
during construction of PP&E be charged to the capital project directly. This procedure
appears to be overly burdensome as these assets are aggregated and depreciated or
amortized over a composite life. We disagree that companies should be required to
charge depreciation of these assets to various capital projects and believe that it continues
to be appropriate to expense depreciation on machinery and equipment along with
depreciation on the rest of PP&E.
We agree with the proposed SOP that the costs of normal, recurring, or periodic repair
and maintenance activities should be charged to expense as incurred. However, regulated
utilities are required to place assets in service once they are able to perform their
expected function whether all work is complete or not (i.e. right-of-way clean up and
restoration after a pipe installation, etc.). Consequently, utilities continue to incur costs
directly related to construction of PP&E even after assets are placed in service. These
costs are part of the construction costs of the asset and should be capitalized.
The proposed SOP calls for removal costs to be expensed when incurred. In many cases,
the cost of removal is an integral part of the capital cost of the replacement asset. Yet the
SOP contemplates the capitalizing of removal costs ONLY in conjunction with the
acquisition of real estate and subsequent demolitions. Why is a building/real estate
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different from a pipeline in which the removal of old pipe is integral to the replacement
of a section with new pipe? Requiring the expensing of all removal costs oversimplifies
the economic reality of an integrated asset. Replacements are often an integral part of
continuous upgrading of the facility. To ignore this reality and require up front expensing
of all removal cost leads to generational inequities in which today’s customers bear the
entire cost of long-lived assets while future generations get a free ride. Could there be a
clearer violation of the matching principle?
Use of Inventory in Production of Internal-Use PP&E
No Comment
PP&E-Type Assets Produced for Sale or Operating Lease
No Comment
Component Accounting
First, we would like to emphasize our sincere concern at the trend towards more detailed
record keeping embodied in this section of the proposed SOP. For years the FERC
required that our plant database be maintained at a very detailed level. It was more detail
than was necessary for internal or external financial reporting and its costs outweighed its
benefits. Recognizing this, FERC reevaluated its regulation and encouraged companies to
maintain data at a level that was necessary for each company to conduct its business.
After simplifying and consolidating their databases companies found that their property
accounting functions could now be handled by a fraction of the staff that was once
required. In today’s environment of increased competition and more practical regulation,
this was a positive step. However, the enormous amount of additional detail that would
be required to comply with the component accounting provisions of this SOP would undo
much of that progress.
The proposed SOP professes to strike at the diversity of accounting practices across
companies that affect the comparability of financial statements. Composite depreciation
has long been recognized as an acceptable method for companies like utilities that have
huge numbers of assets. In fact, if there is one area where there is consistency, it lies in
the use of composite depreciation by utilities. It is a mistake to assume that the same
depreciation method, be it component accounting or another method, would be
appropriate for all companies that are the target of this proposed SOP. Obviously there
are substantial differences between Coca-Cola Bottling Company, Zales Jewelers, and
Tennessee Gas Pipeline. Even if all companies were the same, lack of consistency would
still be an issue under component accounting because each company will likely use
different component groups and subjectively assign different lives and net book values to
each component. Furthermore, by allowing more than one transition method, the SOP
contributes its own diversity to practices of different companies.
The SOP would require companies to calculate the net book value for all of their assets
either at the time of conversion or piecemeal as each asset is retired. Most utilities have
only maintained NBV at the group level so compliance with the SOP would involve
creating NBV’s at the asset level. This would be a massive task which, when complete,
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would only be an estimate. The cost of this undertaking would greatly exceed the benefits
of this exercise and the data produced would only APPEAR to be precise.
To illustrate, a major pipeline will easily have over 500,000 assets organized into some
30 or more asset groups for depreciation purposes. The proposed SOP will require
someone to review the thousands of items of pipe, valves, fittings, meters, etc. within
each asset group and break them into component groups. Then for each of the hundreds
of component groups, someone will need to determine how much of the life to date
accumulated depreciation reserve should apply to each component group. Someone will
also need to estimate a net book value for each asset either at the time of conversion or at
the time of the each asset’s retirement. .. .And a typical pipeline will retire 500 to 1000
assets per month. The point is that the judgment risk is so magnified in an exercise of this
scale, that any perceived benefits are absolutely neutralized.
The proposed SOP implies that composite depreciation is an inferior method while, in
fact, composite depreciation is the superior method when dealing with a large, complex,
self-constructed, integrated asset base rather than a single purchased asset. In any asset
population, about half of the assets will retire early while the other half will retire later
than the average service life of the group. Under the component method, this over or
under recovery will be made up by a charge to depreciation expense in the case of an
asset that is replaced before the end of its expected useful life. Alternatively, assets that
outlive their expected life will be fully depreciated long before their usefulness in
generating revenues has expired. Under the component method, all assets within a group
will be fully depreciated at the end of the group’s average service li fe even though some
of the assets continue to provide benefits beyond that life. Either situation creates
volatility in earnings and poor matching between revenues generated by that asset and the
asset’s cost. In contrast, the composite method statistically analyses data to determine the
retirement dispersion and calculates a depreciation rate that will fully depreciate the
entire cost of the group through the retirement date of the last surviving asset.
Amendments to Other Guidance
No comment
Transition
The proposed effective date for this SOP cannot be met without unnecessary significant
costs. Due to the extensive system modifications and additional staff that would be
required, we do not believe it would be possible to comply with an effective date prior to
two years after the Exposure Draft is approved.
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Conclusion
While the SOP may have improved accounting for certain types of industries, it
inadvertently reduced the value of property, plant, and equipment for integrated systems
of self-constructed assets. We recommend that utility assets, specifically pipeline
systems, be exempted and that composite depreciation methods be accepted as an
alternative for companies in this industry.
Respectfully submitted,

Joan Dreskin
General Counsel
Interstate Natural Gas
Association of America
10 G Street, N.E.
Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20002
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CS CPA
845 Brook Street, Building 2
Rocky Hill, CT 06067-3405
Phone: 860-258-4800
Fax: 860-258-4859

November 14, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon, Technical Manager
Accounting Standards, File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
via: email

Dear Mr. Simon,
We are pleased to submit the comments of the Accounting and Reporting
Standards Committee of the Connecticut Society of Certified Public Accountants
on the Exposure Draft of the Proposed Statement of Position (“SOP”),
Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and
Equipment.
The views expressed in this letter are those of the Accounting and
Reporting Standards Committee. Those views are not necessarily the view of the
membership of the Connecticut Society of Certified Public Accountants.
We appreciate the opportunity to present our comments. Should there be
any questions, please feel free to contact me at 203-397-2525.
Very truly yours,

Vincenzo Fini, CPA
Chair, Accounting and Reporting Standards Committee
Connecticut Society of Certified Public Accountants

The Committee would first like to express its overall agreement with the SOP and acknowledge
the AICPA for its commendable effort in providing additional accounting guidance in this area.
However, as solicited by the Exposure Draft, we would like to share some of our thoughts and
concerns with you concerning the proposed SOP:
•

We believe that there are significant practice issues related to accounting for contractually
recoverable expenditures (reimbursement of costs by lessees to lessors of property taxes,
insurance, etc.) However, we do not believe they should be addressed in this SOP {Issue 1).
Nevertheless, because of the lack of guidance in FASB Statement No. 13 and other related
pronouncements, these issues should be addressed as an amendment of FASB Statement No.
13. The only related issue that we see that could either be addressed in this SOP or as an
amendment of FASB Statement No. 13 is the accounting for replacements of components of
leased property that the lessor bills to the lessee. For example, if the lease agreement
requires the lessee to reimburse the lessor for structural replacements, does the lessee treat
the reimbursement as rent expense or a leasehold improvement? What if the lessor replaces
all of the windows on the building with new more energy efficient windows, and bills the
cost to the lessee per the lease agreement. If the lessor paid for the windows and is not
reimbursed, clearly, this would be accounted for as a replacement of a component by the
lessor. But if the lessor is reimbursed, how is it accounted for? No expense and no removal
of net book value of the replaced component? Does the lessee account for the payment as a
leasehold improvement or as rent expense?

•

We believe that the proposed four-step approach for evaluating accounting treatment for
costs of certain property, plant and equipment is overly complex. Although we are in
agreement with clearer guidelines for establishing the accounting treatment of these assets
and expenditures, the new four-step approach creates additional definitions and models to
apply that may not be necessary. We believe that a continuum approach (as suggested in
Issue 2), which extends from “ordinary repairs and maintenance” to “additions” would be
more useful and less intimidating to implement. In addition, we believe that these matters
ultimately do require some judgment by an accountant and a four-step approach may become
too rigid for successful and practical implementation.

•

We do not agree with paragraph 22 (as presented in Issue 3). Certain costs incurred during
the preliminary stage that would be capitalized during the preacquisition stage should also be
capitalized during the preliminary stage. For example, if traffic studies are conducted related
to acquisition of one of two properties during the preliminary stage, then the costs of the
study directly related to the property ultimately acquired should be capitalized. If a reporting
period ends before the preliminary stage, then the costs of both studies would be capitalized
as a deferred expense until the decision as to which property, if any, will be acquired.

•

We are unsure about the proposed SOP’s application to interim period financial statements
and suggest that these additional disclosures be required only on an annual basis. We believe
that an annual basis for such disclosure should be sufficient due to the fact that property,
plant and equipment accounts usually do not consist of volatile assets, subject to market
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fluctuations. Additionally, successful valuations may be somewhat time-consuming and
costly. This is consistent with the SEC’s requirement of disclosing property, plant and
equipment composition and useful lives on an annual basis, pending no significant
fluctuations on an interim basis.
•

We believe that costs of property taxes, insurance and ground rentals during real estate
development should be capitalized only to the extent that they are recoverable (specifically,
in response to Issue 5). In addition, these costs should be reviewed annually for
recoverability. These guidelines would be especially useful in real estate development
contracts that extend over many years, and/or developments that are subject to significant
market value fluctuations.

•

We believe that additional guidance should be provided to ensure the consistency of
accounting for property removal costs with the newly issued SFAS No. 143, Accounting for
Asset Retirement Obligations (in response to Issue 7). As the proposed SOP currently reads,
it appears to be narrower in scope in determining capitalizable costs than SFAS No. 143.
Specifically, SFAS No. 143 provides that all legal obligations, not just certain limited
demolition costs, resulting from the acquisition, construction, development and/or the normal
operation of a long-lived asset, should be capitalized.

•

We agree with this approach in theory (Issue 13), and for the most, are indifferent as to
whether the write-off of the net book value of replaced PP&E is treated as a loss on disposal
or additional depreciation expense. However, we believe that it may be difficult to apply in
practice, especially for small companies. Most companies that buy a building, machine or
any other asset don’t apply component accounting because it is not allowed for tax purposes
and the GAAP accounting for costs will mirror tax accounting for costs. However, the
depreciation methods and lives will be different, and small companies will account separately
for the depreciation. The real issue is how will the small company reasonably estimate the
net book value of the component replaced. For example, a company purchases a machine for
$500,000 10 years ago that has a 15-year life. The invoice does not provide any itemization
of the cost. Now the company replaces the powertrain on the machine for $200,000. What is
the net book value of the powertrain removed? Is it today’s cost of $200,000 less 10 years of
accumulated depreciation? Or do we assume a lower cost because we have to adjust for
inflation? Or do we assume a higher cost, because 10 years ago it cost more to make the
powertrain even after accounting for inflation than today because of technology
improvements and automation of the manufacturing process? We suggest that the AICPA
provides additional guidance in this area, or provides a list of suggested resources to help
companies value replaced components in such circumstances.

•

Finally, with respect to Issue 19, the Committee deliberated the pros and cons of treating the
difference as a cumulative effect type adjustment at adoption versus as additional
depreciation expense. By treating the difference as a cumulative effect adjustment, the
adjustment is presented as a separate line in the income statement, below the operating
income line.
This is more favorable for companies because it will make depreciation
expense more comparable with prior periods, and will prominently indicate on the face of the
income statement the reason for additional depreciation expense in the period. However, on
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the other hand, depreciation expense is always an estimate and any revision can arguably be
treated as a change in estimate that should hit depreciation expense. Allowing the full charge
to be treated as depreciation expense would also be simpler to account for than a cumulative
effect type adjustment. In summary, we believe that both alternatives have merit, and
ultimately have the same result of reducing a company’s net income.
In conclusion, we would like to reiterate our support for the general purpose of this proposed
SOP and thank you for the opportunity to share our comments with you.
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November 15, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon, Technical Manager
Accounting Standards, File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775

We have reviewed the exposure draft of the proposed Statement of Position (Proposed
SOP) Accountingfo r Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and
Equipment. Northwest Airlines appreciates the opportunity to respond to this Proposed
SOP. In general, we do not support the Proposed SOP and believe the costs to implement
the Proposed SOP will far outweigh the benefits that users of financial statements will
gain. Our comments on the issues of greatest concern are summarized below.
Component Accounting
The Proposed SOP discusses the intent to account for PP&E within components that can
be separately identified and depreciated or amortized over separate useful lives. Because
we account for over 400 aircraft and thousands of ground assets, instituting component
accounting will add substantive complexity to our existing systems for record-keeping
and reporting and thus will cause us to incur significant costs. These costs will include
acquiring a new fixed asset system or implementing major modifications to the current
fixed asset system and hiring additional employees to properly account for PP&E and
forecast depreciation expense per this Proposed SOP. We ask AcSEC to reassess the
costs as compared to the benefits of issuing this SOP in its current form, taking into
consideration that there have not been widespread financial reporting concerns using
composite depreciation methods.
Presentation and Disclosures
The Proposed SOP requires a detailed disclosure of four categories of PP&E (land,
buildings, machinery and equipment, and construction in progress). These additional
disclosure requirements would be onerous and add minimal value to the user of the
financial statements, especially for the airline industry, which already reports on flight
equipment in detail. We would ask that AcSEC reevaluate the costs and benefits
associated with this disclosure requirement.
Again, we appreciate the opportunity to offer comments on the Proposed SOP. If we can
provide further information regarding our comments, please call me at 612-726-2252.
Sincerely,
James G. Mathews
Vice President - Accounting and Tax
Chief Accounting Officer
Northwest Airlines, Inc.

Marc Simon
11/15/2001 11:18 AM

To: agadkins@uss.com,
bdrake@kpmg.com,
cdaugherty@dttus.com,
jarhes_ross@csx.com,
jbrant@deloitte.com,
leonard.gatti@us.pwcglobal.com,
lmayshak@dttus.com,
msimon@aicpa.org,
richard.h.moseley@aexp.com,
rrendino@pgrt.com
cc: Sharon Macey/NY/AICPA@AICPA
Subject: PP&E Comment Letter #144

PP&E Comment Letter #144
---- Forwarded by Marc Simon/NY/AICPA on 11/15/01 11:22 AM
rapidroy@kiwash.net
11/15/01 09:04 AM

To: msimon@aicpa.org
cc:
Subject: Vintage Accounting SOP

DAVID M. GARRISON, P.E.<?xml:namespace prefix = o
ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" />
1901 East Grace Street
Okmulgee, Ok 74447
Phone 918-756-7857
Fax 918-759-9903
Email dmgmngt@aol.com

November 14, 2001

AICPA
c/o msimon@aicpa.org

Re: Vintage Accounting
Proposal SOP)

Accounting for Certain Costs and
Activities
Related to Property, Plant &
Equipment
Dear Mr. Simon,
This is in response to the above proposed SOP.
Count my vote as AGAINST IT! I wanted to start this
response with “You’ve got to be kidding!”, but I know you are
not.
Conclusions:
This proposal is ridiculous for the electric utility
industry. In fact, if followed, would put many small
Cooperatives out of business, AND FOR NO GOOD
REASON. The costs to acquire the data for the record units
and their installation dates is prohibitive and the costs to
maintain the database would be almost as much each year
as the data acquisition expenses. The benefits, if any, of
allowing depreciation of units by year are insignificant.
Specifics:
I have been in engineering management in both Investor Owned and
Cooperative electric utilities for over 30 years. The Cooperative I recently
retired from is large by cooperative standards but small compared to USA
electric utilities. Your SOP would cost this company of 80 employees
an additional two field engineering technicians AND at least two
plant accounting clerks. This would cost our small company an
additional $300,000 per year and there are many years that that is
the total profits for the year. It would require close to an additional
$1.00 per month per customer in rate increases just to pay for your
proposal. And I cannot explain to them ANY benefits for their cost
increase.
The job of vintage accounting would never get smaller, only snowball.
Each of our 120,000 poles has at least one primary record units
comprising at least 20 subparts of varying installation dates. At least half
the poles contain at least four (4) record units comprised of at least thirty
(30) subparts. Counting only the major record units and including units
for wires, transformers, regulators, capacitors, metering equipment,
meters, our small cooperative would have to track the units and
installation dates of over 500,000 major units with over 5,000 more added

each year. And if wire is categorized by spans, that would add another
120,000 units to the count. Broken down into the minor units (which you
would want to do) would require tracking about 4,320,000 units. I’m glad
I retired. But unfortunately I still consult and serve on national standards
committees. NONE of them had heard of your proposal. And this SOP
does NOT only affect accounting types. It determines the staffing
requirements of ALL companies in both accounting, engineering and
operations folks. We object to your proposal in fact and also by the
unadvertised method of circulating it. I’m sure you told at least parts
of the accounting community, but that community comprises less than
10% of most corporations. And they are not the most communicative of
potential problems with the operating portions of an organization.
Proposals like this only alienate the accountant from the rest of the
organization.
I realize this has been very negative but I do not apologize for it. I am
told that this proposal came from the real estate business. I cannot
believe that industry either could survive this proposal either. None of us
can even imagine justification to even consider such a punitive proposal.

But please remember that what may have some benefits for
one industry can be fatal to others. I would remind you of
the old saw, “If it ain’t broke; don’t fix it!” Your cure is
much more fatal than any perceived disease to our
industry.
Thank you for your patience and indulgence if you have actually read all
this. I pray you don’t dismiss it offhand. All I’ve shared this proposal with
have equated it with a police state. I’m sure this is NOT the reputation
you all desire. Please feel free to contact me for more details or your
response.

Sincerely,

David M. Garrison, P.E.

Marc Simon
11/15/2001 11:22 AM

To: agadkins@uss.com,
bdrake@kpmg.com,
cdaugherty@dttus.com,
james_ross@csx.com,
jbrant@deloitte.com,
leonard.gatti@us.pwcglobal.com,
lmayshak@dttus.com,
msimon@aicpa.org,
richard.h.moseley@aexp.com,
rrendino@pgrt.com
cc: Sharon Macey/NY/AICPA@AICPA
Subject: PP&E Comment Letter #145

PP&E Comment Letter #145
---- Forwarded by Marc Simon/NY/AICPA on 11/15/01 11:26 AM
Heidi.Lee@JacksonThor
nton.com
11/15/01 11:25 AM

To: msimon@aicpa.org
cc:
Subject: Letter of comments re Proposed
SOP related to Property, Plant
and
Equipment

<<AcSEC letter.doc>>
We have attached our letter of comments regarding the
proposed SOP related
to Property, Plant and Equipment. The letter is
copied into the body of
this e-mail also.
Heidi H. Lee, Principal
Jackson Thornton
P. O. Box 96, 36101
200 Commerce St., 36104
Montgomery, Alabama
Voice:
Fax:

(334) 240-3669
(334) 240-3692

Email:
Heidi.Lee@JacksonThornton.com
<mailto:Heidi.Lee@JacksonThornton.com>
Website:
www.JacksonThornton.com <
http://www.jacksonthornton.com/>
Confidentiality Notice
This message is intended only for the use of the
individual or entity to
which it is addressed and may contain information that
is privileged,
confidential, and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. If the
reader of this message is not the intended recipient,
or the employee or
agent responsible for delivering the message to the
intended recipient, you

are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this email in
error, please reply immediately and delete the
message. Thank you.
November 14, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Dear Mr. Simon,
This letter represents our firm's response to the
recently released exposure
draft of a proposed AICPA Statement of Position (SOP),
Accounting for
Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property,
Plant, and Equipment,
particularly as this SOP relates to utilities.
Our firm has audited entities in various industries
for more than 80 years.
We serve clients in the utilities, manufacturing,
construction and
health-care industries to name a few. We have not
observed the diversity in
capitalization cited in the proposed SOP.
Our firm serves more than 80 electric,
telecommunication, natural gas and
water utilities in the southeastern United States.
Most of these utilities
self-construct the plant which provides utility
service to their customers.
Many of these utilities are borrowers from the Rural
Utilities Service or
the Rural Development Authority and as such, follow
rigorous rules for the
capitalization of labor, materials, overhead and
transportation for
self-constructed assets. Not only does this system
provide excellent
property records, it also provides for tremendous
consistency among like
entities.
We have several areas of concern related to the
possible adoption of the
proposed SOP. The areas that we are addressing are by
no means
all-inclusive of our concerns, but hopefully, will
give you a sense of the
possible ramifications for utilities.
1.
General ratemaking principles
provide that a utility, with

the approval of its regulator, defer or accelerate
certain current-period
costs in order to maintain level rates for the
consumer. The current method
of capitalization and depreciation provide for level
recognition of cost of
plant over the service life of the plant and helps to
stabilize the rate
base for the consumer. The proposed SOP is
inconsistent with the ratemaking
practices for utilities. The adoption of such a rule
would force utilities
and their regulators to address this change in cost
recognition and likely
have an adverse affect on consumer utility rates. For
utilities already
facing deregulation and fluctuating energy costs,
ratemaking practices
should not be driven by a change in accounting rules.
2.
Capitalization criteria for
utilities are well established
and followed. In fact, most utility borrowings are
based solely on the
assets established through the capitalization process.
To break this
capitalization process into a timeline approach would
create inconsistencies
in the industry. Furthermore, a utility's timeline is
much longer than one
operating cycle. A utility typically has a 10-year
work plan for
construction, a 2-year work plan for construction and
in the case of an
electric utility, a 25-year power requirements study.
It is not reasonable
that costs previously capitalized and depreciated into
the rate base are now
all borne in one year. In other words, today's
utility consumer will bear
costs for which there is a 20 to 40 year future
benefit.
3.
When a business uses a
contractor for plant construction,
the costs of the plant placed in service is
all-inclusive. Under the
proposed SOP, a system with self-constructed assets
would have restrictions
on what general and administrative expenditures it
could capitalize. A
system that uses both contractor constructed assets
and self-constructed
assets will have inconsistencies in its own
capitalized cost for similar

assets. The proposed SOP should provide for
consistent application between
contractor and self-constructed assets.
4.
Component accounting is the
method used by most industries.
This method was found to be unworkable in the utility
industry. A utility
has numerous assets of a similar nature that are
combined under the group
accounting method. An example of this would be a
telephone or electric
utility that has thousands of utility poles. The
group accounting method
provides a reasonable basis for the allocation of
asset costs over their
useful lives. The proposed SOP presumes that
component accounting would
provide more precise records. Because component
accounting is already used
in most industries, no improvement in precision will
be seen. For those
regulated industries using group accounting, any
deemed gains in precision
would not likely be offset by the additional costs of
applying the component
accounting method.
We do not feel that the proposed SOP's goal of
minimizing diversity among
entities will not be met with the rules as proposed.
In fact, among
utilities, the proposed rules will cause
inconsistencies in the
capitalization process. We urge the Accounting
Standards Executive
Committee to consider withdrawing this proposed SOP.
Sincerely,
Heidi H. Lee, Principal
Jackson Thornton & Co., P .C .
HHL/tph

November 14, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036-8775
Re: Proposed Statement of Position (SOP): Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities
Related to Property. Plant and Equipment
Dear Marc,
Founded thirty years ago in Indianapolis, Indiana, Duke Realty Corporation “Duke Realty” is
one of the largest publicly traded real estate companies in the United States. We operate
throughout the Midwest and Southeast and own and manage over nine hundred office and
industrial properties comprising more than one hundred million square feet.
In general, we disagree with the necessity for the proposed SOP, in particular its far-reaching
scope. We agree that there is a need for clarification of the accounting related to the
capitalization versus expensing of certain repair and maintenance items. However, we do
not agree that this issue needs to be addressed with the significant changes in the proposed
SOP related to capitalization of internal overhead costs, elimination of deferred cost
accounting during the preliminary stage of a project and component depreciation.
We believe that the changes in the proposed SOP are so significant and affect so many
industries that these issues are more properly addressed through a Statement by the
Financial Accounting Standards Board than a Statement of Position by the Accounting
Standards Executive Committee. At a minimum, we believe that the scope of the proposal
should revert back to the original scope related to the need to address the accounting for
certain costs outside the Scope of SFAS #67, primarily, the capitalization or expensing of
ongoing costs to replace, improve, repair and maintain in-service real estate assets.
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Please find attached a more detailed and comprehensive list of our comments related to the
issues addressed in the proposed SOP. We appreciate the opportunity to participate in the
consideration of the proposed SOP. Please contact Denny Oklak at (317) 808-6030 with any
questions and thank for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Thomas L. Hefner
Chief Executive Officer

Darell E. Zink, Esq.
Chief Financial Officer

Dennis D. Oklak, CPA
Executive Vice President &
Chief Administrative Officer

CAPITALIZATION PROCEDURES
Preliminary Stage Costs
As previously noted, Duke Realty was founded thirty years ago. Our history is as a
developer of office and industrial properties. Based on our history and experience in this
industry, we disagree with the principles in the proposed SOP related to the capitalization of
preliminary stage costs. Under the proposed SOP, all costs related to a capital project are
required to be charged to expense when incurred until the project is considered probable.
We believe this is contrary to the fundamental accounting principle related to capitalization of
costs and matching those costs to revenue through depreciation of those costs. In our
business, there are significant costs incurred in the preliminary stage of a project which are
an integral part of the project and properly capitalizable as part of such project. Our
experience in obtaining funding as well as underwriting such projects is that these initial
costs are considered to be a key economic element of a new project and are considered to
be part of the overall long-term investment in the project. We believe it is appropriate to
capitalize such expenditures and to match those costs with the rental revenue we receive
from the project upon completion through depreciation deductions. We, of course, agree that
any costs related to a project which is not pursued and that are not separately recoverable
from a third party, should be immediately expensed.
Amendment of SPAS #67
\Ne disagree with the proposed SOP as it relates to the amendment of FASB Statement No.
67, Accounting for Costs and Initial Rental Operations of Real Estate Projects. Statement
No. 67 was implemented by the FASB to specifically address these issues related to the
construction and development of real estate projects and was essentially a reiteration of SOP
78-3 promulgated by AcSEC. We believe the guidance in Statement No. 67 is clear and that
there is not a widespread diversity in the accounting for these costs that warrant this change.
Our belief is supported by our experience with numerous joint ventures partners who have
consistently applied the concepts of FASB #67 in accounting for new rental projects. In
addition, our review of similar public real estate companies has found the application of the
principles in SFAS #34 and SFAS #67 to be consistent.
While some of the nine hundred properties we currently own were purchased from other
owners, a significant portion was developed over the last thirty years. Our business is
somewhat unique among the publicly traded real estate companies in that we have an in
house, full service general contracting and construction management group to carry out this
development. Most of our publicly traded peer group companies outsource this function to
third-party general contractors.
The proposed SOP would put us at a significant
disadvantage relative to these peer companies because the entire amount of payments
made to third-party general contractors by our peers would be capitalizable. As noted in
paragraphs 26 and 31 of the proposed SOP, amounts paid to such third party contractors
and capitalized by our peers include the contractors’ administrative overhead (as well as the
contractor’s profit). Under the proposal, we would be required to expense our comparable
internal costs and would therefore be at a competitive disadvantage. This would eliminate
the benefit of the efficiencies and increased shareholder value inherent in our business
model and actually encourage companies to outsource services at higher prices, eroding
property returns and shareholder value.

COMPONENT ACCOUNTING
We disagree with the proposed SOP as it relates to the requirement to divide an item of
property into component parts for purposes of depreciation and determination of
replacements. As it relates to our business, we agree that a real estate project does consist
of a number of component parts, but these parts are clearly interdependent and the project
cannot exist without all of them. Therefore, we believe that composite depreciation of the
entire project is the appropriate accounting treatment. Determining the useful life of any
asset for purposes of computing depreciation is a management estimate. We do not believe
that estimating the useful life of any particular component will provide a more meaningful or
accurate reflection than the current composite life method and, in fact, will lead to greater
disparity in reporting and confusion to readers of the financial statements as they will have to
evaluate the effects of significantly more estimates used by different companies. In practice,
we believe most companies in our industry employ similar composite asset classifications
and lives. These asset categories divide PPE into major composite categories (such as
buildings, building improvements, land improvements, leasehold improvements, etc.) in
which the primary components in each composite category are very similar in nature and the
majority of components in each composite category truly have an individual estimated useful
life similar to the estimated useful life applied to the composite category. In addition, by its
very nature, the composite method provides a rational, consistent method to average the
estimated useful life and depreciation expense of the less significant components. While
there may be a need to evaluate and provide guidance regarding establishing estimated
useful lives, to change to a component method of depreciation would only compound the
inherent subjectivity of estimating useful lives.
We also strongly disagree with the Committee’s assertion that the benefits of this proposal
will exceed the cost of applying it. In our nine hundred properties, we currently have
approximately 25,000 separate depreciation records. If the proposed SOP is adopted, we
conservatively estimate that this number will increase to over 175,000 separate records.
This change will result in a cost increase to us in the form of additional accounting and
information technology expenses that is estimated to be $900,000 on an annual basis.
These estimated annual costs do not include an estimate of costs to implement this change,
which will be extremely significant if implemented on a retroactive basis. Retroactive
implementation is virtually a requirement as prospective implementation provides
unacceptable results compared to companies that implement retroactively. We further
believe that to undertake such massive and sweeping changes to depreciation expense
computations in light of global and U.S. initiatives to employ fair value reporting to investment
real estate accounting would be shortsighted and cause unnecessary deterioration of
corporate earnings with the possibility of complete changes again in the foreseeable future.
Again, we agree that some additional guidance may be necessary as it relates to capitalizing
versus expensing of repair and maintenance items, but we do not believe component
depreciation is a reasonable nor correct modification to correct this issue.

ISSUES
Summary
\Ne have reviewed the Issues outlined in the proposed SOP and have no further specific
comments related to Issues #1,2,6,7,8,10,15 and 18. Following are specific responses to the
remaining issues with references, when appropriate, to our comments above.
Issue 3:
\Ne do not agree with paragraph 22 of the proposed SOP as stated in our comments noted
above under “Preliminary Stage Costs".

Issue 4:
We do not agree with the conclusions in paragraphs 24, 25, 29 and 30 that all general and
administrative costs, including all costs of support functions, should be charged to expense.
This proposed accounting treatment would result in a significant diversity in accounting
between enterprises which elect to construct or develop property internally and those that
elect to outsource such functions to independent third-parties. As noted in paragraphs 26
and 31 of the proposed SOP, a portion of the costs incurred in transactions with independent
third-parties includes an element of the third-party’s administrative overhead (and the thirdparty’s profit). The accounting treatment in the proposed SOP would not allow those who
use internal resources to capitalize these costs and would lead to diversity and make it
difficult for investors to compare companies who perform the same function using different
methods. Also, the implication of requiring ail executive, general and administrative, and
support function costs to be expensed is that these costs are neither related to the
development of new projects nor incrementally based upon the level of development activity.
This is incorrect in at least two major contexts: 1)the field operations considered to be direct
project costs can not perform without the guidance and support of these functions and, 2)the
amount of executive, administrative and support costs is directly related to the level of
development volume. Therefore, the costs for these groups are inextricably part of the
development process whether incurred internally or through outsourcing. See our comments
under “Amendment of SFAS #67” above for further discussion.
Issue 5:
We agree with the overall concept outlined in paragraph 32 to capitalize costs such as
property taxes, insurance and ground rentals during the time activities are necessary to get
the asset ready for its intended use are in progress. However, we disagree with the final
statement in paragraph 32 that ceases the capitalization period upon the commencement of
rental operations “in any portion” of the building. This is inconsistent with current practice
that is based upon proven, consistently applied concepts in SFAS #34 and SFAS #67.
Rental properties are often completed and ready for intended uses in phases as leases are
executed and necessary improvements are completed to allow the tenants to occupy the
property. This process is contemplated and guidance is provided in SFAS #34 and SFAS
#67. We believe that the costs noted above should be allocated to various portions of the
property completed and under construction, with the costs allocated to the portion under
construction capitalized. This treatment is consistent with current accounting principles as
well as the economic view of rental property.

Issue 9:
We believe that the “built in overhaul” method should be prohibited and that all costs should
be evaluated for expense or capital treatment as incurred.
Issue 11:
\Ne believe that there should be one cost accumulation model for real estate properties,
whether developed for rental or sale and such model should be consistent with the model
outlined in SFAS #67, including direct and indirect project costs. SFAS #67 does not need to
be modified to provide the appropriate accounting model.
Issue 12.13.14:
See comments in the “Component Accounting” portion of our response above.
Issue 16.17.19:
These issues primarily deal with the implementation and transition to Component
Accounting. As stated above, we strongly discourage the requirement of this accounting
method. However, if made effective, we generally believe that one method of adoption
should be proposed to prevent further disparity. We believe that any adoption should be
required only on a prospective basis and only on costs incurred after adoption. Accounting
for all assets in place at the date of adoption would continue to be accounted for based upon
current methods.
If retroactive application is required, we believe that the accumulated depreciation difference
outlined in Issue #19 should be accounted for as a “cumulative effect of accounting change”.

November 15, 2001

Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
AICPA
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re: Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities
Related to Property, Plant and Equipment”
Koch Industries, Inc. is a privately held company involved in most aspects of the oil and
gas industry, commodity trading, chemicals, financial investments, chemical technology,
and minerals. Refining, transportation, and processing businesses market their products
and services primarily in the United States and Canada. Trading and other businesses
are conducted worldwide.
Our comments are directed at two conclusions addressed in the Proposed Statement of
Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property Plant and
Equipment”, 1) the costs of normal, recurring, or periodic repairs and maintenance
activities should be charged to expense as incurred unless the cost are incurred for (a)
the acquisition of additional components of PP&E or (b) the replacement of existing
components of PP&E, and 2) the transition provisions.
At Koch Industries, Inc., turnarounds on oil refining facilities consist of three major types
based on the timing of the cycle, 1) annually, 2) four to five years, and 3) ten years.
Expenditures incurred to replace significant components and add or expand additional
capacity are capitalized and depreciated over the expected useful life of the new unit.
Major maintenance type expenditures expected to be incurred are accrued ratably
leading up to the expected turnaround date. Actual cash outlays are charged to the
accrual. Major maintenance expenditures include, replacement of seals, bearings, rings,
etc., on pumps, turbines, motors and fans, cleaning, of exchangers, reactors,
regenerators, heaters, and boilers, replacement of catalyst, and any additional repairs
identified when working on the idle unit. Costs incurred also include the rental and labor
for temporary installation and dismantling of scaffolding and cranes to be used to gain
access to the idle unit. Those expenditures are all direct incremental costs in excess of
the costs incurred when the unit is operating.

P.O. Box 2256

Wichita, Kansas 67201

316/828-5500

Website www.kochind.com
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The conclusion in paragraph 44 of the proposed SOP should be reconsidered.
Paragraph 44 states, “The total of costs incurred for planned major maintenance
activities does not represent a separate PP&E asset or component.” For our refining
operations turnaround costs represents approximately 7% of total operating costs. In
addition, the physical turnaround process normally occurs during a period of low
margins. Those cost do represent separate intangible assets as the service potential of
the asset is restored as a result of the turnaround. Recording turnaround costs as
incurred as an expense does not reflect the economic reality of the refining process and
properly match revenues and expenses. The deterioration and efficiency of the asset
does not occur when the expenditure is made but during the operating cycle which is
from one to ten years. Paragraph 85 of FASB Statement of Concepts No. 5 states,
“Expenses and losses are generally recognized when an entity’s economic benefits are
used up in producing goods or other activities that constitute major or central operations
’’Since the refining turnaround cycle crosses several monthly, quarterly and annual
accounting periods, management’s stewardship of assets and financial performance
would be misrepresented by the distortion in operating margins. In addition, companies
in similar industries would not present comparable financial results, unless by chance
they were consistent in their turnaround cycles. Planned major maintenance is by
definition an incremental direct cost necessary to continue to use an asset for its
intended purpose, which is consistent with the kinds of costs that are capitalizable for
newly constructed assets. Turnaround costs represent the reconstruction and
preparation of an asset for its intended use. Disclosure of intangible costs capitalized
and their timing is a more appropriate measure of management’s stewardship of assets,
operating efficiency, and results than a cash basis approach to recognition of costs
when incurred.
Without the major maintenance expenditures, the entire asset would have a much
shorter life i.e., 4 to 10 years, which would suggest the entire refinery asset should be
fully depreciated within 4 to 10 years. Assuming a going concern, a firm must maintain I
overhaul the asset to economically compete. Paragraph A38 provides flawed logic in
this case by rejecting the defer and amortize approach simply because AcSEC
disagrees. The Internationa, Accounting Standards Committee’s Standing
Interpretations D23, Property, Plant and Equipment - Major Inspection or Overhaul
Costs, provides a rationale and methodology for capitalizing turnaround costs that
should be reconsidered by AcSEC. Rather than rejecting this method, AcSEC should
consider improving how to apply this method rather than abandoning this approach
completely. Without the planned expenditure, the asset may be impaired as its capacity
and efficiency would decline and thereby reduce future cash flow and the fair market
value of the asset. The economic issues go beyond continued operation of the assets,
future cash flow, and profitability, they include environmental and safety issues as well.
Ethically and economically, we have the duty and responsibility to our employees,
shareholders, and the communities in which we operate to maintain and operate those
assets in a safe and environmentally sound manner.
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Paragraph 44 of FASB Statement of Concepts No. 1 states, “Information about
enterprise earnings and its components measured by accrual accounting generally
provides a better indication of enterprise performance than information about current
cash receipts and payments. ’’Accrual accounting including capitalization of intangible
long-lived assets attempts to provide a measure of the true economics and operating
performance of an entity. Without accrual accounting i.e. a cash basis accounting
model, process manufacturing results would be very difficult to evaluate in comparison
to prior periods and competing firms.
We believe a third transition alternative may be more appropriate. Under our current
accounting method we believe the net assets of our refining operations are
appropriately stated, i.e., net fixed assets less accrued turnaround costs. A complete
reversal of the accrued liability without a corresponding increase in accumulated
depreciation would overstate the historical value of the operating business. The accrued
liability for future turnaround cost represents the decline in net book value of the
operating assets, which value will be replenished with the next turnaround. We believe
the accrued liability should be allocated to the fixed assets as additional accumulated
depreciation. We have no objection to the other transition alternatives relative to
component depreciation on a prospective basis.
As a private company, press releases and the perceived company value based on
public market reactions are not as important to us as they are to public companies. We
prefer to prepare financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles and as such believe those principles should include, proper recognition of all
assets tangible and intangible, and obligations that are economic reality and the proper
matching of revenues and expenses.
In conclusion, we believe our historical method of accounting for turnaround costs
represents the economic reality of assets and obligations and the proper matching of
revenues and expenses. As such, the Accounting Standards Executive Committee
should reconsider its conclusion with respect to expensing major maintenance costs
when incurred.
If you would like to discuss our views and concerns in more detail please contact Mike
Lofing, 316-828-4027, lofingm@kochind.com or me, 316-828-7322, bullochk@kochind.com.
Sincerely
Koch Industries, Inc.

Kelly Bulloch
Controller / Treasurer

Marc Simon
11/15/2001 11:48 AM

To: agadkins@uss.com,
bdrake@kpmg.com,
cdaugherty@dttus.com,
james_ross@csx.com,
jbrant@deloitte.com,
leonard.gatti@us.pwcglobal.com,
lmayshak@dttus.com,
msimon@aicpa.org,
richard.h.moseley@aexp.com,
rrendino@pgrt.com
cc: Sharon Macey/NY/AICPA@AICPA
Subject: PP&E Comment Letter #148

PP&E Comment Letter #148
---- Forwarded by Marc Simon/NY/AICPA on 11/15/01 11:53 AM
tvalley@aitamontks.co
m
11/15/01 10:08 AM

To: msimon@aicpa.org
cc: rnikodym@kec.org
Subject: PP&E Proposed Change

The Twin Valley Electric
Cooperative, Inc.
P.O. Box 385, 501 Huston, Altamont, KS
67330
Phone 620-784-5500*Fax 620-784-5600
Email: tvalley@.altamontks.com

November 15, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re: Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, ’’Accounting
for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and
Equipment"
Dear Mr. Simon:
The Twin Valley Electric Cooperative, Inc. appreciates the
opportunity to submit written comments regarding the
above-referenced Proposed Statement of Position (PP&E
Accounting Proposal) to the Accounting Standards Executive
Committee (AcSEC) of the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (AICPA).
The Twin Valley Electric Cooperative, Inc. is an electric
cooperative in the state of Kansas, providing electricity to
approximately 1,950 consumers-owners in four counties. Since
The Twin Valley Electric Cooperative, Inc. operates within the
capital-intensive electric utility industry, the PP&E Accounting
Proposal would significantly impact Twin Valley’s accounting
policies.
The Twin Valley Electric Cooperative, Inc. is required to follow
accounting requirements promulgated by the Rural Utilities
Service (RUS). The PP&E Accounting Proposal raises significant
ratemaking, operational, and accounting concerns for The Twin
Valley Electric Cooperative, Inc. The most significant of these
concerns arise due to accounting inconsistencies between the RUS
Uniform System of Accounts and attendant RUS regulations and
interpretations (collectively, Electric Cooperative Accounting
Requirements). The PP&E Accounting Proposal and the attendant
detrimental impacts to The Twin Valley Electric Cooperative, Inc.
include the following:
• Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements specify
capitalization of overheads in support of construction
projects and permit capitalization of an appropriate portion
of administrative and general (A&G) costs. In addition,
Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements specify
capitalization of Preliminary Investigation and Survey

(PI&S) charges. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would
prohibit capitalization of overheads, PI&S charges, and
A&G costs.
Implementation of these provisions would result in the unfavorable
outcome of
increased earnings volatility, as these overhead, PI&S charges, and
A&G costs are
expensed, rather than capitalized. The estimated impact to the
cooperative’s financial
statements for these items to be approximately $140,422 on an
annual basis. Approximately 26% of this amount relates to
overheads, 41% relates to A&G costs, and 33% relates to PI&S
charges. Furthermore, from the standpoint of rate-making fairness,
failure to capitalize these costs would inequitably shift the burden
of collection of these costs from customers using the plant asset
over its useful life to customers during the construction of the plant
asset.
• Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements prescribe
use of the group method of depreciation for plant assets.
The PP&E Accounting Proposal would require use of
depreciation accounting by component, defined as "a
tangible part or portion of [plant] that can be separately
identified as an asset and depreciated or amortized over its
own separate expected useful life". The PP&E Accounting
Proposal generally prohibits the use of a group method of
depreciation, unless it can be shown by the entity that the
asset balances and operating results under the group
method is not materially different from that obtained under
the component method.
Implementation of this provision would require administrative
reorganization to comply with the data collection requirements, as
well as installation of expensive automated accounting systems. In
addition, determination of material differences between the
component and group accounting methods would require record
keeping for both methods, adding significantly to plant
record-keeping costs. The estimated costs to upgrade automated
systems and provide additional administrative record keeping and
data input is approximately $50,000 in one-time costs and $22,000
on an annual basis, respectively.
• Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements, consistent

•

with group depreciation accounting convention, generally
prescribe that gains and losses on normal dispositions of
mass assets be closed to the accumulated depreciation
account, under the theory that over time gains and losses
will net out. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would require
that gains and losses be reflected in results of operations in
the current accounting period. Implementation of this
provision would result in increased earnings volatility, as
gains and losses on plant disposition are reflected in the
current results of operations. Gains (Losses) closed to the
accumulated depreciation account averaged ($97,939) over
the past five years, varying from ($158,553) in gain (loss)
to ($45,590) in gain (loss). Electricity rates would likely
require upward adjustment to provide for this increased
uncertainty of earnings.
Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements generally
recognize the cost of removal of a plant asset over the
useful life of that asset, as a component of the depreciation
rate. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would require that
cost of removal be reflected in the results of operations in
the accounting period in which such cost was incurred.
Cost of removal incurred over the past five years has
averaged $23,757. Implementation of this provision would
result in increased earnings volatility, as cost of removal is
reflected in a single accounting period. Furthermore, from
the standpoint of ratemaking fairness, failure to recognize
cost of removal over the asset’s life would inequitably shift
the burden of collection of these costs from customers
using the plant asset to customers during the retirement of
the plant asset.

Each of the above accounting inconsistencies poses operational
problems for The Twin Valley Electric Cooperative, Inc. The
detrimental impacts of each item should be carefully considered
and weighed against any identifiable benefits before the AICPA
AcSEC implements the attendant provision of the PP&E
Accounting Proposal for electric utilities.
The Twin Valley Electric Cooperative, Inc. appreciates the
opportunity to provide comments on the PP&E Accounting
Proposal and respectfully urges the AICPA AcSEC to consider its
views. If questions arise concerning these comments, please feel
free to contact Richard Nikodym 620 784 5600.

Sincerely,

Richard Nikodym
Accountant / Finance Officer
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Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
AICPA
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775

Dear Mr. Simon:
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the AlCPA’s exposure draft of the
proposed statement of position (SOP), Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities
Related to Property, Plant and Equipment Our comments are written on behalf of
Lyondell Chemical Company, Equistar Chemicals, LP and Lyondell-CITGO Refining LP,
which are affiliated companies with total combined 2000 revenues of approximately
$15.8 billion.
We support the AlCPA’s effort to bring consistency to the diversity of practice in the area
of accounting for property, plant and equipment. We are generally in agreement with the
direction and thrust of the proposals included in the draft SOP. However, we disagree
with the provision, identified as Issue 8, that prohibits deferral and amortization of the
cost of planned major maintenance activities and requires charging such costs to
expense as incurred.
We believe that such costs meet the definition of an asset and that the existence of the
asset is objectively verifiable. Secondly, we believe that deferral and amortization of
such costs is consistent with the accrual method of accounting outlined in FASB
Concepts Statements, and thus more faithfully represents the results of operations.
Our only significant objection to the proposed SOP is with respect to Issue 8. Our
response to Issue 8 is attached.
If you have any questions regarding our comments, please feel free to contact me at
713-309-3887 or Laura Fulton at 713-309-4513.
Sincerely,

Charles L. Hall
Vice President and Controller

Issue 8: Paragraph 44 of the proposed SOP states that the total of costs incurred
for planned major maintenance activities does not represent a separate PP&E
asset or component. It states that certain of those costs should be capitalized if
they represent acquisitions or replacements and that all other costs should be
charged to expense as incurred. Paragraph 45 prohibits alternative accounting
treatments, including-(a) the accrual of a liability for the estimated costs of a
planned major maintenance activity prior to their being incurred, and (b) the
deferral and amortization of the entire cost of the activity. Do you agree with
these conclusions? If not, what alternatives would you propose and why?
We disagree with paragraph 45(b), which prohibits deferral and amortization of the cost
of planned major maintenance activities and requires charging such costs to expense as
incurred.
We strongly believe that such costs meet the definition of an asset and that it is
appropriate to defer such costs and amortize them over the period benefited, using the
guidance provided in the FASB Statements of Concepts. Such treatment:
1. recognizes an asset whose existence is objectively verifiable,
2. is consistent with the accrual method of accounting defined in FASB
Statement of Concepts No. 6 (C0N6), Elements of Financial Statements, and
3. results in more accurate reporting of financial operating results consistent
with FASB Statement of Concepts No. 1 (CON1), Objectives of Financial
Reporting by Business Enterprises.
Detailed discussion of these points follows.
Objectively verifiable asset
Per CON6, an asset has three essential characteristics:
a. it embodies a probable future benefit that involves a capacity, singly or in
combination with other assets, to contribute directly or indirectly to future net
cash inflows,
b. a particular entity can obtain the benefit and control others’ access to it, and
c. the transaction or other event giving rise to the entity’s right to or control of
the benefit has already occurred.
Planned major maintenance activities, or turnaround costs, embody a probable future
benefit because, in combination with the related PP&E, they assure a level of future
cash flows. At a minimum, incurring turnaround costs in one period assures an absence
of cash outflows for such expenditures in given future periods. It can be argued that
turnaround costs are merely expenditures that maintain the existing condition of the
asset or restore it to normal operating efficiency and, as such, should be expensed along
with other recurring repair and maintenance costs. The essential difference is the
magnitude of the expenditure, its impact on the results of operations and the fact that
other parties are willing to recognize this value and pay for it.
We believe that deferred turnaround costs represent a bona fide asset to the company.
This can be verified objectively when an enterprise seeks to divest a major production

facility. The chemical industry has had many recent examples of sales of major
operating units as part of an ongoing restructuring of the industry. Similarly, Lyondell
has recently been seeking to divest one of its businesses. One of the production sites
included in this business had previously planned a major turnaround, which took place
while negotiations were under way with potential buyers. Lyondell, as the seller, and the
potential buyer recognized that there was value to be ascribed to the turnaround. While
the final value was subject to negotiation and did not necessarily equal the unamortized
balance carried on the balance sheet, this did not obviate the fact that major turnarounds
are factored into the valuation process. The potential buyers were willing to recognize
that the turnaround had value and were willing to pay Lyondell for that value.
Paragraph 149 of C0N6 states, in part, “many assets yield their benefits to an entity
over several periods, for example, prepaid insurance, buildings, and various kinds of
equipment. Expenses resulting from their use are normally allocated to the periods of
their estimated useful lives.. . by a systematic and rational allocation procedure, for
example, by recognizing depreciation or other amortization.” We believe that major
turnaround costs represent an asset that yields a benefit over several periods and,
therefore, should be amortized over its estimated useful life. While it may be argued that
turnaround costs, unlike “prepaid insurance, buildings and various kinds of equipment”
are not tangible, exchangeable, or legally enforceable, paragraph 26 of CON6 states
that “those features are not essential characteristics of assets. Their absence, by itself,
is not sufficient to preclude an item’s qualifying as an asset.”

Accrual method of accounting
Consistent with the above-noted guidance contained in paragraph 149 of C0N7, we
currently defer costs of major turnarounds and amortize them on a straight-line basis
until the next projected turnaround of that unit. This method of accounting is preferable
on the basis that it provides for a better matching of turnaround costs with future product
revenues, particularly for our group of companies, which have a relatively small number
of major processing units requiring major turnarounds. We do recognize that a limited
number of larger refining and petrochemical companies with many large processing units
may recognize these types of costs as incurred. However, these companies generally
disclose the impact of the turnarounds in Management’s Discussion and Analysis of
Financial Condition and the Results of Operations (MD&A). We do not believe that
disclosure is an adequate substitute for proper accounting. The companies should be
required to defer and amortize the cost of turnarounds.
Until now, the issue of accounting for repair and maintenance costs associated with a
major overhaul or turnaround of production units has not been specifically addressed in
the accounting literature falling into GAAP levels A, B, or C, as specified by Statement
on Auditing Standards No. 69. However, it is consistent with level D GAAP, industry
practice, and level E GAAP, which includes other accounting literature and textbooks.
For example, Stanley P. Porter in his book titled The Petroleum Accounting Practices
Manual, states:
“ A particular problem from the accounting standpoint is the distribution of the
cost of the periodic turnaround or general overhaul of the refinery. If this cost is
treated as current expense when incurred, distortion of operating results between

periods may result. A common practice is to provide a reserve for turnaround
costs by a monthly charge to operating expense.”
Also, the seventh edition of Kieso & Weygandt’s Intermediate Accounting, page 512
states:
“If a major repair, such as an overhaul, occurs, several periods will benefit and
the cost should be handled as an addition, improvement, or replacement.”
We would also point out that the rationale for component accounting in paragraph A44a
of the proposed SOP states that ’’component accounting more precisely allocates the
cost of PP&E to the periods benefited by the PP&E.” We are trying to accomplish the
same result by deferring major turnaround expenditures related to property, plant and
equipment and amortizing them over the period benefited.

More accurate reporting of financial operating results
CON1 states in part:
•

Paragraph 42. “Financial reporting should provide information about an enterprise’s
financial performance during a period.”

•

Paragraph 44. “Information about enterprise earnings and its components measured
by accrual accounting generally provides a better indication of enterprise
performance than information about current cash receipts and payments. Accrual
accounting attempts to record the financial effects on an enterprise of transactions
and other events and circumstances that have cash consequences for an enterprise
in the periods in which those transactions, events, and circumstances occur rather
than only in the periods in which cash is received or paid by the enterprise.”

•

Paragraph 45.
“Periodic earnings measurement involves relating to periods the benefits from and
the costs of operations and other transactions, events, and circumstances that affect
an enterprise.”
“. . . resources such as raw materials and equipment may be paid for by an
enterprise in a period that does not coincide with their use, requiring that the
resources on hand be recognized and that the effect on earnings be deferred until
the periods the resources are used.”
“The goal of accrual and deferral of benefits and sacrifices is to relate the
accomplishments and the efforts so that reported earnings measures an enterprise’s
performance during a period instead of merely listing its cash receipts and outlays.”

All repair and maintenance costs, regardless of classification or dollar expenditure, are
essentially of the same nature in that they represent expenditures that maintain the
existing condition of the asset or restore it to normal operating efficiency. However, in

the chemical and refining industries, there are significant differences between ordinary,
ongoing repair and maintenance activity and planned major maintenance projects.
Ordinary, ongoing repair and maintenance expenditures should be charged to expense
in the period in which they are incurred on the basis that it is the primary period
benefited. In addition, due to the relatively larger number of smaller processing units,
turnarounds on these smaller units involve a smaller expenditure and are performed
more frequently. These costs can be expensed as incurred on the basis that they occur
frequently enough that they tend to level themselves or, at least, do not create significant
distortions. Expensing turnarounds of smaller processing units as incurred is not
materially different from deferring and allocating the costs to the periods benefited.
However, repair and maintenance costs associated with periodic turnarounds of major
production units are much more significant.
Turnarounds on the major processing units occur less frequently, generally once every
four to six years. The costs are usually incurred in one or two quarterly periods and are
usually material to net income for the relevant period. Consequently, the costs can
cause distortion of operating results between periods. Due to the magnitude and extent
of the work performed and the length of time between major turnarounds, we believe
that the expenditures benefit future periods and, under the accrual concept, should be
deferred and amortized over those future periods. It would seem unusual that, in a fiveyear period, assuming relatively stable earnings, one of those years would show a
significant drop in earnings due to a major turnaround that benefited all of the periods
presented.
* * * * *
In conclusion, we object to the provision in paragraph 45(b) that prohibits the recognition
of an asset in connection with the cost of a major turnaround and amortization of such
cost over the period benefited. We believe that such a prohibition ignores an asset,
which is potentially realizable, is inconsistent with the accrual method of accounting,
which would match such costs to the periods benefited, and would result in a distortion
of operating results in the period when the costs are incurred. We believe that such
costs should be recognized as an asset and amortized over the periods benefited.

November 16, 2001

Oneok
100 West 5“*Street
Tulsa, OK 74103-4298

Marc Simon, Technical Standards, Accounting Standards, File 4210.CC
AICPA
1211 Avenue of Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Norwalk, CT 06856-5116
Dear Sir:
ONEOK, Inc. is pleased to submit its comments concerning the Exposure Draft of Proposed Statement of Position,
“Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment.” ONEOK, Inc. and
subsidiaries (collectively, “ONEOK”) engage in several aspects of the energy business including purchasing,
gathering, processing, transporting, storing, and distributing natural gas. ONEOK explores for and produces oil and
natural gas, extracts, sells and markets natural gas liquids, and is engaged in the gas marketing and trading business
as well as limited wholesale marketing of electricity. The Distribution segment of ONEOK provides natural gas
service to residential, commercial and industrial customers in Oklahoma and Kansas, serving approximately 80
percent of Oklahoma's and 72 percent of Kansas's natural gas needs.
ONEOK’s comments are discussed below for the Committee’s consideration.

Project Stage Framework
ONEOK generally agrees with the project stage framework concept with modifications to allow for capitalization of
certain initial costs in addition to purchase options. In the gas industry, the initial design and engineering phases of
pipelines, city border stations, compressor stations, and many other types of plant facilities is essential to the
integrity and safety of such facilities, providing as much of a future economic benefit as the construction. The
Proposed SOP requires expensing these early stage project costs that are material to the projects and to the operating
results of ONEOK based solely on the timing of the costs rather than the character of the costs. The character of the
costs suggest they are assets as defined in SFAS No. 6. Deciding on whether or not a cost is capitalized based on
timing as opposed to character will cause confusion among personnel outside the accounting area who often make
the decisions to capitalize or expense a cost. Also, many of the costs requiring expense under the Proposed SOP are
capitalized for regulatory purposes. This will create additional effort in maintaining two sets of books for regulatory
and GAAP purposes.
ONEOK recommends the preliminary stage of the Project Stage Framework of the Proposed SOP be combined with
the preacquisition stage. A three-stage framework compared to the proposed four-stage project framework
eliminates the subjective line between the preliminary and preacquisition stages. Combining the stages would allow
evaluation of costs based on character rather than timing, which is more in line with regulatory requirements, thus
eliminating maintenance of two sets of books.
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Accounting for Costs Incurred
The Proposed SOP seems to contradict itself in relation to expensing internal overhead costs during the project
stages. In paragraph 26, the Proposed SOP allows capitalization of administrative overhead costs when those costs
are included in costs incurred by an independent third party. This contradicts the wording in paragraphs 28 and 29
stating only costs directly related to the specified activities may be capitalized. Based on this, the Proposed SOP
favors assets constructed by or purchased from third parties over assets constructed by a company itself. ONEOK
disagrees with Proposed SOP in relation to expensing internal overhead costs.
A core competency of the gas industry is construction of industry specific assets. The efficiencies created by this
construction competency provide lower rates for consumers. Increased capacity in the engineering and property
accounting departments, among others, is necessary to support the construction of assets. An asset’s value is not
simply the cost of its physical parts. Expensing the “soft costs” implies a non-working asset is equal in value to a
working asset, or the cost of bringing an asset into service should not be part of the capital cost. The Proposed SOP
will cause in excess of $25 million annually in additional expenses for ONEOK.
ONEOK also disagrees with the Proposed SOP requirement to expense costs related to removal of an asset. Current
practice in the utility industry is accrual of recovery and removal costs, net of salvage, over the life of the affected
asset. ONEOK agrees with the theory that removal costs and salvage value relate to the entire operating life of the
asset and not just the period in which the cost is incurred.
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) requires capitalization of costs related to general
administration. FERC also requires accrual of removal costs. The Proposed SOP requirements will cause additional
differences between GAAP and regulatory financial records. ONEOK urges the AcSEC to allow for capitalization
of general and administrative costs proportionate to those capitalized for regulatory purposes and to allow regulated
entities to continue accruing for removal costs in a manner that corresponds with the recovery of costs for regulatory
purposes.

Component Accounting
ONEOK does not support the component accounting methodology as described in the Proposed SOP. One of the
criteria for this SOP, as stated in the forward of the Exposure Draft, is “the benefits of the proposal are expected to
exceed the costs of applying it”. The increased costs associated with the level of detail required to maintain
components and calculate depreciation at a component level greatly outweigh the benefit of component accounting.
The component accounting methodology in the Proposed SOP will require millions of additional plant and
depreciation records to be maintained on the ONEOK property systems, which will require complete system re
writes. The additional workload for unitization and depreciation will require additional personnel in the property
accounting section. The additional paperwork and record keeping, which will be involved due to the elimination of
blanket projects and group depreciation, will require numerous additional staff in die engineering services and
region operating sections.
In the gas utility industry, assets are aggregated based on similar characteristics and depreciated on group rates
derived from statistically based book depreciation studies that identify average service lives, retirement dispersion,
and net salvage value. This method of depreciation more accurately reflects usefulness of the assets and the average
remaining useful lives as compared with the estimate that results from applying the component method to millions
of assets. The component method results in more depreciation in the early part of an asset’s life with minimal or no
depreciation recorded in later years if an asset exceeds the useful life.
In the regulated gas industry, rates charged are generally developed using a cost-based rate-making methodology.
Depreciation based on the group method is a portion of the cost of service included in the rate. For those entities
that have adopted SFAS No. 71, such as ONEOK, significant effort will be required to record and track regulatory
assets and liabilities where component accounting creates timing differences between depreciation expense and the
recovery of depreciation expense in rates. The consolidated results of operations will appear similar under either
method; with the use of regulatory assets and liabilities eliminating the impacts of component accounting, but the
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additional balance sheet activity resulting from changes in the regulated assets and liabilities will reduce
transparency for the user.
A major aspect of the regulatory rate-making framework in the gas utility industry is the allowance for a return on
investment. A formula applying a measure of an entity’s fixed assets, the net book value of an asset that is retired is
charged to the accumulated depreciation reserve, is used to calculate the return and maintain the rate base at its level
of investment. The Proposed SOP requires that the net book value of property, plant, and equipment be charged to
depreciation expense. The charge to depreciation expense will reduce rate base disallowing a full return on
investment in some cases and creating fluctuations in earnings.
The Proposed SOP does provide for use of alternative methods of depreciation as long as the results are not
materially different from component accounting. To determine whether or not an alternative method of depreciation
is materially different from component account, the Proposed SOP requires applying the component accounting
method to determine a benchmark. The substantial amount of time and effort required in determining this
benchmark discourages use of any alternative method.
The material investments required to institute and manage component accounting, combined with the increased gap
between depreciation methods required by GAAP and regulatory agencies and increased earnings volatility make it
impossible for ONEOK to support component accounting. The cost of applying component accounting greatly
outweigh any benefit derived. Instead, ONEOK recommends the AcSEC exclude component accounting from the
scope of the Proposed SOP.

Transition
ONEOK does not agree with the two transition alternatives suggested by the Proposed SOP due to the fact ONEOK
does not agree with the component accounting methodology.

Conclusion
In the areas regarding expensing costs incurred in the early stages of projects, expensing internal overhead, charging the
net book value of retirements to expense, expensing cost of removal as incurred, and component accounting the
Proposed SOP is in direct conflict with accounting guidelines established by FERC and most regulatory agencies. These
conflicts, combined with the substantial investments required to comply with the Proposed SOP, increased earnings
volatility, and decreased transparency to users of the financial information, compel ONEOK to strongly recommend the
AcSEC exclude the issues noted from the scope of the Proposed SOP.

Sincerely,

Beverly Monnet
Vice-President, Controller, and Chief Accounting Officer
ONEOK, Inc.

November 15, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Subject:

Exposure Draft and Proposed Statement of Position:
Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and
Equipment

Dear Mr. Simon:
This is a response by The Research Foundation of State University of New York (RF) to
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) exposure draft and proposed
statement of position (SOP), Accountingfor Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property,
Plant, and Equipment (PP&E).
The RF administers, on behalf of the state-operated colleges and universities of the State
University of New York (SUNY), sponsored programs supported by the federal government and
other sponsors. For fiscal year ending June 30, 2001, our expenditures from federal awards were
approximately $371 million. A list of the campuses in the state university system is attached.
The RF strongly recommends that all research universities, regardless of their public or
private institutional status, be exempt from application of the proposed SOP. The financial
statements of the research university community cannot be compared to corporations or forprofit organizations.
We understand that the proposed SOP provides an exemption for public universities
(Scope, Paragraph 8.) and that SUNY would fall under that exemption. However, we remain
concerned because history indicates that the Government Accounting Standards Board (GASB)
eventually follows the dictates of the Federal Accounting Standards Board (FASB). If that were
to happen, the public university exemption would no longer apply.
On a broader scale, SUNY as a research university, must be concerned about the proposed
SOP and the impact it would have on the entire university community. Our concerns are
summarized in the following bullet points:
•

The RF strongly feels that research universities have established, accepted, and approved
accounting policies and procedures. To illustrate, SUNY has a fixed asset accounting system
and capitalization policy. Implementation of the proposed SOP at SUNY would be
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extremely disruptive, forcing a drastic change in accounting practices and a massive impact
on the componentization of buildings.
•

The RF strongly feels that applying the proposed SOP to research universities will have an
inadvertent and harmful impact on their federal research funding. The harmful impact would
manifest itself in a loss of funding due to cost differentials based on institutional accounting
practices.

•

The RF views the proposed SOP as potentially damaging because of increased costs to the
federal government and research universities, and the fact that accelerated methods would
force an unnecessary escalation in facilities and administrative (F&A) costs.

•

The RF is very concerned about the cascading impact of the proposed SOP on compliance
implications associated with Office of Management and Budget (0MB) Circular A-21, Cost
Principles for Educational Institutions.
If 0MB does not revise Circular A-21: This would potentially impact research university
depreciation schedules because of a shorter life calculation resulting in a shift of acquisition
costs from capitalization to expense.
If OMB does revise Circular A-21: This would potentially disrupt the balance between the
Circular’s cost principles and the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP)
language. The harmony in language that research universities and OMB have worked hard to
preserve, making it acceptable for universities to maintain a single set of records for public
and federal reporting, would easily be dissolved.

To restate our position the RF strongly recommends that all research universities be exempt
from application of the proposed SOP. We appreciate the opportunity to provide AICPA with a
response during the comment period. For clarification or questions on the RF response please
contact Carol H. Berdar, Compliance Manager for Sponsored Programs. Carol can be reached by
phone at 518-434-7143, by fax at 518-434-7290, or by e-mail at carol.berdar@rfsuny.org.
Sincerely,

Timothy P. Murphy
Executive Vice President
Attachment
c:

Vice Presidents for Research
Operations Managers
Sponsored Program Administrators
Management Staff

November 14, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager
Accounting Standards, File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Proposed Statement of Position:
Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to
Property, Plant and Equipment
Dear Mr. Simon:
AMR Corporation (the Company), parent of American Airlines, Inc., appreciates
the opportunity to comment on the exposure draft to the proposed AICPA
Statement of Position, Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to
Property, Plant and Equipment. The current diversity in accounting practice
makes this an appropriate area to address, and we concur with the intent of the
proposal.
One area of potential concern, however, is component accounting. While we
agree with the concept raised in Issue 12, the application of component
accounting must allow for some level of reasonableness as to which components
are identified and accounted for separately. In the airline industry, aircraft
comprise over 90% of our property, plant and equipment. Today, the Company
records each airframe and engine separately. In addition, each airframe is
further divided into four significant components - in-flight entertainment
equipment, interiors (e.g., seats), buyer-furnished equipment and airframe -- that
are depreciated over their expected useful lives. Based on our years of
experience, these are the significant components of an aircraft that have a life
materially different than the aircraft as a whole and, therefore, should be
accounted for separately. In reality however, there are tens of thousands of
individual parts of an aircraft and, taken to an absurd level, the guidance could be
interpreted to individually account for each item.
The level of component accounting required should be something that is (i)
meaningful to investors, (ii) reasonable to administer and (iii) determined from
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information readily available. While the language in Paragraph 52 regarding
reasonable thresholds and reasonable judgement seems to provide some
flexibility, the component accounting example seems to indicate a very low
threshold. Specifically, Example 5 identifies paint on an aircraft as something
that is separately identifiable with its own expected life. To put this “component”
in perspective, a new Boeing 111 costs around $120 million. The cost to paint a
Boeing 777 is approximately $90,000 - about .075% of the total cost. Frankly,
this is an absurdly low threshold and at a level of detail that provides no real
benefit to investors. In addition, compliance with this type of accounting will drive
a huge administrative burden for companies. As such, we do not believe this
level of component accounting is either reasonable or appropriate. Again, while
we agree with the concept of component accounting, some flexibility and
reasonableness must be allowed in its application.

Thank you for considering our comments.

Sincerely,

Douglas G. Herring
Vice President and Controller

cc:

Mike Becker, Ernst & Young, LLP

November 15, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
AICPA
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036-8775
Re: Comment Letter on Proposed Statement of Position: Accounting for Certain Costs
and Activities Related to Property, Plant and Equipment
Dear Mr. Simon,
Rayonier Inc. is a leading international forest products company primarily engaged in the
production and sale of high-value-added performance cellulosic fibers and activities
associated with timberland management, including the sale of standing timber, real estate
and timberland acreage. Total revenues for 2000 were $1.2 billion and total assets at
December 31, 2000, were $2.2 billion. Approximately half of our company’s sales are to
customers outside the U.S. in more than 60 countries. As you may be aware, we operate
in a very capital-intensive business and the provisions outlined in the AICPA’s proposed
SOP on PP&E will have an impact on our record keeping and financial reporting. In this
regard we submit our comments, first in an overall context, and then specifically on
certain Issues as outlined in the proposed SOP and as they relate to our business.
In general, we recognize the need for stronger guidance in accounting for PP&E. We
agree that the current literature creates too much flexibility regarding the capitalization of
indirect, overhead, and major maintenance costs associated with the construction or
betterment of fixed assets. With respect to depreciation, there is a need for more guidance
in identifying key components of a fixed asset that should be depreciated at different
rates, due to their inherently different composition and function. While further guidance
in these areas is welcome, we also feel that the extent of certain proposed changes will
not add to the relevance or integrity of our financial statements, nor can they be justified
on a cost/benefit basis. In today’s global marketplace maintaining our cost competitive
edge is paramount and we strive to keep our administrative costs as low as possible.
The following are responses to certain issues that were included in the SOP for comment.
These issues are very relevant to our business environment and will directly affect the
way we account for our PP&E.
Issue 4
The proposed SOP states that PP&E-related costs incurred during the preacquisition,
acquisition-or-construction, and in-service stages should be charged to expense unless the
costs are directly identifiable with the specific PP&E. Directly identifiable costs include
only (a) incremental direct costs incurred with independent third parties for the specific
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PP&E, (b) employee payroll and payroll benefit-related costs related to time spent on
specified activities performed by the entity during those stages, (c) depreciation of
machinery and equipment used directly in the construction or installation of PP&E and
incremental costs directly associated with the utilization of that machinery and equipment
during the acquisition-or-construction stage, and (d) inventory (including spare parts)
used directly in the construction or installation of PP&E. All general and administrative
and overhead costs incurred, including all costs of support functions, should be charged
to expense. See paragraphs 24, 25, 29, and 30. Do you agree with those conclusions? If
not, what alternatives would you propose and why?
We agree with the proposed SOP that certain costs including incremental direct costs
incurred with independent third parties and employee payroll and benefit-related costs
directly associated with the specific PP&E should be capitalized. We disagree, however,
with the concept of expensing all overhead costs, including all costs of support functions.
We believe that there are costs included in this classification that should also qualify for
capitalization. For example, a forester working in our timberland management business
may supervise several capital projects as part of their on-going duties. We believe a
portion of a forester’s time should be allocated to the capital project, since his/her
involvement, although indirect, plays a major role in ensuring the project is completed on
time and within budget. We propose that AcSEC change their position on this point and
allow for the capitalization of certain indirect costs. This will require a clear definition of
direct vs. indirect costs, coupled with specific guidance as to which costs may be
capitalized. Also, specific examples of how to apply the new rules would further ensure
our ability to apply them correctly and objectively.
Issue 8
Paragraph 44 of the proposed SOP states that the total of costs incurred for planned major
maintenance activities does not represent a separate PP&E asset or component. It states
that certain of those costs should be capitalized if they represent acquisitions or
replacements and that all other costs should be charged to expense as incurred.
Paragraph 45 prohibits alternative accounting treatments including, (a) the accrual of a
liability for the estimated costs of a planned major maintenance activity prior to their
being incurred, and (b) the deferral and amortization of the entire cost of the activity. Do
you agree with those conclusions? If not, what alternatives would you propose and why?
As stated before, Rayonier operates in a very capital-intensive industry. Our pulp making
operations require machinery to run 365 days a year, 24 hours a day. On an annual basis,
we shut down our facilities to do extensive maintenance and improvements to avoid more
frequent and disruptive shutdowns throughout the year. The benefit of this major
shutdown is realized throughout the year as operations run continuously without a
breakdown. Therefore, in accordance with fundamental matching concepts, we accrue for
the cost of shutdowns during the course of the year in order to avoid charging one month
or one quarter’s results with a full year’s worth of maintenance. If this practice is not
continued, our quarter results will be incomparable on a year-over-year basis, when we
vary the timeframe that we do our major shutdowns. In addition, our quarter results will
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be incomparable to other forest products companies as they vary their major shutdown
periods. We strongly urge AcSEC to reconsider their position or provide guidance as to
how to avoid the inconsistencies that the proposed accounting creates.
Issue 12
Paragraphs 49 through 56 of the proposed SOP discuss component accounting and state
that if a component has an expected useful life that differs from the expected useful life
of the PP&E asset to which it relates, the component should be accounted for separately
and depreciated or amortized over its separate expected useful life. Do you agree with
this approach to accounting for PP&E? If not, what alternative would you propose and
why?
We agree with AcSEC that componentization of depreciable assets will result in more
accurate charges to depreciation expense. However, the cost to achieve the degree of
componentization suggested in the SOP cannot be justified in comparison to the benefits
received. We believe that alternative methods of componentization can be developed and,
when properly applied, would approximate the same level of benefits expected from the
proposed degree of componentization. We urge AcSEC to provide additional guidance
concerning the amount of componentization required, keeping in mind the cost/benefit
issue. This should lead to a somewhat lesser degree of componentization that will allow
companies to adopt and continue to apply the provisions of the SOP in an efficient
manner and at a reasonable cost.
Issue 14
The proposed SOP requires the use of component accounting to depreciate identified
components over their respective expected useful lives. As noted in paragraph A48 of
the proposed SOP, entities have developed and utilized various conventions to depreciate
assets, including group depreciation or use of composite lives. Those conventions are
acceptable only if they result in approximately the same gross PP&E, depreciation
expense, accumulated depreciation, and gains or losses on disposals of PP&E as the
component accounting method required by this proposed SOP. Do you agree with this
approach? If not, what alternative would you propose and why?
We agree with the conclusions reached in Issue 14 only if the degree of componentization
is reduced as outlined in the response to Issue 12.
Issue 19
Under paragraph 71(a) of the proposed SOP, and as illustrated in Example 3 in Appendix
C, an entity applying component accounting retroactively at date of adoption may
calculate a difference between the pre-adoption balance of accumulated depreciation and
the balance recalculated based on the estimated useful lives of components that
previously were not accounted for as separate components. Under that paragraph, the
difference is allocated back to the accumulated depreciation of each component based on
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the net book values of the components. Two alternatives considered were recording the
difference as a cumulative effect type adjustment at adoption and recording the difference
as additional depreciation expense at adoption. Do you agree with the proposed approach
or either of the alternatives, and why?
We disagree with the proposed approach that requires the change to be recorded on a
prospective basis. This approach will distort the company’s true depreciation in future
periods. We also disagree with the second alternative approach to record the change as
depreciation expense in the current period. This approach will unfairly distort the
company’s financial performance for the adoption period. The preferable approach to
record the difference in accumulated depreciation is on a “cumulative effect of a change
in accounting principles” line in the period of adoption as suggested by the first
alternative approach. Since the required change reflects the cumulative adjustment of
depreciation expense dating back to the asset’s inception, we believe the only way to
properly reflect the change is outside the normal operating results of the company in the
period of transition.
We are pleased to have the opportunity to submit our comments with regard to the
proposed SOP and are confident that the process will provide improved financial
reporting at a reasonable cost.

Sincerely,
/s/ Gerald J. Pollack
Gerald J. Pollack
Senior Vice President and
Chief Financial Officer
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Marc Simon
11/15/2001 12:53 PM

To: agadkins@uss.com,
bdrake@kpmg.com,
cdaugherty@dttus.com,
james_ross@csx.com,
jbrant@deloitte.com,
leonard.gatti@us.pwcglobal.com,
lmayshak@dttus.com,
msimon@aicpa.org,
richard.h.moseley@aexp.com,
rrendino@pgrt.com
cc: Sharon Macey/NY/AICPA@AICPA
Subject: PP&E Comment Letter #154

PP&E Comment Letter # 154
---- Forwarded by Marc Simon/NY/AICPA on 11/15/01 12:58 PM
jcb@otelco.net
11/15/01 12:45 PM

To: msimon@aicpa.org
cc:
Rod.Ballard@JacksonThornton.c
om,
Heidi.Lee@JacksonThornton .com
Subject: FW: Letter of comments re
Proposed SOP related to
Property, Plant and Equipment

Mr. Simon,
I am a CPA and have spent 10 years in public
accounting and 16 years in
industry. I am presently the CFO For OTELCO
Telephone. I have reviewed
Heidi Lee's attached letter concerning the Proposed
SOP, Accounting For
Certain Costs and Activities Related To Property,
Plant, and Equipment. I
am in total agreement with her comments. I
particularly want to emphasize
her statement in paragraph three. The system she
mentioned provides for
excellent property records and it also provides for
tremendous consistency
among like entities.
Please consider this request to withdraw this proposed
SOP.
Jerry Boles
---- Original Message---From: Rod Ballard
[mailto:Rod.Ballard@JacksonThornton.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2001 10:47 AM
To: BILL BROWN (E-mail); Bobby Williams (E-mail); Chad
Conklin (E-mail);
Clay Sturgis (E-mail); Dan Odom (E-mail); Danny
Wechsler (E-mail); David
Espinoza (E-mail); Donna Roberson (E-mail); Georgie

Bailey (E-mail);
Herb Bivens (E-mail); James Campbell (E-mail); James
Etheredge (E-mail);
Jean Creswell (E-mail); Jeff Naig (E-mail); Jerry
Boles (E-mail); Jerry
McGee (E-mail); Jim Meade (E-mail); John Nettles
(E-mail); Kevin Grimes
(E-mail); George Lynch; Mike Weaver (E-mail); MIRTA
KENT (E-mail); Norm
Keimig (E-mail); Rick Betts (E-mail); Ricky Gibbs
(E-mail); Robbin
Roberson (E-mail); Susan Williams (E-mail); Tammy
Pritchett (E-mail);
Todd Andrews (E-mail); Tom Butler (E-mail); Scott
Reiter (E-mail);
'trixieren@aol.com'
Subject: FW: Letter of comments re Proposed SOP
related to Property,
Plant and Equipment
> The following letter was mailed and forwarded via
e-mail to the AICPA to
> convey our comments related to our concerns over the
proposed SOP,
> Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related
to Property, Plant,
> and Equipment. Should you wish to send an e-mail or
letter related to
> this matter, please feel free to attach our
comments. The AICPA will
> accept e-mail submission of comments through today.
The email address is
> msimon@aicpa.org.
>
> ---- Original Message---> From:
Heidi Lee
> Sent:
Thursday, November 15, 2001 10:26
AM
> To:
'msimon@aicpa.org'
> Subject:
Letter of comments re Proposed SOP
related to Property,
> Plant and Equipment
>
> <<AcSEC letter.doc>>
> We have attached our letter of comments regarding
the proposed SOP related
> to Property, Plant and Equipment. The letter is
copied into the body of
> this e-mail also.
>
> Heidi H. Lee, Principal
> Jackson Thornton
> P. 0. Box 96, 36101

> 200 Commerce St., 36104
> Montgomery, Alabama
> Voice:
> Fax:

(334) 240-3669
(334) 240-3692

> Email:
Heidi.Lee@JacksonThornton.com
> <mailto:Heidi.Lee@JacksonThornton.com>
> Website:
www.JacksonThornton.com <
http://www.jacksonthornton.com/>
>
>
> Confidentiality Notice
> This message is intended only for the use of the
individual or entity to
> which it is addressed and may contain information
that is privileged,
> confidential, and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. If the
> reader of this message is not the intended
recipient, or the employee or
> agent responsible for delivering the message to the
intended recipient,
> you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution or copying of
> this communication is strictly prohibited. If you
have received this
> email in error, please reply immediately and delete
the message. Thank
> you.
>
> November 14, 2001
> Mr. Marc Simon
> Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
> File 4210.CC
> 1211 Avenue of the Americas
> New York, NY 10036-8775
> Dear Mr. Simon,
> This letter represents our firm's response to the
recently released
> exposure draft of a proposed AICPA Statement of
Position (SOP), Accounting
> for Certain Costs and Activities Related to
Property, Plant, and
> Equipment, particularly as this SOP relates to
utilities.
> Our firm has audited entities in various industries
for more than 80
> years. We serve clients in the utilities,
manufacturing, construction and
> health-care industries to name a few. We have not
observed the diversity
> in capitalization cited in the proposed SOP.

> Our firm serves more than 80 electric,
telecommunication, natural gas and
> water utilities in the southeastern United States.
Most of these
> utilities self-construct the plant which provides
utility service to their
> customers. Many of these utilities are borrowers
from the Rural Utilities
> Service or the Rural Development Authority and as
such, follow rigorous
> rules for the capitalization of labor, materials,
overhead and
> transportation for self-constructed assets. Not
only does this system
> provide excellent property records, it also provides
for tremendous
> consistency,among like entities.
> We have several areas of concern related to the
possible adoption of the
> proposed SOP. The areas that we are addressing are
by no means
> all-inclusive of our concerns, but hopefully, will
give you a sense of the
> possible ramifications for utilities.
> 1.
General ratemaking principles provide
that a utility, with the
> approval of its regulator, defer or accelerate
certain current-period
> costs in order to maintain level rates for the
consumer. The current
> method of capitalization and depreciation provide
for level recognition of
> cost of plant over the service life of the plant and
helps to stabilize
> the rate base for the consumer. The proposed SOP is
inconsistent with the
> ratemaking practices for utilities. The adoption of
such a rule would
> force utilities and their regulators to address this
change in cost
> recognition and likely have an adverse affect on
consumer utility rates.
> For utilities already facing deregulation and
fluctuating energy costs,
> ratemaking practices should not be driven by a
change in accounting rules.
>
> 2.
Capitalization criteria for utilities are
well established and
> followed. In fact, most utility borrowings are
based solely on the assets
> established through the capitalization process. To
break this
> capitalization process into a timeline approach

would create
> inconsistencies in the industry. Furthermore, a
utility's timeline is
> much longer than one operating cycle. A utility
typically has a 10-year
> work plan for construction, a 2-year work plan for
construction and in the
> case of an electric utility, a 25-year power
requirements study. It is
> not reasonable that costs previously capitalized and
depreciated into the
> rate base are now all borne in one year. In other
words, today's utility
> consumer will bear costs for which there is a 20 to
40 year future
> benefit.
>
> 3.
When a business uses a contractor for
plant construction, the costs
> of the plant placed in service is all-inclusive.
Under the proposed SOP,
> a system with self-constructed assets would have
restrictions on what
> general and administrative expenditures it could
capitalize. A system
> that uses both contractor constructed assets and
self-constructed assets
> will have inconsistencies in its own capitalized
cost for similar assets.
> The proposed SOP should provide for consistent
application between
> contractor and self-constructed assets.
> 4.
Component accounting is the method used
by most industries. This
> method was found to be unworkable in the utility
industry. A utility has
> numerous assets of a similar nature that are
combined under the group
> accounting method. An example of this would be a
telephone or electric
> utility that has thousands of utility poles. The
group accounting method
> provides a reasonable basis for the allocation of
asset costs over their
> useful lives. The proposed SOP presumes that
component accounting would
> provide more precise records. Because component
accounting is already
> used in most industries, no improvement in precision
will be seen. For
> those regulated industries using group accounting,
any deemed gains in
> precision would not likely be offset by the
additional costs of applying

> the component accounting method.
> We do not feel that the proposed SOP's goal of
minimizing diversity among
> entities will not be met with the rules as proposed
In fact, among
> utilities, the proposed rules will cause
inconsistencies in the
> capitalization process. We urge the Accounting
Standards Executive
> Committee to consider withdrawing this proposed SOP
> Sincerely,
> Heidi H. Lee, Principal
> Jackson Thornton & Co., P.C.
> HHL/tph
>
>
>
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November 12,2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036-8775
Re: Proposed Statement of Position: Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to
Property, Plant and Equipment
Dear Mr. Simon,
Kilroy Realty Corporation is a Southern California-based Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT)
active in the office and industrial property sectors. For more than 50 years, Kilroy has owned,
developed, acquired and managed office and industrial properties primarily in California and
Washington. Kilroy currently owns 148 buildings comprising more than 12.3 million square feet
of commercial office and industrial space. Our financial reporting is vital to our capital
formation and investor relations activities. We therefore believe that it is imperative that the
accounting standards for treating these costs result in useful financial reporting.
Kilroy is an active member of the National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts
(NAREIT), which has responded to the proposed amendments. In addition to supporting the
views presented in NAREIT’s letter, Kilroy below addresses certain points that we would like
the AICPA to consider in its comment review process.
Accountingfor Property Taxes, Insurance and Ground Rents
The proposal would require that the capitalization of property taxes, insurance and ground rentals
cease “no later than the date initial operations commence in any portion of the building or
structure.” We believe that the SOP and the related amendments to SFAS 67 change accounting
principles that have and would continue to work as a framework for the treatment of the costs
associated with the development of real estate. As a member of the S&P Small Cap 600, we
would like to shift the focus of our investors towards EPS rather than the alternative measures
typically used in the real estate industry (i.e. FFO or FAD). Amending SFAS 67 and adopting
the SOP as drafted would make it much more difficult to accomplish that goal. As a developer,
we are in the business of increasing our earnings by developing buildings. Under the proposed
SOP, developing buildings would reduce EPS whether or not the new buildings were
economically successful.
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SFAS 67 as written provides a framework for accounting for the costs of developing real estate
that aligns the economics of a development project with the related financial statement impact.
As a developer, we have relied on SFAS 67 to support the investment decisions we make.
Specifically, when deciding if and when to invest our time and money into a development project
we evaluate: (i) the cost of investing dollars for a period of time without benefiting from
increased earnings per share; (ii) the risk that we won’t be able to lease the development project
within a reasonable period of time after construction is complete; and (iii) the risk that the project
will cost more than we estimated or take more time to complete than we estimated. If we do not
overcome each of these risks, there is an economic impact on the project that is closely matched
with the financial statement impact as reported under SFAS 67. Under the provisions of the
proposed SOP, the decision process would be altered such that the financial results as reported
would differ dramatically from the economic implications.
If SFAS 67 is amended and the Exposure Draft is adopted in its current form, we would
experience a decline in earnings per share related to any multi-tenant office building that we
develop regardless of whether we are successful in our development efforts. By requiring that
100% of ground rentals, property taxes and insurance be expensed once the first tenant moves
into an office building, we would experience a loss on the project until the construction is
complete for the majority of all other tenants. This “loss”, which we consider to be a part of the
capital cost of producing an earning asset, will result in financial reports that are not meaningful
to our investors. We do not mean to imply that the mere result of lower earnings in and of itself
justifies our argument, but that the loss in question is not a true loss, but what my colleagues
would refer to as an “accounting loss”. We urge the AICPA to allow us to focus on the real
losses in our businesses and to not have to concern ourselves with the “accounting losses”.
There is nothing more disheartening than trying to explain to an investor why what is ultimately
good for the company, (i.e. providing increased long term earnings and cash flow), has a
negative impact on earnings due to a change in the accounting rules.
In considering what accounting is most appropriate for development projects, it is unclear as to
how this SOP would improve reporting. It is clear to Kilroy, as a developer, that the carrying
costs associated with the part of a building that is not complete, are a cost of the development
project as a whole that will be recouped once the project reaches a stabilized occupancy level.
Treating these costs as expenses in a period prior to when the revenues will be recognized
contradicts the fundamental accounting concept of matching revenues and expenses.
Paragraphs 22 and 23 of SFAS 67, as well as paragraph 18 of SFAS 34, provide an appropriate
model for the capitalization of these costs.
Limitation on Capitalization o f Indirect and Overhead Costs
The proposal would limit the capitalization of costs of internal staff directly associated with
specific projects to payroll and payroll-benefit related costs. Kilroy has two regional
development offices that oversee construction in their respective regions. We view the cost of
housing our development personnel, as well as the other overhead costs we incur to have
development offices (i.e. office expenses, depreciation, telephone etc.) as a cost of doing
development. If we were to stop developing buildings, we would close those offices and lay off
the project managers, their assistants and the receptionists. It seems arbitrary to allow
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capitalization of less than the fully allocated cost of an activity when it is clear that the costs are
incremental and directly related to the investment activity. Is conservatism the only logic for
partial capitalization? Kilroy believes that all indirect costs and overhead that support the
development of our buildings should be capitalized. This is also an area where the accounting
does not seem to be practical or parallel the economic analysis.
Componentization
In an effort to better understand and respond to questions about EPS, Kilroy has recently spent a
considerable amount of time analyzing our historic and forecasted depreciation expense. We
have concurrently evaluated the impact of componentization on EPS. Our analysis has made it
clear that componentization, as described in the proposed SOP, would not promote comparability
or consistency because the impact on EPS would depend on the degree to which a company
chooses to componentize and then the chosen adoption method. We have evaluated several
potential applications of the componentization concept and noted that two reasonable methods of
application changed our EPS negative 8% and positive 18%, respectively. There has been much
discussion within the real estate industry about the time, effort and cost of adopting this proposed
SOP. Underlying those discussions is the knowledge that the cost will not ultimately improve the
comparability of our financial reporting. At a minimum, we believe it would improve
consistency and comparability, if at adoption, all companies recorded a cumulative effect of the
accounting change in their respective income statements. However we believe that the proposed
SOP does not address the fundamental concern of comparability within the industry.

Kilroy Realty Corporation appreciates the opportunity to participate in the AICPA’s
considerations with respect to accounting for PP&E. If you have any questions regarding this
response, please contact the undersigned at (310) 563-5570.

Ann Marie Whitney
Senior Vice President and Controller

IDACORP

IDACORP Inc.
P.0. BOX 70
BOISE, IDAHO 83707

November 13, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the America
New York, NY 10036-8775

Re:
Comments by Idaho Power Company on the Proposed Statement of
Position, “Accounting For Certain Costs And Activities Related To Property,
Plant, and Equipment.”
As a regulated electric utility, Idaho Power Company is subject to the unique industry
factors as specified within the Edison Electric Institute (EEI) letter dated November 9,
2001 (Copy attached). Please note we concur with the EEI letter. This letter serves to
reiterate the impact of the proposed SOP on the Electric Utility Industry. In this letter we
will explain the issues that are of most concern to our company and a general
explanation of the type of costs we foresee to implement the proposed SOP.
Issues that cause us the greatest concern are discussed briefly below:
Issues 4
Disallowing of capitalization of overhead and general and administrative costs.
Under FERC regulatory accounting guidelines general and administrative and
overhead costs are capitalized.
Issue 7
Treatment of demolition costs for newly acquired versus previously owned
properties.
Issues 12 and 14
Portions of PP&E, which can be separately identified and are expected to provide
a useful life of over one year, be identified as a component and depreciated over
their own separate expected useful life.
Issue 13
Expensing the net book value of retired or replaced assets.

Issue 16,17, 18 and 19
Options allowing 1) retroactive adoption based on original accounting records, or
a relative fair value based on date of transition, or another reasonable method or
2) identification of component accounting when an entity incurs capitalized costs
for PP&E.

Upon review and consideration of the above issues our first concern is the conflicting
nature of the proposed SOP with the regulations of the Federal Electric Regulatory
Commission (FERC) and the Public Utility Commissions of Idaho and Oregon. If adopted
we would be required to keep two sets of books, one to satisfy our regulatory
commissions and one to satisfy accounting guidelines or GAAP. We believe this
requirement would create an unnecessary and excessive record-keeping burden.
Overall, we are unaware of other potential regulatory issues that may be created by
adoption of the SOP. Currently genera, and administrative and overhead costs are
recorded and recovered in our Plant accounts. We believe we would still be allowed to
follow FAS 71, which allows capitalization and deferral of the general and administrative
and overhead costs in regulatory asset accounts. We are unsure of the amount of
record keeping that would be required to maintain the records tracking the allocated
costs and depreciation expense to their related capitalized projects. We are also
concerned there would be additional financial and legal burden from the regulatory
commissions to recover the costs created by the new regulatory assets.
Our second concern is the cost required to implement the SOP. At this point we can
only imagine the level of increased record keeping and accordingly the increased time
and resources required. We have determined it would be necessary to increase the
number of employees, office space, and equipment and likely, require additional
software to manage the increased information and accordingly, data processing.
Thirdly, the alternative to retroactively implement is overridden by the foreseen difficulty
and judgment required to collect and compile the necessary data. However, if we do not
retroactively implement the SOP we would be concerned that our data would be
inconsistent and incomparable on a go forward basis.
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed SOP. Based on the
collective comments you have received from both the EEI and now ourselves, we
believe that the excessive costs and increased recording keeping burden far outweigh
the perceived benefits of implementing the SOP.
Sincerely,

Darrel T. Anderson
Vice President-Finance and Treasurer

Summit
P R O P E R T IE S

November 12, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting standards
File 4210.CC
AICPA
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036-8775
Re: Proposed Statement of Position: Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to
Property, Plant and Equipment
Dear Mr. Simon:
We are pleased to comment on the June 29, 2001 Exposure Draft for the above referenced
proposed statement of position. Summit Properties Inc. is a real estate operating company which
has elected Real Estate Investment Trust status. We are an established leader in the operation,
development and acquisition of “Class A” luxury apartment communities located throughout the
southeastern, southwestern and mid-Atlantic United States. We believe that the standards set
forth in the exposure draft will have a significant impact on our financial statements, particularly
our results of operations, and have documented the potential impact in this letter. We hope that
you will consider our concerns when issuing a final standard.
Our letter will address the adverse impact on our financial statements as they relate to the
limitation of capitalizing certain costs during the development stages of a project and component
accounting for property, plant and equipment.
A. Limitation of Capitalization of Certain Costs during Project Stages
The proposed statement of position does not allow the capitalization of certain costs
during certain stages of acquisition or construction of an asset. Specifically, and the
cause of the most concern for us, is that the costs of support functions such as accounting,
management information systems and payroll/human resources are excluded from
capitalization at every stage.
Our development department has completed approximately $111.0 million of real estate
assets during 2001 thus far and is expected to complete an additional $27.4 million asset
by the end of the year. Meanwhile, there are approximately $55.0 million of additional
projects currently under construction with expected completion dates ranging from the
first quarter of 2002 to the first quarter of 2003.

309 East Morehead Street ♦ Suite 200
Charlotte, North Carolina 28202-2307
Telephone: (704) 334-3000
Facsimile: (704) 334-4496
unvw.summitproperties. com

This development effort requires the services of our support functions, such as
accounting, payroll, management information systems and even members of executive
management who serve on a committee that ultimately approves whether a project is
developed or acquired. If we did not have a development or construction organization,
but hired third party developers to do so, we would not require as many employees in our
support functions. Furthermore, fees paid to these outside developers would include
these support function costs and would be capitalized as a part of such development
project. If the statement of position were issued as currently drafted, we would
essentially be forced to out-source our development and construction efforts. Is this
what the proposed statement of position is intended to do?
We respectfully request that the final statement of position exclude real estate companies
who develop their own revenue-producing assets, as they would not incur the incremental
costs mentioned above if development was not a part of their core business.
B. Component Accounting
The concepts outlined in the component accounting portion of the statement of position
would require a level of detail so cumbersome as to cause the costs of implementing and
maintaining accounting records to far exceed the benefit received for administering the
standard. There are hundreds of components in a real estate asset. At the date of this
letter, we owned, or maintained ownership in, 59 completed communities with 18,062
apartment homes with an additional five communities containing 1,186 apartment homes
under construction. This means that we own approximately 18,000 refrigerators, 18,000
stoves, 18,000 dishwashers, 18,000 sets of cabinets, etc. This doesn’t include appliances
or other components located in each of our communities’ 59 clubhouses or in the
apartment homes under development. One building in one apartment community
could contain hundreds of components from the plumbing and electrical systems to
the roof shingles. The administrative costs of record keeping for each component
would be very cumbersome and expensive. We would also require a fixed asset
software package that would allow the record keeping of tens of thousands of individual
assets by serial number or some other similar method.
Of the $1.5 billion of undepreciated assets on our September 30, 2001 balance sheet, $1.3
billion, or 89%, was real estate assets, which are directly used as a revenue-producing
tool. The assets used in our industry are clearly a direct result of our results of operations
and the long-term revenue stream from using these assets is estimated reasonably as
supported by operating leases. We believe that the detailed accounting required by
componentization would provide no greater level of comfort than accounting for all
stoves or dishwashers as a single unit.
As described above, the detailed level of component cost accounting would prove to add
more costs than benefit received and, therefore, we respectfully request that real estate
investment properties be excluded from the provisions of component cost accounting in
the final statement of position.
We appreciate the opportunity to have our comments and concerns heard with respect to
this proposed statem ent o f position. This standard, as currently drafted, would have a
material impact on our financial statements and would put us at a competitive
disadvantage to companies that use third-party vendors to complete their
development and construction tasks. We are able to create value for our

shareholders by performing these functions internally and shouldn’t be penalized
for this operating decision. We ask that you carefully consider our comments above as
well as those of our peers when finalizing this capitalization guidance. If you have any
questions regarding our response, please contact Mike Schwarz at 704/632-3103.

Michael L. Schwarz
Executive Vice President and
Chief Financial Officer

NATIONAL RURAL UTILITIES COOPERATIVE FIN A N CE CO RPORATION
Powerful Financial Solutions
2201 Cooperative Way • Herndon, Virginia 20171-3025
http://www.nrucfc.org
703-709-6700

November 13, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
RE: Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain
Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant and Equipment"”
Dear Mr. Simon:
The National Rural Utilities Cooperative Finance Corporation (CFC) is a $20
billion cooperative founded to provide a source of non-government financing to
about 1000 electric cooperatives in 46 states. With $14.4 billion in loans
outstanding to rural electrics, CFC is second only to the Federal government
(Rural Utilities Service) in total financing commitments to the industry. CFC
analyzes the credit-worthiness of these electric utilities using financial statements
which would be affected by the proposed statement of position.
We appreciate the opportunity to submit written comments on the Proposed
Statement of Position (PP&E Accounting Proposal) to the Accounting Standards
Executive Committee (AcSEC) of the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (AICPA). As a major lender to the industry, CFC is concerned that
this proposed change would significantly impact the accounting policies of its
membership and the usefulness of their financial statements for purposes of credit
analysis.
The PP&E Accounting Proposal would result in increased earnings volatility of
this regulated industry, and would, for a lender’s perspective, provide little benefit
to those who rely on the financial reports of the cooperatives to assess credit risk.
Furthermore, the majority of the electric cooperatives account for the effect of
rate regulation in accordance with Statement #71, which permits the deferral or

acceleration of the rate recognition of certain current-period costs to mitigate rate
spikes. CFC believes that Statement #71 and the FERC/RUS Uniform System of
Accounts appropriately match revenues with expenses and presents the fairest
representation of financial position and results of operations to financial statement
users.
Significant portions of the proposal which impact the cooperatives are:
Prohibits of the capitalization of overheads, preliminary investigation
and survey charges, and administrative and general costs - The RUS/FERC
Uniform System of Accounts permits the capitalization of portions of overheads,
preliminary investigation and survey charges, and administrative and general
expenses to minimize potentially-misleading earnings volatility and appropriately
shift the burden of these costs from current customers to customers who benefit
from the plant asset over its useful life.
Prohibits the group or composite method of depreciation unless it can
be shown by the entity that the asset balances and operating results under
the group or composite method is not materially different from those
obtained under the component method - Implementation of this provision
would require significant organizational changes and costs, including
modifications of computer-based accounting systems, just to determine whether
there are material differences.
Requires that gains and losses on disposition of assets be reflected in
the results of operations for the current accounting period -- This provision
would increase earnings volatility and could result in rate increases to mitigate the
impact of uncertainty of earnings. Since electric cooperatives are in the business
of providing electric service rather than selling generation and distribution plant,
attributing these gains and losses to current operations may be misleading.
Thank you for this opportunity to offer comments for your consideration. Should
you have question regarding these views, please contact CFC staff Lynn Midgette
(703-709-6726) or Martin Crowson (703-709-6721).
Sincerely yours,

Martin R. Crowson
Vice President, Strategic & Cooperative Development

270 Peachtree Street, NW.
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
Tel 770.393.0650
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SOUTHERN
COMPANY
Energy to Serve YourWorldSM

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
RE: Exposure Draft for the proposed Statement of Position, "Accounting for Certain
Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment." ("SOP")
Dear Mr. Simon:
Southern Company (NYSE: SO) is a public utility holding company and one of the
largest generators of electricity in the United States. Southern is the parent firm of
Alabama Power, Georgia Power, Gulf Power, Mississippi Power and Savannah Electric,
all integrated, cost-based regulated utility companies, as well as Southern Power, a
market-based generation company. We are concerned about how the changes outlined
in the SOP will affect our company and our industry. Through this letter, as well as our
support for the comments contained in the utility industry response coordinated by the
Edison Electric Institute, we hope to provide some additional information for
consideration before the tentative conclusions on these issues are finalized.
In the background section of the SOP, the Accounting Standards Executive Committee
("AcSEC") cite the current diversity in accounting for property, plant, and equipment
("PP&E") as a need for additional standards for PP&E. Furthermore, the AcSEC notes
that several accounting pronouncements have conflicting guidance concerning the
capitalization of costs to PP&E. We agree with the AcSEC that given the diversity in
practice, some aspects of the SOP may result in an improvement in practice for some
industries. However, we strongly believe that for other industries, including public
utilities, implementing the SOP's requirements actually would have a significant
detrimental effect.
Public utilities account for PP&E using the requirements prescribed in the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC") Uniform System of Accounts ("USOA") and,
therefore, do not have differences in the application of accounting standards and only
nominal differences in capitalization criteria. The USOA requirements differ
significantly from the proposals contained in the SOP. Unless these differences can be
reconciled, Southern and other utilities would be required to maintain PP&E records
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separately for GAAP and regulatory purposes. Dual accounting records would greatly
increase the cost of the financial reporting function, but would not result in any
improved reporting as it is likely that many of the differences would be captured on the
balance sheet for entities subject to the requirements of SFAS No. 71. The following
comments specifically address issues outlined in the accompanying letter to the SOP,
dated June 29,2001. Our response is limited to issues which are of significant concern to
Southern.
Project Stage Framework
Similar costs should be accountedfor consistently, regardless of the project stage in which they
are incurred.
Issues 2 & 3 state that capitalization should occur "in terms of a project stage or timeline
framework and on the basis of the kinds of activities performed during the stages
defined in the proposed SOP rather than on whether an expenditure fits into certain
classification categories" and "the preliminary stage ends and the preacquisition stage
begins when the acquisition of specific PP&E is considered probable." Moreover, the
SOP requires that "other than the cost of options to acquire PP&E, all costs incurred
during the preliminary stage should be charged to expense as incurred."
The USOA has detailed guidance on when it is appropriate to capitalize costs for PP&E
that is based on the unique aspects of the regulatory environment. Because utilities must
recover the cost of their assets and gain approvals to construct assets based on ever
changing timetables as directed by state Public Utility Commissions, utilities do not
always fit neatly under a fixed timetable for capitalizing costs. Additionally, we believe
that costs should be capitalized or expensed consistently based on the type of activity
performed, rather than a time period.
If these differences between the SOP rules and the USOA are not addressed and
reconciled, it is probable that entities subject to SFAS No. 71 will be required to maintain
PP&E records separately for GAAP and regulatory purposes. Differences between the
two would be accounted for using regulatory asset/liability accounts, which will add
unnecessary complexity to a utility's financial statements and will be difficult for the
public to interpret.
Accounting for Costs Incurred
Certain administrative and general overheads should continue to be capitalizable costs, whether

the associatedfunctions are performed internally or purchased.
The SOP's guidance on accountingfor costs of removal should be consistent with SFAS No. 143.
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Issue 4 provides a specific list of directly identifiable costs to be capitalized and states
that costs other than those provided in the SOP's list "during the preacquisition,
acquisition-or-construction, and in-service stages should be charged to expense."
Additionally, "general and administrative and overhead costs incurred, including all
costs of support functions, should be charged to expense."
The SOP's list of allowable costs to capitalize is too restrictive and effectively eliminates
the capitalization of many costs that would not have occurred except for construction of
the PP&E. Southern, as well as most other regulated utilities and large companies in
other industries, is structured with support functions that are "sized" to maintain the
capabilities to self-construct assets. Maintaining these capabilities is a cost efficient
means to construct large capital projects that are a year-to-year, ongoing business
requirement. For example, companies have procurement, warehousing, engineering,
legal, and regulatory functions that play a direct role in the construction of PP&E.
Under the SOP, if a company hires an independent third party to acquire and install
specific equipment for a constructed asset, the entire cost should be capitalized. In order
to acquire the equipment the third party might have a procurement function that will
purchase and store the equipment and pass the costs on to the utility at a mark-up.
According to paragraph 31 of the SOP, the company would include the built-in
overhead passed on by the independent third party as part of the capitalized cost of the
asset. Including the procurement cost is appropriate because it is a critical part of the
construction process. However, requiring a company to expense these costs if the
function exists internal to the company is a contradiction in accounting theory within the
SOP. In this example, the timing and the "kinds of activities" are identical, but the
accounting treatment is different.
Under cost-based regulation, the proposals in the SOP could also result in a penalty to
current rate payers if the expensed items are included in cost of service immediately,
rather than being included in depreciation expense over time. Conversely, if these costs
continue to be capitalized for rate purposes as they currently are under the USOA, the
result will add unnecessary complexity to the financial statements as discussed in the
Project Framework section above.
Issue 7 notes that "costs of removal, except for certain limited demolition costs, should
be charged to expense as incurred." The FASB recently issued Statement No. 143,
"Accounting for Asset Retirement Obligations," which requires that long-lived tangible
assets with associated liabilities for removal should include the fair market value of the
liability as part of the asset cost with an off-setting entry to a liability account. The
provisions of the SOP should be reconciled with this recently issued guidance.
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PP&E-Type Assets Produced for Sale or Operating Lease
Costs for constructed assets that are readyfor use should be accountedfor as inventory until a
sale or lease is probable.
Issue 11 states that the "SOP requires an entity to accumulate costs differently for similar
assets depending on whether the asset is sold outright or leased to a lessee under a salestype lease (in either case, inventory cost accumulation rules would apply) or leased to a
lessee under an operating lease (in which case, the cost accumulation provisions of the
proposed SOP would apply)."
It is unclear under the existing guidance how to account for assets that a company
constructs for internal use, outright sale, sales-type lease, and/or operating lease, when
the ultimate use has not been determined at the time construction is completed. For
example, an asset is constructed with the intent to market it to third parties. At the time
construction is complete and the asset is ready for use, it may not yet be known whether
the customer will buy the asset outright or will lease it. We would appreciate additional
guidance in this area that would include consistent treatment of the asset as inventory
during the "ready for use" stage. We believe this treatment would reduce the
"reclassification" issue to those instances where a company is actually retaining an asset
for its own use. In these situations, we believe the accounting treatment is clear and that
any "patterns" of reclassification can be addressed within the existing guidance.
Component Accounting
Group/Composite depreciation should continue to be an acceptable alternative to component
depreciation.
Issue 12 states that if a "component has an expected useful life that differs from the
expected useful life of the PP&E asset to which it relates, the component should be
accounted for separately and depreciated or amortized over its separate expected useful
life."
Issue 13 states that "when existing PP&E is replaced or otherwise removed form service
and the replacement is capitalized, the net book value of the replaced PP&E should be
charged to depreciation expense in the period of replacement."
Issue 14 states that the SOP "requires the use of component accounting to depreciate
identified components over their respective useful lives" and allows group/composite
depreciation only if it approximates the depreciation, accumulated depreciation, and
gains and losses as component accounting.
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In the utility industry, the accounting treatment for PP&E required by the USOA and the
regulatory framework already incorporates many of the concepts of component
accounting, including "retirement units." However, as one of the most capital-intensive
industries, a utility's fixed assets include a significant amount of mass property (e.g.,
poles, meters, etc.) To account for these assets separately would be nearly impossible
and would certainly be cost-prohibitive from both a system and labor perspective.
Furthermore, we believe that the effects of adopting the proposals contained in the SOP
would require the use of significant estimates and would not provide any significant
benefit to financial statement users. Composite depreciation methods currently in use
are based on actuarially developed studies that have been thoroughly reviewed and
tested through the public rate-setting process to accurately approximate the average
useful lives of groups of similar assets. These methods provide a systematic, rational
means for computing depreciation and should continue to be acceptable.
Conclusion
We appreciate the opportunity to respond to the SOP and to have our concerns included
in the AcSEC's deliberation process. We hope that this response has provided adequate
information to understand how some of the proposed changes included in the SOP
would not have the intended beneficial effect and would actually be detrimental to our
industry and the public that it serves. Moreover, we would welcome the opportunity to
discuss these issues further should the AcSEC need additional information on the
comments contained herein or the effects of this SOP on the utility industry.
Sincerely,

CC:
Gale E. Klappa, Southern Company CFO
Thomas A. Eichelberger, Andersen
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Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036-8775
Dear Mr. Simon:
Entergy Corporation appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the Proposed Statement of
Position “Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment” prepared
by the Accounting Standards Executive Committee (the SOP).
Entergy is a major global energy company with power production, distribution operations, and related
diversified services. Entergy owns, manages, or invests in power plants generating more than 30,000
megawatts of electricity domestically and internationally, and delivers electricity to about 2.6 million
customers in portions of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas. As we are a company with vertically
integrated electric and gas utility operations that are by their nature very capital intensive (Entergy has
almost $17 billion of net PP&E as of September 30, 2001), the SOP would significantly impact us.
Entergy participated in the preparation of the comment letter prepared by the Edison Electric Institute
(EEI), our industry organization, and Entergy supports the comments therein. The purpose of this letter is
to summarize our primary concerns with the SOP, and to also go into more detail in certain areas that are of
particular interest to us. Our comments will be organized in the following manner:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Cost/Benefit Relationship
Acceptance of Regulated Utility Practices
Liquidated Damages
Issues 2 and 3
Issue 4
Issue 7
Issue 8
Issues 12, 13 and 14

COST/BENEFIT RELATIONSHIP
Entergy believes that the costs of implementing the SOP will clearly outweigh its benefits for the financial
statements of regulated utilities and other capital-intensive entities. It is important that AcSEC understand
two fundamental issues in this regard:
1. Conceptual Consistency - Regulated utilities are required by ratemaking bodies to maintain very
detailed property records for their extensive investments in PP&E, following very specific guidelines
for capitalization, depreciation, etc. Though these guidelines are not precisely the same as the SOP’s
provisions, their conceptual basis is very similar. Instead of “components,” utilities maintain property
based on “retirement units,” and capitalization and depreciation practices are governed by the
identification of retirement units (including separate depreciation of each retirement unit). Regulated
utilities come closer than any other industry to already complying with the spirit of the SOP.
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2. Dual PP&E Records - The specific guidelines mentioned above are used by regulators to govern the
recovery of PP&E costs from utility ratepayers. The implementation of the SOP will not affect
utilities’ obligations to continue to maintain PP&E records following these guidelines for rate recovery.
Therefore, implementation of the SOP by regulated utilities will necessitate the ongoing maintenance of
two sets of property records, one for ratemaking and one for GAAP reporting purposes. This
requirement will be much more onerous than, for example, the maintenance of tax depreciation records,
which is currently required of essentially all business enterprises. Rather, this will entail essentially
doubling the size and scope of our property accounting process, which is already one of our most
significant accounting processes, both from a volume of transactions standpoint, and a systems and
personnel standpoint. A utility can have millions of individually identical retirement units. Additional
software resources and personnel will be required. Entergy estimates that this will cost Entergy (and
Entergy’s ratepayers) several million dollars per year on an ongoing basis. Entergy expects that
utilities and their ratepayers will feel similar effects across the United States, without a material impact
on results of operations (except for the added costs of compliance) or a material improvement in
financial reporting.
Further, any differences between these two sets of records will be reconciled through the recording of a
regulatory asset or liability on Entergy’s GAAP financial statements, as any such difference will
ultimately be recovered from Entergy’s ratepayers. Entergy believes that these added costs are not
justified, given that the net result is simply a balance sheet reclassification. In fact, Entergy believes
that unnecessarily increasing the level of regulatory assets and liabilities will make our financial
statements less understandable to users, while at the same time increasing costs.
As the above discussion demonstrates, the application of the SOP to regulated utilities will produce fewer
benefits in financial reporting than for other industries, while necessitating significantly higher costs - both
for implementation, and on an ongoing basis. It is critical to our industry that these distinctions be
recognized.
ACCEPTANCE OF REGULATED UTILITY PRACTICES
Historically, accounting standards have recognized the unique and onerous regulatory requirements for
PP&E accounting for regulated utilities. Accordingly, regulated utilities have been permitted to account for
PP&E in their GAAP financial statements on the basis used by regulators for recovery from ratepayers.
Entergy believes that the rationale for this treatment of regulated utilities remains valid, for the reasons
noted above. Accordingly, Entergy believes that it is important that the SOP be amended to acknowledge
the acceptability of the regulatory treatment of PP&E costs for entities that apply SFAS No. 71. This is
especially important in the following areas:
■

“Directly identifiable” cost capitalization criteria, as regulatory principles follow different
capitalization guidelines, and tracking the same costs under two different sets of guidelines for millions
of individual transactions will be very difficult, if not impossible.

■

Removal cost accounting, as regulatory principles have comprehensive guidelines for the treatment of
these costs that differ significantly from the SOP; again, maintenance of two sets of records for removal
costs of millions of assets would be a monumental and ongoing task.

■

Identification of components, as regulatory principles are already very similar in concept, and the
potential of having components that are different than a utility’s retirement units would present
tremendous recordkeeping challenges.

■

Use of composite or group depreciation methods, as these methods are used throughout the utility
industry, especially for homogeneous items. A change to component accounting for each of these
individual items would not be an improvement from current practice. In fact, Entergy believes that
individual component accounting for these types of assets is both inherently inferior to composite
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depreciation, and impracticable. The actuarial methods used in composite or group depreciation are
very similar to those used to account for employee pension and other postretirement benefit costs, with
the applicable actuarial calculations applied to physical retirement units of property instead of to
employees. Additionally, composite and group depreciation methods consider interim additions and
retirements in establishing depreciation rates, which further demonstrates the conceptual validity of
these methods and their similarity to the concepts underlying component depreciation. We believe that
these methods should be an acceptable alternative for “mass property,” where an entity may have
millions of similar PP&E items.
LIQUIDATED DAMAGES
Entergy strongly disagrees with the SOP’s proposed accounting for liquidated damages received from the
“seller” of property. Entergy recently dealt with this accounting issue in a complex contractual situation
with a construction contractor. We reached accounting conclusions that we believe were and are wholly
proper, but are very different than the provisions of the SOP. We will draw upon our research and
experience in this issue to make our comments, which can be summarized as follows:
1.

It is not possible to establish meaningful, proper accounting standards that specifically address every
different complex contractual provision and economic circumstance that might be encountered.

2.

When accounting standards attempt to reach too far into the details of contracts, the inevitable result is
form-driven accounting that does a poor job of presenting the economic substance of transactions, and
that can be circumvented by making clever changes in the legal form of contractual arrangements.

3.

In order to establish broad accounting standards for diverse contractual provisions, the issues must be
oversimplified, and often-incorrect assumptions must be made.

As a result, we strongly urge the AcSEC to delete these provisions from the SOP. Financial statement
preparers, auditors, and regulators should be trusted to interpret these issues in each unique situation, based
on the application of sound business judgment and the proper interpretation of accounting principles as they
apply to the particular set of circumstances. Our detailed comments follow:
Complex Contractual Provisions
The situation we encountered in dealing with this issue related to a fixed-price, turnkey contract for the
construction of a power plant. This single contract included four different types of liquidated damage
clauses. These clauses provided liquidated damages in the event that plant efficiency, plant output or plant
availability was lower than expected, or in the event that the plant was completed later than provided for in
the contract. Each of these four clauses was very different - damages were computed using different bases,
were payable for different time periods (some extending several years into the future), and, most
importantly, these various damages each had very obvious, and very different, economic objectives.
If we had received damages for plant efficiency or plant output (which we did not, as the plant met these
specifications), we clearly would have been receiving a “refund” of the plant’s cost, as the asset we
purchased would not have been the asset we had contracted for. This is a critical point - had we known we
were purchasing a less efficient or less productive asset, we would have negotiated a lower price in the
contract; therefore, these damage provisions represented a refund to reflect the true fair value o f the asset
we ultimately purchased. Accounting for these damages as a reduction to plant cost would clearly have
been the proper way to represent the economic substance of these damages.
In contrast, the completion delay damages had nothing to do with the fair value or cost of the asset, as they
in no way related to the asset’s physical characteristics, and the construction contract was a fixed-price,
turnkey contract. Instead, these damages clearly related to our loss in profits from not having the asset
operating. Instead of a fixed percentage, as with the efficiency and output damages, the delay damages
were variable, and were payable by the contractor for every day that the plant’s completion was later than
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the contracted delivery date. Further, the contract itself specifically tied these damages to the operating
results of the plant. Using identical accounting for these very different damages would have completely
ignored their substantial economic differences.
Entergy can also envision situations in which contractual damage provisions that are labeled as “delay”
damages are, in substance, refunds of plant cost, because of the particular economic and contractual
circumstances involved. One obvious and fundamental difference would be between a fixed-price contract
and a cost-plus contract; delay damages in a cost-plus contract are very likely refunds of plant cost in
substance. It seems clear that accounting principles should not call for identical treatment of contracts that
are as fundamentally different as fixed-price and cost-plus contracts.
In summary, our first point is that contractual provisions, combined with unique economic facts and
circumstances, present scenarios that are far too varied to permit the application of a “one size fits all”
accounting method. This approach is simply not realistic.
Form-driven Accounting
The SOP’s proposed requirement that all liquidated damages be credited to plant cost is, at best, an
arbitrary, form-driven accounting technique that ignores the economic substance of the transactions
involved (which can vary significantly from one contractual clause to the next, as outlined above). At its
worst, this technique will result in the clear misrepresentation of financial position and results of operations
for these types of provisions, as transactions that are related to current period operations are instead spread
over an asset’s life. This proposed provision reflects an overemphasis on conservatism as an accounting
convention; paragraphs 92 through 97 of SFAC 2 contain persuasive warnings against this practice.
The proposed liquidated damages requirement represents a victory of form over substance. In the
construction project we referred to above, we could have obtained insurance for the risk of timely
completion. The method we used to cover our risk should not govern our accounting for these transactions.
As noted above, our contract included four types of liquidated damages, all relating to different economic
risks, and all structured differently from one another as a result. To have accounted for all of these damages
in the same way would have been a clear violation of the concept of representational faithfulness set forth in
SFAC 2.
The construction contract we discuss above also included bonus provisions (structured almost identically to
the delay liquidated damages provisions) for early completion of the plant. If we were to have followed the
SOP’s provisions in our accounting for this project, the recorded cost of our plant would have been wholly
dependent on the completion date of the project. This is clearly a poor accounting result, as the value of the
plant is in no way dependent on the completion date; rather, the fixed price of the project, negotiated with
the contractor in an arms-length transaction, represents the best evidence of the fair value of this project.
The AcSEC should not underestimate the potential for form-driven accounting rules to be circumvented
through clever contractual structuring, etc. The proposed provisions on liquidated damages could likely be
circumvented rather easily through negotiation of separate contracts for separate provisions, or similar
techniques. This demonstrates again that, where possible, GAAP should be based on economic substance.
and should not drive the legal form of transactions.
As a final note on this theme, we sense in the SOP a desire to use the proposed provisions to avoid
disagreements or differing views over how certain transactions should be accounted for. Substance-driven
accounting will inevitably lead to these sorts of situations. In fact, Entergy believes this is a healthy part of
the financial reporting process.
In our situation, both our auditors and the SEC Office of the Chief Accountant dug deeply into the facts and
circumstances surrounding our project, and the related accounting literature, to attempt to find a persuasive
basis for arguing that our accounting should have been different. Both reached the same conclusion - given
the specific contractual and economic facts and circumstances of our project, the approach we used, which
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involved an allocation of delay liquidated damages between capital offsets and other income, was
appropriate (AcSEC should also note that this issue was resolved with the SEC only 12 months ago).
Entergy believes that our experience demonstrates that the “one size fits all” method proposed in the SOP
will lead to inferior accounting and reporting.
Assumptions and Oversimplifications
Because of the many different contractual provisions that are encountered in business, a proposed
accounting rule such as the liquidated damages provision in the SOP must necessarily be based on
generalizations and assumptions. The most obvious oversimplification contained in the SOP is its
implication that all liquidated damages provisions are related to completion delays. As our discussion
above demonstrates, contracts can contain many different types of damage clauses, with very different
economic substance. Entergy respectfully makes the following comments regarding the information
contained in paragraphs A50 and A51 of the SOP’s Basis for Conclusions:
1.

The AcSEC appears to rely heavily on the “symmetrical accounting” comparison to contract bonuses,
“which in practice are generally capitalized” and for which AcSEC considers expense treatment to be
not “appropriate.” Entergy is unpersuaded by this argument, for a number of reasons. First, we believe
that some contract bonuses are comparable to delay damages, while others are not. Symmetrical
accounting is much more compelling for those that are comparable, but it is clearly an overstatement to
imply that all such provisions are. Second, Entergy believes that AcSEC would more properly respond
to the accounting issues involved in this matter by seriously considering whether the “general practice”
of capitalization is appropriate, instead of basing new standards on established practices that may or
may not be proper.

2.

The SOP notes that “many contracts could be drafted in two ways,” and that the resulting accounting
would be the same under the SOP’s provisions. What AcSEC fails to contemplate is a situation like the
one we faced in our contract - a realistic completion date, a fair value contract price, liquidated
damages for late delivery, and a bonus for early delivery. As noted above, the application of the SOP
to this fact pattern would result in the recording of the constructed asset at a value wholly dependent on
the completion date. This is a conceptually indefensible accounting result.

3.

The SOP mentions EITF No. 85-27 as analogous support for this provision. Entergy does not view the
comparison as valid. This Consensus dealt with rental shortfalls and contingent sale prices, and is
much more analogous to contingent purchase price accounting than it is to an issue of violation of
contract provisions regarding asset delivery, which is the salient point in this matter.

4.

The SOP states that the proposed accounting is “relatively simple and straightforward” and “is the most
operational treatment.” Entergy acknowledges the simplicity of the SOP’s proposal, but respectfully
notes that this is not a persuasive basis for establishing accounting principles. We also believe that
these statements contain an unsupported assertion that current conceptual guidelines have somehow
been “non-operational.” We disagree. Our experience, though it was difficult, was ultimately
operational. Most importantly, it resulted in the fairest accounting treatment of these damages.
Difficult issues sometimes cannot be avoided, and accounting principles should not be based on
attempting to avoid them.

5.

The SOP indicates that liquidated damages are different than insurance because they are “negotiated in
advance and do not purport to reimburse actual costs.” Entergy does not understand the significance of
these distinctions. An insurance contract is “negotiated in advance” and involves estimable, if not
precisely specified, proceeds; otherwise, the issuer could not price the insurance. Additionally, our
investigation of the damage clauses in our contract made it very clear that they were based on reliable
estimates of “actual costs” to be incurred in the event of delay, plant inefficiency, etc. These are not
persuasive distinctions.
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6. The SOP notes that “no part of the buyer’s payments are treated as insurance premiums.” This is, first,
an assertion; secondly, it begs the question of whether there should be such a treatment, and this
question is left unaddressed. This precise question became the key issue in the resolution of our issue
with the SEC. We obtained a market quote for this type of insurance, and quantified the effect of
treating a portion of the construction price as a premium.
Liquidated Damages Conclusion
Entergy trusts that AcSEC understands that the strong positions we have outlined above are not intended as
a criticism of AcSEC’s efforts on this issue. We appreciate that AcSEC’s objective, like Entergy’s, is to
ensure quality financial accounting and reporting in this area. We simply believe that our recent
experiences have given us a uniquely thorough and informed perspective on these matters. We would be
happy to review our specific experiences and circumstances with AcSEC in more detail, as an example to
be considered in your continuing deliberations.
ISSUES 2 AND 3
Entergy is not persuaded that the timing of a cost is more pertinent than the nature of a cost in determining
its proper classification. Entergy believes that incurred costs that either:
■

are a part of the process of getting an asset ready for its intended use, or

■

enhance the operations of an asset, or extend its useful life

should qualify for capitalization, regardless of when they are incurred. Entergy notes that these types of
costs are typically not incurred in the “preliminary” stages of a project. Accordingly, Entergy believes the
SOP should be amended to include the above criteria, or something similar, to prohibit capitalization of
preliminary stage costs, unless the costs meet either of the above criteria, and to eliminate die discussion of
the other stages.
ISSUE 4
As noted above, because of the extensive regulatory guidelines governing cost capitalization, Entergy
believes that the capitalization practices of entities subject to SFAS 71 should be acknowledged in the SOP
as acceptable practices. Entergy believes that the SOP’s capitalization provisions appear to have been
created primarily for entities that engage only intermittently in PP&E additions, and that often use third
parties for construction, as opposed to a capital intensive industry that has ongoing construction programs
and typically self-constructs assets, like the regulated utility industry. As a result, the “directly identifiable”
criteria in the SOP are too restrictive and are not reflective of the true substance of PP&E costs at a capitalintensive company such as a regulated utility.
Entergy also notes that the wording of paragraph 23.b. regarding capitalization of compensated absence
costs is somewhat unclear. If the AcSEC’s intent is to allow the capitalization of these costs as PP&E costs,
the paragraph should be clarified. If the intent is to not allow capitalization of these costs, Entergy strongly
disagrees and urges AcSEC to reconsider this decision, as it conflicts with widely accepted practice, is
inconsistent with the treatment of other benefits, and has no readily apparent conceptual basis.
Compensated absences are an employee benefit, like any other, and are a direct cost associated with all of
an employee’s activities. If an employee is directly involved with PP&E activities, Entergy believes that it
is clear that the compensated absences earned by that employee as a result of work on the PP&E project
should be capitalized.
ISSUE 7
As noted above, Entergy believes that the removal cost accounting practices of regulated utilities should be
acknowledged in the SOP as acceptable practices, as the regulated utility industry has long-established cost
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recovery principles that govern the treatment of removal costs. These costs are typically accrued over an
asset’s life as a component of depreciation, and are charged to accumulated depreciation when incurred.
This approach is an effective cost recovery method for regulated utilities. Because this approach permeates
the accounting for utility PP&E, it would be very difficult, and of little apparent benefit to financial
statement users, to require utilities to maintain separate PP&E details reflecting these different methods of
accounting for removal costs.
ISSUE 8
Entergy does not agree with the conclusions reached in the SOP regarding accounting for planned major
maintenance activities. Entergy is not persuaded that the proposed required accounting would result in more
meaningful information for financial statement users. Certain major maintenance activities are the planned
and normal result of asset usage, and follow a regular, predictable schedule. Entergy believes that requiring
immediate expensing of these costs will result in earnings volatility that is not reflective of the true results
of operations for the period. Conversely, unplanned and unexpected major maintenance activities should be
reflected in results of operations. However, the proposed requirements will potentially obscure or dampen
the meaningful financial effects of unplanned or unexpected events because of the similar accounting
required for planned activities. This does not serve the objective of transparent financial reporting.
Entergy believes that accounting mechanisms that recognize the planned level of major maintenance over
the periods benefited are proper interpretations of accounting principles, and should continue to be
permitted. Entergy does not believe that major maintenance costs that are currently being accounted for
through deferral and amortization are “separate PP&E assets or components,” as indicated in the wording of
Issue 8. These assets, which typically have relatively short amortization lives, are usually reported as other
noncurrent assets. Entergy believes that planned major maintenance costs, depending on the circumstances,
can meet the SFAC 6 definitions of either an asset (“probable future economic benefits.. .as a result of past
transactions or events”) or a liability (“probable future sacrifices of economic benefits... as a result of past
transactions or events”).
Entergy also notes that if regulatory treatment calls for the deferral and amortization of major maintenance
costs, Entergy expects to continue to defer these costs under the provisions of SFAS 71.
ISSUES 12,13 AND 14
Entergy does not disagree with the conceptual basis for component accounting. However, as noted above,
Entergy believes that the “retirement unit” accounting practices of regulated utilities should be
acknowledged in the SOP as acceptable component accounting practices. These techniques are based on
time-proven rate recovery practices, and uitlize concepts that are very similar to the component accounting
proposed by the SOP. Identifying components for GAAP financial statements and retirement units for
ratemaking purposes under different principles would be very difficult if not impracticable. Entergy also
believes that the SOP should be amended to acknowledge the acceptability of regulatory accounting
practices for items of “mass property”. It would not be practicable to separately identify and account for
these assets, which are typically individually inexpensive items that are held in great quantities (e.g., utility
poles, transformers, etc.).
Entergy disagrees with the SOP’s provisions regarding composite or group depreciation methods. As
addressed more fully in EEI’s letter, when these methods are based on statistically valid studies, they clearly
produce results that are superior to those that would be produced by an “average life” component
depreciation method. The utility industry has a long history of well-developed practices and principles
around these depreciation methods, including the accounting for removals and interim retirements, and
believes strongly that these methods should be permitted. Entergy is also concerned about the SOP’s
provisions regarding usage of these methods only if the results produced are similar to those produced by
component accounting. AcSEC should clarify what evidence would be necessary to prove this result; in
reality, this could only be proven by performing both techniques, which would defeat the purpose of using
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these methods in the first place. Also, Entergy repeats our previous point that we believe that these methods
produce results that are superior to component depreciation, average life methods.
If AcSEC wishes to place limits on these methods, Entergy recommends that AcSEC consider restrictions
on the similarity of assets to be grouped together, based on research into common practice. This would
represent a much more reasonable approach than the prohibition included in the SOP as it is drafted.
Entergy appreciates the opportunity to respond to the SOP. We would be happy to discuss our comments
with you in more detail, if you feel that we could be helpful to your deliberations.
Sincerely,

Nathan E. Langston
Sr. Vice President & Chief Accounting Officer
cc:

Edmund L. Jenkins
Timothy S. Lucas
Daniel W. Jones

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

O ffice of Financial S ervices
617 495-2522
fax 617 495-1937
michael barricelli@harvard.edu

Michael F. Barricelli
Controller

November 13,2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re: Exposure Draft, Proposed Statement of Position, Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities
Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment
Dear Mr. Simon:
Thank you for providing the opportunity for comment on the proposed Statement of Position (SOP)
Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment. We
appreciate the time and effort the Accounting Standards Executive Committee has invested in
developing this SOP. We also applaud the spirit of the project in supplying guidance on property,
plant, and equipment (PP&E) accounting, particularly on distinguishing capital from non-capital
expenditures. This letter presents the comments of Harvard University on the proposed SOP.
Harvard University is a private, not-for-profit institution composed of one undergraduate college,
ten graduate schools, and numerous ancillary entities such as libraries, dining halls and athletic
facilities. The ancillary entities support and enrich the educational experience of Harvard’s
approximately 40,000 degree and non-degree students. An organization of such size and scope
requires an extensive physical plant and infrastructure. Harvard’s campus, located primarily in
Cambridge and Boston, Massachusetts, includes over 570 buildings comprising approximately 20
million square feet. Changes to PP&E accounting, such as those enumerated in the proposed
SOP, would have a substantial impact on Harvard.
While we appreciate the proposal of a “bright-line” test to differentiate capital from non-capital
expenditures, the definition of what can be capitalized seems inordinately restrictive. Under the
proposed SOP, significantly more self-constructed asset expenditures would be classified as
current year expenses rather than their present classification as capital costs. The resulting
increase in current year expenses places an additional burden on operating budgets. It would also
result in an increase in our facilities and administrative (F&A) costs, a component used to develop
our sponsored indirect cost recovery rate. This would generate further under-recovery of
overhead, since Harvard's F&A rates would have been negotiated on a prior year's cost structure
using the extant treatment of capital and operating costs.
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Harvard considers research to be an integral part of its mission. Students, faculty, and staff
engage in sponsored activities with combined annual costs exceeding $487 million, 72% of which
are federally funded. In addition, sponsored activity costs represent over 24% of Harvard's annual
operating costs. Given their importance to University operations, any change to accounting
methods affecting sponsored activities can have a substantial monetary impact.
Implementation of the proposed SOP also would impair our ability to take advantage of tax-exempt
debt financing. Tax-exempt bonds provide a relatively inexpensive funding source to not-for-profit
institutions, such as Harvard. The federal government recently has encouraged their use by
removing a cap on the total dollar amount of tax-exempt bonds a single non-hospital 501(c)(3)
organization may issue. Because these bonds may be used to finance only items that meet the
accounting definition of “capital,” a decrease in capital expenditures would mean a decrease in
opportunities for tax-exempt debt financing. Promulgation of the proposed SOP would be contrary
to the government’s intent of increasing the availability of tax-exempt financing.
We are concerned about the administrative cost of implementation as well. A large investment of
time and effort would be required to comply with the proposed rules, without any evident or
substantial benefit. New asset management and accounting processes and systems would have
to be developed. This would come at a time when we are still absorbing the significant
administrative costs of implementing FASB Statements No. 116 and 117, a new Chart of
Accounts, and new financial systems for our General Ledger, Accounts Payable, Accounts
Receivable, and Data Warehouse reporting. In addition, we are currently in the process of
implementing new Human Resources and Grants Management systems. The difficulty and cost of
introducing accounting changes that require modifications to systems only recently implemented
should not be trivialized, nor should the challenge of training the many system users on the new
accounting rules.
In addition, there is the administrative burden of resubmitting our disclosure statement1 to the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS). This statement discloses the University's
accounting practices to the DHHS so that they may determine our compliance with cost accounting
standards and the requirements of OMB Circular A-21. Resubmission of our disclosure statement
would be a costly, time-consuming, and complex undertaking. At the very least, neither this task
nor the implementation of new systems and business processes described above could be
completed by July 1,2002, the proposed effective date of the SOP.
The benefits of implementation would be only marginal. Harvard currently capitalizes and
depreciates its approximately 50 research-intensive buildings by component. The 520 remaining
non-research buildings are assigned a composite useful life, an accounting convention that has
historically been considered reasonable and acceptable. Because the composite life is based on a
weighted-average of the component lives, we believe that tracking the non-research buildings by
component would have minimal effect on the overall financial statement presentation of Harvard’s
capital assets and depreciation. Furthermore, the new required disclosure of PP&E by category
and component may provide misleading or confusing information to the reader. For an entity
1The disclosure statement is mandated by Public Law 100-679, as required by the Disclosure Regulations
(48 CFR 9903.202) of the Cost Accounting Standards Board under 41 U.S.C. Sec. 422.
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selecting to adopt the SOP prospectively, until such time as the old composite assets are fully
depreciated, the “Other” line of the disclosure would be unduly large, and the component lines too
small. Finally, since the proposed SOP would not apply to governmental entities, the comparability
of financial statements between public and private institutions of higher education would be
impaired. This unintended result would reduce the effectiveness of recently issued Statements
such as GASB Nos. 33 and 35 to promote comparability.
We believe that the costs of implementation greatly outweigh the benefits. As such, we strongly
urge that the Accounting Standards Executive Committee exempt colleges and universities from
the application of the proposed SOP.
Respectfully,

Michael Barricelli
Controller
Cc:

Elizabeth Huidekoper, Vice President for Finance
Laura Sander, Assistant Treasurer
Elizabeth Mora, Director of Sponsored Research
Victoria Johnson, Director of Finance and Accounting
Jackie Welham, Manager of Financial Reporting and Analysis
John Bain, Associate Director of Cost Analysis and Compliance
Nicole Sears, Manager of Fixed Asset Accounting
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Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036-8775
Re;

Proposed Statement of Position: Accounting for Certain Costs and
Activities Related to Property, Plant and Equipment

Dear Mr. Simon:
The Association for Financial Professionals (AFP) welcomes the opportunity to comment on the
exposure draft of the proposed statement of position Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities
Related to Property, Plant and Equipment.
The membership of our Association currently includes approximately 14,000 financial
executives employed by over 5,000 corporations and other organizations. Our members
represent a broad spectrum of financial disciplines and their organizations are drawn generally
from the Fortune 1000 and middle-market companies in a wide variety of industries, including
manufacturing, retail, energy, financial services, and technology. AFP supports members
throughout their careers with research, continuing education, career development, professional
certifications, publications, representation to key legislators and regulators, and the development
of industry standards.
AFP does not support the proposed statement of position (SOP). We strongly believe the
proposed SOP runs counter to Congressional stimulus initiatives and will hurt industries that are
most in need of support; i.e., manufacturing, hospitality, airlines, and retailing. The detailed
component accounting requirements and the inability to capitalize certain costs will increase the
initial cost of making capital investments and can be a deterrent to capital investment during a
precarious period in the American economy. In addition, certain practices are not within the
Financial Accounting Standards Board’s (FASB) conceptual framework of accounting. Also, the
two adoption options will result in divergent accounting, which will confuse investors and would
be counter to a goal of the Securities and Exchange Commission of making financial statements
easier for investors to interpret. Finally, the effective date of January 1, 2003 for calendar year
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companies is aggressive and unrealistic. In summary, we believe that that the costs of
implementing the proposed SOP would exceed the incremental benefits to financial reporting.
Accordingly, we strongly urge the AICPA to reconsider and withdraw the proposed SOP.
The responses to questions asked in Areas Requiring Particular Attention By Respondents
provide more discussion of why AFP does not support the draft SOP. The Accounting Standards
Executive Committee (AcSEC) of the AICPA has specifically requested comments on the
following 19 issues.
Scope
1. Are there significant practice issues or concerns related to accounting for contractually
recoverable expenditures (in lease accounting) that should be addressed in the proposed
SOP? Do you believe that there are other areas addressed in the proposed SOP that, with
respect to their application to lessors and lessees of PP&E, could create conflicts with
existing lease accounting standards?
AFP Response. AFP agrees with AcSEC’s decision to exclude accounting for contractually
recoverable expenditures from the SOP in order to not conflict with existing lease accounting
guidance. We believe however that the Project Stage Framework could result in divergent
accounting of improvements to real estate. One example of this would be how a lessor would
expense the cost of improvements because, from the lessor’s viewpoint, the costs were incurred
in the in-service stage. A lessee on the other hand would capitalize the cost because, from the
lessee’s viewpoints, the costs are direct costs incurred in the acquisition-or-construction stage.
Project Stage Framework
2. The guidance in this proposed SOP is presented in terms of a project stage or time line
framework and on the basis of the kinds of activities performed during the stages defined in
the proposed SOP rather than on whether an expenditure fits into certain classification
categories such as ordinary repairs and maintenance, “extraordinary” repairs and
maintenance, replacements, betterments, additions, redevelopments, renovations,
rehabilitions, retrofits, rearrangements, refurbishments, and reinstallations. Do you agree
with that approach? If not, what alternative would you propose and why?
AFP Response. We agree conceptually with the Project Stage Framework, however, as
discussed below, we do not agree with SOP’s accounting for the costs within the project stages.
As discussed above, it also could lead to divergent accounting for real estate improvements.
Issues three, four, five and six are closely related; therefore, we will address them
collectively below.
3. Paragraph 16 of the proposed SOP states that the preliminary stage ends and preacquisition
stage begins when the acquisition of specific property, plant, and equipment (PP&E) is
considered probable. Paragraph 22 of the proposed SOP states that, other than the costs of
options to acquire PP&E, all costs incurred during the preliminary stage should be charged to
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expense as incurred. Do you agree with that conclusion? If not, how would you propose to
modify the guidance and why?
Accounting for Costs Incurred
4. The proposed SOP states that PP&E-related costs incurred during the preacquisition,
acquisition-or-construction, and in-service stages should be charged to expense unless the
costs are directly identifiable with the specific PP&E. Directly identifiable costs include only
(a) incremental direct costs incurred with independent third parties for the specific PP&E, (b)
employee payroll and payroll benefit-related costs related to time spent on specified activities
performed by the entity during those stages, (c) depreciation of machinery and equipment
used directly in the construction or installation of PP&E and incremental costs directly
associated with the utilization of that machinery and equipment during the acquisition-orconstruction stage, and (d) inventory used directly in the construction or installation of
PP&E. All general and administrative and overhead costs incurred, including all costs of
support functions, should be charged to expense. Do you agree with these conclusions? If
not, what alternatives would you propose and why?
5. Paragraph 32 of the proposed SOP states that for real estate that is not being used in
operations, costs of property taxes, insurance, and ground rentals should be capitalized, to the
extent of the portion of the property that is under development, during the time that activities
that are necessary to get the asset ready for its intended use are in progress. Do you agree
with that conclusion? If not, what alternatives would you propose and why?
6. Paragraph 37 of the proposed SOP states that the costs of normal, recurring, or periodic
repairs and maintenance activities should be charged to expense as incurred. It also states
that all other costs related to PP&E that are incurred during the in-service stage should be
charged to expense as incurred unless the costs are incurred for (a) the acquisition of
additional PP&E or components or (b) the replacement of existing PP&E or components. Do
you agree with these conclusions? If not, what alternatives would you propose and why?
AFP Response. We do not agree with the issue three conclusion that companies should expense
all costs incurred during the preliminary stage, other than the costs of options to acquire PP&E.
We also do not agree with the issue four conclusion that companies should expense PP&Erelated costs incurred during the pre-acquisition, acquisition-or-construction, and in-service
stages unless the costs are directly identifiable with the specific PP&E. Regarding the in-service
stage, we do not agree with the issue six conclusion that companies should expense all costs
other than costs that are incurred for (a) acquisition of additional PP&E or components or (b)
replacement of existing PP&E or components.
AFP believes the proposed SOP is contrary to the fundamental definition of an asset in
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) Concepts Statement No. 6 Elements of Financial
Statements. It also is inconsistent with the matching of costs and related probable future revenue
in Concepts Statement No. 6 and full costing concepts established in the following FASB
Statements of Financial Accounting Standards (SFAS):
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•
•
•

SFAS 19 Financial Accounting and Reporting by Oil and Gas Producing Companies
SFAS 34 Capitalization of Interest Costs
SFAS 67 Accounting for Costs and Rental Operations o f Real Estate Projects

Paragraph 25 of Concepts Statement No. 6 defines assets as “probable future economic benefits
obtained or controlled by a particular entity as a result of past transactions or events.” Paragraph
248 addresses deferred costs of assets and states that in applying the definition of an asset, the
question to be answered is whether economic benefits of the costs were “used up at the time the
costs were incurred or shortly thereafter or future economic benefit remains at the time the
definition is applied.” Paragraph 145 addresses matching of revenues and expenses through accrual
accounting. According to the paragraph, “accrual accounting uses accrual, deferral, and allocation
procedures whose goal is to relate revenues, expenses, gains, and losses to periods to reflect an
entity’s performance during a period instead of merely listing its cash receipts and outlays. Thus,
recognition of revenues, expenses, gains, and losses and the related increments or decrements in
assets and liabilities—including matching of costs and revenues, allocation, and amortization—is
the essence of using accrual accounting to measure the performance of entities.”
SFAS 19, SFAS 34, and SFAS 67 address the concept of full cost accounting and should be
analogized to all PP&E. SFAS 19 states that all costs incurred in acquiring, exploring, and
developing properties within a large area are capitalized when incurred and amortized as mineral
reserves are produced. SFAS 34 establishes standards of financial accounting for capitalizing
interest cost as a part of the cost of acquiring certain assets. Clearly the impact of including on
the income statement within current interest expense, the cost of financing a capital project that
will not generate revenue until future periods, is not just a disincentive to investment in PP&E, it
grossly distorts the operating income for the reporting entity during the pre and post investment
periods. SFAS 67 provides that indirect project costs that relate to multiple projects are
capitalized and allocated to the projects. Such costs are capitalized because they meet the
definition of an asset; i.e., they provide a probable future benefit.
The proposed SOP’s requirements to generally expense as incurred all costs except costs directly
identifiable with specific PP&E are inconsistent with Concept Statement No. 6 and SFAS 19,
SFAS 34, and SFAS 67. The proposed SOP does not consider that other direct costs, certain
indirect costs, and certain general and administrative would provide probable future benefits and
therefore should be capitalized and amortized over future periods.
The requirements could also open another method for companies to manage earnings using the
proposed SOP for PP&E. Costs that meet the definition of an asset would presumably increase
the value of PP&E above the net book value. Under the proposed SOP, companies would
expense such costs as incurred. A company that needed additional revenue to meet an earnings
target could then sell the item and recognize a gain on sale.
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Regarding issue five, we agree with AcSEC’s conclusion that companies should capitalize the
costs of property taxes, insurance, and ground rentals for real estate that is not in use but that is
under development.
AFP believes that the requirement to generally expense all costs except those directly identifiable
with specific PP&E will meet AcSEC’s goal of converging the accounting practices. However,
this convergence is somewhat arbitrary, represents the lowest common denominator, and is not
consistent with established accounting standards. We recommend that AcSEC not include the
requirement in the final SOP and instead require companies to assess costs related to PP&E to
determine if they meet the definition of an asset.
7. Paragraph 39 states that the costs of removal, except for certain limited situation demolition
costs, should be charged to expense as incurred. Do you agree with that conclusion? If not,
what alternative would you propose and why?
AFP Response. We question whether contractors would break out removal and installation
costs and suggest that the draft SOP not make the distinction.
Issues eight and nine are similar; therefore, we will address them below.
8. Paragraph 44 states that the total costs incurred for planned major maintenance activities
does not represent a separate PP&E asset or component. It states that certain of those costs
should be capitalized if they represent acquisitions or replacements and that all other costs
should be charged to expense as incurred. Paragraph 45 prohibits alternative accounting
treatments including (a) accrual of a liability for the estimated costs of a planned major
maintenance activity prior to their being incurred and (b) the deferral and amortization the
entire cost of the activity. Do you agree with those conclusions? If not, what alternatives
would you propose and why?
9. Paragraph 45 further prohibits, as an alternative accounting treatment, the “built-in overhaul”
method for costs incurred for planned major maintenance activities. In lieu of the built-in
overhaul method, AcSEC concluded that better cost allocation would result from the use of
component accounting and limiting the major maintenance activities that would be
capitalizable to costs that represent replacements of components of PP&E. Should the costs
of restoring PP&E’s service potential, in addition to the cost of replacements that would be
capitalizable under this proposed SOP, be eligible for capitalization? Do you believe that
prohibiting the built-in overhaul method is appropriate, or should it be allowed as an
alternative method? If you believe that the built-in overhaul method should continue to be
allowed, what industries or entities should be allowed to use it, and why?
AFP Response. We do not agree with issue eight and believe that companies should determine
whether costs meet the definition of an asset and if so, capitalize or defer the costs and amortize
over the periods of benefit. We do not support the built-in-overhaul method of accounting for
these costs, as described in issue nine. These costs should be capitalized or deferred as incurred
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and amortized over an appropriate period, if they meet the definition of an asset. See our
discussion of issues three, four, five and six.
Inventory Use in Production of Internal-Use PP&E
10. Paragraphs 47, 48, and A41 discuss the situation in which an entity owns an asset that it
intended to sell as inventory but subsequently decided to retain for use in its own internal
operations. Those paragraphs state that the entity should evaluate for impairment amounts
included in PP&E that were previously capitalized as inventory but should not redetermine
their carrying amount as PP&E using the guidance in the proposed SOP, unless the entity has
a pattern of changing the intended use of assets form inventory to PP&E. Do you believe
that guidance is appropriate, or should an entity be required to redetermine the carrying
amount of PP&E assets previously capitalized as inventory and why? Should AcSEC
provide additional guidance on what kinds of changes in intended use constitute a “pattern”,
and why?
AFP Response. We believe that the guidance is appropriate and entities should not be required
to redetermine the carrying amounts of PP&E. AcSEC should not provide additional guidance
on what constitutes a pattern of changing intended use because it would be difficult for AcSEC
to consider all the possible facts and circumstances.
PP&E-Type Assets Produced for Sale or Operating Lease
11. The proposed SOP requires an entity to accumulate costs differently for similar assets
depending on whether the asset is sold outright or leased out under a sales-type lease (in
either case, inventory cost accumulation rules would apply) or leased to a lessee under an
operating lease (in which case, cost accumulation provisions of the proposed SOP would
apply). Do you agree with that conclusion and, if so, do you believe the proposed SOP
should provide additional guidance on such cost accumulation? Or would it be preferable for
a single cost accumulation model to apply during the production process and that there
should be a presumption that the assets should be accounted for all as inventory or all as
PP&E. If so, which presumption should be applied and why?
AFP Response. We agree with the conclusion that there should be a single cost accumulation
model to apply during the production process. AcSEC should consider using the cost
accumulation model for real estate property developed for sale as the single cost accumulation
model. This model can be found in SFAS 67 Accounting for Costs and Rental Operations of
Real Estate Projects.
Issues 12, 13, and 14 are related; therefore, we will address them collectively below.
Component Accounting
12. Paragraphs 49 through 56 of the proposed SOP discuss component accounting and state that
if a component has an expected useful life that differs from the expected useful life of the
PP&E asset to which it relates, the component should be accounted for separately and
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depreciated or amortized over its separate expected useful life. Do you agree with this
approach to accounting for PP&E? If not, what alternative would you propose and why?
13. Paragraphs 38 and 51 of the proposed SOP state that when existing PP&E is replaced or
otherwise removed from service and the replacement is capitalized, the net book value of the
replaced PP&E should be charged to depreciation expense in the period of replacement. Do
you agree with this approach? If not, what alternative would you propose and why?
14. The proposed SOP requires the use of component accounting to depreciate identified
components over their expected useful lives. As noted in paragraph A48, entities have
developed and utilized various conventions to depreciate assets, including group depreciation
or use of composite lives. Those conventions are acceptable only if they result in
approximately the same gross PP&E, depreciation expense, accumulated depreciation, and
gains or losses on disposals of PP&E as the component accounting method required by this
proposed SOP. Do you agree with this approach. If not, what alternative would you propose
and why?
AFP Response. We generally do not support the use of component accounting; however, we
could support its limited use for material components only. AFP has a significant concern that
accounting for components at the level of detail in the proposed SOP would not be cost effective.
The costs that companies would incur for additional staff, cost segregation studies, systems, and
system modifications would far exceed the benefits that investors might receive in terms of,
possibly immaterially, more accurate financial reporting. An additional point is that most
analysts and informed investors back out depreciation expense when evaluating a company’s
results (either via earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization or some other
metric). To cause so much additional work in an area that is arbitrary in the view of analysts
does not benefit investors or shareholders. In addition, the effective date of June 15, 2002 for
financial statements will not allow enough time for companies to perform detailed cost
segregation studies, hire staff, and develop and modify systems.
We also do not believe that the component accounting requirement will achieve convergent
accounting, a purpose of the draft SOP. Companies will have considerable latitude to define
components. They also can estimate remaining book value of components, which provides an
opportunity for earnings management when replacing components, the subject of issue 13.
For issue 13, as noted above, a company’s estimate of component cost will determine the effect
of the replacement in the financial statements. We do not see any benefit to charging the value
of replaced PP&E to depreciation expense in the period of replacement. We believe that such
losses would be more transparent under current GAAP, which treats them as gains or losses on
the disposition of fixed assets.
We do not agree with the approach to depreciation conventions described in issue 14. That
approach would require companies to compute depreciation expense twice in order to
demonstrate that alternate conventions result in the same approximate gross PP&E, depreciation
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expense, accumulated depreciation, and gains or losses on disposal. Alternate conventions such
as group and composite depreciation are currently acceptable methods used in many industries
that are supported by industry specific accounting literature. Such conventions sufficiently
reflect economic reality and therefore should not be prohibited.
Amendments to Other Guidance
15. Paragraphs 61 and 63 of the draft SOP list amendments to SOP 85-3 Accounting By
Agricultural Producers and Agricultural Cooperatives and the AICPA Audit and Accounting
Guide Audits of Agricultural Producers and Agricultural Cooperatives, respectively. Do you
believe that there are unique aspects of agricultural accounting, such as accounting for the
breeding and producing of animals and plants and vines, that should not be amended by the
SOP, and why?
AFP Response. We have no basis for comment on this issue.
Transition
16. Paragraph 71 of the proposed SOP states that the prescribed component accounting should be
initially adopted for existing PP&E using one of two alternatives, the election and disclosure
of which should be made when the SOP is adopted. Do you agree with this approach and, if
so, do you agree with choice of the two alternatives from which the election is to be made?
If you do not agree with that approach for existing PP&E, what approach would you propose
and why?
AFP Response. We do not agree with providing two adoption options for existing PP&E. This
will result in divergent accounting and a lack of comparability and serve to confuse investors.
We do not support component accounting; however, retroactive application is preferable from a
consistency standpoint. This option will result in the separate accounting of all PP&E and
components, instead of only PP&E and components acquired after adoption. Prospective
application is preferable from accuracy and ease of application standpoints because historical
cost records would be available.
17. Under paragraph 71 (a) if the proposed SOP, allocation of existing net book value to
components at transition should be based on (1) allocation of original accounting records, if
available, (2) relative fair values of components at transition, if original accounting records
are not available, or (3) another reasonable method, if relative fair value is not practicable.
Do you agree that the ordering of methods is appropriate? If you believe that a different
order would be appropriate, what order would you propose and why? Should the SOP
provide additional examples to illustrate what constitutes “another reasonable method”?
AFP Response. We agree that the ordering of methods is appropriate. It is not necessary for the
SOP to provide additional examples to illustrate what constitutes “another reasonable method.”
18. Paragraph 72 of the proposed SOP states that the SOP should be applied prospectively for all
costs incurred after the adoption of the SOP. It also states that costs incurred prior to the
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adoption of the proposed SOP should not be re-characterized (as capital or expense items) to
conform to the guidance in the SOP, with the exception of certain costs of planned major
maintenance activities. Do you agree with the approach? If you do not agree with that
approach, what approach would you propose, and why?
AFP Response. We agree with the approach.
19. Under paragraph 71 (a) of the proposed SOP, and as illustrated in Example 3 in appendix C,
an entity applying component accounting retroactively at adoption may calculate a difference
between the pre-adoption balance of accumulated depreciation and the balance recalculated
based on the estimated useful lives of components that previously were not accounted for as
separate components. Under that paragraph, the difference is allocated back to accumulated
depreciation of each component based on the net book values of the components. Two
alternatives considered were recording the difference at adoption as a cumulative effect type
adjustment and recording the difference as additional depreciation expense at adoption. Do
you agree with either of the alternatives?
AFP Response. We agree with the first alternative, recording the difference as a cumulative
effect type adjustment. Under the allocation approach of the proposed SOP, as illustrated in
Example 3, the incorrect amount of accumulated depreciation and net book value remains in the
financial statements and distorts the value of the firm. If, after a detailed cost segregation study,
a company believes that accumulated depreciation should be $647,200 instead of $475,000, then
the difference of $122,200 should be recorded in the financial statements. This difference should
be recorded as the cumulative effect of a change in accounting principle, in accordance with
Accounting Principles Board Opinion 20 Accounting Changes.
On behalf of our 14,000 members, the AFP genuinely appreciates the opportunity to comment on
the AICPA proposal. The AFP and the FAIR Task Force looks forward to serving as a
comment-resource for the AICPA on issues which may affect our members. If you have any
questions, please contact Gregory Fletcher, AFP’s Director of Financial Accounting and
Reporting, at (301) 961-8869.
Sincerely,

Alvin C. Rodack, CCM
Associate Treasurer
The Ohio State University
Chairman
Government Relations Committee

James R. Haddad, CCM
Vice President Corporate Finance
Cadence Design Systems, Inc.
Chairman, AFP Financial Reporting, AFP
Accounting and Investor Relations
(FAIR) Task Force
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Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards, File: 4210.CC
AICPA
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
RE: Proposed Statement o f Position-Accountingfor Certain Costs
and Activities related to Property, Plant and Equipment
Dear Mr. Simon:
The National Association of Real Estate Companies (the “Association”) is composed of
representatives from companies engaged in a broad range of real estate activities, as well as
independent accountants, lenders and others associated with the real estate industry. One of the
major objectives of the Association since its inception in 1979 is to define and promote the use
of sound accounting and financial reporting principles and practices that reflect the economic
realities of the real estate business. In such regard, certain members of the Association are
members of the AICPA’s Cost Capitalization Task Force or have participated in previous
AICPA discussions on the issues raised in the Proposed SOP. In addition, the Association has
previously presented views to the AICPA on a variety of topics and therefore is pleased to
respond to the AICPA’s request for comments on the Exposure Draft for the proposed Statement
of Position on Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities related to Property, Plant and
Equipment (the “Proposed SOP”). As indicated in the AICPA’s cover letter to the Proposed
SOP, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (the “FASB”) is issuing concurrently an
exposure draft for the Accounting in Interim and Annual Financial Statements for Certain Costs
related to Property, Plant and Equipment (the “Exposure Draft”). The Exposure Draft proposes
certain amendments to existing FASB Statements and other authoritative pronouncements to
remove potential conflicts with the Proposed SOP and the Association is responding directly to
the FASB with its comments with respect to those proposed amendments.
The business of developing, owning, operating, leasing and selling investment property regularly
involves the acquisition, development and maintenance of assets. Therefore, the accounting
standards for capitalizing or expensing the costs associated with these assets are vital to
producing useful financial information for all members of the Association. Accordingly, the
Association has some overall reactions to the Proposed SOP. Additionally, as the AICPA’s cover
letter to the Proposed SOP has specifically requested that respondents address certain particular
issues covered in the Proposed SOP, the Association has organized its specific comments using
the AICPA’s Issue numbers as a guide.
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General
The Association has a number of specific concerns with the Proposed SOP as currently drafted.
These concerns fall into two general categories. The first category of concern is that a number of
the provisions of the Proposed SOP offer guidance that seems inconsistent with the matching
principle which states that costs should be allocated and recognized in the same periods as the
related probable future revenue streams. The Proposed SOP concludes that only costs of
property, plant and equipment components and the direct costs of acquiring, developing and/or
installing them may be capitalized. The Proposed SOP does not allow for the deferral and
amortization of planned major maintenance activities (as defined in the Glossary to the Proposed
SOP), development and other costs that provide benefits beyond the current period as described
in Statement of Financial Concepts No. 6 (paragraphs 25 and 144-151). In addition, many costs
that are indirect or incurred prior to the time when the project could be termed “probable” are
incremental and are incurred in the expectation of future revenues. To require that these costs be
expensed currently and the related revenues recognized in future periods will only increase
earnings volatility and not accurately reflect the economics of the production of those revenues.
The goal of any new standard should be improved financial reporting “...so that reported
earnings measure an enterprise’s performance during a period instead of merely listing its cash
receipts and outlays.” (Statement of Financial Concepts No. 1, paragraph 45). The Association,
requests that the AICPA consider this goal in the course of the evaluation of the Association’s
comments and recommended revisions that it has included in its specific responses to the issues
posed in the Proposed SOP.
The second general concern arises from the significant changes the Proposed SOP makes in
existing guidance for the treatment of costs and activities related to property, plant and
equipment (PP&E) without any apparent regard for the costs of implementation and compliance.
Statement of Financial Concepts No. 1, paragraph 23, states that “The information provided by
financial reporting involves a cost to provide and use, and generally the benefits of information
provided should be expected to at least equal the cost involved.” The Association and certain of
its member companies have made a preliminary estimate of the costs of implementation of just
the increased level of componentization required by the Proposed SOP. Component cost studies
are often performed on existing properties to allocate for tax purposes the carrying value to a
limited number of different asset and depreciable life classes. These studies, usually performed
by CPA’s or consultants, are costly. Frequently, they are priced, for example, in the thirty
thousand dollar range for a small to mid-size investment property (with leaseable square footage
in the one hundred to seven hundred thousand square foot range). Our members estimate that
existing studies will generally not be in specific enough detail to achieve the componentization
required and that any new study will likely be two to four times more expensive than the above
example and be significantly more detailed. Additionally, the ongoing cost of maintaining and
accounting for this level of detail will require substantial outlays for staffing and systems. As
individual member companies have investment portfolios comprising millions of square feet of
leaseable space, our members face potentially staggering implementation and ongoing
maintenance costs related to this Proposed SOP. Furthermore, many of our members manage
properties for third-party owners pursuant to management contracts. These contracts generally
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have fee structures based on net income or similar measures that incorporate known definitions
for repair and maintenance expense and capital expenditures. In other industries, rate regulated
companies and defense contractors have established contractual reimbursement rates based upon
similar definitions. The changes contemplated by the Proposed SOP will create unintended
economic transfers between these parties, create the need for real estate owners to maintain
another set of fixed asset records for contract compliance purposes, or will cause them to enter
into time-consuming and potentially very costly negotiations to change the provisions of existing
contractual arrangements. We respectfully request that a study of the expected costs of
implementation and compliance with the Proposed SOP as well as a detailed report of the
benefits the AICPA expects from the adoption of the Proposed SOP be completed prior to
issuance of the new guidance. We are confident that certain of our individual members would be
willing to supply assistance and historical data to aid in such an analysis.
A third general concern the Association has with this project is the inconsistency of the Proposed
SOP with current international accounting standards with respect to investment property as
contained in International Accounting Standard No. 40 (“IAS 40”), Investment Property. IAS 40
requires the disclosure of the fair value for investment property that would combine land and
building into one component which results in less componentization than currently exists under
the historical cost model now used under U.S. GAAP. At the very least, it seems counter
productive for the AICPA to be issuing or approving new standards that move U.S. GAAP
further away from recently issued international standards while, at the same time, the FASB and
SEC have the stated intention of finding ways to reconcile international and domestic accounting
guidance. The Securities and Exchange Commission recently issued a concept release seeking
comment on the acceptability of International Accounting Standards (IAS), and how best to
create a global financial structure that could provide a way for companies using IAS to list their
shares on U.S. stock exchanges. If the Proposed SOP is adopted in its current form, U.S.
companies will be forced to adopt a very detailed componentization approach to accounting for
all property, including investment property. Comparability between domestic and foreign
companies would be hindered with the Proposed SOP’s significantly different approach to
aggregation or componentization of investment property costs. Any subsequent convergence of
U.S. GAAP and international standards would require an additional dramatic change in the
accounting for investment property. If the AICPA believes that componentization of PP&E is the
correct approach, the Association would favor the exclusion of Investment Property from the
provisions of the Proposed SOP.
Scope-Issue #1
The Proposed SOP specifically does not address the accounting for both costs and revenues
related to capital expenditure costs that are reimbursable by tenants leasing space in investment
property. An example of this type of arrangement would be a significant parking lot expenditure
such as seal-coating which would be recoverable from the tenants over a three-year period as
increased common area maintenance charges. In general, the Association believes that
reimbursements from lessees to the lessor for such reimbursable costs should be treated by the
lessor as either (i) a direct reduction of such capitalizable costs or (ii) as a component of rental
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revenue over the term of the lease. In either case, the economics of the transaction should reflect
the matching of revenue and/or expense to the lessor over the term of the lease as either (i) a
reduction in depreciation expense on the related capitalized improvements or (ii) as rental
revenue which would be subject to the straight-line rent provisions of existing lease accounting
as provided by paragraph # 19(b) of SFAS #13 . The Association is concerned that if the costs
subject to future reimbursement were expensed as a result of the more restrictive capitalization
provisions of the Proposed SOP, the cost of such improvements would impact the current period
whereas the benefit would be required to be spread over the entire lease term. This is just one
instance of what appears to be a general presumption within the Proposed SOP that all costs
should be period costs rather than deferred to match the related benefits as the matching principle
would seem to require. The Association recommends that the Proposed SOP not be issued
without a specific consideration of these types of reimbursement arrangements.
Project Stage Framework-Issue #2
The Association does not object to the presentation of guidance in the Proposed SOP on the basis
of a project stage or timeline framework. However, additional definitional guidance with respect
to common classification categories would be helpful to practitioners so that expenditures in
such categories can be placed within the appropriate project stage as contemplated by the
Proposed SOP.
Project Stage Framework-Issue #3
The Association believes that the distinction between the preliminary and preacquisition stage of
a development or potential acquisition is unnecessary as the distinction between the preliminary
phase and the preacquisition phase is already embodied in the language of paragraph #4 of SFAS
67. Such paragraph provides that any cost related to a property but incurred prior to the
acquisition of the property should be capitalized if such cost is directly identifiable with the
property, would be capitalized if the property was already owned and the acquisition is probable.
The words detailing this guidance in SFAS 67 have withstood the tests of time and we do not see
the need to rewrite them.
However, if the intent of the re-writing of these concepts is to expense costs that were formerly
eligible for capitalization under the provisions of SFAS 67, the Association does not see why
such long-standing and well-recognized guidance would be challenged. We are particularly
concerned with a more difficult to achieve standard of capitalization that seems to be contained
in paragraph 16 of the Proposed SOP as compared to paragraph 4 (c) of SFAS 67. For example,
if costs may not be capitalized until it is determined that the ability exists to meet the requisite
local and other governmental regulations, the Proposed SOP would seem to suggest that the costs
to make that determination should be expensed. Under the former provisions of SFAS 67, it
would appear that these investigation costs would be capitalized.
Secondly, the Proposed SOP seems to establish a presumption that costs incurred prior to
acquisition should be expensed due to a “bright-line” between expense and capitalization that is
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solely dependent upon a probability assessment. The Association believes the Proposed SOP will
only yield increased incentive and opportunity for diversity in practice as probability assessment
is a subjective process and a capital project does not necessarily move from possible to probable
based upon discrete events, but rather on events and circumstances that may not be in the
entities’ sole and absolute control or objective evaluation. In addition, costs associated with
capital projects are generally incurred with the expectation of recoverability. These costs are not
general or period costs akin to research and development costs, these are due diligence, permit
investigation and other project specific costs that would not be incurred absent the investigation
of the potential project. It is only when a project is abandoned that costs cease to be incurred.
Based upon the above, the Association generally believes that a more proper accounting for these
directly identifiable costs would be to defer them until the viability of the project is determined.
This deferral would allow the proper matching of the expense to the periods in which benefits are
realized in the event that the project proceeds and to be able to identify both the reason and
timing for the expense in the event the project is abandoned. As the level of direct costs related
to a capital project incurred prior to the subjective criteria of probability of acquisition being
obtained are often significant, the mismatching that would occur due to expensing of these
directly identifiable costs would further reduce the meaningfulness of the financial statements.
Further, all capital costs are subject to impairment tests as provided by SFAS 121. Specifically,
paragraph 9 of SFAS 121 speaks to a consideration of the likelihood of possible outcomes in the
determination of the best estimate of future cash flows in an impairment test. Therefore, if the
acquisition of the project was less than probable but still a possible outcome, the directly
identifiable costs incurred and capitalized prior to an assessment of probable acquisition would
be subject to a more difficult to achieve test of recoverablility. If a company is unable to support
the recovery of the costs capitalized, the current impairment guidance would effectively yield the
same result of the Proposed SOP, that is the expensing of such costs as incurred. Therefore, the
Association believes that capitalization subject to an impairment test as provided by long
standing accepted rules related specifically to these types of directly identifiable costs is
preferable to the approach of the Proposed SOP to presume the expense of these costs.
Accounting for Costs Incurred-Issue #4
Although the Association agrees that all general and administrative costs should be expensed as
incurred, we believe that there are some costs that are neither “directly identifiable costs” as
defined in the SOP nor general and administrative and overhead costs. These costs are those that
vary with the volume of construction activity undertaken by the entity and therefore should be
allocated and capitalized as a part of the cost of the major capital programs or projects. Examples
of these costs would be those associated with construction support staff, materials, supplies
equipment, training, and other variable overhead items. These costs are clearly incremental in
that they would not have been incurred absent a group of major PP&E projects and would
necessarily be incurred in the completion of even a single PP&E project.
Further, the Association finds the guidance in paragraph #25 of the Proposed SOP to be not
operational and inconsistent with paragraph #26. Outsourced departments are not necessarily
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captive or not independent with respect to the developer entity. The same cost incurred by an
entity to an out-sourced group should not be treated differently than if the cost was incurred to a
seemingly independent third-party or, for that matter, within the entity itself. The guiding
principle should be the nature of the cost, rather than the nature of the service provider.
Accounting for Costs Incurred-Issue #5
The Association agrees with the concept that property taxes, insurance and ground rental should
be capitalized during the construction phase as a part of the cost of major capital programs.
However, we disagree with the concept in the third sentence in paragraph 32 that states that
tax, insurance and ground rent costs for properties still operating while construction is taking
place should only be capitalized if they “are incremental and directly attributable to the
construction activities”. Tax, insurance and ground rental costs are typically fixed regardless of
whether construction is or is not underway. Therefore, a distinction to capitalize such costs if
they are incremental would result in none of these costs being capitalized under the Proposed
SOP for a property that is partially operating while construction is underway. The Association
believes that property taxes, insurance and ground rental cost should be allocated between the
operational and construction portions of the property and the portion of the costs allocable to the
portion of the property under construction should be capitalized. This allocation between
portions of a property that are operating versus under construction is described in paragraph 23
of SFAS 67.
Allocation of costs between operating and construction portions of a property is also consistent
with the concept expressed in the second sentence of paragraph 32, the only difference is that
instead of the remaining forty-five acres of the fifty acre tract in the example above that are not
under construction being idle, these forty-five acres could be operating. The capitalization of
property taxes, insurance and ground rental costs is analogous to the capitalization of interest
costs under SFAS 34. Paragraph 18 of SFAS 34 recognizes that some assets are completed in
parts and that therefore that capitalization of interest cost should cease on each part as it is
substantially complete and ready for use. Therefore, the Association believes that the following
sentences should be used in place of the third and fourth sentences in paragraph 32. “Similarly, if
a property under construction remains in operation while the construction takes place, costs
incurred for property taxes, insurance and ground rentals shall be allocated between the
operational and construction portions o f the property and only the portion o f such costs
allocable to the construction portion o f the property shall be capitalized. Costs incurred for
property taxes, insurance and ground rentals that are allocable to the operational portion o f the
property should be expensed. Capitalization of costs incurred for property taxes, insurance and
ground rentals that are allocated to the portion o f a property under construction should cease
when that portion o f the building or structure is substantially complete and ready for its intended
use but no later than the date initial operations commence in that portion of the property.” (New
language in italics for reference purposes only).
The Association is further troubled by a concept expressed in Appendix C, Example #9. The
final portion of the example indicates that if a portion of a parcel purchased is obtained for
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privacy or other reasons, the property taxes for that portion should be expensed. We disagree
with this conclusion. The value of a development parcel is enhanced by these “privacy and other
reasons” and will likely result in increased rents and occupancy. In fact, development of the
parcel under construction may depend on the ownership or control of this otherwise excess land.
To the extent that land is purchased for these reasons, its value is not separately determinable
from that of the entire project. Therefore, to the extent that interest, taxes and ground rents are
incurred on this “excess land”, it should be appropriately allocated and capitalized as
construction activities are underway.
Accounting for Costs Incurred-Issue #6
We generally agree with AcSEC’s conclusions in paragraph 37. However, the Association
believes that an expenditure that extends the useful life of an existing asset essentially creates a
new asset or is a replacement and the costs should be treated accordingly (i.e. capitalized).
Additionally, the Association is concerned about major maintenance projects (i.e., projects that
do not extend the useful life of an existing asset) that are not incurred every accounting period.
These projects are relatively large and benefit all the periods up to the next scheduled
maintenance event. The Proposed SOP identifies these types of expenditures as “planned major
maintenance activities”. Examples of such costs for our member organizations would be an
ongoing program to power wash a building every several years to clean the exterior or a
systematic program to overhaul major mechanical systems such as elevators or escalators. In the
instance of power-washing, the cleaning does not appreciably extend the useful life of the
building but clearly improves the property’s visual appeal that assists in the overall leasing
effort. Therefore, the power wash expenditure benefits future periods in the form of marginally
increased future rents. Similarly, overhauls and adjustments to engines and other power
equipment do not necessarily lengthen the useful life of a component but certainly increase the
productivity and efficiency of the component. Using the Proposed SOP’s methodology, only one
out of the several accounting periods impacted would be charged for a cost that really benefits all
of the years. A methodology that would allow the recognition of these costs in the periods
benefited would be a better matching of costs and related revenues. The Association would
recommend the following change to paragraph 37 to add a third category “(c) a planned major
maintenance activity as discussed in paragraph 44 of this Proposed SOP” to the list of exceptions
to expense treatment in the first sentence of the paragraph. Please refer to our comments with
respect to Issues 8 and 9 for a further discussion of our recommended treatment of planned major
maintenance activities.
Accounting for Costs Incurred-Issue #7
We agree with the conclusion in the Proposed SOP that a removal cost that is planned or
contemplated prior to the actual acquisition of an asset should be capitalized to that asset when
the expenditure is actually made. In fact, we believe that any major renovation or major
maintenance project that is planned or contemplated prior to the actual acquisition should be
similarly capitalized. However, the Association disagrees with the conclusion in paragraph 39 as
it believes that the cost of removal is both direct and incremental to the process of installing a
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new component. The removal cost would not be incurred were it not for the installation of the
new PP& E. Clearly, part of the cost of preparing the new PP&E for its intended use is assuring
that it can be properly installed. Proper installation generally requires some modification of the
existing “platform” for the new PP&E, including the incurrence of some level of costs to remove
any old asset. Further, as a practical matter, contractors or installers do not separately track or
bill costs of removal and installation. Therefore, as the segregation of removal costs is likely
impractical and as the definition of “incremental direct costs” in the Glossary of the Proposed
SOP uses equipment installation costs as an example and certain removal costs are necessary to
installation, the Association does not believe that the expensing of old asset removal costs related
to new PP&E installation is appropriate.
Accounting for Costs Incurred-Issues #8 & 9
As discussed in the Association’s comments with respect to Issue #6 above, we believe that
periodic major maintenance activities do provide future benefits, and therefore, the costs related
to such activities should be recognized in the applicable periods. As such costs may not meet the
definition of a separate component of PP&E, the Association believes that these costs should be
accounted for as prepaid or deferred expenses. This treatment, consistent with the concepts
expressed in FASB Concepts Statements No. 5 and 6 (Statement No. 5 paragraph 85 and 86 and
Statement No. 6 paragraphs 144-151) would provide for the systematic and rational allocation of
costs incurred to the periods the related revenues are recognized. The Association would modify
the last sentence in paragraph 44 to state “All other costs incurred in a planned major
maintenance activity should be deferred and allocated as expense in a rational and systematic
manner to the current and subsequent accounting periods benefited ”. (New language in italics
for reference purposes only).
Given this position, the Association concurs with the statements in paragraph 45 (a) and (c) that
the accrual of a liability for estimated future planned activities or the recognition of “extra”
depreciation expense to reflect a “built-in overhaul” should be prohibited. Costs should not be
recognized in the periodic statements prior to the related expenses are incurred. However,
consistent with our proposed modification to paragraph 44, we believe the statement in
paragraph 45 (b) should be deleted.
Use o f Inventory in Production o f Internal-Use PP&E-Issue #10
The Proposed SOP states that the provisions of the Proposed SOP should only be applied
prospectively to an asset originally intended to be for sale (i.e., classified as inventory) that is
reclassified to be PP&E. The Association agrees with this guidance as it recognizes that to
recalculate the carrying value of the reclassified asset (resulting either in prior-period or non
recurring current period adjustments) using the guidance of the Proposed SOP is likely not
justifiable on a cost-benefit basis. However, the Association does not believe that a single
instance of a reclassification of a certain class of assets from inventory to PP&E should create a
rebuttable presumption that all future similar assets are “really” PP&E and not inventory. As
discussed in our response to Issue #11 immediately below, we believe that for ease of
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application, consistency and the fact that the distinction between assets held for sale versus for
lease is often unclear, cost accumulation rules for PP&E and inventory should be the same.
PP&E-Type Assets Produced for Sale or Operating Lease-Issue #11
The Association generally concurs with the lack of distinction between assets developed for sale
versus those developed for lease to others as prescribed in the guidance provided in SFAS 67
(paragraph 2 (a)). In many cases, developers may not be certain at the inception of a project as to
whether a particular property will be sold or leased. In the case of most investment real estate, in
a general sense, it could be argued that all assets are for sale, assuming that the price is right.
Therefore, the Association does not believe that the accounting for fixed assets should be driven
by the ultimate end use of the product or by the nature of the business or entity actually
“creating” the asset. Rather, it is the nature of the activity and related cost that should be the
determinant for capitalization of an expenditure to an asset. From a practical standpoint, a single
method of cost accumulation (preferably as detailed in SFAS 67) will be of more value to the
users of financial information as it can be applied uniformly and consistently.
Component Accounting-Issues #12-14
The Proposed SOP suggests in paragraph 49 that each tangible part or portion of PP&E that can
be separately identified as an asset and assigned a unique useful life be accounted for separately.
While this approach is certainly possible and perhaps even “most correct” in a theoretical sense,
its logical extension to a real estate investment firm would imply that the thousands of individual
components that comprise a portfolio of properties would each individually be considered to be
an “asset”. As such, each of these assets would have to be tracked for accounting and
bookkeeping purposes that would include dates placed in service, piecemeal cost, cost to install,
remaining residual value, date removed from service, etc. Again, applying the “most
theoretically correct” approach may the most desireable methodology, but provides little if any
benefit in relation to the cost. The implied benefit to the proposed modification is that allocated
cost recognition based upon the “historical cost model” would be more accurately charged to
specific periods. As discussed in our general comments, the Association asks that AcSec
consider the huge amount of cost that will be incurred by the real estate industry, not to mention
other capital-intensive industries, in implementing and maintaining the proposed standard.
Traditionally, real estate companies have gone to reasonable lengths to identify, classify and
report not only the cost of fixed assets, but also the allocation of those costs to the periods
benefited, utilizing rational and systematic methods. Typically, the real estate industry has
allocated the total costs of a property to separate “pools” of costs based on distinct depreciable
lives. We believe this composite life approach has appropriately allocated the cost of the
properties to the periods benefited. We do not believe that the massive increase in the detail
classification of assets and related depreciable lives required the componentization methods
proscribed by the Proposed SOP will yield dramatically changed or improved allocations of
depreciation to individual accounting periods. We would propose that componentization be
limited in detail to a minimum number of groups of assets of the same depreciable life. As an
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example, investment property is often segregated for tax reporting purposes into groups of assets
with 3, 5, 10, 15 and 30 year lives. This segregation would insure that costs of the shorter-lived
assets would be appropriately fully depreciated when replacements occur. Additionally, the
Association believes that if the desire is to promote consistency in reporting across reporting
entities, the varied approaches made available by the Proposed SOP for componentization will
lead to a greater, not reduced, diversity in practice and application.
The component accounting approach as specified in the Proposed SOP also implies that the
current historical cost depreciation model produces economically realistic charges to the
applicable periods. As long as technical objections to the historical cost depreciation model
versus fair value accounting are present (that the Association and other members of the real
estate community have argued long and eloquently on in other forums), it seems to be of
potentially dubious benefit to marginally improve a model that is currently being questioned. The
Association would be in favor of considering the International Accounting Standards
Committee’s (IASC) movement towards an investment property accounting model with less
componentization than currently exists under the historical cost model now used under U.S.
GAAP. In IAS 40, the IASC requires the disclosure of the fair value for investment property that
would combine land and building into one component. This suggests that now may be the time
to consider a more dramatic and meaningful approach that could be supported throughout the
international accounting arena by reducing rather than creating the requirement for additional
componentization. At the very least, it seems inconsistent of the AICPA to be issuing new
standards that move U.S. GAAP further away from recently issued international standards while
at the same time having the stated joint intention with the FASB to find ways to reconcile
international and domestic accounting guidance. Notably, the Securities and Exchange
Commission recently issued a concept release seeking comment on the acceptability of
International Accounting Standards (IAS), and how best to create a global financial structure that
could provide a way for companies using IAS to list their shares on U.S. stock exchanges.
Comparability between domestic and foreign companies would be hindered with the proposed
SOP’s significantly different approach to aggregation or componentization of investment
property costs.
Amendments to other guidance-issue #15
The Association has no comments with respect to this issue.
Transition-Issues #16-19
In general, the Association feels that consistency would be improved if a single method of
transition was proscribed. If two similar entities elect the two different allowable
componetization methods, depreciation expense in future periods will diverge for non-economic
reasons. We do not see how diversity in practice will be reduced by allowing the two methods of
accounting for existing assets. Further, we do not believe that recording a transitional effect as an
additional component of depreciation is consistent with the general transition provisions of
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existing literature. There is nothing unique to the cumulative impact of this Proposed SOP that
would warrant any treatment other than as a cumulative effect type adjustment at adoption.
The Association appreciates the opportunity to participate in the AICPA’s considerations with
respect to the Exposure Draft. If you should have any questions regarding our comments, please
contact Scott Nelson at (312) 960-5842 or me at (301) 380-7201.
Sincerely,

Donald D. Olinger
I
\
Senior Vice President and Corpofate Controller, Host Marriott Corporation
Chairman, NAREC Financial Accounting Standards Committee
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Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036-8775
RE: Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs
and Activities Related To Property, Plant, and Equipment”
Dear Mr. Simon:
GreyStone Power Corporation (GreyStone) is an electric cooperative providing electricity
to 80,000 member/customers on a non-for-profit basis.
GreyStone appreciates the opportunity to present comments on the Proposed Statement of
Position referred to above.
Our comments are as follows:
•

The proposed statement appears to take a “one size fits all” position, so as to
require every industry and business to follow the same process without
consideration to whether that process is the best method to provide a proper
matching of revenues and expenses, a most fundamental accounting principle.
We feel the method provided is not the best method of properly matching
revenues and expenses in the electric utility industry, and therefore, a more
appropriate method should be utilized. We believe the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) has spent many years developing accounting procedures for
electric utilities to assure proper matching of revenues and expenses. We fu rther
believe the Uniform System of Accounts developed by FERC is a much better
accounting system for all areas of accounting, not just property, plant and
equipment, and should be considered for the capital-intensive electric utility
business rather than the changes that the proposed statement of position would
require. This Uniform System of Accounts has served the industry well for many
years and has led electric utilities throughout the nation to utilize the same
methodology. Accordingly, we feel any change would be detrimental to us, other
utilities and users of the financial statements that find comfort in the FERC
Uniform System of Accounts.

•

The proposed statement states, “...In practice the composite life may not be
determined with a high degree of precision, and hence the composite life may not
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reflect the weighted average of the expected useful lives of the asset’s principal
components.” While we agree with the statement above when there are a small
number of components, we also believe that when there are a large number of
small components as found in an electric distribution system, “the composite life
may be determined with a reasonable degree of precision” and would be an
appropriate method o f any accounting.
•

The proposed statement also requires expense recognition of over/under
depreciation of assets on disposal and expensing of removal costs as incurred.
Our current methods of depreciation and current practice o f capitalizing removal
costs result in very predictable rates, which vary only slightly from year to year
(unless there is a drastic change in our wholesale power cost). Under the
proposed statement there exists the strong possibility that our cost of service could
be quite volatile and could vary greatly from the costs we set out to recover when
our electric rates were set at the beginning o f the year. Even though we can make
adjustments in rates at mid-year, we have not made a practice of doing so and
such an action would undoubtedly result in the deterioration of much hard earned
goodwill and trust between our members and us.

•

We understand that the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association
(NRECA) our national trade association, has provided comments on the proposed
system and based on our review of a copy of their response, we would like to
record to show that we agree with the comments in the NRECA response.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments and respectively request you
consider our views on the proposed statement.
Respectfully,

John S. Kimsey
V.P. Financial Services
JSK/nl
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November 12, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon, Technical Manager
Accounting Standards, File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036-8775
Re: Proposed Statement o f Position: Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to
Property, Plant, and Equipment.
Dear Mr. Simon:
The University of Notre Dame would like to take this opportunity to respond to the AICPA’s
Proposed Statement of Position: Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property,
Plant and Equipment, along with the FASB’s Proposed Statement of Financial Accounting
Standards. To that end, the University formed a task force to review the issues and related
implications of these proposals. Our committee consisted of the following members of the
University’s Finance Division: the Controller; the Assistant Controller, Financial Reporting; the
Director of Research and Sponsored Programs Accounting; the Director of Accounting and
Financial Services; the Manager, Financial Reporting and Analysis; and the Manager, Fixed Asset
Accounting. We appreciate the opportunity to provide input on such a far-reaching document.
Below are our general comments as well as comments on the specific issues requesting particular
attention by respondents.
Overview/General Comments
Our greatest concern over adoption of the pronouncement is the cost of implementation. At a
minimum, additional costs would be incurred in amending disclosure statements, modifying fixed
asset software calculations, and engaging the services of architects and engineers to properly
componentize building costs. A secondary concern is the inconsistency of application across the
higher education industry. Public institutions are exempt from the guidelines in paragraph 8,
whereas private institutions are not.
Although we have points of agreement with the pronouncement as identified in our response to
specific issues below, the cost of implementation along with inconsistency of application which
would be created across the industry, far outweigh the benefits anticipated by adopting this proposal.
We, therefore, are not in favor of adopting this Proposed Statement of Position as detailed in the
Exposure Draft dated June 29, 2001.

Proposed Statement of Position
University Comments
Page 2 of 6

Response to Specific Issues Identified in the Pronouncement
Scope
Issue 1
We are not typically the lessor on property other than real estate and the amount of lessor’s lease
costs that we incur is not material. This issue has a minimal impact for our institution.
Project Stage Framework
Issue 2
We take issue with two of the Exposure Draft (ED) project timeline stages (preliminary,
preacquisition, acquisition or construction, and in-service). There seems to be little distinction
between the preacquisition and acquisition-or-construction stages. The University typically already
owns the property on which it is building, therefore we rarely would encounter the preacquisition
phase. A single phase, preacquisition through construction, could cover both preacquisition and
acquisition-or-construction phases.
Issue 3
We agree with the ED conclusion of expensing all preliminary stage expenditures.
Accounting for Costs Incurred
Issue 4
We agree with the conclusion to expense general and administrative and overhead costs. The
University does not currently capitalize these types of expenditures. On the other hand, the
University is not in the practice of capitalizing its own architectural and engineering services. Under
the ED, these services would be capitalized with the related projects; however, we currently have
no system in place to allocate the labor costs among the projects. Developing such a system would
involve the commitment of significant financial and labor resources.
Issue 5
We disagree with the ED position of capitalizing property tax, insurance and land rental expenses
incurred during construction.
Property taxes are a period cost that would be incurred without regard to the construction activity.
We would not recommend capitalization of property tax. We would recommend capitalization of
directly-related insurance. Typically, these costs are already included in payments to contractors
and therefore would end up capitalized as part of the project cost.
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Issue 6
We currently follow the pronouncement’s guidance to expense repair and maintenance incurred
during the in-service stage. However, most project payments continue well after the point of
substantial completion and into the in-service stage. In fact, these payments may extend a year or
more after placing the building in service. The costs may be related to issues identified during
construction and may be appropriate expenditures to capitalize. They are not normal, recurring, or
periodic. The SOP does not clearly state how these costs should be treated.
Issue 7
In general, we agree with the SOP conclusion to expense costs of removal, except for limited
situation demolition costs, as incurred. However, paragraph 33 specifies that in order to be
capitalized, demolition costs must be incurred in conjunction with an acquisition or lease, must have
been contemplated as part of the acquisition or lease, and must occur within a reasonable period of
time. At the University of Notre Dame, demolition/construction is typically on a piece of real estate
that is already owned by the University and obviously the demolition was not contemplated at the
time of acquisition. Given these facts, the SOP would require demolition costs on these properties
to be expensed; however, the University’s policy would be to capitalize such costs, provided the
project is deemed capital in nature.
Issue 8
In some cases the ED guidance differs from our current treatment of project expenditures. For
example, the University allows accrual and deferral of expenditures in order to keep project costs
together within the year of completion. In addition, purchase orders issued prior to year-end are
accrued and charged at year-end under the encumbrance system, although no goods or services have
been received.
Issue 9
Consistent with the SOP, the University does not recognize the “built-in overhaul” method for costs
incurred for planned major maintenance activities. Additional depreciation expense is not
recognized in order to reflect a decline in service potential.
Use o f Inventory in Production o f Internal-Use PP&E
Issue 10
The University does not currently produce items of inventory; therefore this issue does not appear
to impact our institution.
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PP&E-Type Assets Producedfor Sale or Operating Lease
Issue 11
The University does not currently manufacture and lease assets to others; therefore, this issue does
not impact our institution.
Component Accounting
Issue 12
We agree with the SOP component accounting and depreciation methods. If greater detail is
available and practical, it makes sense to depreciate individual assets over a more reasonable
expected useful life. We recommend that the pronouncement provide guidance on suggested useful
lives, yet still allow entities to stray from the suggested lives provided the entity can document and
substantiate a more appropriate life.
Issue 13
We disagree with the SOP treatment of charging to depreciation expense the net book value of
PP&E replaced or removed from service. Depreciation expense is a period expense; it represents
an estimated annual charge for use of an asset. Charging the net book value to depreciation may
cause a distorted annual depreciation expense and may look peculiar in fluctuation analyses. In
addition, charging to depreciation expense makes the depreciation calculation more
cumbersome-software will require reprogramming to comply with the pronouncement. On the other
hand, charging the net book value of replaced assets to a loss account would have a lesser financial
impact. The total gain or loss on asset disposals is a figure that is expected to fluctuate from year
to year. We recommend charging the remaining net book value of replaced or removed assets to
a loss account.
Issue 14
We believe that allowing entities to continue using group depreciation or composite lives does not
require special mention in the SOP. As a departure from GAAP, disclosure would be required if the
difference were material.
Amendments to Other Guidance
Issue 15
This issue does not impact our institution.
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Transition
Issue 16
We agree with the prescribed alternatives for adoption of the SOP. We believe sufficient flexibility
is offered in the two alternatives.
Issue 17
We agree with the SOP methods of allocating the existing net book value to components and the
order in which they are suggested-from most precise to least precise. We also believe that sufficient
flexibility is offered in allowing an alternative reasonable method to be used.
Issue 18
We generally agree with the SOP prospective application to costs incurred after the adoption of the
SOP and to not re-characterize costs incurred prior to the adoption. However, in many instances the
capitalization of a project is not finally determined until the project is complete. Therefore, some
costs initially deemed capital and included in construction in progress may end up being expensed
and vice versa. We believe this is an appropriate exception to the rule.
Issue 19
We agree with the SOP accounting treatment of allocating the difference between precomponentization and post-componentization net book value back to the assets. Under this method,
depreciation expense is not inflated in a single year and no depreciation expense is lost from the
facilities and administrative rate (indirect cost rate) calculation.

Additional Issues to Consider
In addition to the issues presented above, other issues need to be considered in making the decision
to approve the SOP. Universities conducting substantial research (i.e., aggregated federal funding
is over $25 million) are required to file a disclosure statement with their Federal cognizant agency
describing the institution’s cost accounting practices. Adoption of the SOP would force amendment
of the originally filed disclosure statements.
Furthermore, since private universities would be subject to the SOP, whereas public universities
would not, an inequity could result in the grant award process. Private universities would at least
initially have a greater depreciation expense as a result of componentization, which could then result
in a higher overhead rate. The higher overhead rate may cause private institutions to lose out to
public institutions in awards that are competitively bid.
Another important consideration is the cost of implementation. Additional costs may be incurred
by institutions for software modification and engineering and architectural analysis. Many
institutions use home-grown software packages or simplistic databases for property, plant and
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equipment record-keeping. The software typically calculates depreciation using a simple calculation
of cost divided by useful life, limited to total cost. When an asset is disposed, the software
calculates the gain or loss by comparing the remaining net book value of the asset (cost less
accumulated depreciation) to the amount received. The pronouncement specifies that the remaining
net book value of replaced assets should be expensed as depreciation rather than recorded as a gain
or loss. This will require software modification.
Significant engineering and architectural costs may also be incurred in order to properly
componentize buildings. Construction contractors use a variety of methods to report their costs.
Reviewing the documentation and determining the proper categorization of costs will require the
assistance of engineering and architectural professionals.

Based upon our initial opening remarks and the additional issues presented above, we are of the
opinion that the Accounting Standards Executive Committee’s Exposure Draft of the Proposed
Statement of Position on Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and
Equipment should not be approved as submitted. We appreciate the opportunity to share our
concerns regarding the SOP and we would be happy to discuss our comments, at your request.
Sincerely,
Exposure Draft Task Force
University of Notre Dame

Task Force Members:
Andrew M. Paluf, Controller
James A Kieft, Assistant Controller, Reporting
Joan C. Crovello, Director, Research and Sponsored Programs Accounting
William F. McKinney, Director, Accounting & Financial Services
Jason A. Little, Manager, Financial Reporting & Analysis
Deanna L. Ponsler, Manager, Fixed Asset Accounting

cc: Scott Malpass, Vice President for Finance
University of Notre Dame
Gary Davenport, Partner
PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP
Larry Goldstein
NACUBO

FAIRFIELD
ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE, INC.

A Touchstone Energy Cooperative

PO. Box 150
3129 US H ighw ay 3 2 1N
W innsboro, SC 29180
Telephone: (803) 635-4621
Fax: (803) 635-9614

November 5, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
SUBJECT:

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position,
“Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to
Property, Plant, and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
Fairfield Electric Cooperative, Inc. (Fairfield) is an electric cooperative
providing electricity to 20,000 member/customers on a not-for-profit basis.
Fairfield appreciates the opportunity to present comments on the Proposed
Statement of Position referred to above.
Our comments are as follows:
•

The proposed statement appears to take a “one size fits all” position, so as to
require every industry and business to follow the same process without
consideration to whether that process is the best method to provide a proper
matching of revenues and expenses, a most fundamental accounting
principle. We feel the method provided is not the best method of properly
matching revenues and expenses in the electric utility industry, and
therefore, a more appropriate method should be utilized. We believe the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) has spent many years
developing accounting procedures for electric utilities to assure proper
matching of revenues and expenses. We further believe the Uniform System
of Accounts developed by FERC is a much better accounting system for all
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changes that the proposed statement of position would require. This
Uniform System of Accounts has served the industry well for many years
and has led electric utilities throughout the nation to utilize the same
methodology. Accordingly, we feel any change would be detrimental to us,
other utilities and users of the financial statements that find comfort in the
FERC Uniform System of Accounts.
•

The proposed statement states “...In practice the composite life may not be
determined with a high degree of precision, and hence the composite life
may not reflect the weighted average of the expected useful lives of the
asset’s principal components.” While we agree with the statement above
when there are a small number of components, we also believe that when
there are a large number of small components as found in an electric
distribution system, “the composite life may be determined with a
reasonable degree of precision” and would be an appropriate method of an
accounting.

•

We understand that the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association
(NRECA) our national trade association, has provided comments on the
proposed statement and based on our review of a copy of their response, we
would like the record to show that we agree with the comments in the
NRECA response.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments and respectively request
you consider our views on the proposed statement.
Sincerely,
FAIRFIELD ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC.

I/O
William L. Hart
Chief Executive Officer

Rayle

EMC

Electric Membership Corporation

November 1, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft-Proposed Statement of Position, ’’Accounting for Certain Costs and
Activities Related to Property, Plant and Equipment

Dear Mr. Simon:
Rayle Electric Membership Corporation (Rayle) is an electric cooperative providing electricity to
17,000 member/customers on a not-for-profit basis.
Rayle appreciates the opportunity to present comments on the Proposed Statement of Position
referred to above.
Our comments are as follows:
The proposed statement appears to take a ’’one size fits all” position, so as to require
every industry and business to follow the same process without consideration to
whether that process is the best method to provide a proper matching of revenues and
expenses, a most fundamental accounting principal. We feel the method provided
is not the best method of properly matching revenues and expenses in the electric
utility industry, and therefore, a more appropriate method should be utilized. We
believe the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) has spent many years
developing accounting procedures for electric utilities to assure proper matching of
revenues and expenses. We further believe the Uniform System of Accounts
developed by FERC is a much better accounting system for all areas of accounting,
not just property, plant and equipment, and should be considered for the capitalintensive electric utility business rather than the changes that the proposed statement
of position would require. This Uniform System of Accounts has served the industry
well for many years and has led electric utilities throughout the nation to utilize the
same methodology. Accordingly, we feel any change would be detrimental to us,
other utilities and users of the financial statements that find comfort in the FERC
Uniform System of Accounts.

P.O. Box 1090, 616 Lexington Avenue, Washington, GA 30673-1090 ♦ Phone: (706) 678-2116 Fax: (706) 678-5381
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•

The proposed statement states "...In practice the composite life may not be
determined with a high degree of precision, and hence the composite life may not
reflect the weighted average of the expected useful lives of the asset’s principal
components." While we agree with the statement above when there are a small
number of components, we also believe that when there are a large number of small
components as found in an electric distribution system, "the composite life may be
determined with a reasonable degree of precision" and would be an appropriate
method of accounting.

•

We understand that the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA)
our national trade association, has provided comments on the proposed statement and
based on our review of a copy of their response, we would like the record to show
that we agree with the comments in the NRECA response.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments and respectively request you consider our views
on the proposed statement.

General Manager
PB/mcw

H abersham E le t tr it
M em b ersh ip Corporation
6257 Hwy. 115 W., P.O. Box 25, Clarkesville, GA 30523-0025 Phone (706) 754-2114 or (800) 640-6812

November 5, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210,CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft-Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain
Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
Habersham Electric Membership Corporation (Habersham) is an electric
cooperative providing electricity to more than 21,000 members on a not-for-profit
basis.
Habersham appreciates the opportunity to present comments on the Proposed
Statement of Position referred to above.
Our comments are as follows:
> The proposed statement appears to take a “one size fits all” position, so
as to require every industry and business to follow the same process
without consideration to whether that process is the best method to
provide a proper matching of revenues and expenses, a most fundamental
accounting principle. We feel the method provided is not the best method
of properly matching revenues and expenses in the electric utility industry,
and therefore, a more appropriate method should be utilized. We believe
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) has spent many
years developing accounting procedures for electric utilities to assure
proper matching of revenues and expenses. We further believe the
Uniform System of Accounts developed by FERC is a much better
accounting system for all areas of accounting, not just property, plant and
equipment, and should be considered for the capital-intensive electric
utility business rather than the changes that the proposed statement of
position would require. This uniform System of Accounts has served the
industry well for many years and has led electric utilities through the
nation to utilize the same methodology. Accordingly, we fee, any change
A Touchstone Energy® Cooperative

Mr. Marc Simon
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would be detrimental to us, other utilities and users of the financial
statements that find comfort in the FERC Uniform System of Accounts.
> The proposed statement states “...In practice the composite life may not
be determined with a high degree of precision, and hence the composite
life may not reflect the weighed average of the expected useful lives of the
asset’s principal components.” While we agree with the statement above
when there are a small number of components, we also believe that when
there are a large number of small components as found in an electric
distribution system, “the composite life may be determined with a
reasonable degree of precision” and would be an appropriate method of
an accounting.
> We understand that the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association
(NRECA), our national trade association, has provided comments on the
proposed statement and based on our review of a copy of their response,
we would like the record to show that we agree with the comments in the
NRECA response.
We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments and respectively request you
consider our views on the proposed statement.

Todd Pealock
President/CEO

Ja CKSON

ELECTRIC
MEMBERSHIP
CORPORATIONSM

P.O. Box 38

•

November 6, 2001

Jefferson, GA

•

30549-0038

(706) 367-5281
(706) 367-6102 Fax
www.jacksonemc .com

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities
Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
Jackson Electric Membership Corporation is an electric cooperative providing electricity to 159,990
member/customers on a not-for-profit basis.
Jackson EMC appreciates the opportunity to present comments on the Proposed Statement of Position
referred to above.
Our comments are as follows:
•

The proposed statement appears to take a “one size fits all” position, so as to require every
industry and business to follow the same process without consideration to whether that process is
the best method to provide a proper matching of revenues and expenses, a most fundamental
accounting principle. We feel the method provided is not the best method of properly matching
revenues and expenses in the electric utility industry, and therefore, a more appropriate method
should be utilized. We believe the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) has spent
many years developing accounting procedures for electric utilities to assure proper matching of
revenues and expenses. We further believe the Uniform System of Accounts developed by FERC
is a much better accounting system for all areas of accounting, not just property, plant and
equipment, and should be considered for the capital-intensive electric utility business rather than
the changes that the proposed statement of position would require. This Uniform System of
Accounts has served the industry well for many years and has led electric utilities throughout the
nation to utilize the same methodology. Accordingly, we feel any change would be detrimental to
us, other utilities and users of the financial statements that find comfort in the FERC Uniform
System of Accounts.

Mr. Marc Simon
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•

The proposed statement states “
In practice the composite life may not be determined with a
high degree of precision, and hence the composite life may not reflect the weighted average of the
expected useful lives of the asset’s principal components.” While we agree with the statement
above when there are a small number of components, we also believe that when there are a large
number of small components as found in an electric distribution system, “the composite life may
be determined with a reasonable degree of precision” and would be an appropriate method of an
accounting.

•

We understand that the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA) our national
trade association, has provided comments on the proposed statement and based on our review of a
copy of their response, we would like the record to show that we agree with the comments in the
NRECA response.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments and respectively request you consider our views
on the proposed statement.

President/CEO

/nh

Walton EMC
Electric M embership corporation

November 5, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs and
Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment”

Dear Simon:
Walton Electric Membership Corporation (Walton) is an electric cooperative electricity to
95,000 member/customers on a not-for-profit basis.
Walton appreciates the opportunity to present comments on the Proposed Statement of Position
referred to above.
Our comments are as follows:
❖

The proposed statement appears to take a “one size fits all” position, so as
to require every industry and business to follow the same process without
consideration to whether that process is the best method to provide a
proper matching of revenues and expenses, a most fundamental
accounting principle. We feel the method provided is not the best method
of properly matching revenues and expenses in the electric utility industry,
and therefore, a more appropriate method should be utilized. W e believe
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) has spent many years
developing accounting procedures for electric utilities to assure proper
matching of revenues and expenses. We further believe the Uniform
System of Accounts developed by FERC is a much better accounting
system for all areas of accounting, not just property, plant and equipment,
and should be considered for the capital-intensive electric utility business
rather than the changes that the proposed statement of position would
require. This Uniform System of Accounts has served the industry well
for many years and has led electric utilities throughout the nation to utilize
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the same methodology. Accordingly, we feel any change would be
detrimental to us, other utilities and, users of the financial statements that
find comfort in the FERC Uniform System of Accounts.

❖

The proposed statement states “.....In practice the composite life may not
be determined with a high degree of precision, and hence the composite
life may not reflect the weighted average of the expected useful lives of
the asset’s principal components.” While we agree with the statement
above when there are a small number of components, we also believe that
when there are a large number of small components as found in an electric
distribution system, “the composite life may be determined with a
reasonable degree of precision” and would he an appropriate method of an
accounting.

❖

We understand that the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association
(NRECA) our national trade association, has provided comments on the
proposed statement and based on our review of a copy of their response,
we would like the record to show that we agree with the comments in the
NRECA response.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments and respectively request you consider our
views on the proposed statement.
Respectfully,

Howard J. Cauthen, C.P.A.
Manager of Finance
HJC/ki

*

Pee Dee Electric Cooperative, Inc.

November 5, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain
Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
Pee Dee Electric Cooperative, Inc. (Pee Dee) is an electric cooperative providing
electricity to 30,000 member/customers on a not-for-profit basis.
Pee Dee appreciates the opportunity to present comments on the Proposed
Statement of Position referred to above.
Our comments are as follows:
•
Corporate Headquarters
1355 East McIver Road
PO Box 491
Darlington, SC 29540
843-665-4070
Fax 843-669-7931
district Office
1811 North 501 ByPass
PO Box 683
Marion, SC 29571
843.423-3932
43-423-7416

eedeeelectric.com

four Touchstone Energy *
Partner

The proposed statement appears to take a “one size fits all” position, so as
to require every7industry and business to follow the same process without
consideration to whether that process is the best method to provide a
proper matching of revenues and expenses, a most fundamental
accounting principle. We feel the method provided is not the best method
of properly matching revenues and expenses in the electric utility industry,
and therefore, a more appropriate method should be utilized. We believe
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) has spent many years
developing accounting procedures for electric utilities to assure proper
matching of revenues and expenses. We further believe the Uniform
System of Accounts developed by FERC is a much better accounting

system for all areas of accounting, not just property, plant and equipment,
and should be considered for the capital-intensive electric utility business,

Mr. Marc Simon
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rather than the changes that the proposed statement of position would
require. This Uniform System of Accounts has served the industry well
for many years and has led electric utilities throughout the nation to utilize
the same methodology. Accordingly, we feel any change would be
detrimental to us, other utilities and users of the financial statements that
find comfort in the FERC Uniform System of Accounts.
•

The proposed statement states “... In practice the composite life may not
be determined with a high degree of precision, and hence the composite
life may not reflect the weighted average of the expected useful lives of
the asset’s principal components.” While we agree with the statement
above when there are a small number of components, we also believe that
when there are a large number of small components as found in an electric
distribution system, “the composite life may be determined with a
reasonable degree of precision” and would be an appropriate method of an
accounting.

•

We understand that the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association
(NRECA) our national trade association, has provided comments on the
proposed statement and based on our review of a copy of their response,
we would like the record to show that we agree with the comments in the
NRECA response.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments and respectively request you
consider our views on the proposed statement.
Respectfully,

Susan E. Cyran
Vice President, Accounting

N o riw a si Oklahoma
E lectric C ooperative

November 5, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager
Accounting Standards, File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Dear Mr. Simon:
I am writing this letter of comment in objection to the AICPA’s Proposed Statement of Position
entitled “Accounting For Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and
Equipment”. My objections to the proposed change are as follows:
The requirement that certain overhead costs along with administrative & general costs and
preliminary investigation & survey charges be expensed.
In accordance with RUS Accounting Requirements, Electric Cooperatives capitalize overhead
costs and relevant administrative & general costs in support of construction projects. Also
Electric Cooperatives are required to capitalize preliminary investigation and survey charges.
These capitalized costs are then expensed over the useful life of the asset. Revenue generated
from these assets are recorded throughout the life of the asset. This exemplifies the fundamental
matching concept of expense and revenue recognition.
Under the proposed SOP, these costs would be expensed at the time they were incurred rather
than over the useful life of the plant asset. The matching concept would not be followed due to
recognizing expense as it was incurred and recognizing the related revenue over the life of the
asset.
If put into effect, this Statement of Position will have a negative impact on Electric
Cooperatives’ net margins. In order to generate revenue cooperatives must first build electric
systems. This necessitates the need to borrow construction funds. Lenders require cooperatives
to maintain certain margin requirements to obtain these funds. To meet these margin
requirements cooperatives will have no other choice but to pass these costs on to our members in
the form of a rate increase. A rate increase would be detrimental to an economy that is already in
a downward spiral.

P.O. Box 948 • Vinita, Oklahoma 74301-0948 • Phone: 918-256-6405 • Fax: 918-256-8081 •

The requirement to utilize component accounting.
RUS Accounting Requirements prescribe the use of group or composite accounting for the
depreciation of plant assets.
In order to comply with this requirement, Electric Cooperatives would be required to keep
detailed records of thousands of like items. New software would be necessary to implement this
requirement. This would significantly increase costs and reduce net margins. Our system has
over 5,000 miles of lines. Some segments of our system are new this year while other segments
could be more than twenty years old. Our members are charged the same rate for the use of our
system. If component accounting were in use, members would be charged different rates
depending on the age of their system. It would be against the cooperative philosophy to use
component accounting and consequently charge our members different rates.
The requirement that gains and losses on normal dispositions be reflected in the results of
operations in the current accounting period
RUS Accounting requires that gains and losses of units retired from electric plant “be
charged to the accumulated provision for depreciation applicable to such property. The cost of
removal and the salvage shall be charged to or credited, as appropriate to such depreciation
account.” The theory is that over time gains and losses will net out.
The implementation of this requirement would unfairly reduce the cooperative’s operating
margins. Gains and losses on plant disposition would be reflected in the current operating
margins. Electricity rates would have to be increased.
The proposed Statement of Position will have an adverse effect on the electric utility industry.
At present, FERC or RUS regulate the electric industry. Both of these regulatory agencies along
with state regulatory commissions have determined that the accounting practices of the electric
industry fairly represent the industries’ financial position.
This proposal must be rewritten to exclude the electric utility industry.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

David Rountree
General Manager/CEO
Northeast Oklahoma Electric Cooperative

3799 HIGHWAY 82 • RO. DRAWER 2150
G LENW O O D SPRINGS, CO LO RADO 81602
(970) 945-5491 • FAX (970) 945-4081

November 7, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager Accounting Standards, File 4210.CC
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Dear Mr. Simon:
Representing Holy Cross Energy, a not for profit rural electric cooperative serving over 45,000
consumers in central Colorado, I want to make several comments concerning the “Proposed
Accounting Rule Change for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and
Equipment.”
The requirement for changing from the group accounting method to the component accounting
method for plant assets would significantly increase the record keeping and administrative
costs of Holy Cross. As most electric coops throughout the country, Holy Cross has a minimal
accounting staff to keep costs down. If this plan is implemented, component accounting would
probably require the addition of more personnel, which would increase costs that would have to
be passed onto the consumer. As an electric utility with over half of its total distribution lines
of 2,300 miles underground, it would be an extremely difficult record keeping task to
accurately identify mass units of plant such as underground cable on a component accounting
method. We believe that a component accounting method for electric utilities results in “undue
refinement” and should not be implemented.
Holy Cross has always been careful to capitalize only those direct costs related to overhead and
required support service in distribution plant additions. We believe if it is a necessary function
required in new construction of plant, that those costs should be capitalized and not expensed.
It is Holy Cross Energy’s position that the “Proposed Accounting Rule Change for Certain Costs
and Activities Related to Property, Plant and Equipment” should not be implemented based on
our belief that the additional costs would significantly outweigh the recognized benefits.
Sincerely,
HOLY CROSS ENERGY

Tim Charlton,
Manager of Finance and Accounting
TC:vw

Linn County REC
A PrairieStar Partner
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November 6, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs
and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
Linn County Rural Electric Cooperative appreciates the opportunity to submit written
comments regarding the above-referenced Proposed Statement of Position (PP&E
Accounting Proposal) to the Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC) of the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA).
Linn County Rural Electric Cooperative is an electric cooperative in Iowa, providing
electricity to approximately 16,000 consumers-owners in six counties. Since Linn County
Rural Electric Cooperative operates within the capital-intensive electric utility industry,
the PP&E Accounting Proposal would significantly impact Linn County Rural Electric
Cooperative’s accounting policies.
Linn County Rural Electric Cooperative follows the accounting requirements
promulgated by the Rural Utilities Service (RUS). The PP&E Accounting Proposal
raises significant rate-making, operational, and accounting concerns for Linn County
Rural Electric Cooperative. The most significant problem is the accounting
inconsistencies between this proposal and the RUS Uniform System of Accounts and
attendant RUS regulations and interpretations (collectively, Electric Cooperative
Accounting Requirements). The PP&E Accounting Proposal and the attendant
detrimental impacts to Linn County Rural Electric Cooperative include the following:
•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements specify capitalization of overheads in
support of construction projects and permit capitalization of an appropriate portion of
administrative and general (A&G) costs. In addition, Electric Cooperative
Accounting Requirements specify capitalization of preliminary investigation and
survey (PS&I) charges. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would prohibit

capitalization of overheads, PS&I charges, and A&G costs.

em ail: lcrec@ lin n co u n ly rec.co m ♦ web: w w w .linncountyrec.com

Implementation of these provisions would result in the unfavorable outcome of
increased earnings volatility, as these overhead, PS&I charges, and A&G costs are
expensed, rather than capitalized. We estimate the impact to our financial
statements for these items to be approximately $1,125,000 on an annual basis.
Approximately 54% of this amount relates to overheads, 26% relates to A&G costs
20% relates to PS&I charges. Furthermore, from the standpoint of rate-making
fairness, failure to capitalize these costs would inequitably shift the burden of
collection of these costs from customers using the plant asset over its useful life to
customers during the construction of the plant asset.
•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements prescribe use of the group method of
depreciation for plant assets. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would require use of
depreciation accounting by component, defined as “a tangible part or portion of
[plant] that can be separately identified as an asset and depreciated or amortized over
its own separate expected useful life.” The PP&E Accounting Proposal generally
prohibits the use of a group method of depreciation, unless it can be shown by the
entity that the asset balances and operating results under the group method is not
materially different from that obtained under the component method.
Implementation of this provision would require administrative reorganization to
comply with the data collection requirements, as well as installation of expensive
automated accounting systems. In addition, determination of material differences
between the component and group accounting methods would require record-keeping
for both methods, adding significantly to plant record-keeping costs.

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements, consistent with group depreciation
accounting convention, generally prescribe that gains and losses on normal
dispositions of mass assets be closed to the accumulated depreciation account, under
the theory that over time gains and losses will net out. The PP&E Accounting
Proposal would require that gains and losses be reflected in results of operations in
the current accounting period. Implementation of this provision would result in
increased earnings volatility, as gains and losses on plant disposition are reflected in
the current results of operations. Losses closed to the accumulated depreciation
account averaged $400,000 over the past five years, varying from $258,000 in loss to
$609,000 in loss. Our electricity rates would likely have to be raised to provide for
this increased uncertainty of earnings.

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements generally recognize the cost of
removal of a plant asset over the useful life of that asset, as a component of the
depreciation rate. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would require that cost of removal
be reflected in the results of operations in the accounting period in which such cost
was incurred. Cost of removal incurred over the past five years has averaged
approximately $71,000. Implementation of this provision would result in increased
earnings volatility, as cost of removal is reflected in a single accounting period.
Furthermore, from the standpoint of rate-making fairness, failure to recognize cost of
removal over the asset’s life would inequitably shift the burden of collection of these

costs from customers using the plant asset to customers during the retirement of the
plant asset.
Each of the above accounting inconsistencies poses operational problems for Linn
County Rural Electric Cooperative. The detrimental impacts of each item should be
carefully considered and weighed against any identifiable benefits before the AICPA
AcSEC implements the attendant provision of the PP&E Accounting Proposal for electric
utilities.
Linn County Rural Electric Cooperative appreciates the opportunity to provide comments
on the PP&E Accounting Proposal and respectfully urges the AICPA AcSEC to consider
our views. If you have any questions on our comments, please feel free to contact Nick
Patel at (319) 377-1587.
Sincerely,

Nick Patel
Linn County Rural Electric Cooperative
5695 REC Drive
P.O. Box 69
Marion, Iowa 52302-0069

Hart
Electric Membership Corporation
P.O. Box 250 • Hartwell, Georgia 30643-0250 • (706) 376-4714 • GA WATS: 800-241-4109

Serving:
• Hart
• Elbert
• Franklin
• Madison
• Stephens
Counties

October 30, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related
to Property, Plant, and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
Hart Electric Membership Corporation (Hart) is an electric cooperative providing electricity to 32,500
member/customers on a not-for-profit basis.
Hart appreciates the opportunity to present comments on the Proposed Statement of Position referred to above.
Our comments are as follows:
The proposed statement appears to take a “one size fits all” position, so as to require every
industry and business to follow the same process without consideration to whether that process is
the best method to provide a proper matching of revenues and expenses, a most fundamental
accounting principle. We feel the method provided is not the best method of properly matching
revenues and expenses in the electric utility industry, and therefore, a more appropriate method
should be utilized. We believe the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) has spent
many years developing accounting procedures for electric utilities to assure proper matching of
revenues and expenses. We further believe the Uniform System of Accounts developed by FERC
is a much better accounting system for all areas of accounting, not just property, plant and
equipment, and should be considered for the capital-intensive electric utility business rather than
the changes that the proposed statement of position would require. This Uniform System of
Accounts has served the industry well for many years and has led electric utilities throughout the
nation to utilize the same methodology. Accordingly, we feel any change would be detrimental to
us, other utilities and users of the financial statements that find comfort in the FERC Uniform
System of Accounts.

•

The proposed statement states . In practice the composite life may not be determined with a
high degree of precision, and hence the composite life may not reflect the weighted average of the
expected useful lives of the asset’s principal components.” While we agree with the statement
above when there are a small number of components, we also believe that when there are a large
number of small components as found in an electric distribution system, “the composite life may
be determined with a reasonable degree of precision” and would be an appropriate method of an
accounting.

•

We understand that the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA) our national
trade association, has provided comments on the proposed statement and based on our review of
a copy of their response, we would like the record to show that we agree with the comments in the
NRECA response.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments and respectively request you consider our views on the
proposed statement.
Respectfully,

Upson
Electric Membership Corporation
P.O. Box 31 / T hom aston, G eorgia 30286 / Phone (706) 647-5475

November 1 , 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs
and Activities Related to Property, Plant and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
Upson Electric Membership Corporation (Upson) is an electric cooperative providing
electricity to 9,000 member/customers on a not-for-profit basis.
Upson Appreciates the opportunity to present comments on the Proposed Statement of
Position referred to above.
Our comments are as follows:
•

The proposed statement appears to take a “one size fits all” position, so as to
require every industry and business to follow the same process without
consideration to whether that process is the best method to provide a proper
matching of revenues and expenses, a most fundamental accounting principle.
We feel the method provided is not the best method of properly matching
revenues and expenses in the electric utility industry, and therefore, a more
appropriate method should be utilized. We believe the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) has spent many years developing accounting
procedures for electric utilities to assure proper matching of revenues and
expenses. We further believe the Uniform System of Accounts developed by
FERC is a much better accounting system for all areas of accounting, not just
property, plant and equipment, and should be considered for the capital-intensive
electric utility business rather than the changes that the proposed statement of
position would require. This Uniform System of Accounts has served the industry
well for many years and has led electric utilities throughout the nation to utilize
the same methodology. Accordingly, we feel any change would be detrimental to
us, other utilities and users of the financial statements that find comfort in the
FERC Uniform System of Accounts.

•

The proposed statement states “...In practice the composite life may not
be determined with a high degree of precision, and hence the composite
life may not reflect the weighted average of the expected useful lives of
the asset's principal components." While we agree with the statement
above when there are a small number of components, we also believe that
when there are a large number of small components as found in an
electric distribution system, “the composite life mav be determined with a
reasonable degree of precision" and would be an appropriate method of
an accounting.

•

We understand that the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association
(NRECA) our national trade association, has provided comments on the
proposed statement and based on our review of a copy of their response,
we would like the record to show that we agree with the comments in the
NRECA response.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments and respectively request you
consider our views on the proposed statement.

J ohn Brodnax
General Manager
JB/mt

East Central Energy
P.O. Box 39 ■ 412 N o rth M ain
B ra h a m , M in n e s o ta 5 5 0 0 6 -0 0 3 9
1 -8 0 0 -2 5 4 -7 9 4 4

November 9, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs and
Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
East Central Energy appreciates the opportunity to submit written comments regarding the
above-referenced Proposed Statement of Position (PP&E Accounting Proposal) to the
Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC) of the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants (AICPA).
East Central Energy is an electric cooperative in Minnesota, providing electricity to
approximately 44,000 consumers-owners in nine counties. Since East Central Energy operates
within the capital-intensive electric utility industry, the PP&E Accounting Proposal would
significantly impact the cooperative’s accounting policies.
East Central Energy is required to follow accounting requirements promulgated by the Rural
Utilities Service (RUS.) The PP&E Accounting Proposal raises significant rate making,
operational, and accounting concerns for East Central Energy. The most significant
problem is the accounting inconsistencies between this proposal and the RUS Uniform
System of Accounts and attendant RUS regulations and interpretations (collectively,
Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements). The PP&E Accounting Proposal presents the
following detrimental impact to East Central Energy.
•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements specify capitalization of overheads in support
of construction projects and permit capitalization of an appropriate portion of administrative
and general (A&G) costs. In addition, Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements
specify capitalization of preliminary investigation and survey (PS&I) charges. The PP&E
Accounting Proposal would prohibit capitalization o f overheads, PS&I charges, and A&G
costs. Implementation of these provisions would result in the unfavorable outcome of
increased earnings volatility, as these overhead, PS&I charges and A&G costs are expensed
rather than capitalized. Furthermore, from the standpoint of rate-making fairness, failure to
capitalize these costs would inequitably shift the burden of collection of these costs from
customers using the plant asset over its useful life to customers during the construction of the
plant asset.

A Touchstone EnergySMCooperative

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements prescribe use of the group method of
depreciation for plant assets. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would require use o f
depreciation accounting by component, defined as “a tangible part or portion o f [plant] that
can be separately identified as an asset and depreciated or amortized over its own separate
expected useful life. ” The PP&E Accounting Proposal generally prohibits the use o f a group
method o f depreciation, unless it can be shown by the entity that the asset balances and
operating results under the group method is not materially different from that obtained under
the component method. Implementation of this provision would require administrative
reorganization to comply with the data collection requirements, as well as installation of
expensive automated accounting systems. In addition, determination of material differences
between the component and group accounting methods would require record keeping for
both methods, adding significantly to plant record-keeping costs.

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements, consistent with group depreciation
accounting convention, generally prescribe that gains and losses on normal dispositions of
mass assets be closed to the accumulated depreciation account, under the theory that over
time gains and losses will net out. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would require that gains
and losses be reflected in results o f operations in the current accounting period.
Implementation of this provision would result in increased earnings volatility as gains and
losses on plant disposition are reflected in the current results of operations.

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements generally recognize the cost of removal of a
plant asset over the useful life of that asset, as a component of the depreciation rate. The
PP&E Accounting Proposal would require that cost o f removal be reflected in the results o f
operations in the accounting period in which such cost was incurred. From the standpoint of
rate making fairness, failure to recognize cost of removal over the asset’s life would
inequitably shift the burden of collection of these costs from customers using the plant asset
to customers during the retirement of the plant asset.

Each of the above accounting inconsistencies poses operational problems for East Central
Energy. The detrimental impacts of each item should be carefully considered and weighed
against any identifiable benefits before the AICPA AcSEC implements the attendant provision of
the PP&E Accounting Proposal for electric utilities.
We at East Central Energy appreciate the opportunity to provide comments on the PP&E
Accounting Proposal and respectfully urge the AICPA AcSEC to consider our views. If you have
any questions on these comments, please feel free to contact me toll free at 1-800-254-7944.

Sincerely,

Garry Bye
President/CEO

HEAD OF THE LAKES
ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
3 6 1 7 E. B au m g artn er Rd.
S uperior, Wl 5 4 8 8 0 -9 9 6 2

(7 1 5 )3 9 9 -2 2 1 2

1-800-828-9025

FAX (715) 399-8484

November 9, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs and
Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
Head of the Lakes Electric Cooperative (HLEC) appreciates the opportunity to submit written
comments regarding the above-referenced Proposed Statement of Position (PP&E Accounting
Proposal) to the Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC) of the American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA).
HLEC is an electric cooperative in Superior, Wisconsin, providing electricity to approximately
5,000 consumers-owners in Wisconsin and Minnesota.
HLEC is required to follow accounting requirements promulgated by the Rural Utilities Service
(RUS.) The PP&E Accounting Proposal raises significant rate making, operational, and
accounting concerns for HLEC. The most significant problem is the accounting
inconsistencies between this proposal and the RUS Uniform System of Accounts and
attendant RUS regulations and interpretations (collectively, Electric Cooperative
Accounting Requirements). The PP&E Accounting Proposal presents the following detrimental
impact to HLEC.
•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements specify capitalization of overheads in support
of construction projects and permit capitalization of an appropriate portion of administrative
and general (A&G) costs. In addition, Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements
specify capitalization of preliminary investigation and survey (PS&I) charges. The PP&E
Accounting Proposal would prohibit capitalization o f overheads, PS&I charges, and A&G
costs.
Implementation of these provisions would result in the unfavorable outcome of increased
earnings volatility, as the overhead, PS&I charges and A&G costs are expensed rather than
capitalized. Furthermore, from the standpoint of rate making fairness, failure to capitalize
these costs would inequitably shift the burden of collection of these costs from customers
using the plant asset over its useful life to customers during the construction of the plant
asset.
A T ouchstone Energy® P artner

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements prescribe use of the group method of
depreciation for plant assets. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would require use o f
depreciation accounting by component, defined as “a tangible part or portion o f [plant] that
can be separately identified as an asset and depreciated or amortized over its own separate
expected useful life. ” The PP&E Accounting Proposal generally prohibits the use o f a group
method o f depreciation, unless it can be shown by the entity that the asset balances and
operating results under the group method is not materially different from that obtained under
the component method. Implementation of this provision would require administrative
reorganization to comply with the data collection requirements, as well as installation of
expensive automated accounting systems. In addition, determination of material differences
between the component and group accounting methods would require record keeping for
both methods, adding significantly to plant record-keeping costs.

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements, consistent with group depreciation
accounting convention, generally prescribe that gains and losses on normal dispositions of
mass assets be closed to the accumulated depreciation account, under the theory that over
time gains and losses will net out. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would require that gains
and losses be reflected in results o f operations in the current accounting period.
Implementation of this provision would result in increased earnings volatility as gains and
losses on plant disposition are reflected in the current results of operations.

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements generally recognize the cost of removal of a
plant asset over the useful life of that asset, as a component of the depreciation rate. The
PP&E Accounting Proposal would require that cost o f removal be reflected in the results o f
operations in the accounting period in which such cost was incurred. From the standpoint of
rate making fairness, failure to recognize cost of removal over the asset’s life would
inequitably shift the burden of collection of these costs from customers using the plant asset
to customers during the retirement of the plant asset.

Each of the above accounting inconsistencies poses operational problems for HLEC. The
detrimental impacts of each item should be carefully considered and weighed against any
identifiable benefits before the AICPA AcSEC implements the attendant provision of the PP&E
Accounting Proposal for electric utilities.
We at HLEC appreciate the opportunity to provide comments on the PP&E Accounting Proposal
and respectfully urge the AICPA AcSEC to consider our views. If you have any questions on
these comments, please feel free to contact me toll free at 1-800-254-7944.
Sincerely,

Garry Bye*
President/CEO

Piedmont Electric Membership Corporation
T '

A Touchstone Energy® Cooperative ,— -

General Office: P.O. Drawer 1179 • Hillsborough, NC 27278 • (919)732-2123 • Fax:(919)644-1030
Branch Office: P.O. Box 1327 • 5135 Oxford Road • Roxboro, NC 27573 • (336)599-0151 • Fax:(336)597-9088
NC Toll Free: 1-800-222-3107

November 8, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon Technical Manager
Accounting Standards File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re: Exposure Draft -Proposed Statement of Position, " Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities
Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment"
Dear Mr. Simon:
Piedmont Electric Membership Corporation (Piedmont) is an electric cooperative providing electricity
to 27,000 member/customers on a not-for-profit basis. Piedmont appreciates the opportunity to present
comments on the Proposed Statement of Position referred to above.
Our comments are as follows:
The proposed statement appears to take a "one size fits all" position, so as to require every
industry and business to follow the same process without consideration to whether that process
is the best method to provide a proper matching of revenues and expenses, a most fundamental
accounting principle. We feel the method provided is not the best method of properly matching
revenues and expenses in the electric utility industry , and therefore, a more appropriate method
should be utilized. We believe the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) has spent
many years developing accounting procedures for electric utilities to assure proper matching of
revenues and expenses. We further believe the Uniform System of Accounts developed by
FERC is a much better accounting system for all areas of accounting, not just property, plant
and equipment, and should be considered for the capital-intensive electric utility business rather
than the changes that the proposed statement of position would require. This Uniform System of
Accounts has served the industry well for many years and has led electric utilities throughout
the nation to utilize the same methodology. Accordingly, we feel any change would be
detrimental to us, other utilities and users of the financial statements that find comfort in the
FERC Uniform System of Accounts.

Serving Orange, Person, Caswell, Alamance, Durham, and Granville Counties

The proposed statement states ". ..In practice the composite life may not be determined with a
high degree of precision, and hence the composite life may not reflect the weighted average of
the expected useful lives of the asset's principal components." While we agree with the
statement above when there are a small number of components, we also believe that when there
are a large number of small components as found in an electric distribution system, "the
composite life ~ be determined with a reasonable degree of precision" and would be an
appropriate method of an accounting.
We understand that the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA) our national
trade association, has provided comments on the proposed statement and based on our review of
a copy of their response, we would like the record to show that we agree with the comments in
the NRECA response.
We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments and respectively request you consider our views on
the proposed statement.
Respectfully,
P IE D M O N T ELE C T R IC M E M B E R SH IP C O R PO R A T IO N

R. G. Brecheisen
President, CEO

Wamego Office:

Clay Center Office:

614 East Highway 24
P. O. Box 5
Wamego, KS 66547-0005
(785) 456-2212

524 Dexter
P. O. Box 513
Clay Center, KS 67432-0513
(785) 632-3111
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November 9,2001
Mr. M arc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File4210.C C
American Institute o f Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue o f the Americas
New York, N Y 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement o f Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs and
Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
Bluestem Electric Cooperative, Inc. (BEC) appreciates the opportunity to submit written
comments regarding the above-referenced Proposed Statement o f Position (PP&E Accounting
Proposal) to the Accounting Standards Executive Committee o f the American Institute o f
Certified Public Accountants.
BEC is an electric cooperative in the state o f Kansas, providing electricity to approximately 6,400
consumer-owners in 11 counties. Since BEC operates within the capital-intensive electric utility
industry, the PP&E Accounting Proposal would significantly impact our accounting policies.
Bluestem Electric Cooperative, Inc. is required to follow accounting requirements promulgated
by the Rural Utilities Service (RUS). The PP&E Accounting Proposal raises significant
ratemaking, operational, and accounting concerns for BEC. Detrimental impacts include the
following:
•

RUS Uniform System o f Accounts and attendant RUS regulations and interpretations
(collectively, Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements) specify capitalization o f
overheads in support o f construction projects and permit capitalization o f an appropriate
portion o f administrative and general (A&G) costs. In addition, Electric Cooperative
Accounting Requirements specify capitalization o f preliminary investigation and survey
charges. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would prohibit capitalization o f overheads,
preliminary investigation and survey charges, and A&G costs.
Implementation o f these provisions would result in the unfavorable outcome o f increased
earnings volatility, as these costs are expensed, rather than capitalized. The estimated impact
to the cooperative’s financial statements for these items to be approximately $350,000 on an
annual basis. Furthermore, from the standpoint o f ratemaking fairness, failure to capitalize
these costs would inequitably shift the burden o f collection o f these costs from customers
using the plant asset over its useful life to customers during the construction o f the plant
asset.

A Touchstone Energy* Cooperative
The power of human connections
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—

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements prescribe use o f the group method o f
depreciation for plant assets. The PP& E Accounting Proposal would require use o f
depreciation accounting by component, defined as “a tangible p art or portion o f (plant] that
can be separately identified as an asset and depreciated or amortized over its own separate
expected useful life”. The PP&E Accounting Proposal generally prohibits the use o f a group
method o f depreciation, unless it can be shown by the entity that the asset balances and
operating results under the group method is not materially different from that obtained under
the component method.
Implementation o f this provision would require administrative reorganization to comply with
the data collection requirements, as well as installation o f expensive automated accounting
systems. In addition, determination o f material differences between the component and
group accounting methods would require record keeping for both methods, adding
significantly to plant record-keeping costs.

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements, consistent with group depreciation
accounting convention, generally prescribe that gains and losses on normal dispositions o f
mass assets be closed to the accumulated depreciation account, under the theory that over
time gains and losses will net out. The PP& E Accounting Proposal would require that gains
and losses be reflected in results o f operations in the current accounting period.
Implementation o f this provision would fiirther result in increased earnings volatility.
Electricity rates would likely require upward adjustment to provide for this increased
uncertainty o f earnings.

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements generally recognize the cost o f removal o f a
plant asset over the useful life o f that asset, as a component o f the depreciation rate. The
PP& E Accounting Proposal would require that cost o f removal be reflected in the results o f
operations in the accounting period in which such cost was incurred. Implementation o f this
provision would also result in increased earnings volatility, as cost o f removal is reflected in a
single accounting period. Furthermore, from the standpoint o f ratemaking fairness, failure to
recognize cost o f removal over the asset’s life would inequitably shift the burden o f
collection o f these costs from customers using the plant asset to customers during the
retirement o f the plant asset.

Each o f the above accounting inconsistencies poses operational problems for BEC. The
detrimental impacts o f each item should be carefully considered and weighed against any
identifiable benefits before the AICPA AcSEC implements the attendant provision o f the PP&E
Accounting Proposal for electric utilities.
Bluestem Electric Cooperative, Inc. appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the
PP&E Accounting Proposal and respectfully urges the AICPA AcSEC to consider its views. If
questions arise concerning these comments, please feel free to contact our Office Manager and
Accountant, M arla Marshall, CPA, or myself.
Respectfully submitted,

A Touchstone Energy” Partner
The power o f hitman connections

Heartland

WINNEBAGO DISTRICT
216 Jackson Street, P.O. Box 65
Thompson, IA 50478-0065
(641)584-2251 • FAX (641)584-2253

CEDAR VALLEY DISTRICT
605 East 4th Street, P.O. Box 70
St. Ansgar, IA 50472-0070
(641)713-4965 • FAX (641)713-2280

POWER COOPERATIVE

November 8, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs
and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
Heartland Power Cooperative appreciates the opportunity to submit written comments
regarding the above-referenced Proposed Statement of Position (PP&E Accounting
Proposal) to the Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC) of the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA).
Heartland Power Cooperative is an electric cooperative in Iowa, providing electricity to
approximately 5000 consumers-owners in 9 counties. Since Heartland Power
Cooperative operates within the capital-intensive electric utility industry, the PP&E
Accounting Proposal would significantly impact Heartland Power’s accounting policies.
Heartland Power Cooperative follows the accounting requirements. The PP&E
Accounting Proposal raises significant rate-making, operational, and accounting concerns
for Heartland Power. The most significant problem is the accounting inconsistencies
between this proposal and the RUS Uniform System of Accounts and attendance RUS
regulations and interpretations (collectively, Electric Cooperative Accounting
Requirements). The PP&E Accounting Proposal and the attendant detrimental impacts to
Heartland Power include the following:
Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements specify capitalization of
overheads in support of construction projects and permit capitalization of
an appropriate portion of administrative and general (A&G) costs. In
addition, Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements specify capitalization
of preliminary investigation and survey (PS&I) charges. The PP&E Accounting
Proposal would prohibit capitalization of overheads, PS&I charges, and
A& G costs.

Your Touchstone Energy® Cooperative

Implementation of these provisions would result in the unfavorable outcome
of increased earnings volatility, as these overhead, PS&I charges, and A&G
costs are expensed, rather than capitalized. Furthermore, from the standpoint of
rate-making fairness, failure to capitalize these costs would inequitably shift the
burden of collection of these costs from customers using the plant asset over its
useful life to customers during the construction of the plant asset.
Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements prescribe use of the group
method of depreciation for plant assets. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would
require use of depreciation accounting by component, defined as “a tangible
part or portion of plant that can be separately identified as an asset and
depreciated or amortized over its own separate expected useful life.” The
PP&E Accounting Proposal generally prohibits the use of a group method of
depreciation, unless it can be shown by the entity that the asset balances and
operating results under the group method is not materially different from that
obtained under the component method. Implementation of this provision would
require administrative reorganization to comply with the data collection
requirements, as well as installation of expensive automated accounting systems.
In addition, determination of material differences between the component and
group accounting methods would require record keeping for both methods,
adding significantly to plant record-keeping costs.
Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements, consistent with group
depreciation accounting convention, generally prescribe that gains and losses on
normal dispositions of mass assets be closed to the accumulated depreciation
account, under the theory that over time gains and losses will net out. The PP&E
Accounting Proposal would require that gains and losses be reflected in results
of operations in the current accounting period. Implementation of this provision
would result in increased earnings volatility, as gains and losses on plant
disposition are reflected in the current results of operations. Our
electricity rates would likely have to be raised to provide for this increased
uncertainty of earnings.
Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements generally recognize the cost of
removal of a plant asset over the useful life of that asset, as a component of the
depreciation rate. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would require that cost of
removal be reflected in the results of operations in the accounting period in which
such cost was incurred. Implementation of this provision would result in
increased earnings volatility, as cost of removal is reflected in a single accounting
period. Furthermore, from the standpoint of rate-making fairness, failure to
recognize cost of removal over the asset’s life would inequitably shift the burden
of collection of these costs from customers using the plant asset to customers
during the retirement of the plant asset.

Each of the above accounting inconsistencies poses operational problems for
Heartland Power Cooperative. The detrimental impacts of each item should be carefully
considered and weighed against any identifiable benefits before the AICPA AcSEC
implements the attendant provision of the PP&E Accounting Proposal for electric
utilities.
Heartland Power appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the PP&E
Accounting Proposal and respectfully urges the AICPA AcSEC to consider our
views. If you have any questions on our comments, please feel free to contact
me at (641) 584-2251.

Sincerely,

Jon Leerar
Heartland Power Cooperative
216 Jackson Street
PO Box 65
Thompson, Iowa 50478

M innesota
Rural Electric A ssociation
11640 - 73rd Avenue North • Maple Grove, MN 55369
Phone # 763-424-1020 • Fax # 763-424-5820

November 10, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs and
Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
The Minnesota Rural Electric Association (MREA) is the statewide association representing
approximately 51 rural electric systems providing electricity on a mutual, not-for-profit basis to
more than 1.3 million consumer owners in Minnesota. Of those systems, 6 are electric
generation and transmission cooperatives (G&Ts) that are owned by and serve 45 electric
distribution systems in our state and nearby states.
MREA appreciates the opportunity to submit written comments regarding the above-referenced
Proposed Statement of Position (PP&E Accounting Proposal) to the Accounting Standards
Executive Committee (AcSEC) of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
(AICPA). Since MREA members operate within the capital-intensive electric utility industry,
the PP&E Accounting Proposal would significantly impact the accounting policies of
substantially all of the MREA membership.
MREA is responding to the PP&E Accounting Proposal on behalf of its membership with the
assistance of two committees at our national association. That group, the National Rural Electric
Cooperative Association worked with its Accounting & Depreciation Committee and an Ad Hoc
Distribution Systems’ Accounting & Depreciation Committee. These experts evaluated the
PP&E Accounting Proposal. In addition to this MREA response, however, several MREA
members are submitting individual written comments. Please consider these individual
comments also as you fashion any final rule on property, plant, and equipment accounting.
In general, the PP&E Accounting Proposal raises significant rate-making, operational, and
accounting concerns for electric cooperatives. MREA understands that the AICPA AcSEC
developed the proposed accounting provisions with the idea that they would apply to certain
industries, not including utilities. The accounting provisions proposed may, in fact, be very
appropriate and beneficial to those initially targeted industries. For utilities, including electric
cooperatives, however, the accounting provisions as currently proposed are not appropriate. The
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PP&E Accounting Proposal should not be implemented for utility-type enterprises, including
electric cooperatives, unless and until significant workable changes that give due consideration
to the utility operating environment are included.
Comment: Any final plant accounting rule should not overturn long-standing electric
utility accounting and, by direct implication, rate-making practice without significant
consultation and input from utility regulators.
Much of the electric utility industry, including the overwhelming majority of electric
cooperatives, continues to establish rates for electricity based on a specific cost of service that
has been approved or established by the utility’s regulator. The cost elements in these cost-ofservice studies are based on defined cost elements contained in a Uniform System of Accounts,
which electric utilities are legally required to follow -- promulgated by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC), or, in the case of most electric cooperatives, the Rural Utilities
Service (RUS). The RUS Uniform System of Accounts is substantially similar to that of the
FERC.
Consistent with cost-of-service rate-making practice (and the fact that other criteria for applying
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards #71 are met), the overwhelming majority of
electric cooperatives account for the effects of rate regulation in accordance with Statement #71,
following specific guidance contained in the Uniform System of Accounts. General rate-making
principles of electric utilities, including cooperatives, provide that a utility, with the approval of
its regulator, defer or accelerate the rate recognition of certain current-period costs in order to
avoid spikes in the level of electricity rates. In accordance with Statement #71, the deferred or
accelerated current period items are generally shown on the balance sheet as regulatory assets or
liabilities, and the income statement reflects the specific expenses that the recorded revenues
have been designed to recover. In other words, Statement #71 basically provides symmetry
between utility rate-making and accounting. MREA believes that applying the concepts of
Statement #71 and the Uniform System of Accounts - reflecting the result of rate-making
practice —results in the best possible matching of revenues with expenses and presents the
fairest representation of financial position and results of operations to financial statement users.
As discussed in the section that follows, however, the provisions of the PP&E Accounting
Proposal are inconsistent with general rate-making practices and the Uniform System of
Accounts in a number of ways. Given the symmetry between rate-making and accounting,
utilities implementing the PP&E Accounting Proposal would be forced to significantly alter not
only their accounting, but also, if utility regulators would concur, their rate-making practices with (as also discussed below) likely adverse impacts on electric rates. In discussions with RUS
and state and Federal utility commission staffs, there is no evidence that these utility accounting
and rate-making experts have been consulted by the AICPA AcSEC. MREA is surprised and
dismayed that major changes in long-standing utility industry accounting practices that also
directly impact rate-making practices would be proposed to be completely overturned without
significant consultation and input from experts at RUS and state and Federal utility commission
staffs.
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If utility regulators would not concur with the accounting and rate-making changes of a final rule
implementing the provisions of the PP&E Accounting Proposal, electric utilities, including
G&Ts and distribution cooperatives, would be placed in the hapless position of keeping two sets
of accounting records. First, utilities would be required to maintain a regulatory set of books
prepared in accordance with the Uniform System of Accounts on the basis of which they would
set their electric rates. Second, they would have to keep a set of books in accordance with
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) for preparation of external financial
statements. Such dual sets of accounting records would lead to great confusion among users, as
well as considerable unnecessary cost.
Comment: The PP&E Accounting Proposal would impact detrimentally on electric
cooperative operations and impose excessive costs. Any final plant accounting rule should
not overturn any accounting practice of the electric utility industry without strong evidence
that benefits of that accounting change outweigh its costs.
As previously mentioned, the provisions of the PP&E Accounting Proposal are inconsistent with
the Uniform System of Accounts and attendant RUS regulations and interpretations (collectively,
Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements) in a number of ways. Furthermore,
implementation of these proposed provisions would detrimentally impact electric cooperatives.
The AICPA AcSEC has presented no specific evidence, nor is MREA aware, of any abuse or of
any financial reporting concern of lenders or other financial statement users resulting from
application of Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements.
Rather, the AICPA AcSEC provides two major purposes of this rulemaking in the
“BACKGROUND” section of the Exposure Draft: (1) to provide uniformity as to items
capitalized to plant accounts, and (2) to standardize depreciation accounting methodology among virtually all U.S. businesses. MREA asserts that such uniformity and standardization
already exists within the electric utility industry. Furthermore, due to the unique regulated utility
operating environment, complete accounting uniformity between utility-type enterprises and
other types of businesses is not necessary or even desirable.
The most significant of the accounting inconsistencies raised by the PP&E Accounting Proposal
and the resulting detrimental impacts are itemized in the following table:
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Accounting Proposal
1. Electric Cooperative Accounting
Requirements specify capitalization of
overheads in support of construction
projects and permit capitalization of an
appropriate portion of administrative
and general (A&G) costs. In addition,
Electric Cooperative Accounting
Requirements specify capitalization of
preliminary investigation and survey
(PS&I) charges. ThePP&E
Accounting Proposal would prohibit
capitalization of overheads, PS&I
charges, and A&G costs.
2. Electric Cooperative Accounting
Requirements prescribe use of the
group and/or composite method of
depreciation for plant assets. The
PP&E Accounting Proposal would
require use of depreciation accounting
by component, defined as “a tangible
part or portion of [plant] that can be
separately identified as an asset and
depreciated or amortized over its own
separate expected useful life”. The
PP&E Accounting Proposal generally
prohibits the use of a group or
composite method of depreciation,
unless it can be shown by the entity that
the asset balances and operating results
under the group or composite method
are not materially different from those
obtained under the component method.
3. Electric Cooperative Accounting
Requirements, consistent with group
depreciation accounting convention,
generally prescribe that gains and
losses on normal dispositions of mass
assets be closed to the accumulated
depreciation account, under the theory
that over time gains and losses will net
out. The PP&E Accounting Proposal
would require that gains and losses be
reflected in results of operations in the
current accounting period.

Impact on Electric Cooperatives
Implementation of this provision would
result in the unfavorable outcome of
increased earnings volatility, as these
overhead, PS&I charges, and A&G costs
are expensed, rather than capitalized.
Furthermore, from the standpoint of rate
making fairness, failure to capitalize these
costs would inequitably shift the burden of
collection of these costs from customers
using the plant asset over its useful life to
customers during the construction of the
plant asset.
Implementation of this provision would
require administrative reorganization of
many G&Ts and distribution cooperatives
to comply with the data collection
requirements, as well as installation of
expensive automated accounting systems.
In addition, determination of material
differences between the component and
group accounting methods would require
record-keeping for both methods, adding
significantly to plant record-keeping costs.

Implementation of this provision would
result in increased earnings volatility, as
gains and losses on plant disposition are
reflected in the current results of
operations. Electricity rates could likely
require upward adjustment to provide for
the increased uncertainty of earnings.
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Accounting Proposal
4. Electric Cooperative Accounting
Requirements generally recognize the
cost of removal of a plant asset over the
useful life of that asset, as a component
of the depreciation rate. The PP&E
Accounting Proposal would require that
cost of removal be reflected in the
results of operations in the accounting
period in which such cost was incurred.

5. Electric Cooperative Accounting
Requirements generally permit, with
RUS approval, deferral or advanced
accrual of major maintenance costs
associated with planned generation
plant outages. The PP&E Accounting
Proposal would require that cost
associated with major planned
maintenance be expensed as incurred.

Impact on Electric Cooperatives
Implementation of this provision would
result in increased earnings volatility, as
cost of removal is reflected in a single
accounting period. Furthermore, from the
standpoint of rate-making fairness, failure
to recognize cost of removal over the
asset’s life would inequitably shift the
burden of collection of these costs from
customers using the plant asset to
customers during the retirement of the
plant asset.
Implementation of this provision would
result in increased earnings volatility for
G&Ts, as major maintenance cost is
recognized in results of operations in a
single accounting period. In the
alternative, to avoid earnings volatility,
major maintenance cost would have to be
reflected in utility rates in one year. The
high cost of such maintenance would cause
electric rates to spike in that year - an
undesirable result for electric consumers.

Each of the above five accounting inconsistencies poses operational problems for electric
cooperatives. The detrimental impacts of each item should be carefully considered and weighed
against any identifiable benefits before the AICPA AcSEC implements the attendant provision of
the PP&E Accounting Proposal for electric utilities.
If, after this careful cost-benefit review, the AICPA AcSEC nonetheless believes it should move
forward with implementation of the major provisions of the PP&E Accounting Proposal for
electric utilities, including electric cooperatives, MREA respectfully requests that the certain
measures be included in the final rule. These measures would somewhat mitigate the ill effects
of the accounting rule for electric cooperatives. These mitigation measures are as follows:

Specific Recommendations to Mitigate Detrimental Effects of PP&E Accounting Proposal
1. The applicability of Statement #71 for affected enterprises should be explicitly
sanctioned in the final accounting rule.
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards #71 is never mentioned in the PP&E Accounting
Proposal. As a result, it is not clear if or how Statement #71 applies in relation to the PP&E
Accounting Proposal.
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Explicitly sanctioning the applicability of Statement #71 could mitigate some of the detrimental
rate-making impacts of the PP&E Accounting Proposal - by allowing for financial statement
recognition of certain rate-making practices regarding plant cost recovery. Furthermore, a clear
explanation of how Statement #71 is to be applied, regarding, for example, the regulatory assets
and liabilities that are created when rate-making practice for plant accounting varies from GAAP
accounting would provide for consistent financial reporting among electric utilities.
Specifically, MREA recommends that, in accordance with Statement #71, the following
differences be recognized on the balance sheet for financial reporting purposes between rate
making practice and the provisions of the PP&E Accounting Proposal:
■ Rate recovery of PS&I charges, A&G costs, and overheads associated with construction
projects over the useful life of the plant asset.
fi Use of group and/or composite depreciation accounting for rate-making purposes.
■ Deferral of gains and losses associated with normal dispositions of mass assets for rate
making purposes.
■ Rate recognition of the cost of removal of a plant asset over the asset’s useful life.
■ Deferral or advanced accrual of major maintenance costs associated with planned generation
plant outages for rate-making purposes.
Again, in deciding how Statement #71 should be applied, MREA urges the AICPA AcSEC to
consult RUS and utility regulatory commission staff. It is absolutely critical to electric
cooperatives that the relationships between regulatory accounting and GAAP accounting be clear
- with a goal to make the two as consistent with one another as possible. Since utility regulators
are responsible for regulatory accounting, commission staff consultation and input in this process
is critical. Certainly, from MREA’s perspective, the more synchronized regulatory and GAAP
accounting, the better for electric cooperatives.
2. RUS should be authorized in the final accounting to make the determination for electric
cooperatives that the use of the group depreciation method approximates the
component method.
The PP&E Accounting Proposal provides in paragraph A48. that in order to use the group
depreciation method, the business entity must demonstrate that the “gross [plant balances],
accumulated depreciation, depreciation expense, and gains and losses on replacements or
disposals of [plant]” under the group depreciation method are not materially different from
results under the component method.
MREA believes that the specified requirements to use group depreciation should be liberalized in
a number of ways. First, since gains and losses associated with normal retirements of mass
property are generally not currently recognized under the group depreciation method, it is hard to
imagine that accounting results for gains and losses would be not be materially different.
MREA, therefore, recommends that the materiality proviso for gains and losses be stricken.
Second, instead of use of a standard of materiality between component and group depreciation,
MREA recommends that it be demonstrated - by periodic depreciation studies - that use of
depreciation rates under the group method amortizes the cost of the subject plant assets over the
useful lives of those assets. This demonstration should thus provide adequate assurance that the
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gross plant balances, accumulated depreciation, and depreciation expense under the group
method being used are providing for rational, systematic cost recovery of plant assets,
substantially consistent over the assets’ lives with the component method. Third, MREA
recommends that in addition to the business entity, RUS or the applicable utility commission be
authorized in the final accounting rule to demonstrate that use of the group depreciation method
approximates the component method. In this way, for similarly situated electric cooperatives,
one overall determination of depreciation accounting results, rather than more costly individual
determinations by each electric cooperative, can be made.

3. Component accounting, if required in a final accounting rule, should be limited to more
costly, material components.
The PP&E Accounting Proposal in paragraph 49. specifies that “[a] component is a tangible part
or portion of [a plant asset] that (a) can be separately identified and depreciated or amortized
over its own separate expected useful life and (b) is expected to provide economic benefit for
more than one year.”
MREA believes that this definition would create an enormous number of tremendously detailed
plant accounting records for electric cooperatives. Operating in the very capital-intensive
electric utility industry, electric cooperatives could literally be required to maintain and account
for thousands and thousands of individual plant assets.
MREA believes the better approach, if the AICPA AcSEC decides that component accounting
will be required, would be to specify the use of component accounting for more costly, material
items of plant, with immaterial items grouped with the larger ones for accounting purposes. The
results of implementing this recommendation should be lower cost to electric cooperatives, with
minimal material differences in plant balances and operating results.
MREA appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the PP&E Accounting Proposal and
respectfully urges the AICPA AcSEC to consider its views and recommendations. If questions
arise concerning these comments, please feel free to contact me at 763-424-7233.

Mark Glaess
General Manager
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Jefferson Energy Cooperative
An Electric Membership Corporation
3077 Hwy. 17 North
Post Office Box 457
Wrens, Georgia 30833
Telephone: (706) 547-2167
FAX: (706) 547-5075
www.JeffersonEnergy.com

October 30, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

'

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related
to Property, Plant, and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
Jefferson Energy Cooperative (Jefferson) is an electric cooperative providing electricity to 30,000
member/customers on a not-for-profit basis.
Jefferson appreciates the opportunity to present comments on the Proposed Statement of Position referred to
above.
Our comments are as follows:
The proposed statement appears to take a “one size fits all” position, so as to require every
industry and business to follow the same process without consideration to whether that process is
the best method to provide a proper matching of revenues and expenses, a most fundamental
accounting principle. We feel the method provided is not the best method of properly matching
revenues and expenses in the electric utility industry, and therefore, a more appropriate method
should be utilized. We believe the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) has spent
many years developing accounting procedures for electric utilities to assure proper matching of
revenues and expenses. We further believe the Uniform System of Accounts developed by FERC
is a much better accounting system for all areas of accounting, not just property, plant and
equipment, and should be considered for the capital-intensive electric utility business rather than
the changes that the proposed statement of position would require. This Uniform System of
Accounts has served the industry well for many years and has led electric utilities throughout the
nation to utilize the same methodology. Accordingly, we feel any change would be detrimental to
us, other utilities and users of the financial statements that find comfort in the FERC Uniform
System of Accounts.

Your Touchstone Energy® Partner

The proposed statement states “. . . In practice the composite life may not be determined with a
high degree ofprecision, and hence the composite life may not reflect the weighted average of the
expected useful lives of the asset’s principal components.” While we agree with the statement
above when there are a small number of components, we also believe that when there are a large
number of small components as found in an electric distribution system, “the composite life may
be determined with a reasonable degree of precision” and would be an appropriate method of an
accounting.
We understand that the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA) our national
trade association, has provided comments on the proposed statement and based on our review of
a copy of their response, we would like the record to show that we agree with the comments in the
NRECA response.
We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments and respectively request you consider our views on the
proposed statement.
Respectfully,

K e n n e th C o o k
P r e s i d e n t & CEO

C a lla w a y E l e c t r ic C o o p e r a t iv e
503 Truman Rd.
P.O. Box 250
Fulton, Missouri 65251-0250
(573) 642-3326

November 6, 2001

Marc Simon
Technical Manager
Accounting Standards File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
RE: Exposure draft regarding “Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to
Property Plant and Equipment (PP&E)
Dear Mr. Simon:
The Property, Plant and Equipment accounting proposal raises significant
accounting, operational, and rate-making concerns for our electric cooperative.
Under the proposed rule we would be required to use component accounting for
PP&E. This would result in a change from grouping similar assets, to accounting for
each asset as a detailed component. The record keeping and administrative time spent
would be substantial. We would have to make major computer program changes to keep
track of each asset and the depreciation to that asset. The implementation of the
component accounting from the group accounting would be overwhelming.
Also, if a asset has to be replaced before the end of its accounting life the
undepreciated cost must be charged off against current-period expense, rather than
deferred as under the group accounting method. We can budget for routine plant
maintenance but the expense that would be incurred for unplanned maintenance such as a
major storm could be significant to the net margins in any given year. Would we be
forced to cut back on routine maintenance in that year because of an unplanned storm, to
cut expenses so that we can meet the financial requirements for the year? If so, the
service that our consumer is used to receiving would suffer, or the consumers rates would
have to be raised in order to have the revenues for these unexpected occurrences.
Our first priority is to provide a high quality of service at a reasonable cost to our
consumers. Please consider these comments before you implement the changes in the
proposed exposure draft.
Thank You,

.

.

Lesa Akers
Accountant

A Touchstone Energy Partner
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C a lla w a y E l e c t r ic C o o p e r a t iv e
503 Truman Rd.
P.O. Box 250
Fulton, Missouri 65251-0250
(573) 642-3326

November 7, 2001

Marc Simon
Technical Manager
Accounting Standards File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
RE: Exposure draft regarding “Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to
Property Plant and Equipment (PP&E)
Dear Mr. Simon:
The Property, Plant and Equipment accounting proposal raises significant accounting,
operational, and rate-making concerns for our electric cooperative.
Under the proposed rule we would be required to use component accounting for PP&E.
This would result in a change from grouping similar assets, to accounting for each asset as a
detailed component. The record keeping and administrative time spent would be substantial.
We would have to make major computer program changes to keep track of each asset and the
depreciation to that asset. The amount of employee time to implement this change would cause
us to have to employ people on a temporary basis for the conversion. The implementation of the
component accounting from the group accounting method would be overwhelming.
Also, if a asset has to be replaced before the end of its accounting life the undepreciated
cost must be charged off against current-period expense, rather than deferred as under the group
accounting method. We can budget for routine plant maintenance but the expense that would be
incurred for unplanned maintenance such as a major storm could be significant to the net
margins in any given year. Would we be forced to cut back on routine maintenance in that year
because of an unplanned storm, to cut expenses so that we can meet the financial requirements
for the year? If so, the service that our consumer is used to receiving would suffer, or the
consumers rates would have to be raised in order to have the revenues for these unexpected
occurrences. The idea that we can charge a constant, nominal rate for a meter would be gone.
Rates would fluctuate drastically and often.
Our first priority is to provide a high quality of service at a reasonable cost to our
consumers. Please consider these comments before you implement the changes in the proposed
exposure draft.
ou,
Paula Peeper
A Touchstone Energy Partner

Ozarks Electric Cooperative Corp
Box 848
Fayetteville, Arkansas 72702-0848
(501) 521-2900

November 7, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager
Accounting Standards, File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of Americas
New York, New York 10036-8775

Dear Mr. Simon:
I am writing this letter of comment in objection to the AICPA’s Proposed Statement of
Position entitled “Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant,
and Equipment.” I will limit my objections to four basic points. They are as follows:
1. The required use of component accounting does not fairly present the
actual use of the components in the electric utility industry.
2. The requirement that support staff costs not be included in capitalization
costs is contrary to the matching principle as is the prevailing practice of
the electric utility industry.
3. The required assignment of retirement costs to the current period produces
unnecessary fluctuations in expenses. These fluctuations are not a fair
representation of the use of the electric system.
4. The requirement that gains and losses on component asset dispositions be
recognized as incurred will cause arbitrary gains and losses that will
inaccurately distort the financial performance of the electric system.
A Brief Overview o f Ozarks Electric Cooperative Corporation
Ozarks Electric Cooperative Corporation (OECC) is a distribution cooperative. The
cooperative serves approximately 52,000 members. At the present time, two neighbors
are charged the same rate for their electric service. All the transformers used to distribute
the electricity perform the same function; however, some may be two years old while
others may be ten years old. If OECC is required to place individual values on each of
the transformers, then it would be forced to charge the members different rates based on
the transformers that distribute the electricity to their homes. It seems unfair to charge
two neighbors different rates just because their homes happen to be fed from two
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different transformers. If they are both receiving the same service, then they should be
charged the same.
I would now like to detail the objections that I stated earlier:
1. The required use of component accounting does not fairly present the actual use
of the components in the electric utility industry.
The value of the electric system as a whole should be the only factor in
calculating costs. Components that are essentially the same (i.e. they
perform the same function) have the same value to the cooperative even
though their historical costs may be different. This is why asset pools or
group depreciation more fairly present the value of the system.
2. The requirement that support staff costs not be included in capitalization costs is
contrary to the matching principle as is the prevailing practice of the electric
utility industry.
The work of the support staff (i.e. record keepers, supervisors, clerical
staff, etc.) is commonly applied as overhead. As such, it may not be
specifically identifiable with individual projects; however, much of the
time spent is attributable to the addition of Property, Plant, and
Equipment. If a contractor outside of the company is hired to do the same
work, the cost is considered a part of the Property, Plant, and Equipment
and is capitalized; the cost of the support staff should be treated in the
same manner. All of the costs pertaining to long-lived assets should be
matched to the useful life of those assets rather than being expensed the
year the cash is spent.
3. The required assignment of retirement costs to the current period produces
unnecessary fluctuations in expenses.
These fluctuations are not a fair
representation of the use of the electric system.
The requirement that retirements be expensed in the current year unfairly
reduces operating margins. Depending on the type of work done, one year
may consist of an abnormal amount of retirements. This does not mean
that the system operated less efficiently than previous years; however, it
will appear that way if the retirement costs must be recognized in the
current year. It seems that this practice does not fairly present the true
costs of the system and could cause an undue distortion of the financial
statements.
4. The requirement that gains and losses on component asset dispositions be
recognized as incurred will cause arbitrary gains and losses that will inaccurately
distort the financial performance of the electric system.

Recording gains and losses on the disposition of assets would require the
assignment of fair book values to each identifiable asset. It would be very
difficult to come up with reasonable values, and in many cases, we would
be forced to assign arbitrary values to the assets. The potentially misstated
values will result in arbitrary gains and losses that could dramatically
distort the financial performance of the electric system. Unfavorable
financial performance, in turn, could generate unwanted rate swings. This
is why recording gains and losses on component asset dispositions would
be unfavorable to everyone involved.
I am not opposed to changes in accounting that will help the electric utility industry.
However, I do not feel that the proposed SOP will benefit the industry. It will cause an
undue burden of record keeping as well as undue fluctuations of expenses that would
inaccurately affect the financial statements.
Thank you for allowing this opportunity to comment, and I hope that the AICPA will
modify its proposed SOP.

T

/

Todd Townsend, CPA
Vice-President of Corporate Services

Southwest Iowa
Service Cooperative
A Touchstone Energy® P artner

626 Davis Avenue
Corning, Iowa 50841
Ph: (515) 322-3165
Fax: (515) 322-5274
415 Broad Avenue
Stanton, Iowa 51573
Ph: (712) 829-2211
Fax: (712) 829-2775

November 7, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs
and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
Southwest Iowa Service Cooperative appreciates the opportunity to submit written
comments regarding the above-referenced Proposed Statement of Position (PP&E
Accounting Proposal) to the Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC) of the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA).
Southwest Iowa Service Cooperative is an electric cooperative in Iowa, providing
electricity to approximately 2,200 consumers-owners in nine counties. Since Southwest
Iowa Service Cooperative operates within the capital-intensive electric utility industry,
the PP&E Accounting Proposal would significantly impact Southwest Iowa Service
Cooperative’s accounting policies.
Southwest Iowa Service Cooperative is required to follow accounting requirements
promulgated by the Rural Utilities Service (RUS). The PP&E Accounting Proposal
raises significant rate-making, operational, and accounting concerns for Southwest Iowa
Service Cooperative. The most significant problem is the accounting inconsistencies
between this proposal and the RUS Uniform System of Accounts and attendant RUS
regulations and interpretations (collectively, Electric Cooperative Accounting
Requirements). The PP&E Accounting Proposal and the attendant detrimental impacts to
Southwest Iowa Service Cooperative include the following:
•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements specify capitalization of overheads in
support of construction projects and permit capitalization of an appropriate portion of
administrative and general (A&G) costs. In addition, Electric Cooperative

Southwest Iowa Service Cooperative

Accounting Requirements specify capitalization of preliminary investigation and
survey (PS&I) charges. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would prohibit
capitalization of overheads, PS&I charges, and A&G costs.

Implementation of these provisions would result in the unfavorable outcome of
increased earnings volatility, as these overhead, PS&I charges, and A&G costs are
expensed, rather than capitalized. We estimate the impact to our financial
statements for these items to be approximately $66,000 on an annual basis.
Approximately 74.5% of this amount relates to overheads, 7.5% relates to A&G costs,
and 18% relates to PS&I charges. Furthermore, from the standpoint of rate-making
fairness, failure to capitalize these costs would inequitably shift the burden of
collection of these costs from customers using the plant asset over its useful life to
customers during the construction of the plant asset.

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements prescribe use of the group method of
depreciation for plant assets. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would require use of
depreciation accounting by component, defined as “a tangible part or portion of
[plant] that can be separately identified as an asset and depreciated or amortized over
its own separate expected useful life.” The PP&E Accounting Proposal generally
prohibits the use of a group method of depreciation, unless it can be shown by the
entity that the asset balances and operating results under the group method is not
materially different from that obtained under the component method.
Implementation of this provision would require administrative reorganization to
comply with the data collection requirements, as well as installation of expensive
automated accounting systems. In addition, determination of material differences
between the component and group accounting methods would require record-keeping
for both methods, adding significantly to plant record-keeping costs. The estimated
costs to upgrade automated systems and provide additional administrative record
keeping and data input is approximately $10,000 in one-time costs and $4,000 on an
annual basis, respectively.

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements, consistent with group depreciation
accounting convention, generally prescribe that gains and losses on normal
dispositions of mass assets be closed to the accumulated depreciation account, under
the theory that over time gains and losses will net out. The PP&E Accounting
Proposal would require that gains and losses be reflected in results of operations in
the current accounting period. Implementation of this provision would result in
increased earnings volatility, as gains and losses on plant disposition are reflected in
the current results of operations. Our electricity rates would likely have to be raised
to provide for this increased uncertainty of earnings.

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements generally recognize the cost of
removal of a plant asset over the usefiil life of that asset, as a component of the
depreciation rate. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would require that cost of removal

be reflected in the results of operations in the accounting period in which such cost
was incurred. Cost of removal incurred over the past five years has averaged $47,775.
Implementation of this provision would result in increased earnings volatility, as cost
of removal is reflected in a single accounting period. Furthermore, from the
standpoint of rate-making fairness, failure to recognize cost of removal over the
asset’s life would inequitably shift the burden of collection of these costs from
customers using the plant asset to customers during the retirement of the plant asset.
Each of the above accounting inconsistencies poses operational problems for Southwest
Iowa Service Cooperative. The detrimental impacts of each item should be carefully
considered and weighed against any identifiable benefits before the AICPA AcSEC
implements the attendant provision of the PP&E Accounting Proposal for electric
utilities.
Southwest Iowa Service Cooperative appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on
the PP&E Accounting Proposal and respectfully urges the AICPA AcSEC to consider our
views. If you have any questions on our comments, please feel free to contact Phil Kinser
at (641) 322-3165.

Sincerely,

Phil Kinser
Office Manager
Southwest Iowa Service Cooperative
626 Davis Avenue
Coming, Iowa 50841
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November 14, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager,
Accounting Standards
File 4210 CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of Americas
New York, New York 10036-8775
Re: Exposure Draft, Proposed Statement of Position, Accounting for Certain Costs and
Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment
Dear Mr. Simon:
Thank you for the opportunity to provide input to the Accounting Standards Executive
Committee’s project on property, plant, and equipment accounting. This letter provides
comments on the Exposure Draft referenced above. Based on the problems identified
below, we urge the Executive Committee to exempt private colleges and universities
from the application of this particular Statement of Position.
First, public colleges and universities are already exempted from this standard by
paragraph 8 of the proposed Statement of Position. It is our understanding that one of the
concerns is that accounting for costs of PP&E is not consistent and that this diversity may
result in financial reports that are not necessarily comparable. We concur that it is
important to have consistency when comparing financial statements. However, it is not
critical that the financial statements of private universities be comparable to corporations
in the private sector. It is much more important that public and private universities be
comparable among themselves. The affect of exempting public and not private
universities will create differences and inconsistencies in their financial statements.
Tax-exempt financing would also be detrimentally impacted. Universities are permitted
to borrow money for capital projects through the issuance of tax-exempt bonds; however,
Section 145 of Title 26 of the Internal Revenue Code limits the use of tax-exempt
financing by universities to capital assets. Paragraphs 15 through 41 of this Exposure
Draft propose that certain costs, now capitalized, be treated as current period expenses.
Emory University

Tel 404.727.6080

305 Administration Building
Atlanta, Georgia 30322

Fax 404.727.0157

An equal opportunity, affirmative action university

This shift from capital asset to expense would reduce tax-exempt borrowing, thereby
increasing the need for more expensive taxable debt and increasing borrowing cost for
universities.
Universities would not be the only ones negatively impacted by this proposed change. In
their sponsorship of research, the federal government and other non-governmental
sponsors reimburse universities for the cost of financing facilities dedicated to research.
Therefore, tax-exempt financing helps to lower the cost of research to the federal
government. Tax-free debt also helps defray tuition cost increases. In summary, any
increase in borrowing cost for private colleges and universities is passed on to both
research sponsors and students.
Lastly, if costs now capitalized are expensed, universities will lose reimbursement
research dollars unless the expense happens to fall in the year of the indirect cost study.
Depreciation over the useful life of the capital asset insures more equitable
reimbursement.
The Statement of Position also proposes component accounting for capital assets of
universities. It is anticipated that complying with this requirement would be costly to
universities since they currently do not maintain the data required to accomplish
componentization. While universities realize a benefit from the componentization of
research facilities (shorter useful lives increase depreciation and thus the indirect cost
base) there would be no benefit to justify the increased cost of componentization for all
other facilities. We do not believe that the addition of component accounting would
improve the quality of financials, nor would it have a material impact.
The consequences described above were likely not anticipated by the Accounting
Standards Executive Committee. However, they are harmful to private colleges and
universities. Emory University strongly encourages the Accounting Standards Executive
Committee to exempt all colleges and universities from the application of this Statement
of Position.

Marilyn Sumey
Assistant Vice-PresktofTor Finance, Grants and Contracts
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Martha McDonald
Associate Vice-President for Finance and Controller
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Service Area:
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Clarke County

Laurel - 425-2535
P. O. Box 88
Laurel, MS 39441
P e ta l-583-1131
P. O. Box 706
Petal, MS 39465
Waynesboro - 735-2072
P .O .B ox 351
Waynesboro, MS 39367

Covington County
Forrest County
Jasper County
Jones County
Perry County
Wayne County

“Working Together For The Good O f All"

November 7, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon, Technical Manager
Accounting Standards, File 4210.CC
AICPA
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
In Re:

Proposed Rule - Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities
Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment

Dear Mr. Simon:
Dixie Electric Power Association (DEPA) of Laurel, Mississippi
appreciates the opportunity to respond to the proposed rule.
The
proposed rule is comprehensive and includes regulated entities
(paragraph 8). As DEPA is such a regulated entity, under Rural
Utilities Service, the proposed rule will have a major impact on
our Association.
Very briefly, we would like to outline a few of
the concerns that we have with this ruling.
The detailed component accounting for PP&E will be a significant
costly change in the industry practice of group accounting for reg
ulated assets.
In addition, the cost of removal charged to expense
from the current practice of writing the asset off over the asset’s
life as a component of the depreciation rate, will add to the vol
atility of the net margins.
Currently the industry practice is to
capitalize a portion of administrative, general, and overhead costs
to the regulated assets. As we understand the exposure draft, these
expenses would be currently expensed.
The proposed allocation of costs to regulated assets allows for rate
charges to customers to be volatile and inflationary.
Currently, the
utilities are using sophisticated software to track these costs.
The
change will be expensive.
The change to expensing components of reg
ulated PP&E to the current period will lower the net margins, con
sequently raising the utilities rates.
This will have an inflationary
effect for the entire economy.

Page Two
November 7, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon

In conclusion, we strongly urge that this proposed rule not include
regulated entities.
The change will not add to the accountability
for regulated entities, will make the rate making process volatile,
and will cost the customer more money.
This is not the time for
a new pronouncement by the AICPA that must be implemented by reg
ulated entities to add to the cost of living and doing business.
The change is not beneficial to the economy, the regulated entities
in general, and DEPA in particular.
Besides, w e ’d hate to read the
Wall Street Journal's articles about how the AICPA’s accounting pro
nouncement is causing another downturn to the economy and stock
prices.
Very truly yours,

James T. Dudley, Jr.
General Manager
JTD,Jr:mp

Washington Electric
Membership Corporation
258 North Harris Street
Post Office Box 598
Sandersville, Georgia 31082
Telephone (912) 552-2577
November 6, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
RE: Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities
Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment”
Dear Mr. Simon:
Washington Electric Membership Corporation (Washington) is an electric cooperative providing electricity
to 14,000 member/customers on a not-for-profit basis.
Washington appreciates the opportunity to present comments on the Proposed Statement of Position
referred to above.
Our comments are as follows:
•

The proposed statement appears to take a “one size fits all” position, so as to require every
industry and business to follow the same process without consideration to whether that process is
the best method to provide a proper matching of revenue and expenses, a most fundamental
accounting principle. We feel the method provided is not the best method of properly matching
revenue and expenses in the electric utility industry, and therefore, a more appropriate method
should be utilized. We believe the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) has spent
many years developing accounting procedures for electric utilities to assure proper matching of
revenues and expenses. We further believe the Uniform System of Accounts developed by FERC
is a much better accounting system for all areas of accounting, not just property, plant and
equipment, and should be considered for the capital-intensive electric utility business rather than
the changes that the proposed statement of position would require. This Uniform System of
Accounts has served the industry well for many years and has led electric utilities throughout the
nation to utilize the same methodology. Accordingly, we feel any change would be detrimental
to us, other utilities and users of the financial statements that find comfort in the FERC Uniform
System of Accounts.

•

The proposed statement states “...In practice the composite life may not be determined with a
high degree of precision, and hence the composite life may not reflect the weighted average of
the expected useful lives of the asset’s principal components.” While we agree with the
statement above when there are a small number of components, we also believe that when there
are a large number of small components as found in an electric distributing system, “the
composite life may be determined with a reasonable degree of precision” and would be an
appropriate method of accounting.

A Touchstone Energy" Cooperative

Mr. Marc Simon
Page 2
November 6, 2001

•

We understand that the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA) our national
trade association, has provided comments on the proposed statement and based on our review of a
copy of their response, we would like the record to show that we agree with the comments in the
NRECA response.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments and respectively request you consider our views on the
proposed statement.
Respectfully,

Robert A. Chapman
President/CEO
RAC:kbr

OKEFENOKE

Okefenoke Rur a l Electric Membership Corporation
POST OFFICE BOX 602
NAHUNTA, GA 31553-0602
912-462-5131
912-462-6100 FAX
800-262-5131

POST OFFICE BOX 2549
KINGSLAND, GA 31548
912-882-1362
912-882-1624 FAX

POST OFFICE BOX 1229
HILLIARD. FL 32046-1229
904-845-7477
904-845-7510 FAX

O wned by those we serve

November 5, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue o f the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
RE:

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement o f Position, “ Accounting for Certain Costs and
Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
Okefenoke Rural Electric Membership Corporation (Okefenoke) is an electric cooperative
providing electricity to 32,000 member/customers on a not-for-profit basis.
Okefenoke appreciates the opportunity to present comments on the Proposed Statement o f
Position referred to above.
Our comments are as follows:
•

The proposed statement appears to take a “one size fits all” position, so as to require
every industry and business to follow the same process without consideration to whether
that process is the best method to provide a proper matching o f revenues and expenses, a
most fundamental accounting principle. We feel he method provided is not the best
method of properly matching revenues and expenses in the electric utility industry, and
therefore, a more appropriate method should be utilized. We believe the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) has spent many years developing accounting procedures
for electric utilities to assure proper matching o f revenues and expenses. We further
believe the Uniform System o f Accounts developed by FERC is a much better accounting
system for all areas o f accounting, not just property, plant and equipment, and should be
considered for the capital-intensive electric utility business rather than the changes that
the proposed statement o f position would require. This Uniform System o f Accounts has
served the industry well for many years and has led electric utilities throughout the nation

Serving - Brantley, Camden, Charlton, Glynn, Ware, Wayne, Baker and Nassau C
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Okefenoke Rural Electric Membership Corporation
to utilize the same methodology. Accordingly, we feel any change would be detrimental
to us, other utilities and users o f the financial statements that find comfort in the FERC
Uniform System o f Accounts.
•

The proposed statement states “ ... In practice the composite life may not be determined
with a high degree o f precision, and hence the composite life may not reflect the
weighted average of the expected useful lives o f the asset’s principal components.”
While we agree with the statement above when there are a small number o f components,
we also believe that when there are a large number o f small components as found in an
electric distribution system, “the composite life may be determined with a reasonable
degree o f precision” and would be an appropriate method o f an accounting.

•

We understand that the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA) our
national trade association, has provided comments on the proposed statement and based
on our review o f a copy o f their response, we would like the record to show that we agree
with the comments in the NRECA response.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments and respectively request you consider our
views on the proposed statement.
Respectfully,

John Middleton
General Manager

JM/rwc

Butler County
Rural Electric Cooperative

A Touchstone Energy® Cooperative

521 N. Main
P.O. Box 98
Allison, IA 50602-0098

November 6, 2001
Mr. Mare Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

General Manager
Robert J. Bauman
Directors
Duane Rieckenberg, President
Gary Poppe, Vice President
Donald Feldman, Secretary
Leland Boyd, Treasurer
Richard Folkerts
John R. Klahsen
Gerald Schmitt
Harley Henrichs
Lowell Goodenbour

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs
and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
Butler County Rural Electric Cooperative appreciates the opportunity to submit written
comments regarding the above-referenced Proposed Statement of Position (PP&E
Accounting Proposal) to the Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC) of the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA).
Butler County Rural Electric Cooperative is an electric cooperative in Iowa, providing
electricity to approximately 5,000 consumers-owners in four counties. Since Butler
County Rural Electric Cooperative operates within the capital-intensive electric utility
industry, the PP&E Accounting Proposal would significantly impact Butler County Rural
Electric Cooperative’s accounting policies.
Butler County Rural Electric Cooperative is required to follow accounting requirements
promulgated by the Rural Utilities Service (RUS). The PP&E Accounting Proposal
raises significant rate-making, operational, and accounting concerns for Butler County
Rural Electric Cooperative. The most significant problem is the accounting
inconsistencies between this proposal and the RUS Uniform System of Accounts and
attendant RUS regulations and interpretations (collectively, Electric Cooperative
Accounting Requirements). The PP&E Accounting Proposal and the attendant would
have detrimental impacts to Butler County Rural Electric Cooperative include the
following:
Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements specify capitalization of overheads in
support of construction projects and permit capitalization of an appropriate portion of
one: 319-267-2726 • Toll free: 888-267-2726 • Fax:319-267-2566 • E-Mail: butler@butler.prllc.org

Butler County
Rural Electric Cooperative

A Touchstone Energy®Cooperative

521 N. Main
P.O. Box 98
Allison, IA 50602-0098

General Manager
Robert J. Bauman

Directors
Duane Rieckenberg, President
Gary Poppe, Vice President
Donald Feldman, Secretary
administrative and general (A&G) costs. In addition, Electric Cooperative
Leland Boyd, Treasurer
Richard Folkerts
Accounting Requirements specify capitalization of preliminary investigation
John R. Klahsen
and survey (PS&I) charges. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would prohibit
Gerald Schmitt
capitalization of overheads, PS&I charges, and A&G costs, implementation
Harley Henrichs
of these provisions would result in the unfavorable outcome of increased
Lowell Goodenbour

earnings volatility, as these overhead, PS&I charges, and A&G costs are
expensed, rather than capitalized. Furthermore, from the standpoint of
rate-making fairness, failure to capitalize these costs would inequitably
shift the burden of collection of these costs from customers using the plant
asset over its useful life to customers during the construction of the plant asset

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements prescribe use of the group method
of depreciation for plant assets. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would require
use of depreciation accounting by component, defined as “a tangible part or
portion of [plant] that can be separately identified as an asset and depreciated or
amortized over its own separate expected useful life.” The PP&E Accounting
Proposal generally prohibits the use of a group method of depreciation, unless it
can be shown by the entity that the asset balances and operating results under the
group method is not materially different from that obtained under the component
method. Implementation of this provision would require administrative
reorganization to comply with the data collection requirements, as well as
installation of expensive automated accounting systems. In addition,
determination of material differences between the component and group
accounting methods would require record-keeping for both methods, adding
significantly to plant record-keeping costs. The estimated costs to upgrade
automated systems and provide additional administrative record-keeping and data
input would be considerable.

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements, consistent with group
depreciation accounting convention, generally prescribe that gains and losses on
normal dispositions of mass assets be closed to the accumulated depreciation
account, under the theory that over time gains and losses will net out. The PP&E
Accounting Proposal would require that gains and losses be reflected in results of
operations in the current accounting period. Implementation of this provision
would result in increased earnings volatility, as gains and losses on plant
disposition are reflected in the current results of operations. Our electricity rates

Phone: 319-267-2726 • Toll free: 888-267-2726 • Fax: 319-267-2566 • E-Mail: butler@butler.prllc.org

Butler County
Rural Electric Cooperative
521 N. Main
P.O. Box 98
Allison, IA 50602-0098

would likely have to be raised to provide for this increased
earnings.

A Touchstone Energy® Cooperative

General Manager
Robert J. Bauman
Directors
Duane Rieckenberg, President
Gary Poppe, Vice President
Donald Feldman, Secretary
Leland Boyd, Treasurer
Richard Folkerts
uncertainty of
John R. Klahsen
Gerald Schmitt
Harley Henrichs
Lowell Goodenbour

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements generally recognize the cost of
removal of a plant asset over the useful life of that asset, as a component of the
depreciation rate. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would require that cost of
removal be reflected in the results of operations in the accounting period in which
such cost was incurred. Cost of removal incurred over the past five years has
averaged $27,000. Implementation of this provision would result in increased
earnings volatility, as cost of removal is reflected in a single accounting period.
Furthermore, from the standpoint of rate-making fairness, failure to recognize cost
of removal over the asset’s life would inequitably shift the burden of collection of
these costs from customers using the plant asset to customers during the
retirement of the plant asset.
Each of the above accounting inconsistencies poses operational problems for Butler
County Rural Electric Cooperative. The detrimental impacts of each item should be
carefully considered and weighed against any identifiable benefits before the AICPA
AcSEC implements the attendant provision of the PP&E Accounting Proposal for electric
utilities.
Butler County Rural Electric Cooperative appreciates the opportunity to provide
comments on the PP&E Accounting Proposal and respectfully urges the AICPA AcSEC
to consider our views. If you have any questions on our comments, please feel free to
contact me at 319-267-2726.

General Manager
Butler County Rural Electric Cooperative
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Electric Cooperative
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Bruce N. Giffin
General Manager
gifFm @ e-co-op.com

November 6, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
New York, New York 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs
and Activities Related to Property, Plant and Equipment"

Dear Mr. Simon,
We are a small electric cooperative in the Midwest and are responding to the abovementioned AICPA Proposed Statement of Position. The background of the SOP
indicated that it was initially developed for certain targeted industries, and it concluded
with the inclusion of more industries than that for which it was originally designed.
Unfortunately, not-for-profit electric suppliers, like Illinois Rural Electric, are included in
the end result of the Proposed SOP. The accounting provisions as currently proposed are
not appropriate for our cooperative and do not address required fundamental
governmental accounting concepts already in place. It would be ill advised to overturn
current electric utility accounting practices in favor of this SOP without significant input
from experienced utility regulators.
The PP&E Accounting Proposal would forbid the capitalization of overheads and
administrative and general costs which would in turn increase the volatility of our
earnings due to the increased expenses required by the ruling of the SOP. This would
eventually lead to increased costs to be collected from our customers.
The PP&E Accounting Proposal would require use of depreciation by component and
prohibits the use of group or composite method of depreciation, unless the entity can
prove that the asset balances and operating results under the proposed method are not
materially different than the results under our current method. This provision alone
would require a massive undertaking of manpower and financial resources in order to
restate our current depreciation methodology which would be unreasonably burdensome
for us without demonstrable benefits to anyone. Also, determination of materiality
differences between the two systems would add significant costs to current plant record
keeping.

Your Touchstone Energy® Partner

Mr. Marc Simon
AICPA

November 6, 2001
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The PP&E Accounting Proposal would reverse the current Electric Cooperative
Accounting Requirement which generally recognizes the cost of removal of a plant asset
over the useful life of that asset, as a component of the depreciation rate. The PP&E
method would require us to reflect the cost of removal in the operations statement in the
accounting period in which the cost was incurred. This provision would also result in
earnings volatility due to the increased expenses required to be booked by the ruling of
the SOP. This would eventually lead to increased costs to be collected from our
customers.
We urge you to reconsider the scope of industries affected by this Proposed SOP. If
electric utilities must be included in the final draft, we urge you to reconsider the
proposal as it concerns the issues stated above. As it is written, the PP&E Accounting
Proposal would hurt both our utility and the rural customers we serve.

Sincerely,

LITTLE RIVER ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC.
300 Cambridge Street • Post Office Box 220 • Abbeville, South Carolina 29620
(864) 459-2141
Fax (864) 459-4524

October 30, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related
to Property, Plant, and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
Little River Electric Cooperative, Inc. (Little River) is an electric cooperative providing electricity to 12,500
member/customers on a not-for-profit basis.
Little River appreciates the opportunity to present comments on the Proposed Statement of Position referred to
above.
Our comments are as follows:
The proposed statement appears to take a “one size fits all” position, so as to require every
industry and business to follow the same process without consideration to whether that process is
the best method to provide a proper matching of revenues and expenses, a most fundamental
accounting principle. We feel the method provided is not the best method of properly matching
revenues and expenses in the electric utility industry, and therefore, a more appropriate method
should be utilized. We believe the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) has spent
many years developing accounting procedures for electric utilities to assure proper matching of
revenues and expenses. We further believe the Uniform System of Accounts developed by FERC
is a much better accounting system for all areas of accounting, not just property, plant and
equipment, and should be considered for the capital-intensive electric utility business rather than
the changes that the proposed statement of position would require. This Uniform System of
Accounts has served the industry well for many years and has led electric utilities throughout the
nation to utilize the same methodology. Accordingly, we feel any change would be detrimental to
us, other utilities and users of the financial statements that find comfort in the FERC Uniform
System of Accounts.

A T o u c h s to n e Energy™ P a r t n e r

•

The proposed statement states “ .. In practice the composite life may not be determined with a
high degree of precision, and hence the composite life may not reflect the weighted average of the
expected useful lives of the asset's principal components.” While we agree with the statement
above when there are a small number of components, we also believe that when there are a large
number of small components as found in an electric distribution system, “the composite life may
be determined with a reasonable degree of precision” and would be an appropriate method of an
accounting.

•

We understand that the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA) our national
trade association, has provided comments on the proposed statement and based on our review of
a copy of their response, we would like the record to show that we agree with the comments in the
NRECA response.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments and respectively request you consider our views on the
proposed statement.

IH-County EMC
Tri-County Electric Membership Corporation
Highway 129 North
P.O. Box 487
Gray, Georgia 31032
912-986-3134
1-800-342-3812
fax 912-986-4733

October 30, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related
to Property, Plant, and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
Tri-County Electric Membership Corporation (Tri-County) is an electric cooperative providing electricityto 18,000
member/customers on a not-for-profit basis.
Tri-County appreciates the opportunity to present comments on the Proposed Statement of Position referred to
above.
Our comments are as follows:
The proposed statement appears to take a “one size fits all” position, so as to require every
industry and business to follow the same process without consideration to whether that process is
the best method to provide a proper matching of revenues and expenses, a most fundamental
accounting principle. We feel the method provided is not the best method of properly matching
revenues and expenses in the electric utility industry, and therefore, a more appropriate method
should be utilized. We believe the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) has spent
many years developing accounting procedures for electric utilities to assure proper matching of
revenues and expenses. We further believe the Uniform System of Accounts developed by FERC
is a much better accounting system for all areas of accounting, not just property, plant and
equipment, and should be considered for the capital-intensive electric utility business rather than
the changes that the proposed statement of position would require. This Uniform System of
Accounts has served the industry well for many years and has led electric utilities throughout the
nation to utilize the same methodology. Accordingly, we feel any change would be detrimental to
us, other utilities and users of the financial statements that find comfort in the FERC Uniform
System of Accounts.

A Member Owned Cooperative Since 1939

•

The proposed statement states . In practice the composite life may not be determined with a
high degree of precision, and hence the composite life may not reflect the weighted average of the
expected useful lives of the asset’s principal components.” While we agree with the statement
above when there are a small number of components, we also believe that when there are a large
number of small components as found in an electric distribution system, “the composite life may
be determined with a reasonable degree of precision” and would be an appropriate method of an
accounting.

•

We understand that the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA) our national
trade association, has provided comments on the proposed statement and based on our review of
a copy of their response, we would like the record to show that we agree with the comments in the
NRECA response.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments and respectively request you consider our views on the
proposed statement.
Respectfully,

Southwest

Electric Cooperative
Headquarters • P.O. Box 150 b Bolivar MO 65613 • 417-326-5244
Preston District Office • Rt. 1 Box 144 • Preston MO 65732 • 417-722-4491
J-7 District Office • Rt. 70 Box 7692 • Roach MO 65787 • 573-347-2760

November 7, 2001

Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards, File 4210CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the America’s
New York, NY 10036-8775
Dear Mr. Simon:
I am writing this letter in opposition to AICPA’s Proposed Statement of Position
entitled “Accounting For Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and
Equipment.
I certainly believe that AICPA should take another look at this proposal and either
drop or rewrite to exclude the electric utility business.
The required assignment of retirement costs against current period expenses would
change our margins to an extent that our members would suffer the consequences. We
operate in an environment which is rate regulated and our mission is to provide electricity
to our members in the most inexpensive way possible. In so doing, we must operate as
effectively and efficiently as possible.
If this proposal should come to pass, I feel that it would require employment of at
least one more person in the Accounting Department solely for the purpose of keeping
depreciation records. This would not only be another salary and benefits, but added to the
assignment of retirement costs to be expensed in the current year, our operating margins
would be unfairly reduced.
This proposed change in accounting methods would not improve our current
system and would surely create a hardship on the Cooperative.
Thank you for consideration of my comments and I strongly urge AICPA to
modify its proposed SOP.
Sincerely,

Nina F. Phillips
Manager of Finance and Accounting
Southwest Electric Cooperative
NP/mn
Bolivar 800-262-0326 • Preston 800-346-9213 • J-7 800-346-9214

YO RK ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE, INC.
Your Touchstone Energy® Partner

November 5,2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036-8775
RE:

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, "Accounting for Certain
Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment"

Dear Mr. Simon:
York Electric Cooperative, Inc. is an electric cooperative providing electricity to 30,000
member/customers on a not-for-profit basis.
York appreciates the opportunity to present comments on the Proposed Statement of
Position referred to above.
Our comments are as follows:
• The proposed statement appears to take a "one size fits all" position, so as to
require every industry and business to follow the same process without
consideration to whether that process is the best method to provide a proper
matching of revenues and expenses, a most fundamental accounting principal.
We feel the method provided is not the best method of properly matching
revenues and expenses in the electric utility industry, and therefore, a more
appropriate method should be utilized. We believe the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) has spent many years developing accounting
procedures for electric utilities to assure proper matching of revenues and
expenses. We further believe the Uniform System of Accounts developed by
FERC is a much better accounting system for all areas of accounting, not just
property, plant and equipment, and should be considered for the capitalintensive electric utility business rather than the changes that the proposed
statement of position would require. This Uniform System of Accounts has
served the industry well for many years and has led electric utilities

1630 Old York Road • P.O.Box 150 • York, South Carolina 29745-0150
Phone (803) 684-4247 • Fax (803) 684-6306

throughout the nation to utilize the same methodology. Accordingly, we feel
any change would be detrimental to us, other utilities and users of the
financial statements that find comfort in the FERC Uniform System of
Accounts.
• The proposed statement states "....In practice the composite life may not be
determined with a high degree of precision, and hence the composite life may
not reflect the weighted average of the expected useful lives of the asset's
principal components". While we agree with the statement above when there
are a small number of components, we also believe that when there are a large
number of small components as found in an electric distribution system, "the
composite life may be determined with a reasonable degree of precision" and
would be an appropriate method of an accounting.
• We understand that the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association
(NRECA), our national trade association, has provided comments on the
proposed statement and based on our review of a copy of their response, we
would like the record to show that we agree with the comments in the NRECA
response.
We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments and respectively request you
consider our views on the proposed statement.

Yours very truly,

R.O. Williams
President and Chief
Executive Officer
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November 9, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon, Technical Manager
Accounting Standards, File 4210.CC
AICPA
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
RE:

Exposure Draft (ED) of Statement of Position (SOP)
Accountingfor Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and
Equipment

Dear Mr. Simon:

I am a CPA and an accounting professor at American University in Washington, D.C. I
regularly conduct CPE seminars for the AICPA, various State Societies, and for CPA
firms. I am addressing the ED first in general terms, then in more specific terms.

GENERAL
Inconsistency
There is a major inconsistency in the ED between acquiring and self-constructing an
asset. No one denies the logic of capitalizing all asset acquisition costs. Yet, as per the
ED, many costs cannot be capitalized when self-constructing the asset. Overhead and
general and administrative (G&A) costs do include many items identifiable with the
construction. To totally omit these costs is a GAAP departure. FASB Statement of
Financial Accounting Concepts (Concepts) No. 1 states, “ . . resources such as raw
materials and equipment may be paid for by an enterprise in a period that does not
coincide with their use, requiring that the resources on hand be recognized and that the
effect on earnings be deferred until the periods the resources are used” (Concepts No. 1,
paragraph 45). Furthermore, Concepts Statement No. 6 states, “Cost is the sacrifice
incurred in economic activities - that which is given up or foregone to consume, to save,
to exchange, to produce, and so forth” (Concepts No. 6, footnote 19). Certainly, some
G&A and overhead are capitalizable costs in a self-constructed asset.

KOGOD SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
4400 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW

WASHINGTON, DC 20016-8044

202-885-1900 FAX: 202-885-1131

An analogy is found in Statement of Financial Accounting Standards (SFAS) No. 34.
SFAS No. 34, paragraph 12 states that the amount of interest to be capitalized is that
portion of the interest that, “theoretically could have been avoided . . . if expenditures for
the assets had not been made.”
SFAS No. 34, paragraph 7 states,
The objectives of capitalizing interest are (a) to obtain a measure of acquisition
cost that more closely reflects the enterprise’s total investment in the asset and
(b) to charge a cost that relates to the acquisition of a resource that will benefit
future periods against the revenues of the periods benefited.
Obviously, SFAS No. 34 relates to interest during construction. It permits capitalization
of interest even if not incurred specifically for construction. This imputed interest is less
definitive and traceable than overhead and G&A, which are specifically incurred during
construction and should be capitalized.
The ED, paragraph 26 recognizes that overhead and G&A are part of the cost of an asset
acquired from a third party and are capitalized in that situation. Why treat these costs
differently when an asset is self-constructed?
Furthermore, absorption costing, required under GAAP, must include all production costs
as part of capitalized inventory (ARB 43, Chapter 4) as opposed to variable costing
which includes only variable production costs. This ED proposal is not even comparable
to variable costing since it omits all overhead from capitalization.
SFAS No. 34, paragraph 42 states,
Measuring acquisition cost of a self-constructed or produced asset is not as simple
as measuring the acquisition cost of a purchased asset, but,.. .the objective
should be the same - to obtain a measure of cash flow service potential that is
supported by objective evidence. For such assets, therefore, acquisition cost
should include all the cost components incurred by the enterprise to acquire the
asset.
SFAS No. 67, paragraph 7 states,
Project costs clearly associated with the acquisition, development, and
construction of a real estate project shall be capitalized as a cost of that project.
Indirect project costs that relate to several projects shall be capitalized and
allocated to the projects to which the costs relate. Indirect project costs include
construction administration, legal fees, and various office costs that clearly relate
to projects under development or construction. Examples of office costs that may
be considered. . . are cost accounting , design, and other departments providing
services that are clearly related to real estate projects.

SFAS No. 143, paragraph B42 states,
. . . current accounting practice includes in the historical-cost basis of an asset all
costs that are necessary to prepare the asset for its intended use.
These FASB standards are emphasizing capitalization of all the requisite costs, rather
than immediate expensing. AcSEC, in going against this concept of capitalization of
items that provide future benefits, is not adhering to rules of a higher level on the GAAP
hierarchy. This ED ignores the time-honored concept of GAAP relating to future
benefits and matching.

Cost/Benefit of a Standard
The ED Foreword cites criteria applied by the FASB in its review of the ED for
“clearing.” These include the following:
□ The proposal does not conflict with current or proposed accounting requirements,
unless it is a limited circumstance, usually in specialized industry accounting, and the
proposal adequately justifies the departure.
□ The benefits of the proposal are expected to exceed the costs of applying it.
These criteria are not met certainly with respect to capital-intensive industries with a
large group of homogeneous assets or a large group of self-constructed assets. First, the
proposal (ED) does conflict with current accounting requirements, as cited above, and the
departure is not adequately justified. Second, applying this proposal would be costly and
cumbersome for many entities, large and small, and not improve their financial reporting.
Furthermore, this ED is taking a specific, rule-based approach to standard setting. It
involves specific requirements while many currently issued GAAP standards give general
guidance. AcSEC should consider providing general guidance to be applied by each
industry and/or entity. This general guidance approach would better accommodate
unique aspects of industries and the specific size of the entity.
Concepts Statements
The FASB issues Statements of Financial Accounting Concepts to establish the
conceptual framework of accounting. Concepts Statement No. 2 establishes a hierarchy
of accounting qualities (Concepts No. 2, page 15). Some of these qualities follow.
Completeness is “The inclusion in reported information of everything material that is
necessary for faithful representation of the relevant phenomena” (Concepts No. 2, page
xv).

Relevance is “The capacity of information to make a difference in a decision by helping
users to form predictions about the outcomes of past, present, and future events or to
confirm or correct prior expectations” (Concepts No. 2, page xvi). “Relevance should
also be evaluated in the context of the full set of financial statements - with consideration
of how recognition of a particular item contributes to the aggregate decision usefulness
(Concepts No. 5, paragraph 74).
Reliability is “The quality of information that assures that information is reasonably free
from error and bias and faithfully represents what it purports to represent” (Concepts No.
2, page xvi).
“Accounting information must attain some minimum level of relevance and also some
minimum level of reliability if it is to be useful. Beyond those minimum levels,
sometimes users may gain by sacrificing relevance for added reliability or by sacrificing
reliability for added relevance; and some accounting policy changes will bring gains in
both” (Concepts No. 2, paragraph 133).
The requirements of this ED lack completeness, relevance, and reliability. These
requirements provide not gains in both relevance and reliability, but losses in both.

SPECIFIC
Issue 7 - Removal Costs
The ED, paragraph A32 explains that AcSEC decided that removal costs should be
expensed because these costs are the last costs in the life cycle of an asset and should
remain associated with the removed asset rather than being capitalized into the cost of
the replacement asset.
I agree that these costs should remain associated with the removed asset, but not as an
expense. Indeed, a better matching would be to follow the model of SFAS No. 143,
which requires capitalizing these costs if a liability exists. Otherwise, a reasonable
approach would be to adjust the depreciation basis of the asset, and ultimately annual
depreciation expense, by treating the estimated removal costs as a negative salvage value.
Either approach places future benefit, matching, and allocation with the original asset.
Issue 14 - Component Accounting - Group Depreciation
AcSEC concluded that component accounting was a more reasonable allocation than
group depreciation. AcSEC would allow group depreciation if it is not materially
different from the component depreciation (paragraph A48).

Group depreciation involves similar assets and approximately the same useful lives while
composite depreciation involves heterogeneous assets with varying service lives
(Coughlan and Strand, page 5-2). Other than this technical distinction, these are similar
concepts.
Because an average life is used, some assets are retired before and some after the end of
the useful life. These are normal retirements, and the gain or loss is not recognized on
each retirement. However, it is incorporated in the annual depreciation deduction for the
large group of assets, and such differences will cancel out over the long term and over the
large asset base. The tax concept, which appears to prevail, is that a retirement is normal
unless it is due to a cause not contemplated in setting the applicable depreciation rate.
Any other retirements are abnormal (Coughlan and Strand, page 5-6).
Any abnormal retirements should include a recognized gain or loss calculation.
In other words, when an asset is retired (normal retirement), the “accumulated
depreciation” is debited for the difference between the asset’s cost and amount received
at disposition, thus not recognizing a gain or a loss (Coughlan and Strand, page 5-6).
These subjects are discussed in various early legal proceedings (Coughlan and Strand,
page 2-2), the Internal Revenue Code and Regulations (Coughlan and Strand, page 5-10),
the Accountants ’Handbook, and various accounting textbooks, as well as accounting
standards.
ARB 43, Chapter 9C states
Depreciation accounting is a system of accounting that aims to distribute the cost
or other basic value of tangible capital assets, less salvage (if any), over the
estimated useful life of the unit (which may be a group of assets) in a systematic
and rational manner. It is a process of allocation, not of valuation [Bold Added].
This definition, taken directly from the AICPA Accounting Research and Terminology
Bulletins —Final Edition, 1961 (Coughlan and Strand, page 1-2), is incorporated in the
authoritative standards by the Committee on Accounting Procedure.
Group depreciation is used by many entities in different industries. A summary of large
businesses indicated that 65% used group depreciation for all or part of their plant assets
(McTague, page 39). The authoritative literature recognizes group depreciation. AcSEC
is contradicting an operative Accounting Research Bulletin (ARB), which constitutes a
higher level than Statements of Position on the GAAP hierarchy.

CONCLUSIONS

The proposal would adversely affect many entities in various industries requiring
additional administrative costs without showing proportionate benefit. First, the ED
ignores prevailing GAAP by prohibiting capitalization of most overhead and G&A
expenses. The result is understatement of assets and misstatement of future income,
especially for capital-intensive industries with a large group of self-constructed assets.
Second, the ED is ignoring asset capitalization, future benefits, and matching by
requiring expensing of removal costs. These are clearly capitalizable items for many
entities, or, at least, a valid adjustment to the depreciation basis of the old assets.
Finally, group depreciation is valid for industries with a very large group of
homogeneous assets. This approach is better than component depreciation as proposed
in the ED. The ED approach results in expensing more items up front and distorting the
future matching of expenses with revenues. In so doing, the ED is abandoning a
procedure which works.
As an accounting educator for over thirty years, I am troubled by the proposed ED which
appears to be ignoring accounting “history.” The ED is more specific than many recent
general authoritative issuances; it ignores unique differences in certain industries; it
denies group depreciation, which is an acceptable and long-standing practice, especially
in regulated industries with a large asset base; and it requires expensing of costs that
clearly provide future benefits and should be matched with future revenues. It appears to
be costly to apply without providing commensurate benefits. In fact, the ED would yield
accounting information that is less relevant and less reliable than under current financial
reporting.
Thank you for the opportunity to respond and good luck with your deliberations.

Sincerely,

GaryBulmash, CPA
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ENERGY CORPORATION

John D. Gibbons
Executive Vice President
and Chief Financial Officer

November 12, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Subject: Comments on the Exposure Draft of the Proposed Statement of Position Entitled
Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment
Dear Mr. Simon:
Valero Energy Corporation (“Valero”) welcomes the opportunity to comment on the AICPA’s
exposure draft related to the proposed Statement of Position (“SOP”) entitled Accounting for
Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment. To summarize the
major issues noted by Valero, Valero believes that the provisions of the exposure draft related to
planned major maintenance activities, if implemented as proposed, would have a dramatic
unfavorable impact on the reliability and usefulness of financial statements to users of those
financial statements, while at the same time potentially causing unwarranted problems in the
areas of credit, perception and credibility for companies operating in industries that incur such
costs on a periodic basis. In addition, Valero believes that the proposed provisions on
component accounting would represent a major administrative burden on companies currently
using composite accounting, with minimal additional benefits being derived from such a change
by users of the financial statements. Valero believes that the AICPA has not presented
arguments sufficient to warrant mandated changes to current acceptable accounting treatment in
these areas, and therefore Valero believes that the proposed changes in these areas should not be
implemented. These issues are discussed in depth later in this comment letter, in addition to
comments on other provisions of the exposure draft.
In order to provide our comments in an orderly manner, and to be responsive to the AcSEC’s
request that comments include a reference to specific paragraph numbers, Valero has provided its
comments on paragraphs or a series of related paragraphs in the order in which such paragraphs
appear in the exposure draft.
Project Stage Framework (Paragraphs 15 through 21)
Valero agrees with the project stage framework proposed by AcSEC in the exposure draft. The
four stages in the project stage framework form a good basis for identifying the status of a PP&E
project and for differentiating costs incurred at various stages. Activities involved in
betterments, renovations, refurbishments, and other such classifications can be accounted for
within the in-service stage guidance of the project stage framework.
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Accounting for Costs Incurred- Preliminary Stage (Paragraph 22)
Costs incurred during the “preliminary stage” often relate to studies that do not ultimately result
in the acquisition or construction of PP&E, or may relate to an evaluation that compares two
options, namely the repair and continuing operation of existing PP&E (which would be
expensed) versus the replacement of that PP&E (which would be capitalized). Since costs
incurred during this stage are incurred prior to the identification of, and management
commitment to, the acquisition or construction of a specific project, Valero believes that
expensing any costs incurred during this preliminary stage is appropriate. This accounting
treatment will prevent the unwarranted deferral of costs related to general feasibility studies or to
activities that ultimately do not result in the acquisition or construction of PP&E.
Accounting for Costs Incurred- Preacquisition Stage (Paragraph 23)
Paragraph 23 a provides that incremental direct costs of PP&E preacquisition activities with
independent third parties should be capitalized. The definition of incremental direct costs
includes “travel costs incurred in connection with activities relating to the acquisition,
construction, or installation of PP&E.” Paragraph 23b provides for the capitalization of certain
costs directly related to preacquisition activities that are performed by employees. However,
those costs are specifically limited to payroll and benefit-related costs.
Since travel costs are defined as incremental direct costs and since travel costs of employees that
are attributable to specific PP&E projects can be easily identified, Valero believes that employee
travel costs related to specific PP&E projects should be included as capitalizable costs in
paragraph 23b. Such a change would make the accounting treatment of the costs of using
internal versus external personnel for a given activity more consistent.
Accounting for Costs Incurred- Acquisition-or-Construction Stage (Paragraph 33)
Valero agrees that demolition costs that are contemplated as part of an acquisition and occur
within a reasonable time thereafter should be capitalized. However, Valero also believes that
any costs incurred in demolishing existing facilities in order to construct new facilities on that
same property should be capitalized. Effectively, this is an integral part of the cost of getting the
new equipment ready for its intended use. In evaluating the economics of the newly constructed
facility, the total investment in that facility would include any costs required to demolish the
existing facility, and the new facility’s return would be impacted by such demolition costs.
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Valero proposes that paragraph 33 within the “Acquisition-or-Construction Stage” section of the
SOP provide that demolition costs related to an acquisition or construction project be capitalized.
Valero also proposes that the “In-service stage” section of the SOP be modified to provide that
demolition costs that are not related to newly constructed or acquired facilities should be charged
to expense as incurred.
Accounting for Costs Incurred- In-Service Stage (Paragraphs 37 and 39)
In paragraphs 37 and 39, the SOP addresses the accounting treatment for removal costs
associated with the replacement of existing components of PP&E. The SOP requires that costs
to remove PP&E, including costs necessary to disassemble a component to gain access to a
subcomponent to be replaced, should be charged to expense as incurred. Valero does not agree
with the proposed accounting treatment for removal costs.
For essentially the same reasons as were provided in the discussion of demolition costs under
paragraph 33, Valero believes that removal costs that are incurred in conjunction with a
replacement of PP&E should be capitalized as part of the cost of the replacement PP&E.
Another reason in support of the argument for capitalization of such removal costs results from
the substantial administrative effort that would be involved if the removal costs had to be
separated from the cost of the replacement PP&E. Many common costs could be involved in
such a replacement project, and such costs would have to be allocated between the removal costs
and the replacement PP&E. Besides constituting an administrative burden, such an allocation
process would necessarily be based on subjectivity, thereby resulting in potentially inconsistent
approaches between companies and, as a result, financial statements that are not comparable.
Valero proposes that the fifth line of paragraph 37 be changed to read “Costs of replacing PP&E,
including removal costs, represent the ...,” and that paragraph 39 be deleted.
Accounting for Costs Incurred- Planned Major Maintenance Activities (Paragraphs 42
through 45)
Valero strongly believes that the conclusions of the SOP related to planned major maintenance
activities should not apply to turnaround costs in the refining industry. The following discussion
provides background information about the refining industry and the nature of refinery
turnaround costs, summarizes the alternative methods used by refiners in accounting for
turnaround costs, and concludes by setting out the basis for Valero’s position that turnaround
costs in the refining industry should be deferred when incurred and amortized over the period
benefited, namely the period until the next turnaround occurs.
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Industry Background
The refining industry in the United States is a mature industry. Growth of the industry has
generally been through enhancements and expansions to existing facilities. The last “grass
roots” or new refinery constructed in the United States was placed into operation in 1983. Many
refineries currently operating were placed into service in the early decades of the 20th century
and it appears that they may last a century or more. Generally, refinery units are depreciated
over a 20 to 25 year life.
The industry has a long history of following three distinctly different methods of accounting for
the cost of major overhauls, also know as “turnarounds,” of existing units within a refinery
complex. Each of these different methods provides appropriate matching of costs and revenues,
depending upon the circumstances of the individual refiner.
As discussed below, refinery turnarounds can be distinguished from major overhauls in other
industries as they not only restore and improve the efficiency of the unit being “turned around”
but also extend its life and may increase its capacity. Because turnarounds are typically done
one refinery unit at a time, this extension of life of the unit is generally not taken into account in
recognizing depreciation expense until a new basis of accounting is required due to a change in
ownership.
Nature o f Refinery Turnarounds
Most refineries are comprised of multiple operating units that perform chemical and separation
processes to convert raw materials (e.g., crude oil, naphtha, lpg and other hydrocarbons) into
gasoline, distillate fuels and chemical feedstocks. These units are typically designed to operate
continuously for 3-5 years (run length) without shutting down. The run length is determined by
a number of safety and economic factors including mechanical integrity, catalyst performance,
process efficiency and heat transfer efficiency. Turnarounds are comprised of maintenance
functions intended to address these safety and economic factors and refurbish the equipment to
an “as new” condition and/or to be suitable for operation for the next run. It is important to note
that in a turnaround the equipment is selectively restored to original condition which extends the
useful life of the unit as a whole. In addition, these turnarounds result in a debottlenecking of the
refining process which has historically had the effect of increasing the throughput capacities
and/or yields of various process units. The frequency of the maintenance activity varies for
different units of the refinery and its component parts. Certain units and components thereof are
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restored each and every turnaround while other parts may only require maintenance every ten
years or even longer.
Examples of the functions performed during a turnaround are:
1. Vessels, Tanks and Reactors

This can include repair or partial replacement of
components such as nozzles, internals, refractory and
insulation. In certain instances a full replacement in kind
of the vessel may be required. Reactors may require
replacement of the catalyst.

2. Piping, Valves & Fittings

Piping, valves and fittings are replaced as necessary due to
corrosion/erosion failure and thermal fatigue.

3. Rotating Equipment

This includes pumps, compressors, fans and blowers which
are overhauled and restored to an “as new” condition.
Certain rotating equipment does not have common spares
and the turnarounds are the only opportunity to refurbish
these machines.

4. Instrumentation

Instruments fail over time and are repaired or replaced.
Safety items such as relief valves are refurbished and
tested.

5. Electrical Equipment

Electrical gear is overhauled and selected components are
replaced.

6. Heat Exchangers

Heat exchangers are cleaned or replaced and may be
repaired. At times the internal tube bundle may be replaced
due to corrosion of the tubes.

7. Fired Heaters

Fired heaters inherently subject the internals to thermal
fatigue and the heater coil may be replaced on a 5 to 15
year frequency. Heaters also require the repair/replacement
of insulation, refractory and burners.
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Alternative Accounting Methods for Turnaround Costs Used by Refiners
The three methods historically followed by refiners in accounting for turnaround costs are:
Defer and Amortize Method
This method is most commonly used by independent refiners (11 out of 14) which
generally may have several but not a large number of refineries. Under this
method, the cost of a turnaround is deferred and amortized over the period to the
next turnaround.
Accrue in Advance Method
This method is also used by independent refiners, although to a far lesser degree
(2 out of 14) than the Defer and Amortize method. Refiners using this method
also generally have several but not a large number of refineries. This method
provides for the estimating of costs to be incurred in connection with the next
turnaround and providing for those costs during the period between the most
recent turnaround and the next turnaround.
Expense as Incurred Method
This method is typically followed by the major integrated oil refiners that have a
large number of refineries.
Under each of the three methods, repairs and maintenance costs unrelated to a turnaround are
expensed as incurred.
Over the years several refiners have changed their method of accounting for turnaround costs
because of changes in circumstances. Holly Corporation, Sunoco, Inc. and Ultramar Diamond
Shamrock each changed from Accrue in Advance methods to the Defer and Amortize method.
Preferability letters from each company’s independent accountants were issued in connection
with these changes and accepted by the Securities and Exchange Commission’s staff.
Discussion o f Alternative Accounting Methods
While each of the three methods utilized by refiners is different in application, depending on
specific circumstances, any of the three can result in appropriate recognition of costs when
matched with revenues. A refiner that has a large number of refineries would typically incur
turnaround costs for several units each year and through the Expense as Incurred method may
recognize period costs comparable to the results if one of the other methods were used. With a
three to five year turnaround period, however, a refiner with a small number of refineries could
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significantly distort a proper matching of costs with revenues if it were to follow the Expense as
Incurred method versus the other two methods as the periods in which no turnarounds took place
would realize a much lower operating cost and also benefit from the non-interruption of
production. Whichever method a refiner uses, it should be designed to best match costs and
revenues based upon that refiner’s particular circumstances.
While each of the three methods can be criticized, the objective of each is to best match costs
and revenues period to period to period. The Accrue in Advance method provides a good
matching but it is difficult to administer because of limitations in estimating the future cost and
timing of the next turnaround. The Defer and Amortize method produces known actual costs to
match with revenues but the amortization period is based upon the estimated time to the next
turnaround. However, if a turnaround occurs earlier than anticipated, the unamortized cost is
then written off at the time of the shutdown. The Expense as Incurred method produces cost
recognition with no revenue and therefore defeats the matching concept. For companies with
few refineries, this method can produce extreme earnings volatility; however, for companies with
a large number of refineries, such as Exxon/Mobil, its use over time may result in period to
period results comparable to the other methods. Also, for companies such as Exxon/Mobil,
expensing turnaround costs as incurred is much easier to administer and does not materially
misstate any particular quarterly period as refining is only one segment of their many business
lines.
In addition to the three methods discussed above, there is a fourth method that is currently not
utilized in the refining industry, namely the Component Depreciation method. Under this
method, plant costs are segregated into two categories: (1) costs that should be depreciated over
the useful life of the plant and (2) parts that are replaced at periodic intervals. Parts that are
replaced at periodic intervals are capitalized and depreciated over their estimated useful lives,
that is, over the period to the next overhaul, rather than over the useful life of the refinery. This
method has multiple weaknesses. First, it requires an estimate of the next scheduled overhaul in
order to determine the depreciation period. Secondly, not all parts are replaced during each
turnaround, and therefore this method could require multiple categories of replacement parts,
each with a different useful life. Thirdly, it is often difficult to distinguish labor that is
associated with parts replacement from labor that relates to another area of the turnaround
process, and as a result, the segregation of the cost of parts replacement from the cost of the rest
of the turnaround could be subjective and potentially unreliable. In summary, this method is
extremely difficult to administer, is subject to subjectivity and guesswork and is wrought with
opportunity for disagreement.
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A large number of refiners currently use the composite method of depreciation in depreciating
the cost of their plant and equipment. Under the composite method of depreciation, plant costs
are segregated and depreciated by producing units rather than by the component parts that make
up those producing units, and the life that is used to depreciate the plant and equipment
represents a weighted average of the useful lives of all of the component parts that make up the
plant and equipment. Utilization of the Component Depreciation method in accounting for
turnaround costs would be contrary to the basic concepts of composite depreciation and would
most likely result in expensive and time-consuming changes to a company’s property accounting
systems.
Conclusion
A refinery turnaround is unique to the refining industry. It is different from recurring repairs and
maintenance because it creates benefits in the short run by restoring or improving efficiency and
in the long run by extending useful life and increasing capacities and/or yields. Thus the total
cost of a refinery unit turnaround meets the definition of an asset, namely an economic resource
that will generate a probable future benefit. The total cost should be recognized over the period
that benefits from the turnaround, which is the estimated period until the next turnaround occurs.
Deferring and amortizing turnaround costs provides a proper matching of such costs with
associated revenues. However, for other larger companies with more consistent turnarounds
from period to period, expensing turnaround costs could provide an adequate matching of costs
and revenues.
If turnaround costs were required to be accounted for as proposed in the SOP, the investment
community and other users of financial information would suffer several unfavorable
consequences. First, costs would potentially not be properly matched with associated revenues,
causing extreme volatility in reported earnings. Secondly, much of a company’s analysis of
period-to-period variances would necessarily be centered on explaining differences in the timing
of turnarounds from one period to the other, thus drawing attention away from the more
significant factors that users should be focused on. And finally, unexpected shifts in turnarounds
(potentially only a one-month change) from one interim reporting period to the other could cause
a significant change in earnings estimates that could cause substantial fluctuations in a
company’s stock price due to a perception by the user community that the company is unable to
manage its business. Furthermore, in order to avoid such perception issues, the company might
avoid expediting a turnaround even though it would be in the best interests of the company from
a business standpoint. In that case, instead of accounting standards properly reporting economic
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transactions, the accounting standards would be improperly driving the timing of economic
transactions.
For all of the reasons set forth herein, the refining industry should be allowed to continue to
follow one of the three accounting methods that have historically been accepted by the investing,
regulatory and financial communities. Valero does not believe that compelling arguments have
been put forth that would substantiate the need for a change in the methods currently being used,
particularly in light of the potentially negative ramifications that a company could face if it were
forced to adopt the methodology proposed in the SOP. A company that is forced to change to a
method other than the method it presently follows could be faced with reporting a mismatching
of costs and revenues, which could, at a minimum, confuse the financial markets and could even
lead to default or other severe credit problems due to factors totally unrelated to its operations
and actions.
Component Accounting (Paragraphs 49 through 56)
In these referenced paragraphs, the SOP requires that companies identify and separately account
for individual components of a larger PP&E asset to which the components relate. This would
involve capitalizing each component separately and depreciating it over its separate expected
useful life. Paragraph 52 indicates, however, that companies would not be expected to capitalize
components of PP&E that fall below certain reasonable thresholds or that represent the normal,
recurring or periodic replacement of minor items, which, according to the SOP, should be
charged to expense as incurred.
As indicated above in the discussion of planned major maintenance activities, many refiners
currently use the composite method of depreciation in depreciating the cost of their plant and
equipment. Valero believes that the SOP should state that composite depreciation is an
acceptable alternative to the use of component accounting. Refineries have many interrelated
component parts; for companies to account for each of those component parts separately
pursuant to the provisions of the SOP would result in expensive and time-consuming changes to
the applicable property accounting systems. Furthermore, due to the number, complexity, and
interrelated nature of the component parts, as well as the materiality threshold proposed in
paragraph 52 of the SOP, the identification of component parts would very likely vary
dramatically between companies.
In Appendix A, “Basis for Conclusions,” the AcSEC sets out various concerns with composite
depreciation that it had identified when it considered the use of composite depreciation as an
alternative to component accounting. However, despite these cited concerns, in paragraph A48
of the “Basis for Conclusions,” the AcSEC states that the use of composite depreciation will not
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be precluded to the extent that an entity can demonstrate that the results under the composite
depreciation method are not materially different from those that would have been obtained under
component accounting. Valero is not sure that such a computation could ever be performed in a
manner that would ascertain whether such an onerous requirement was indeed being satisfied.
Instead of establishing such a stringent requirement for the use of composite depreciation, and
instead of providing for such a composite depreciation alternative in Appendix A, Valero
believes that composite depreciation should be set out as an allowed methodology in the
“Conclusions” section of the SOP, with certain guidelines established that would address some
of the AcSEC’s major concerns with that methodology. For example, the SOP could provide
guidelines for the periodic reevaluation of the composite life used.
A final comment in the area of component accounting relates to the requirement in paragraphs 51
and 53 that if component accounting is used and if a part is replaced that had not previously been
accounted for as a separate component, the net book value of the replaced item must be
calculated and charged to depreciation expense in the period of replacement. Paragraph 51 states
that as “a consequence of not previously applying component accounting to an adequate level,”
the net book value in such a case is calculated using the expected useful life of the total PP&E
asset to which the component relates. This will normally result in a charge to depreciation
expense greater than if the replaced item had initially been accounted for using component
accounting. The tenor of paragraph 51 seems to infer that a company is being penalized under
the SOP for not having previously used component accounting, when a method such as
composite depreciation has been a perfectly acceptable methodology in practice. Because a
composite life of a property unit is a weighted average of the lives of the components of that
property unit, if one of those components were to be replaced, Valero believes that its separate
life should be used to calculate the charge to depreciation expense, not the composite life of the
property unit, even though the replaced component had not previously been accounted for as a
separate component.
Summary
In summary, Valero believes that certain provisions of the SOP would have a significant impact
on a company’s reported financial information and administrative burden, without commensurate
benefits being derived. In particular, the proposed changes related to planned major maintenance
activities would dramatically affect the reliability and usefulness of reported financial
information by causing substantial volatility of reported results and diverting the attention of
financial statement users away from the significant business issues with which they should be
concerned. In addition, the requirement to use component accounting would cause significant
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modifications to accounting systems and procedures for depreciation calculations that, by their
very nature, involve a substantial degree of estimation. Valero believes that the AcSEC has
significantly underestimated the administrative costs of using component accounting and has
therefore not demonstrated that the benefits of converting to that method outweigh the associated
costs.
As a result, Valero respectfully requests your serious consideration of its comments on the issues
addressed herein.
Sincerely,

John D. Gibbons
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Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards, File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue o f the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Dear Mr. Simon:
Re: Proposed SOP - Accountingfor Certain Costs and Activities Related to
Property, Plant and Equipment
The firm of Briscoe, Burke & Grigsby LLP, Certified Public Accountants, and an association of
electric cooperatives welcome the opportunity to respond to the proposed Statement o f Position,
Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property Plant and Equipment. The
following comments and considerations reflect the collective views of Briscoe, Burke & Grigsby
LLP, Certified Public Accountants and the board o f directors and management o f the members
o f these electric cooperatives. We also believe that these views extend to all cooperatives in
general and other diverse industries where the construction of property, plant and equipment
represent the revenue-generating assets o f the business and the largest item on the balance sheet.
Electric cooperatives operate in an environment that is rate-regulated, and their mission is to
provide electricity to their members in the most inexpensive way possible. In order to achieve
this task, a cooperative must operate effectively and efficiently. In so doing, cooperatives are
required by their lenders to adhere to accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States of America. Accordingly, certain provisions of the proposed SOP would significantly
impair an electric cooperative’s ability to provide electricity to its members at the lowest possible
cost.
Electric cooperatives are extremely capital intensive. They must build property and plant before
they can generate revenue. Therefore, debt leverage is a requirement. Their lenders require
them to maintain certain financial ratios and maintain certain net margin requirements for them
to comply with their debt covenants. The most significant of those are times interest earned and
debt service cost ratios. Having to comply with certain provisions of the proposed SOP would
cause defaults on these debt covenants unless a substantial increase in the cost o f electricity was
passed on to the members of the cooperative. Even if the lenders revised the debt covenants, the
proposed SOP would cause significant volatility in net margins from year to year which would
lead to inconsistent comparisons and would not enhance comparative financial statements and
the decisions made from their analysis.
Members American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
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Significant Issues
> Requirement to utilize component accounting:
This requirement would create an extreme burden on the administrative, organizational and
record keeping function of the electric cooperative resulting in increases in electric rates.
Requiring the undepreciated cost of utility plant retired and the cost to remove to be charged to
expense would cause significant volatility o f net margins. Utility plant continually must be
retired, moved and/or rebuilt to facilitate improvements in public infrastructure. These
retirements and the associated cost of removal should be depreciated along with the life of the
utility plant in order to comply with the matching principle and to be recaptured through rates
associated with the life of this utility plant.
A change to component accounting would not provide any added utility to the users of the
financial statements of electric cooperatives.
> Requirement to expense certain administrative, general and overhead costs associated
with property, plant and equipment:
The investment in utility property of an electric cooperative is capitalized in order for the
members of the cooperative to finance the plant over the life of that plant. This is accomplished
through the rate base, which includes both the depreciation and maintenance of the utility plant
All costs associated with the construction of this revenue-generating utility plant, whether direct
costs or overhead costs, should be capitalized and depreciated and thus recaptured through rates
in order to comply with the matching principle.
This provision of the proposed SOP would not provide any added utility to the users of financial
statements of electric cooperatives.
This proposed SOP will severely cripple the electric utility industry. The proposed SOP could
not have been written as is with the electric utility industry in mind. The electric utility industry
must be exempted from this SOP.
Thank you in advance for your consideration of our comments.
On behalf of the following electric cooperatives,

Warren L. Grigsby, CPA
Partner
Attachment
Briscoe, Burke & Grigsby LLP
CERTIFIED PUBLIC A C C O U N TA N TS

These views are represented by the following electric cooperatives:

Caddo Electric Cooperative

Lake Region Electric Cooperative

Canadian Valley Electric Cooperative

New-Mac Electric Cooperative

Central Rural Electric Cooperative

Northfork Electric Cooperative

Choctaw Electric Cooperative

Northwestern Electric Cooperative

Cimarron Electric Cooperative

Red River Valley Rural Electric

Cookson Hills Electric Cooperative

Southeastern Electric Cooperative

East Central Oklahoma Electric

Southwest Rural Electric Association

Kiamichi Electric Cooperative

Southwest Louisiana Electric Mem.

Kiwash Electric Cooperative

United Cooperative Services

Cotton Electric Cooperative

Briscoe, Burke & Grigsby LLP
CERTIFIED PUBLIC A C C O U N TA N TS

701 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington D.C. 20004-2696
Telephone 202-508-5527

Edison Electric
INSTITUTE

David K. Owens
Executive Vice President
Business Operations

November 9, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
RE:

Comments of the Edison Electric Institute on the proposed Statement of
Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs And Activities Related to Property,
Plant, and Equipment.”

Dear Mr. Simon:
The Edison Electric Institute (EEI) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the
proposed Statement of Position (SOP), “Accounting for Certain Costs and
Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment” as prepared by the
Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC).
EEI is the association of the United States investor-owned electric utilities and
industry affiliates and associates worldwide. Its U.S. members serve over 90
percent of all customers served by the investor-owned segment of the industry.
They generate approximately three-quarters of all the electricity generated by
electric utilities in the country and serve about 70 percent of all ultimate
customers in the nation. EEI members own a majority of the transmission and
generation facilities in the nation.
The AcSEC proposes two purposes for this SOP: 1) to standardize the costs and
stages of projects eligible for capitalization as Property, Plant and Equipment
(PP&E) assets; and 2) to standardize the depreciation methodology used by all
non-governmental entities for PP&E assets. The accounting guidance contained
in the proposed SOP has been cleared for issuance as an exposure draft by the
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB). EEI agrees with the FASB’s
criteria for clearance of proposed documents, as stated in the proposed SOP on
page number 12 that: 1) the proposal should not conflict with current or proposed
accounting requirements, unless it is a limited circumstance, usually in
specialized industry accounting, and the proposal adequately justifies the
departure; 2) the proposal will result in an improvement in practice; 3) the
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AICPA demonstrates a need for the proposal; and 4) the benefits of the proposal
are expected to exceed the costs of applying it.
EEl’s general comments will focus on concerns that, for regulated electric
utilities, the SOP 1) will conflict with current regulatory accounting requirements;
2) will not result in an improvement in practice; and 3) the costs of applying the
SOP will outweigh the benefits of its application.
Conflict with Current Accounting Requirements
Electric utilities are regulated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) and individual state Public Utility Commissions (PUCs). These regulatory
bodies generally require utilities to follow the FERC Uniform System of Accounts
(USOA). FERC’s USOA account structure requires utilities to capitalize costs
such as indirect construction overhead and general and administrative costs, and
gives the ability to track property using mass property accounting (18 CFR Part
101 Electric Plant Instructions 4.A, 3.A.12, and 10.B.2, respectively). This
guidance from FERC is in direct conflict with the guidance provided in the
proposed SOP. Significant deviation from capitalization rules already established
for electric utilities would be required for compliance. Conforming to both FERC
requirements for regulatory reporting and the SOP for reporting to the Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) will require two “sets of books” with processes
to categorize and capture information twice using different rules for reporting and
ratemaking. The large number of transactions incurred in the highly capitalintensive electric industry will drive significant, expensive changes in automated
processes in order to comply with the proposed rules in the SOP. In addition,
challenges in the ratemaking process due to the double set of requirements
would occur. Having two sets of rules would also increase the costs of defending
against litigation within the regulatory environment. The increase would result
from 1) the increase in record keeping costs to handle the significant number of
regulatory assets/liabilities that would be required; and 2) the increase in legal
costs as a result of the need to examine and defend costs that have been
historically included in normal PP&E. Furthermore, regulatory commissions
would have the ability to review both sets of books.
Negligible Improvements in Practice
The use of component accounting, or a component-based depreciation system
will not improve the accuracy of capital recovery, but could significantly put at risk
an industry whose financial integrity rests upon recovery of large amounts of
capital investment. For decades, recovery of investment in the electric utility
industry has been accomplished using group depreciation.
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The application of group depreciation applied by the industry takes into account
both interim retirements of components and the uncertainty or probability
inherent in a life estimate. In addition, because an electric utility has significant
numbers of items of property, it is neither efficient nor accurate to track them
individually. Actuarial studies, university research, and continual revalidation of
modeling techniques support group depreciation. Component-based depreciation
requires a discrete estimate of life and salvage value for each component. This
precludes the use of statistical and empirical analysis in an environment where
the only reasonably accurate way of projecting retirements for the large volume
of assets within electric utilities is by applying statistical probabilities to groups of
assets. Lacking empirical quantification, raw judgment would be applied under
component-based depreciation to millions of individual assets to select useful
lives and salvage value. Use of judgment of this magnitude is not an
improvement in practice, but a step backwards in providing accurate capital
recovery. Any change in depreciation policy that disallows the ability to use
actuarial science to project future conditions and replaces it with a review
mandating pure judgment cannot be seen as an improvement in practice.
Costs Outweigh Benefits
As discussed in our response to specific issues raised by AcSEC, the application
of this SOP would be extremely expensive for electric utilities. For example,
electric utilities have millions of utility poles and cross-arms and hundreds of
millions of feet of buried cable and overhead wire. These and similar types of
homogeneous assets are currently accounted for using a vintage year group
method. As such, a change to component accounting procedures would be
neither economically feasible or physically possible.
The AcSEC seems to realize this, when it offers relief in paragraph 115 of the
proposed SOP, which states; “To the extent that an entity can demonstrate that
those [group depreciation] conventions can be used and produce the same
results—related to gross Property, Plant & Equipment (PP&E), accumulated
depreciation, depreciation expense, and gains or losses on replacements or
disposals of PP&E—that are not materially different from those obtained under
the component accounting prescribed in paragraphs 45 through 51, the AcSEC
believes this SOP should not preclude the use of such conventions.”
Unfortunately, they are not mathematically equivalent. Demonstrating in
quantifiable terms that the results obtained using a group depreciation method
that are not materially different from those obtained under the component
accounting prescribed by the SOP would require companies to first calculate the
gross PP&E, accumulated depreciation, depreciation expense, and gains or
losses on replacements or disposals of PP&E obtained under component accounting.
This is not a productive exercise as the group depreciation conventions have been
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independently examined by the regulators or their consultants and accepted
either “as is” or with appropriate modifications.
Also, due to the tremendous number of assets and transactions that occur in this
capital-intensive industry, electric utilities would need to make significant
programming and operational changes to their processes for capturing,
capitalizing, and tracking asset costs. This SOP would necessitate an increased
level of staffing in order to track and maintain the additional volume of information
created by the proposed change in accounting. The proposed rule would also
require the addition of a large number of regulatory assets or liabilities from the
application of Statement of Financial Accounting Standards (SFAS) No. 71,
“Accounting for the Effects of Certain Types of Regulation” on each company’s
books to synchronize regulatory reporting (for the purpose of recovering costs
under a regulated framework) with reporting as mandated for generally accepted
accounting principles (GAAP). Any benefits of this SOP that would be seen for
industries not under rate regulation are negated in the electric utility industry by
the need for inclusion of significant levels of regulatory assets or liabilities and
the inability to model retirements using actuarial methods.
Therefore, EEI concludes that for regulated utilities this proposed SOP does not
meet the FASB requirement in which the benefits of the proposal should be
expected to exceed the costs of applying the proposal.
Exemption for Regulated Electric Utility Industry
EEI strongly believes that regulated electric utilities should be exempted from
those provisions of the SOP that contradict regulatory accounting rules.1
Regulated electric utilities are required to follow the accounting provisions of
FERC’s USOA. This system of accounts requires that regulated electric utilities
use the composite rate method of depreciation. The application of these rules
provides independent and scientific review of rates, recognition of interim
component retirements supported by actuarial studies, and can include
recognition, and losses and gains for events outside of normal statistical
variance. Furthermore, state PUCs typically follow FERC’s accounting rules and
base their ratemaking decisions accordingly. Regulated utilities may not deviate
from the FERC rules on computing depreciation. Requiring utilities to capitalize
assets or compute depreciation using a methodology contradictory to existing
FERC rulemaking would 1) force utilities to maintain two separate sets of
accounting books; 2) decrease the accuracy of reporting; 3) unnecessarily add to
accounting and administrative costs incurred; and 4) increase - not decrease 1 EEI believes regulated electric utilities already practice acceptable applications of the SOP in a
format required by FERC as detailed in this letter.
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public confusion in regards to the financial statements of regulated utilities. For
utilities, this SOP will force additional accounting complexity at a significant cost
without any appreciable improvement in either practice or accuracy.
Additional General Comments
EEI respectfully suggests that the draft SOP is much more than a clarification or
a simple modification of existing GAAP, but instead, is a significant departure
from GAAP as currently practiced by regulated utilities. Considering this dramatic
departure from current practices, EEI is surprised that this guidance is being
issued by AcSEC. The result of this SOP will be to require a completely new set
of policies and significantly increased record keeping for regulated utilities.
SOPs are typically limited in scope, and often are industry-specific. As such, an
SOP can be drafted, reviewed, commented upon, and enacted in a relatively
short period of time. This proposed SOP is neither limited in scope nor industryspecific. Upon consideration of the proposed SOP by regulated electric utilities,
as well as other industries with large fixed asset bases, it is apparent that the
provisions of the component accounting section of the SOP presents a dramatic
change in the accounting practices for those industries.
An Exposure Draft (ED) issued by FASB would provide a more thorough review
and comment period. An ED would allow the governing accounting body more
time to reflect upon the comments received from the interested parties. Finally,
the changes prescribed in the component accounting section are so significant
for a number of industries that they go beyond a simple “clarification of existing
policy.” For those industries, these changes actually constitute new policy. As
such, an ED issued by FASB, would be a more appropriate venue.
In addition to the general comments above, EEI will provide responses to specific
issues as put forth by the AcSEC in the letter included with the draft SOP.
SCOPE
ISSUE 1:
EEI agrees with the guidance as currently stated in the proposed SOP.
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PROJECT STAGE FRAMEWORK
ISSUE 2:
EEI agrees in principle with a project stage or timeline framework, but we take
exception to the stages as currently outlined in paragraphs 16 through 21 and
Appendix B. We believe there remains some uncertainty around the
accounting requirements and cost recovery implications for certain stages when
the project framework is applied to regulated electric utilities. The proposed
project stage framework as the basis for cost classification causes the same
costs to be treated differently dependent upon their timing. In paragraph A8, the
SOP states that “AcSEC concluded that the guidance in the SOP would be more
operational if capitalization criteria were based on the kinds of activities
performed and kinds of costs incurred rather than on whether a particular
expenditure fits into one of a large number of classification categories.” This
statement contradicts the example of the proposed framework given in Appendix
B where costs appear to be classified only by timing and not by “the kinds of
activities performed and kinds of costs incurred.”
For example in the matrix shown in Appendix B, surveying and zoning costs are
capitalized or expensed based on their timing (i.e. whether it was incurred before
or after the acquisition of the specific PP&E is probable), not on “the kind of
activities performed.” EEI believes that costs should be capitalized or expensed
based on the kind of activity that was performed and that the beginning and end
of each stage should be determined by this and not on a specific time criteria.
EEI also believes that the proposed project stage framework approach does not
eliminate the need for determining the capital or maintenance nature of a project
and the determination of the kind of activity being performed and the type of cost
being incurred. It only adds another factor, timing, to the decision-making
process. EEI also believes that an exception should be made for regulated
electric utilities that must apply SFAS No. 71 since the types of costs that are
capitalizable are already outlined in the regulatory guidance.
ISSUE 3:
EEI agrees that management approval is a key element in determining the
viability of a proposed capital project. But as noted in Issue 2, we do not believe
that timing should be the only factor in determining if a cost is capitalized or
expensed. Some costs incurred in the proposed preliminary and in-service
stages may be capitalizable based on “the kinds of activities performed and kinds
of costs incurred.” In the electric utility business, the larger production plant
construction projects have long preliminary stages as various certifications and
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governmental studies are completed before construction can begin. Often the
management approvals are conditional on passing the many milestones. These
costs should be capital in nature and not solely excluded because the costs were
incurred in the Preliminary Stage. To this end, costs related to a project should
be capitalized based on their necessity as development costs and adding value
to the project. In certain situations, utilities act as a project developer as opposed
to an owner/operator. The development costs incurred in the preliminary stage
for the developer should be considered as capital to accurately assess the
economic profit upon the sale of a completed project. An exemption should also
be made regarding this issue for all regulated electric utilities that must apply
SFAS No. 71 since it is not likely that all regulatory bodies will allow costs
incurred in the proposed preliminary stage to be passed to current ratepayers as
O&M expenses. Consequently, the proposed treatment would require the
recognition of additional regulatory assets for any costs incurred during the
proposed preliminary stage that would be recoverable over the life of the plant
assets. Reclassifying costs from property, plant and equipment to regulatory
assets would adversely impact any utility where the regulator, as a general
policy, does not permit the utility to earn a return on regulatory asset balances
during the rate recovery period.
Accounting for Costs incurred
ISSUE 4:
EEI does not agree that the costs listed in paragraphs 23 and 28 are an allinclusive list of costs that should be capitalized. The electric utility business
requires an ongoing construction of assets to accommodate growth and to
replace routinely retired assets. Consequently, utilities will have organizations in
place specifically to self-construct assets to be used in the ordinary course of
delivering utility services.
As proposed, the PP&E related costs incurred during the pre-acquisition,
acquisition or construction, and in-service stages should be charged to expense
unless the costs are directly identifiable with the specific PP&E. EEI strongly
believes that, given the capital-intensive nature of electric utilities, additional
identifiable costs not listed in paragraphs 23 and 28 could also be included as
capital project costs and that the list, provided in the exposure draft, is restrictive
in nature. In the electric utility business, the list could include, but not be limited
to, preliminary engineering costs, general and administrative costs (G&A), other
overhead costs, transportation related costs, and associated procurement costs
of maintaining inventory for construction. These expenditures are an integral part
of the total cost of a capital project. There is a definite need to associate these type of
expenditures to capital projects, if they are specifically incurred to create an
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asset that provides future benefit to the electric utility beyond the current
period. EEI believes that companies should have the ability to have some types
of expenditures to capital projects, if they are specifically incurred to create an
asset that provides future benefit to the electric utility beyond the current period.
EEI believes that companies should have the ability to have some flexibility in
directing specific costs to either capital or expense given circumstances that
would require an appropriate justification of how the costs are to be distributed.
The proposed SOP appears to preclude the capitalization of “preliminary
engineering” costs. This broadly defined term typically relates to costs incurred
for speculative projects - those not yet fully authorized or funded - in the hope
that such authorization and funding will be subsequently approved once a plan
has been developed. Engineering costs are typically expensed until a particular
capital project is approved by management for construction after which direct
engineering costs are capitalized. This appears to be consistent with the intent of
the exposure draft. Occasionally, however, utilities employ the preliminary
engineering concept for studies mandated by regulatory bodies. Charges are
accumulated in a deferred charge account. If new construction is approved by
management, charges directly attributable to that construction are capitalized.
Charges not directly attributable to new construction are expensed if PUC
approval is not granted for treatment as a regulatory asset. Based on the
proposed SOP, such costs would be expensed and treatment as a regulatory
asset could be precluded.
EEI does not believe that all G&A and overhead costs should be expensed
because many of these costs, in a capital-intensive business, do relate directly to
the construction activities. The direct charging of these costs is not prudent given
the large volume of construction projects, but the fact that the G&A and
overheads are rationally allocated should not exclude the costs from being
associated with a capital project. Utilities have strict policies and perform detailed
studies to assure that only the capital portion of G&A and overheads are applied
toward construction work. It is assumed that “direct” costs are those that would
not otherwise have been incurred if it were not for the PP&E project as defined in
SFAS No. 91, “Accounting for Non-Refundable Fees and Costs Associated with
Originating or Acquiring Leave and Initial Direct Costs of Leases.” Certain G&A
and overhead costs fall within this definition within a capital-intensive business
and the proposed SOP should be flexible in allowing these costs to be assigned.
These costs can be substantial, and in some cases, may actually exceed the
direct costs of a small distribution project, for instance. The shift of such costs
from capital to expense could potentially cause significant income statement
impact and understate the balance sheet. Certainly, this practice will affect rate
base and the rate of return, thereby creating regulatory issues. For a regulated
electric utility, expensing of all G&A overheads is in direct conflict with the Code
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of Federal Regulations - 18 CFR Part 101, Electric Plant Instruction Nos. 3
and 4. The specific language contained within these electric plant instructions is
as follows:
All overhead construction costs, such as engineering, supervision, general
office salaries and expenses, construction engineering and supervision by
others than the accounting utility, law expenses, insurance, injuries and
damages, relief and pensions, taxes and interest, shall be charged to
particular jobs or units on the basis of the amounts of such overheads
reasonably applicable thereto, to the end that each job or unit shall bear
its equitable proportion of such costs and that the entire cost of the unit,
both direct and overhead, shall be deducted from the plant accounts at the
time the property is retired.
Most utilities are involved with either removing old costs when replacement
occurs or treating these costs as maintenance (not adding to asset value) and
continuing depreciation on previous schedules. Again, this practice will affect
rate base and the rate of return, thereby creating potential regulatory issues.
Direct material and labor costs have historically been and will continue to be
capitalized. Directly identifiable costs also include “depreciation of machinery and
equipment used directly in the construction or installation of PP&E.” This is based
on the calculation of direct use of the machinery or equipment as a percentage of
the expected useful life of the machinery or equipment. This calculation would be
burdensome especially when assets are aggregated and depreciated or
amortized over a composite life. Many utilities lease fleet vehicles but own
specialized construction vehicles like digger-derrick trucks. Some utilities track
individually owned vehicles and have an hourly rate for each type. These rates
are based on the historical cost of operation including depreciation, fuel, repairs,
and so forth. The rates are applied to crew labor hours in such a manner that
direct labor and vehicle costs are afforded similar accounting treatment.
Finally, the costs associated with maintaining a storeroom or warehouse that is
used to facilitate the handling of material for the large volume of construction or
operating jobs are directly identifiable costs and exist to serve the construction
process. The costs to purchase, store, and transport the material to a
construction job should be included in the capital project as they are directly
associated with the work. Although these costs, listed here and in the previous
paragraphs, are just a few examples that demonstrate that the list provided in the
draft is too limiting, EEI recommends that the list be characterized as “examples,
not intended to be inclusive,” to prevent costs that could be appropriately
assigned as “direct” from being excluded. An inherent bias seems to exist in this
SOP regarding companies with the ability to self-construct assets. Many of the
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costs that would not be capitalized by companies self-constructing an asset
(indirect and support functions) under this SOP, are inherently included in bills
from third parties and, thus, capitalized for the same services rendered. In fact,
billings from third parties would also include a profit margin.
ISSUE 5:
EEI agrees with the guidance as currently stated in paragraph 32.
ISSUE 6:
Paragraph 37 of the proposed SOP states that the costs of normal, recurring, or
periodic repairs and maintenance activities should be charged to expense as
incurred. The paragraph also states that all other costs related to PP&E that are
incurred during the in-service stage should be charged to expense as incurred
unless the costs are incurred for 1) the acquisition of additional components of
PP&E; or 2) the replacement of existing components of PP&E.
EEI believes that, in general, this conclusion is appropriate. However, electric
utilities place assets in service when they are able to perform their expected
function. Costs to complete the asset, in most cases, still occur after the asset is
placed in service (e.g. final construction not related to primary function, “punch
list” items, parking lots, initial painting). These costs are, in reality, part of the
construction costs of the asset and should be capitalized with the asset. EEI
suggests that paragraph 37 be modified to include criteria 37(c) which would
state the following: c) “that are necessary for the completion of the asset, but
were not necessary for the asset to be placed into service.” EEI also repeats
here our concern stated in our response to Issue 2 regarding the classification of
costs only by timing and not by the “kinds of activities performed and kinds of
costs incurred.”
ISSUE 7:
EEI disagrees with the SOP’s proposed expensing of the total cost of removing
utility assets in the period in which the asset is removed from service. SFAS No.
143, “Accounting for Asset Retirement Obligations,” requires that tangible assets
with associated liabilities for removal should include the fair market value of the
liability as part of the asset cost with an off-setting entry to a liability account. The
guidance under SFAS No. 143 has been finalized, therefore, these provisions
should be reconciled to the provisions of SFAS No. 143.
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ISSUE 8:
Regulatory accounting and ratemaking practices recognize the fundamental
economic differences between planned major maintenance activities and
unplanned or routine maintenance. Unplanned major maintenance activities are
the result of unforeseen operational problems, and often have a significant
economic effect on an entity. Conversely, planned major maintenance activities
are the expected and normal result of asset usage, and follow a regular,
predictable schedule. Accordingly, most regulators provide ratemaking
mechanisms to levelize the annual impact of planned major maintenance
activities. Notwithstanding the proposed SOP’s provisions in this regard, EEl’s
member companies with these types of regulatory mechanisms will continue to
defer or accrue these costs, as applicable in each regulatory jurisdiction, under
the provisions of SFAS No. 71.
ISSUE 9:
EEI is silent on this issue.
Use of Inventory in Production of Internal-Use PP&E
ISSUE 10:
EEI is silent on this issue.
PP&E-Type Assets Produced for Sale or Operating Lease
ISSUE 11:
EEI is silent on this issue.
Component Accounting
ISSUE 12:
Issues 12, 13 and 14 are of paramount importance to EEI and its regulated
electric utility members. EEI believes that regulated electric utilities should be
granted an exemption from the component accounting guidance outlined in the
SOP. Current accounting practices for regulated electric utilities already contain
many of the concepts underlying component accounting. The implementation of
these new provisions will result in a significant and permanent increase in
personnel and systems-related costs for regulated electric utilities (which will total
millions of dollars annually industry-wide) that will be borne by ratepayers,
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without a corresponding improvement in either service to customers or in the
quality of financial reporting. EEI believes that it is important that AcSEC
understands and provides for the unique nature of the electric utility industry with
regard to these provisions. The following list contains several reasons why
regulated electric utilities should be exempted from the component accounting
provisions of the SOP:
■ The utility industry is one of the most capital-intensive industries in the
country, with one of the lowest ratios of revenue to fixed asset investment of any
major industry.
■ A significant portion of an electric utility’s fixed assets are comprised of
“mass” property - high volume, low cost assets such as utility poles, line
transformers, meters, etc. The implementation of component accounting for
these categories of assets would create millions of additional immaterial
transactions.
■ Electric utilities continue to be subject to cost-based ratemaking for mass
property which remains as a part of regulated utility service even where
generation has been deregulated. As an electric utility’s largest asset category,
PP&E is subject to an extensive and well-developed regulatory framework
surrounding accounting for PP&E. The regulatory framework’s primary focus is
the fair and equitable recovery of the investment in PP&E from ratepayers.
Historically, electric utilities have applied these regulatory requirements for PP&E
accounting in their external financial statements.
■ The regulatory framework for PP&E includes the “retirement unit” accounting
concept, which is very similar to the component accounting concept in the
proposed SOP.
■ Regardless of whether or not regulated electric utilities are required to
implement the component accounting provisions of the proposed SOP, these
entities will be required, for ratemaking purposes, to continue to account for
PP&E in accordance with regulatory guidelines. Accordingly, electric utilities
would be faced with the very burdensome and expensive requirement to maintain
two separate sets of detailed records for their extensive PP&E assets. However,
any differences between these detailed records would likely not affect reported
results of operations for regulated electric utilities, as the differences would be
recorded as regulatory assets or liabilities because of the applicability of SFAS
71. EEI believes that this financial reporting result would confuse financial
statement users more than it would inform them, and that the costs that would be
required in this effort would be non-productive or counter-productive.
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For the reasons outlined above, EEI believes that the proposed SOP’s
component accounting approach is not appropriate for regulated utilities, and that
these entities should be exempted from these provisions. At a minimum,
paragraph 52 of the proposed SOP should be supplemented to specifically
exempt items of mass property from component accounting requirements, as the
implementation of these requirements for mass property would be impracticable.
ISSUE 13:
EEI does not agree with this provision’s application to regulated electric utilities,
and believes that the AcSEC should amend these provisions to exempt regulated
electric utilities. As noted in our response to Issue 12, a significant portion of the
regulatory ratemaking framework has to do with the fair and equitable recovery of
a utility’s total investment in PP&E. One feature of this framework is that the net
book value of retired PP&E is maintained in an electric utility’s accumulated
depreciation. This treatment is provided in order to levelize rates and to ensure
full recovery of all prudently incurred costs.
As with Issue 12 above, implementation of these proposed accounting
techniques for regulated electric utilities would require the very costly
maintenance of two separate and complete details of PP&E, with any differences
recorded as regulatory assets or liabilities. EEI does not believe this added cost
to be justified in the circumstances. In addition, as discussed above with regard
to Issue 12, separate accounting for the retirement of individual items of mass
property would be impracticable, and EEI believes there should be an exemption
from individual component accounting requirements for those types of PP&E
items. For the various reasons noted above, EEI believes that the proposed
SOP’s retirement accounting provisions should not be applied to regulated
electric utilities.
It should be noted that the proposed SOP’s provisions in this regard conflict with
the provisions of the SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin Topic 5B. This guidance
precludes charging depreciation expense for the net book value of replaced
PP&E and recognizes the propriety of group or composite depreciation, including
the charging of accumulated depreciation for gains or losses on replaced PP&E.
ISSUE 14:
EEI does not agree with the provisions of the proposed SOP requiring separate
depreciation accounting for all individual components. Electric utilities have
historically relied heavily upon group and composite depreciation methods in
accounting for depreciation of utility property. These methods were perfected and
employed in the industry because of the large number of assets, the high dollar
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amount of the total depreciation recovery, and the need for a fair, accurate and
objective recovery. As noted in our responses to Issues 12 and 13, individual
component accounting would be impracticable and costly, and would not improve
financial reporting for a regulated utility.
In fact, EEI believes that group and composite depreciation methods are superior
to individual component accounting in circumstances in which there is a large
pool of assets with statistically valid dispersion of actual useful lives. Through
standards such as SFAS Nos. 87 “Employers’ Accounting for Pensions” and 106
“Employers’ Accounting for Postretirement Benefits Other Than Pensions”
accounting precedent exists for the recognition in financial statements of
estimates made utilizing statistical mortality data. EEI believes that there is no
better way to project retirement dates for vast quantities of individual assets.
In depreciating assets, expected average life is often one of the crudest
measures of life available. As with human mortality, the mortality statistics and
dispersion around the average life are often known for industrial plant - in
particular for utility mass assets. The individual component depreciation
approach basically forces assets into an expected-average-life group, and
performs a calculation as if each asset in the group will “live” to that age - which
is obviously not the case.
In fact, if the distribution is normal, half the assets will live beyond the average
life, and half will retire before it. By depreciating individual assets over their
average life and taking the additional depreciation on assets retired early, one
systematically accelerates the removal of a portion of the book value of half of
the assets, and “frontloads” that expense to the early years of the assets’ lives.
The resulting depreciation imbalances would be immense in our industry,
providing poor information for management, investors, regulators and customers.
For example, assume that there are three identical assets with a cost of $100
that are expected to have an average useful life of two years. In fact, one asset
retires at the end of each of years 1, 2 and 3. Therefore, the average useful life
assumption was accurate. However, component depreciation accelerates
depreciation on the early retirement, and gives no recognition to the longerlasting asset, as it does not contemplate life dispersion. See the below
comparison of annual depreciation using group and component depreciation
methods:
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Method
Group
Component

Year 1
$150
200

Year 2
$100
100

Year 3
$50

This simple example demonstrates that group depreciation methods produce a
much more meaningful reflection of actual asset usage for groups of similar
items. To further support group depreciation over the component method,
utilities are constantly adding assets through succeeding years that make group
depreciation methods more meaningful and provide further actuarial validation. It
should be understood that these methods are conceptually very similar to the
objectives of the SOP’s component depreciation concepts. Depreciation expense
tracks the usage of the asset, and the group or composite method takes into
account individual items that have either unusually short or unusually long actual
lives, through the inclusion of interim retirement estimates in depreciation rates
and other methods.
EEI is also concerned about the extent of evidence that would be necessary to
document that the composite or group method approximates the individual
component method. A full comparison of the two methods would be very costly,
and that cost would not, in our view, be justified, given the lack of impact of this
issue on the results of operations ultimately reported by a regulated electric
utility. EEI also repeats here our concerns stated in our responses to Issues 12
and 13 regarding the impracticability of individual component accounting for
items of mass property. In summary, EEI believes that composite and group
depreciation methods should continue to be permitted, in recognition of their
practical and theoretical superiority in accounting for large pools of similar assets.
Amendments to Other Guidelines
ISSUE 15:
EEI is silent on this issue.
Transition
ISSUE 16:
EEI agrees with the guidance in paragraph 71.
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ISSUE 17:
Considering the recent issuance of other property related pronouncements, and
the considerable resources which will be required to be implement the proposed
SOP, EE I recommends that the fiscal year-end effective date be timed so as to
allow at least 18 months after the issuance of the final standard in which to
implement the guidance in the final rule.
ISSUE 18:
EEI agrees with the guidance in paragraph 72.
ISSUE 19:
EEI agrees with the guidance as outlined in paragraph 71(a).
Liquidated Damages
EEI disagrees with the SOP’s proposed requirements for accounting for
liquidated damages in construction contracts. There are a myriad of these types
of provisions in construction contracts. No single, “one size fits all” accounting
method can accurately reflect the economic substance of these various
provisions, or adequately contemplate the unique facts and circumstances that
exist in each contractual arrangement. In fact, the proposed requirements in the
SOP might well be completely inconsistent with the economics of certain
contractual arrangements.
For example, a fixed-price turnkey construction contract for a generation plant
could include liquidated damages provisions for plant capacity, plant efficiency
and/or delays in plant completion. The contractual terms and economic
substance of these provisions could be entirely different. For instance, a fixed,
one-time damage payment for a plant capacity deficiency likely represents a
“refund” of plant costs, whereas variable, ongoing damages for completion
delays could represent embedded insurance for lost profits. Requiring identical
accounting for these very different damage provisions would be a clear violation
of representational faithfulness, an important qualitative characteristic of
accounting information discussed at length in Statement of Financial Accounting
Concepts (SFAC) No. 2 “Qualitative Characteristics of Accounting
Information.”
EEI is not persuaded that a need exists for standards in this area, or even that
meaningful standards can be set given the many different circumstances and
provisions that exist.
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Conclusion
EEI urges AcSEC to consider the following summary of accounting practices
used by a large number of electric utilities that help support the positions taken
and identified in the body of this response:
(1)

Our accounting practices are thoughtful, consistent, and have withstood
the test of time.

(2)

Our accounting practices result from studies which are subjected to
regulatory scrutiny before being approved for implementation.

(3)

Applying the proposed SOP without adoption by regulatory commissions
results in duplicative and non-productive effort without value.

EEI appreciates the opportunity to respond to the proposed SOP and to provide
input into the AcSEC’s process. We hope that our comments will be helpful in the
AcSEC’s future deliberations.
Sincerely,

David K. Owens
DKO/kk

Q U I T Y
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November 12, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036-8775
Re: Proposed Statement of Position: Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to
Property, Plant and Equipment
Dear Marc,
Equity Residential Properties Trust (“EQR”) is a Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) that
develops, acquires, disposes, owns and operates multi family residential properties throughout
the United States in 35 major metropolitan markets. Our portfolio includes approximately one
thousand, one hundred multifamily residential properties consisting of more than 225,000 units.
The business of developing, owning and operating investment property regularly involves the
acquisition, disposition, development and maintenance of assets. In this context, the accounting
standards for capitalizing the cost of these assets are fundamental to EQR producing useful
financial and operating reports and of vital importance to its capital formation and investor
relations activities.
EQR is an active member of the National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts
(NAREIT), which has responded to the proposed SOP. In addition to supporting the views
presented in NAREIT’s letter, EQR addresses certain points that we would like the AICPA to
consider in its comment review process. The following are our points.
Componentization
The proposed SOP’s requirement to separately track the cost and accumulated depreciation of
individual property, plant and equipment (PP&E) components would increase considerably
EQR’s administrative costs.
We fail to see how the costs related to the detailed
componentization requirements of the proposal will be justified compared to the marginal benefit
that may accrue to users of financial statements.
First, to implement the provisions of the proposal would require that we allocate the book value
of our PP&E to thousands of components. Although the proposal provides an option to apply
componentization either retroactively or prospectively, we believe the “penalty” associated with
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prospective adoption would force us to adopt componentization on a retroactive basis.
Implementation of the componentization provisions of the proposal on a retroactive basis would
require that we engage cost study consultants to ascertain component costs for each of our
properties. We conservatively estimate that the cost of this exercise would be $1,200 per
property for a total of approximately $1.3 million.
Second, the costs to administer the ongoing provisions of the proposal would be significant. We
would be required to track thousands of individual asset components. Further, we could foresee
for audit purposes that we would need to periodically test these records against actual
components. Based on EQR’s current administration of its PP&E capitalization policy it takes
us a total of 400 hours per month to account for all of our existing properties. We estimate that if
we were to implement and administer our PP&E capitalization policy under the proposed
componentization method this would take a minimum of 2000 hours per month. These ongoing
requirements would result in the addition of at least six corporate administrative accounting staff
at a fully allocated cost of $300,000 per annum. This does not include the probable increase in
audit costs.
Moreover, the componentization requirements of the proposed SOP are contrary to that which
has been embraced internationally for investment property accounting. International Accounting
Standard No. 40 (IAS 40), Investment Property, requires the disclosure of fair value of an
investment property in the financial statements or footnotes, and views investment property as an
integrated operating entity, not thousands of components. AcSEC’s proposal is offered at a time
when representatives of the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) and the Securities
and Exchange Commission continually espouse global convergence of accounting standards.
We could envision being forced to modify our accounting and financial reporting systems to
implement the provisions of the proposed SOP and amendments, only to again modify our
systems at some future point when global convergence becomes reality.
In the event the final SOP contains the detailed componentization requirements, we request that
investment property be exempted.
Elimination o f the Composite/Group Methods o f Depreciation
The requirement to componentize all PP&E and to measure the remaining book value of replaced
components effectively eliminates the composite and group methods of depreciation. These
depreciation methods have been used throughout Corporate America and are well established in
both accounting literature and practice.
Although the proposal allows the use of the group or composite method of depreciation if an
entity can demonstrate that it produces results similar to componentization, we believe this
provision is not realistic because it would force us to calculate depreciation using both methods
(i.e., group/composite method and componentization) in order to prove that the results are in fact
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similar. This allowance does not alleviate the detailed componentization required by the
proposed SOP - a company would still have to undertake an assessment of its assets “as
componentized” to prove that it would be allowed to use the composite or group method. We
find this aspect of the proposal troublesome in that it would require us to maintain records for
two sets of depreciation calculations.
In the absence of a withdrawal of the componentization requirements of the proposal, we
strongly suggest that the Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC) consider an
alternative approach for PP&E cost componentization that would entail a more reasonable level
and be more cost effective. One approach that we could consider embracing would include a
componentization of a PP&E asset into categories by the useful lives of components. These
categories might number a dozen or more for investment property. Components within these
“useful-life categories” would be accounted for using the group method of depreciation. No
“losses” (remaining net book values) would be recognized in earnings at the time of replacement.
These “losses” could be minimized through more precise determination of useful lives of major
components and regular comparisons of the parameters used with actual experience.
Deferred Cost Accounting
The proposal’s provisions also eliminate the concept of deferred cost accounting with respect to
PP&E. EQR is especially concerned about the prohibition to defer or capitalize costs that may
be incurred during the preliminary stage of a project, as well as long-term or planned major
maintenance activities. Clearly, these costs may provide future economic benefit to a period
other than the one in which they were incurred. These costs should be permitted to be deferred
and amortized to properly match the costs with the period of benefit, or expensed when there is a
determination of no future economic benefit. This matching of costs with benefits is the essence
of accrual accounting - the foundation upon which generally accepted accounting principles
have been established. To do away with this concept would render our reporting on a cash basis
for costs that, without question, provide economic benefit for multiple periods.
Accounting for Property Taxes, Insurance and Ground Rents
The proposal would require that the capitalization of property taxes, insurance and ground rentals
cease “no later than the date initial operations commence in any portion of the building or
structure”. As a developer of multifamily residential, this accounting would cause a significant
inappropriate matching of costs and related revenues. For example, if the first tenant occupied
even five percent of the space in a large multifamily residential property, the costs of real estate
taxes, insurance and ground rentals applicable to the entire multifamily building would be
charged to the rental income stream from the five percent of leased space. The earnings (or
probable loss) resulting from this accounting would not provide appropriate information with
respect to the current and future profitability of the property.
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The appropriate accounting would be to allocate the real estate taxes, insurance and ground rents
proportionally between space generating revenue and the non-revenue generating space as the
property leases up. Limits to the capitalization should be required in terms of the maximum
length of time subject to this allocation. Paragraphs 22 and 23 of SFAS 67, as well as paragraph
18 of SFAS 34, provide an appropriate model for the capitalization of these costs.
Limitation on Capitalization o f Indirect and Overhead Costs
The proposal would limit the capitalization of costs of internal staff directly associated with
specific projects to payroll and payroll-benefit related costs. EQR believes that indirect costs
and overhead that supports the development, construction or installation of PP&E should be
capitalized.

EQR appreciates the opportunity to participate in the AICPA’s considerations with respect to
accounting for PP&E. If you have any questions regarding this response, please contact the
undersigned at (312) 928-1292.
Sincerely.

Michael J. McHugh
Executive Vice-President, Treasurer and Chief Accounting Officer

Corn Belt
Power Cooperative
November 9, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute o f Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue o f the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement o f Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs
and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
Com Belt Power Cooperative (Com Belt) appreciates the opportunity to submit written
comments regarding the above-referenced Proposed Statement o f Position (PP&E
Accounting Proposal) to the Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC) o f
the American Institute o f Certified Public Accountants (AICPA).
Com Belt is an electric cooperative in Iowa, providing electricity to approximately
eleven member rural utility cooperatives and one municipal organization in twentyseven counties. Since Com Belt operates within the capital-intensive electric utility
industry, the PP&E Accounting Proposal would significantly impact Com Belt Power
Cooperative accounting policies.
Com Belt is required to follow accounting requirements promulgated by the Rural
Utilities Service (RUS). The PP&E Accounting Proposal raises significant ratemaking,
operational, and accounting concerns for Com Belt. The most significant problem is the
accounting inconsistencies between this proposal and the RUS Uniform System o f
Accounts and attendant RUS regulations and interpretations (collectively, Electric
Cooperative Accounting Requirements). The PP&E Accounting Proposal and the
attendant detrimental impacts to Com Belt include the following:
•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements specify capitalization o f overheads
in support o f construction projects and permit capitalization o f an appropriate
portion o f administrative and general (A&G) costs. In addition, Electric
Cooperative Accounting Requirements specify capitalization o f preliminary
investigation and survey (PS&I) charges. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would
prohibit capitalization o f overheads, PS&I charges, and A&G costs.
Implementation o f these provisions would result in the unfavorable outcome o f
increased earnings volatility, as these overheads, PS&I charges, and A&G costs are
expensed, rather than capitalized. We estimate the impact to our financial statements
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for these items to be approximately $857,000 on an annual basis for an average
construction year. Approximately 50% of this amount relates to overheads, 5%
relates to A&G costs, and 45% relates to PS&I charges. Furthermore, from the
standpoint of ratemaking fairness, failure to capitalize these costs would inequitably
shift the burden of collection of these costs from customers using the plant asset over
its useful life to customers during the construction of the plant asset.
•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements prescribe use of the group method
of depreciation for plant assets. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would require use
of depreciation accounting by component, defined as “a tangible part or portion of
[plant] that can be separately identified as an asset and depreciated or amortized
over its own separate expected useful life.” The PP&E Accounting Proposal
generally prohibits the use of a group method of depreciation, unless it can be
shown by the entity that the asset balances and operating results under the group
method is not materially different from that obtained under the component method.
Implementation of this provision would require administrative reorganization to
comply with the data collection requirements, as well as installation of expensive
automated accounting systems. In addition, determination of material differences
between the component and group accounting methods would require record
keeping for both methods, adding significantly to plant record-keeping costs. The
estimated costs to upgrade automated systems and provide additional administrative
record-keeping and data input is approximately $250,000 in one-time costs and
$25,000 on an annual basis, respectively.

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements, consistent with group depreciation
accounting convention, generally prescribe that gains and losses on normal
dispositions of mass assets be closed to the accumulated depreciation account, under
the theory that over time gains and losses will net out. The PP&E Accounting
Proposal would require that gains and losses be reflected in results of operations in
the current accounting period. Implementation of this provision would result in
increased earnings volatility, as gains and losses on plant disposition are reflected in
the current results of operations. Gains closed to the accumulated depreciation
account averaged $50,000 over the past five years, varying from $100,000 in gains
to $20,000 in losses. Our electricity rates would likely have to be raised to provide
for this increased uncertainty of earnings.

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements generally recognize the cost of
removal of a plant asset over the useful life of that asset, as a component of the
depreciation rate. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would require that cost of
removal be reflected in the results of operations in the accounting period in which
such cost was incurred. Cost of removal incurred over the past five years has
averaged $102,000. Implementation of this provision would result in increased
earnings volatility, as cost of removal is reflected in a single accounting period.
Furthermore, from the standpoint of rate-making fairness, failure to recognize cost
of removal over the asset’s life would inequitably shift the burden of collection of

these costs from customers using the plant asset to customers during the retirement
of the plant asset.
Each of the above accounting inconsistencies poses operational problems for Com Belt.
The detrimental impacts of each item should be carefully considered and weighed
against any identifiable benefits before the AICPA AcSEC implements the attendant
provision of the PP&E Accounting Proposal for electric utilities.
Com Belt appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the PP&E Accounting
Proposal and respectfully urges the AICPA AcSEC to consider our views. If you have
any questions on our comments, please feel free to contact Karen K. Berte at
515.332.2571 ext. 231.

Sincerely,
CORN BELT POWER COOPERATIVE

Karen K. Berte
Vice President, Finance & Administration

Barry Electric
Cooperative
4015 M ain Street, P. O. Box 307
Cassville, MO 65625
Telephone: (417) 847-2131
Fax: (417) 847-5524
Bill Shiveley, General M anager

November 5, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager
Accounting Standards, File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036-8775
RE: Proposed Statement of Position - Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities
Related to Property, Plant and Equipment
Dear Mr. Simon:
I am writing this letter of comment in objection to the AICPA’s Proposed Statement of
Position entitled “Accounting For Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant
and Equipment”. My objections will be limited to the four proposed changes as listed
below:
A. The required use of component accounting for Property, Plant & Equipment does
not fairly present the actual use of the components in the electric utility industry.
B. The required assignment of the costs of retirement for an item of Property, Plant
& Equipment to current period rather than written off over the plant’s life as is the
current practice in the electric utility industry.
C. The requirement of charging off un-depreciated costs as a current period expense
rather than deferring as under the group accounting method.
D. The requirement that limits support staff costs that can be capitalized as a part of
Property, Plant & Equipment.
I will make my objections to the impact the proposed change will have on the rural
electric cooperatives and the electric industry as a whole of this country and the potential
for very significant increase in rates charged for electricity.

As cooperatives, our mission is to provide electricity to our members in the least
expensive way possible. In order to accomplish this task, a cooperative must operate
effectively and efficiently. Cooperatives are required by their lenders to adhere to
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America, therefore,
certain portions of the proposed SOP would very greatly hinder an electric cooperative’s
ability to provide electricity at the lowest possible cost to its members.
Electric utilities and especially cooperatives are very capital intensive by nature.
Expensive property and plant must be constructed before revenue can be generated.
Therefore, debt leverage is a must. We are required to maintain certain financial ratios
and net margins by our lenders to comply with our mortgage covenant. Times interest
earned (TIER) and debt service coverage (DSC) are two of the more significant ratios we
must maintain. A substantial increase in electric rates to our members would be required
to comply with certain provisions of the proposed SOP to prevent default on these
mortgage requirements.
A.

The required use of component accounting for Property, Plant & Equipment does
not fairly present the actual use of the components in the electric utility industry.

Component accounting of Property, Plant & Equipment for electric cooperatives would
create an increased burden of record keeping if mandated that would be of very little
benefit to the cooperative and the cost/benefit would be negative. It would force the
keeping of detailed records of thousands of similar units; individual accounting for poles,
insulators, conductors, anchor-down guys and transformers are just a few examples. The
industry standard for electric utilities for decades has been group accounting, which
works much better. Group accounting approximates the component accounting
depreciation expense and the record keeping needed is a fraction of that of component
accounting. Electric utilities should be excluded from the requirement of component
accounting.
B.

The required assignment of the costs of retirement for an item of Property, Plant
& Equipment to current period rather than written off over the plant’s life as is the
current practice in the electric utility industry.

In the electric utility industry the cost of removal of Property, Plant & Equipment cannot
be charged to current period expense, as removal costs are a part of upgrading an electric
system. The old poles, conductor, transformers, etc. that make up the utility plant must
be removed before the new poles, conductor, etc. can be put on the system. This is
similar to the cost of demolition of a building being capitalized as part of the costs of the
land upon purchase of a piece of property. When an electric utility is aware that a system
upgrade or improvement is needed it is installed. Because of this, the cost of removal

must be capitalized. Exclusion of the electric utility industry from this rule should be
made.
C.

The requirement of charging off un-depreciated costs as a current period expense
rather than deferring as under the group accounting method.

Under the group accounting method that is currently being used these costs are not
charged off. Electric cooperatives and the electric utility industry have used this method
for decades. When an item of utility plant (pole, conductor, transformer, etc.) is removed
it is replaced with an upgraded item nearly all of the time. Again because of the
replacement and improvement of the distribution system the remaining cost should stay
on the books as is allowed by group accounting. Exclusion of the electric utility industry
from this rule should be considered.
D.

The requirement that limits support staff costs that can be capitalized as a part of
Property, Plant & Equipment.

Under the proposed rule change to PP&E a company cannot capitalize any costs as
Property, Plant & Equipment that are not directly identifiable. This would prevent the
capitalization of any administration and general expenses, indirect costs or indirect
overhead.
Multiple support functions and people (supervisory personnel, clerical staff, engineers,
accounting personnel, etc.) are required to make additions to a utility plant. At times
their work may not be specifically identifiable with an individual project, but a majority
if not all of their time and expenses are for the purpose of addition of property, plant and
equipment. Many times administrative and general expenses are indirectly associated
with property, plant & equipment additions and as such a portion of these costs are
capitalized. None of these costs could be capitalized under the proposed rule and would
have to be charged against current period expenses.
In an electric cooperative as well as other electric utilities all costs associated with the
construction of this revenue-generating utility plant whether direct costs, administration
and general expenses, indirect costs or indirect overhead should be capitalized and
depreciated and thus recaptured through rates in order to comply with the matching
principle.
The proposed SOP will do away with the fundamental concept of matching, revenue
recognition and expense recognition. Part of expense recognition is the decision whether
a cost is a product cost or a period cost. All costs associated with an addition to property,
plant & equipment for an electric utility have to be recognized as a product cost and

capitalized. This cost then is recognized using depreciation as the rational allocation of
that cost during the life span of the asset (which for the majority of an electric utility
plant is 35 years or more). The concept of matching would not be followed under the
proposed rule change, as these costs would be recognized in the period they are incurred.
Presently most rural electric cooperatives are regulated by the Rural Utilities Services,
investor owned utilities are regulated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and
state regulatory commissions have at least some level of jurisdiction over utility
companies. These agencies that currently have regulatory and oversight authority
consider the current accounting practices to be fair and proper.
This proposed change adds an unwarranted burden of record keeping, along with an
exposure to fluctuations in expenses that do not accurately reflect the value of the system.
Changes are designed to improve on existing methods or to correct an existing problem.
This proposed SOP change does not address a clearly identifiable problem and should be
reevaluated as to need or rewritten to exempt the electric utility industry.

Sincerely,
Barry Electric Cooperative

Earle W. Shiveley
Chief Executive Officer

if

Taubman

The Taubman Company
200 East Long Lake Rd. Suite 300
P.O. Box 200
Bloomfield Hills, Mi 48303-0200
(248) 258-6800

November 13, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting standards
File 4210.CC
AICPA
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036-8775
Re: Proposed Statement of Position: Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related
to Property, Plant and Equipment
Dear Mr. Simon,
The National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts (NAREIT) has followed and
directly supported the Accounting Standards Executive Committee’s (AcSEC) process
and deliberations with respect to its proposed Statement of Position (SOP), Accounting
for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant and Equipment. NAREIT
representatives have attended public AcSEC meetings at which this project has been
discussed and provided AcSEC’s Project Task Force with NAREIT’s views and concerns
based on the materials discussed at these meetings. Taubman Centers, Inc. has been a
member of NAREIT’s task force on this topic since the beginning of the process. We
fully support and agree with the positions taken in NAREIT’s comment letter on the
proposed SOP (see attached). This letter provides our individual comments on the June
29, 2001 Exposure Draft (ED), including our overall position on the SOP and responses
to the issues raised in the SOP’s Areas Requiring Particular Attention by Respondents.
Taubman Centers, Inc. owns, develops, acquires, and operates regional shopping centers
in major metropolitan and suburban markets across the United States. The Company’s
owned portfolio at December 31, 2000 included 16 shopping centers, and four additional
centers have opened in 2001. The Company also manages an additional 11 properties. In
total, these properties represent over 35 million square feet of gross leaseable area.
Development of quality investment properties has been the focus and a strong provider of
growth for our business for 50 years. Providing useful and relevant financial information
on our properties is of critical importance in communicating to our investors, analysts,
partners and lenders. We have participated in NAREIT’s ongoing efforts to improve
understanding of the real estate business through expanded disclosure of capital spending
and related areas.
Overall Position on the SOP and the proposed amendment to SFAS 67
The net book value of our investment properties represents over 90% of our balance sheet
but only a fraction of the fair value of these properties. We expect that this proposed SOP
would have a profound effect on the capitalized cost of our properties by reducing what is
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initially capitalized and limiting subsequent capitalization, further exacerbating the
difference between book value and the fair value of these properties. In addition,
implementation and maintenance of the proposed component accounting given the likely
thousands of assets representing each operating property would require a level of system
and employee cost that would far outweigh any benefit.
Investment properties are uniquely different assets than buildings held for use in a
business. Investment property is held to generate cash flows through rentals or held for
subsequent sale. The uniqueness of these assets has been long recognized in Statement of
Financial Accounting Standard No.67 (SFAS 67), Accounting for Costs and Initial Rental
Operations o f Real Estate Projects and in Statement of Financial Accounting Standard
No.41 (SFAS 41), Financial Reporting and Changing Prices: Specialized Areas - Income
Producing Real Estate and in the recently promulgated International Accounting
Standard No. 40 (IAS 40), Investment Properties. We strongly disagree that accounting
for investment properties held for subsequent lease should be excluded from the scope of
SFAS 67. We believe that the cost accumulation model in SFAS 67 continues to be
appropriate for both properties developed for immediate sale and those developed for
lease, and that the model should continue to be similar for both. We do not believe there
has been diversity in practice or lack of clarity as to implementation under SFAS 67’s
guidance that would necessitate an amendment of this standard. It is our intention to
respond to the proposed amendment of SFAS 67 with the comment that we believe the
proposed changes are not warranted.
We can see that there may be a need to provide clearer guidance with respect to the
accounting for expenditures subsequent to the initial development and construction of
properties including capital maintenance expenditures and ordinary repairs and
maintenance. In addition, we can appreciate that disclosure of the accounting policies for
these expenditures could be improved. We can also see that increased categorization of
capitalized costs and disclosures of balances, additions and related depreciation expense
may be useful. However, the level of categorization that is being proposed in the SOP
would require an initial and ongoing administrative effort that would be both costly and
immensely burdensome without a corresponding benefit.
Comments on Areas Requiring Particular Attention
This section of the comment letter addresses the issues raised in AcSEC’s cover letter to the ED.

Scope
Issue 1. We believe there is diversity in practice regarding the accounting for the costs
and revenues associated with capital expenditures that are recoverable under operating
leases. These costs may be clearly identifiable as new assets (handrails, carpeting, tiles
etc.) or may be associated with renovating and updating a center. We believe it is
appropriate to match the recognition of the cost with the recognition of the related
reimbursement, which under the terms of the lease may be over a period of years.
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Whether the issue is addressed in this proposed SOP or as interpretation of SFAS 13,
both the accounting for the cost and the related reimbursement should be considered.
We do not see any other sections of the ED that would create conflicts with existing lease
accounting standards.
Project Stage Framework
Issue 2. As discussed in our general comments, we believe that guidance for the costs of
real estate projects developed for subsequent lease should continue to fall under the scope
of SFAS 67. We generally agree with the Project Stage Framework but we believe that
the full cost of projects including continuing major capital programs should be capitalized
and amortized over the periods they benefit. We believe that certain types of costs that
extend the life or improve the safety, efficiency or functionality of an asset should
continue to qualify for capitalization although they are not “new or replacement” assets.
Such criteria was considered by AcSEC at one time and we believe should be included in
the final SOP.
Issue 3. We disagree with the conclusion in the ED. As discussed in our general
comments, we believe that the costs of real estate projects developed for subsequent lease
should continue to fall under the scope of SFAS 67. The pre-construction phase for a
regional center typically involves a long period of time. The pre-construction phase for
our four centers that opened this year has ranged from four to over 10 years. Obtaining
anchor commitments, zoning approvals, and public financing arrangements can
significantly add to the length of the process. To minimize costs during this pre
construction phase we typically obtain options to purchase land rather than purchasing
the land at the beginning of the process. We usually exercise such options only when
board approval for the project has been received and we are ready to begin construction.
The factors listed in paragraph 16 for an entity to consider in assessing the probability of
the acquisition or construction of a project may be too restrictive. Although our board
approves annual spending on pre-development projects in total, board approval on
specific projects is generally not sought until the project is ready for construction.
Zoning approvals and public financing may also be received late rather than early in the
process. Limiting the capitalization of costs during this period to only option payments,
assuming the assessment of probability under this SOP had not been met, would
significantly understate the actual capitalized cost of the project. Although accumulated
costs during the pre-construction phase typically represent less than 10% of the total
project cost, this is still a significant amount on a $200 to $300 million dollar project.
The process of developing new centers has characteristics similar to the exploration and
development of wells and supporting facilities. The zoning, research, entitlement, site
planning, design, environmental, and financial activities that are undergone during the
pre-construction phase of our centers are akin to the ranges of activities that constitute the
development phase of oil and gas producing properties covered by SFAS 19. Besides
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similarities of physical nature and underlying economic objectives, both the real estate
pre-construction and oil and gas development phases share the same uncertainties as to
the existence of future benefits from the activities. In that regard, we believe that any cost
capitalization guidance for real estate development should remain consistent in principle
with the cost accumulation methodologies afforded oil and gas development costs. The
conclusion underlying SFAS 19 that its successful efforts method achieves the best
historical cost of an asset is equally valid for the pre-construction phases of real estate. If
the cost accumulation principles of SFAS 19 were to be followed, we acknowledge that
controls over the deferral of pre-construction development costs in excess of what is
realizable from a viable project would be necessary. However, we believe that
performing impairment tests under the existing literature for long-lived assets would
provide a sufficient framework for controlling such deferrals.
4. We agree that general and administrative costs should always be charged to expense,
but we do not agree that all costs of “support functions” should be also charged to
expense. We believe that a full costing methodology such as allowed in SFAS 67 is a
more appropriate measurement of the cost of investment property. The Company uses
time reports to capture time spent directly on its development projects and this typically
includes development and construction services, store planning and design, development
financial services, and secretarial services. If the Company’s development services were
outsourced to a third party these types of costs would be a component of the fees that we
would expect to pay and these would be capitalizable under this proposed SOP. We
believe that this inconsistency will unfairly penalize a company that chooses to provide
its own development services.
5. We agree with the accounting described in paragraph 32 except for the restriction on
continued capitalization of even a portion of such costs once initial operations begin in
any part of a building or structure. This is inconsistent with the guidance in FAS 34 on
interest capitalization, which allows continued capitalization for up to a year as long as
activities on the project continue. Although not typical in the retail mall business, there
have been times when a project has opened in phases. Certainly for an office building
where only a small percentage of the building may be open for tenants this proposed
accounting would have a significant impact on reported results.
6. We agree that normal, recurring, or periodic repairs and maintenance should be
charged to expense as incurred. Our comments regarding other costs incurred in the inservice stage are included in our response to issues 12-13.
7. We disagree with the conclusions in paragraph 39 with regard to the expensing of costs
of removal. In our experience the costs of removal are indistinguishable from installation
charges for replacement assets and we believe it would be both impractical and subjective
to estimate removal costs or to require vendors to differentiate between the services. We
would suggest that if demolition or removal is necessary to acquire or develop an asset
that the capitalized cost of that asset should include such costs.
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8. Taubman tenant leases provide for tenant reimbursement of common area maintenance
expenditures including certain major renovation and refurbishment of lobbies, restrooms
and other areas. These projects typically include many of the same cost elements of initial
capitalization: design, tear out of existing walls, floors and fixtures, installation of new
walls, floors and fixtures, payroll and other associated costs. We would consider that all
of these costs should be capitalized and amortized over their expected useful lives. We
would agree, however, that capitalization of estimated costs of such activities is
inappropriate before they are incurred.
9. We disagree with these conclusions. We believe the costs of restoring PP&E’s service
potential should be capitalized. However, we would agree that the prohibition of the
built-in overhaul method is inappropriate.
10. We would agree with that an entity should not be required to restate the cost (unless
determined to be impaired) if there is a subsequent determination to retain for use in the
business. We believe that there should not be additional guidance as to what constitutes a
“pattern” as this would depend on the facts and circumstances in each case.
11. As discussed above we believe that an asset developed for sale or for investment
purposes should follow the same cost accumulation model as provided in FAS 67.
12. -13. As discussed above in our general comments, we believe a reasonable level of
componentization is desirable. However, each operating property represents hundreds if
not thousands of individual assets that would meet the definition of an asset under this
SOP. When you multiply this times the dozens or hundreds of properties that an entity
might potentially have, the benefit of maintaining detailed cost records on all these
individual assets would be far outweighed by the costs. Similarly, identifying and
removing from the records the individual assets that are replaced over time would
represent another considerable effort.
As mentioned above, Taubman Centers primarily develops and constructs its operating
properties. Detailed job cost records are maintained during the development process with
costs included in over two hundred categories. In the past, efforts were made to set up
and maintain records for hundreds of individual assets to take advantage of investment
tax credits and other tax benefits. In later years, because there was no such incentive and
in an effort to streamline the very significant staff and system time this effort entailed, we
have reduced the number of asset records and general ledger accounts down to a few
major categories similar to those described in paragraphs 58 and 59 of the SOP.
Looking back at these very detailed asset records, we can still see that this level of detail
could be further divided into various components of the assets that potentially have
different lives. Elevators, escalators, lighting fixtures all include components that must be
replaced over time. It is extremely daunting to think of the effort involved in setting up
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and maintaining a system to account for all of these potential assets. In addition,
Taubman Centers has in the past acquired operating centers. For instance, in 1997 the
Company acquired Regency Square for $123.9 million. It is difficult to imagine the time
and effort that would be involved in allocating that purchase price down to the level of
components that could potentially be replaced. Paragraph 52 states that an entity should
“exercise reasonable judgment” and that component accounting is not required below a
“reasonable threshold” but as noted in our response to Issue 16, an entity may face a
substantial penalty if it must estimate the net book value of an asset that is being replaced
using the method described in Paragraph 53.
We believe a composite method of depreciation using weighted average useful lives
provides an appropriate level of detail.
14. The suggestion that alternative depreciation conventions could be used only if these
methods have results that are approximately similar is impractical. Our opposition to the
detailed component accounting proposed is the significant cost involved in setting up and
maintaining such cost records. Without this effort, we do not believe one could assert that
the results are approximately similar.
15. We have no comment on this issue.
16. We agree generally with the two proposed alternatives to transition accounting
however we believe that there should be further clarification of how to allocate
accumulated depreciation if an entity chooses to allocate net book cost on a fair value
basis. In this case it does not appear appropriate to allocate accumulated depreciation
based on the gross book value of that component. In addition, we do not believe there
should be a penalty for entities that choose to defer implementation until replacement
assets are purchased. If an asset that has a useful life of five years but is included in an
asset class that has a weighted average useful of 20 is replaced after four years, an entity
would have to expense 16/20 of the cost although its actual net book value is 1/5 of the
original cost. This would result in a different effect on earnings than if the entity had
restated upon adoption of the SOP. If the intention of having two alternatives was
primarily to lessen the burden of implementation on companies, it seems inappropriate to
attach a negative impact on equity to this alternative.
17. We agree that the ordering of allocation methods is appropriate and believe the
guidance is adequate regarding “another reasonable method”.
18. We agree with the conclusions in paragraph 72.
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19. We believe any income statement effect of implementing the SOP should be
recognized as a cumulative effect of a change in accounting principle.
Conclusion:

We respectfully request that the AICPA/AcSEC modify the proposed SOP to:
-

Reduce the required level of componentization for capitalized assets
Retain a full-cost accumulation model for investment properties
Retain the concept of deferred cost accounting
Eliminate the “penalty” for entities that choose to defer implementation until
replacement assets are purchased
Retain the concept of composite depreciation

We appreciate the opportunity to participate in this standard setting process. If you have
any questions regarding this response, please contact the undersigned.
Sincerely,

Lisa'A. Payne
Executive Vice President, Chief Financial Officer and Director
(248)-258-7610

Esther R. Blum
Senior Vice President, Controller and Chief Accounting Officer
(248)-258-7453
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November 13, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon, Technical Manager
Accounting Standards, File 4210.CC
AICPA
1211 Avenue of Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775

Regarding: Response to File 4210.CC: Exposure Draft o f Statement o f Position, Accounting
for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment (SOP)

Dear Mr. Simon:
Union Pacific Railroad Company (UPRR or the Railroad) appreciates the opportunity to comment
on AcSEC's efforts to create uniform standards of accounting for property, plant and equipment
through the issuance of the SOP Exposure Draft entitled: Accounting for Certain Costs and
Activities related to Property, Plant and Equipment (SOP/
UPRR, a Class I Railroad, is a wholly owned subsidiary of Union Pacific Corporation. The
Railroad has approximately 34,000 route miles linking Pacific Coast and Gulf Coast ports to the
Midwest and eastern United States gateways and providing several north/south corridors to key
Mexican gateways. The Railroad serves the western two-thirds of the country and maintains
coordinated schedules with other carriers for the handling of freight to and from the Atlantic
coast, the Pacific coast, the Southeast, the Southwest, Canada and Mexico.
UPRR's operations are highly capital intensive. UPRR's capital budget for both 2001 and 2000
approximated $2 billion. A large portion of these expenditures is for track structure expansion
and replacement. UPRR's consolidated statements of financial position include net book value of
property, plant and equipment (PP&E) of $28 billion as of September 30, 2001, and as of
December 31, 2000. UPRR reported depreciation expense of $837 million and $1 billion for the
nine months ended September 30, 2001, and for the year ended December 31, 2000, respectively.
While UPRR supports AcSEC's efforts to provide additional guidance on PP&E, we question
whether our financial statement users will derive any benefits from its application. We believe
the administrative efforts to implement and maintain these changes will be costly without any
resulting benefits. We expect approximately 30 man-months will be needed to implement these
changes and an additional 3 employees will be needed to maintain the necessary systems after
implementation. In addition, we believe that our current practices, as followed by all of the rail
industry, provide relevant and reliable information based on the operation of a railroad. Below,
we have included overall comments on several issues. Response to individual discussion
questions as requested by AcSEC then follows.
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Mr, Marc Simon, Technical Manager
Accounting Standards, File 4210.CC
AICPA

Consistency of External Reporting
Not only is UPRR obligated to satisfy the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
accounting and reporting requirements, but it is also regulated by the Surface Transportation
Board (STB). The STB provides additional guidance on the Railroad's accounting for PP&E.
We want to maintain the current level of consistency between our external reporting that is filed
for SEC and STB purposes. We believe the proposed SOP will create inconsistencies in
reporting. We also believe these inconsistencies will be problematic and potentially misleading
to the investment community.
Both SEC and STB filings are public information. Each Class I Railroad is required to file an
annual Form R-l with the STB. The STB requires UPRR to maintain records in accordance with
a Uniform System of Accounts (USOA). In addition, there are specific rules regarding the
accounting for cost of removal and depreciation. Depreciation expense is currently the same for
both SEC and STB reporting; however, this would not be the case under the proposed SOP. We
believe this would create unnecessary confusion. The Form R-l is also instrumental in the daily
operations of the Railroad. It is utilized in setting rail rates, tariffs and escalation clauses in the
majority of our contracts. The inconsistency between the STB and the SEC reporting would
increase the potential for contract disputes and litigation.
In addition, UPRR is extremely concerned about the administrative burden to develop and
maintain financial reports under an additional set of standards.

Component Depreciation
The STB requires UPRR to utilize the group depreciation method for amortizing the cost of
PP&E. UPRR capitalizes assets using a unit of property definition that is approved by the STB.
UPRR periodically performs and submits depreciation rate studies to the STB. These rate studies,
as reviewed and approved by the STB and our external independent accountants, determine the
adequacy of depreciation expense and accumulated depreciation. These studies are used to
develop approved group depreciation rates by asset class (locomotive, freight car, track, etc.). In
total, there are over 60 asset classes. We believe that the group depreciation methodology used
by UPRR currently contains a level of componentization through the definition of units of
property. We believe that this method already provides a practical level of componentization for
the rail industry.
UPRR's large base of homogeneous, network-type assets turns over consistently. Utilization of
component versus group depreciation will not result in a materially different pattern of
depreciation over the life of the group of assets. The group method of depreciation treats each
asset class as a pool of resources, not as singular items, and group depreciation more accurately
accounts for a railroad's utilization of its resources.
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Within the rail industry, UPRR does not see how a change to a more detailed level of component
depreciation will increase the usefulness of the financial statements. As mentioned in the
previous section, STB reporting is used by the rail industry in determining rail rates, tariffs and
contract escalation provisions. Currently, the SEC and STB numbers utilized in these rate-setting
processes are developed on a consistent basis. The depreciation practices of the various railroads
are consistent, allowing for comparability of financial statements. This allows contract
negotiations and settlements to be relatively straightforward. If the SOP were implemented,
additional costs would be incurred to not only negotiate and settle contracts, but it is likely that
increased litigation will arise simply due to reconciliation between the two sets of numbers.
We would appreciate further clarification regarding acceptable levels and the logical application
of componentization. We also would appreciate specific discussion regarding the point when
group depreciation would approximate component depreciation and therefore be an acceptable
method under this SOP.

C ost o f R em o v al

Because the salvage value and the cost to remove track (rail, ties, ballast and other track
materials) are material and are an integral part of operating and maintaining track structure, the
STB requires the depreciation rate for track to include a cost of removal component. Track is
depreciated to its net salvage value. The cost of removal is accrued over the life of the track and
is included as a credit within accumulated depreciation. When the track removal costs are
incurred, the costs are debited to accumulated depreciation. The guidance in this SOP would
require the cost of removal be charged to expense as incurred. This is a major inconsistency
between the SOP and the accounting required by the STB.
The method currently employed by railroads is an industry standard mandated by the STB. It
also is consistent with the theories expressed in ARB 43 and Concept Statement 5 which discuss
the distribution of costs of an asset to the periods during which the related assets are expected to
provide benefits. The movement of trains, types of trains and weather conditions directly affect
track infrastructure. Replacement of track infrastructure is continuous.
The burden of
segregating 34,000 miles of track into each individual rail, tie or ballast rock, depreciating them
individually and reporting the removal and reinstallation differently than is currently done is not
warranted by any improvement in financial reporting.
We recommend that you review this area as it relates to track structure for a railroad. We
question what benefit the readers of the financial statements would receive if these changes were
implemented.
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Scope
Issue 1: Are there significant practice issues or concern related to the accounting for
contractually recoverable expenditures that should be addressed in the proposed SOP? Do
you believe that there are other areas addressed in the proposed SOP that, with respect to
their application to lessors and lessees of PP&E, could create conflicts with existing lease
accounting standards?
We have no comment.

Project Stage Framework
Issue 2: Do you agree with that (timeline) approach? If not, what alternative would you
propose and why?
We believe that the timeline approach does not improve current practice, but continues to lead to
subjectivity when deciding the appropriate treatment of costs. There is still considerable
judgment as to when a project becomes probable, and therefore whether these costs will be
expensed or capitalized.
We recommend there be no distinction between preliminary and preacquisition stages. We prefer
Ac SEC consider capitalizing costs which result in a viable project and expensing costs which
result in a discarded project. Costs incurred during the evaluation of multiple projects should be
divided among the projects based on a ratable method.
Issue 3: Do you agree with that (paragraphs 16 and 22, timing of and expense within the
preliminary stage) conclusion? If not, how would you propose to modify the guidance and
why?
As discussed above, considerable judgment will be necessary in deciding whether a project is
probable. Again, we prefer AcSEC consider capitalizing costs which result in a viable project and
expensing costs which result in a discarded project. Costs incurred during the evaluation of
multiple projects should be divided among the projects based on a ratable method.
In addition, as mentioned in Paragraph 18 of the SOP, the costs incurred during the preliminary
stage are similar to the types of costs incurred during the preacquistion stage. These costs, as
noted in Paragraph 17 of the SOP, include surveying, zoning, engineering studies, design layouts,
traffic studies and costs associated with management's approval to move forward with particular
PP&E acquisition or construction. Under this SOP, if these costs are incurred before the project
has been deemed probable, these costs should be expensed; however, if the project has been
deemed probable, these costs should be capitalized. The treatment of costs is clearly dependent
upon the timing of the determination of probable.
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This SOP allows the capitalization of payments to obtain an option to acquire PP&E. This
payment is made to keep options available to the purchaser. At the time these costs are incurred,
the purchaser may not have yet entered the probable stage. It appears inconsistent to allow
capitalization for the option costs, when costs occurring with the pre-acquisition stage may alter
the purchaser's decision to purchase the land.

Accounting for Costs Incurred
Issue 4: Do you agree with those (paragraphs 24, 25, 29 and 30 regarding activities
subsequent to the preliminary stage, expense costs unless directly identifiable) conclusions?
If not, what alternatives would you propose and why?
As discussed in our opening remarks, UPRR is a highly capital intensive entity. A large portion
of capital expenditures is for track structure expansion and replacement. Because it is
economically more advantageous than hiring a third party, internal staff performs the majority of
track work.
Third party costs incurred by UPRR include an overhead factor that would include both
administrative and general expenses, as well as a profit factor. Per this SOP, these overhead costs
would be capitalized as part of the independent third party incremental cost for that specific
PP&E. However, if a company performs these functions internally, this SOP does not permit the
company to apply the same administrative and general overhead charges. With UPRR's capital
intensive nature, many overhead functions support the direct PP&E work. These functions
include planning, engineering, design, supply and capital accounting. In many ways, UPRR has
an internal construction company. UPRR has developed over time sophisticated allocation
techniques to assign support function costs to individual projects. Without the PP&E projects, the
support functions would not be necessary.
When engaged in significant internal construction, costs related to planning, engineering, design,
supply and capital accounting departments are necessary costs to ultimately produce the asset.
These costs should be allocated on a ratable and auditable method. We submit that these areas
are not within the definition of overhead as presented within the SOP. There is no basis for
concluding that different costing models should be allowed for assets created internally and assets
externally purchased.
In addition, if general and administrative expenses are attributable to a specific unit of property,
the STB requires them to be capitalized. Additional costs that would be considered overhead
under STB reporting would include payroll and payroll-related costs for executive and general
officers as well as legal department expenses. This is inconsistent with the SOP and would result
in inconsistent capitalization practices for STB and SEC reporting. With the size of UPRR's asset
base, maintaining yet another set of PP&E records will require significant administrative costs
without additional identifiable benefits.
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Issue 5: Do you agree with that (paragraph 32, capitalize certain costs of real estate that is
under development) conclusion? If not, what alternative would you propose and why?
We agree.
Issue 6: Do you agree with those (paragraph 37, expense normal repair costs and all other
costs unless it represents a component) conclusions? If not, what alternatives would you
propose and why?
Subject to the discussion presented in Issue 7, we agree.
Issue 7: Do you agree with that (paragraph 39, expense the cost of removal) conclusion? If
not, what alternative would you propose and why?
As discussed in our opening remarks, the STB mandates that railroad track structure be
depreciated to its net salvage value. This is due to the materiality of the salvage value, materiality
of the cost to remove and the continuous nature of the replacement of track. Depreciating to net
salvage distributes the costs of the track to the periods that it provides benefits in a systematic and
rational manner. This is consistent with ARB 43 and Concept Statement 5. The burden of
segregating 34,000 miles of track into each rail, tie, or ballast rock, depreciating them
individually and reporting the removal and reinstallation differently than is currently done is not
warranted by any improvement in financial reporting.
We recommend the SEC adopt the STB approach for track structure as described above. We
question what benefit the readers of the financial statements would receive if these changes were
implemented.
Issue 8: Do you agree with those (paragraph 44, expense planned major maintenance
activities) conclusions? If not, what alternatives would you propose and why?
We agree.
Issue 9: Should the costs of restoring PP&E’s service potential, in addition to the cost of
replacement that would be capitalizable under this proposed SOP, be eligible for
capitalization? Do you believe that prohibiting the built-in overhaul method is appropriate,
or should it be allowed as an alternative method? If you believe that the built-in overhaul
method should continue to be allowed, what industries or entities should be allowed to use
it, and why?
No, planned major maintenance activities should be expensed as incurred. We agree that the built
in overhaul method is inappropriate.
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Use of Inventory in Production of Internal-Use PP&E
Issue 10: Do you believe that guidance (paragraphs 47, 48 and A41, evaluate for
impairment amounts of PP&E previously in inventory) is appropriate, or should an entity
be required to redetermine the carrying amount of PP&E assets previously capitalized as
inventory, and why? Should AcSEC provide additional guidance on what kinds of changes
in intended use constitute a ’’pattern," and why?
We have no comment.

PP&E-Type Assets Produced for Sale or Operating Lease
Issue 11: Do you agree with that (assets for sale or leased as a sales-type lease follow
inventory cost accumulation rules and assets leased to a lessee under an operating lease
would follow the SOP) conclusion and, if so, do you believe the proposed SOP should
provide additional guidance on such cost accumulation? Or would it be preferable for a
single cost accumulation model to apply during the production process and that there
should be a presumption that the assets would be accounted for all as inventory or all as
PP&E? If so, which presumption should be applied and why?
We have no comment.

Component Accounting
Issue 12: Do you agree with this (paragraphs 49 through 56, component accounting)
approach to accounting for PP&E? If not, what alternative would you propose and why?
We believe that the group depreciation methodology used by UPRR currently contains a level of
componentization through the definition of units of property as approved by the STB. We believe
that this method already provides a practical level of componentization for the rail industry.
UPRR's large base of homogeneous, network-type assets turns over consistently. Utilization of
component versus group depreciation will not result in a materially different pattern of
depreciation over the life of the group of assets. We believe that the group method/theory of
treating each asset class as a pool of resources is appropriate for our large asset base.
In addition, STB reporting is used by railroads in determining rail rates, tariffs and escalation
provisions. Currently, the SEC and STB numbers utilized in these rate-setting processes are
developed on a consistent basis. The depreciation practices of various railroads are consistent.
This allows contract negotiations and settlements to be relatively straightforward and allows for
the comparability of financial information between railroads. If the SOP were implemented,
additional costs would be incurred to not only negotiate and settle contracts, but it is likely that
increased litigation will arise simply due to reconciliation between the two sets of numbers.
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Within the rail industry, UPRR does not see how a change to a more detailed level of
componentization will increase the usefulness of the financial statements. We would appreciate
further clarification regarding acceptable levels and the logical application of componentization.
We also would appreciate specific discussion regarding the point when group depreciation would
approximate component depreciation and therefore be an acceptable method under this SOP.
Issue 13: Do you agree with this (paragraphs 38 and 51, net book value of replaced PP&E
should be expensed) approach? If not, what alternative would you propose and why?
See Issue 7 and opening remarks regarding the cost of removal and component depreciation.
We believe that the group depreciation method of treating each asset class as a pool of resources,
not as singular items, is appropriate for the large, homogeneous, network-type assets that we
maintain. Depreciation rates approved by the STB provide that the cost of a unit of property be
depreciated over an estimated economic useful life. Component depreciation can result in no
recognition of expense in many years in which the property is in service. Group depreciation
provides depreciation for all years that the property is in service.
The requirement of this SOP to estimate the net book value of individual items leads to
subjectivity. Short-term volatility for singular items is not indicative as to the overall
performance of the Railroad's assets.
Significant casualty gains and losses should be reported as an item of income or loss. A review
of the last three years of casualty gains/losses has shown that these items make up less than 3% of
depreciation annually. This equates to less than 1% of total expenses.
Issue 14: Do you agree with this (paragraph A48, group depreciation allowed if it
approximates component) approach? If not, what alternative would you propose and why?
See Issues 12 and 13 and opening remarks regarding component depreciation.
We agree that if another depreciation method approximates the same results as the component
method it should be acceptable. We disagree with the mandatory use of full component
depreciation for the rail industry due to the capital structure of our company and the STB
regulatory requirements previously mentioned.
We would appreciate further clarification regarding the acceptable levels and the logical
application of componentization. We also would appreciate specific discussion regarding the
point when group depreciation would approximate component depreciation and therefore be an
acceptable method under this SOP.
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Amendments to Other Guidance
Issue 15: Do you agree with the proposed amendments (as listed within paragraphs 61 and
63)? Do you believe that there are unique aspects of agricultural accounting, such as the
accounting for breeding and production animals and the accounting for plants and vines,
that should not be amended by the proposed SOP, and why?
We have no comment.

Transition
Issue 16: Do you agree with that (paragraph 71, allows two alternatives for SOP adoption)
approach and, if so, do you agree with the choice of the two alternatives from which the
election is to be made? If you do not agree with that approach for existing PP&E, what
approach would you propose and why?
We believe the only transition option that allows comparability between entities upon adoption of
this SOP is retroactive application with a cumulative effect calculation. Hence, retroactive
application with a cumulative effect should not only be allowed as a transition option, it perhaps
should be the only transition option.
If this SOP is adopted as drafted, we estimate it will require at least 30 man-months to implement
changes in accounting and operating systems and practices. We therefore believe this SOP
should be effective a minimum of 24 months from the date that the SOP is issued as final. This
will allow us the necessary time to thoroughly review accounting and operating practices and test
and implement the necessary changes.
Issue 17: Do you agree that that ordering of allocation methods (paragraph 71, allocation of
existing net book value to components as transition) is appropriate? If you believe that a
different order would be appropriate, what order would you propose and why? Should the
proposed SOP provide additional examples to illustrate what constitutes ’’another
reasonable method’’?
We agree.
Issue 18: Do you agree with that (paragraph 72, apply the SOP prospectively except for
certain planned major maintenance activities) approach? If you do not agree with that
approach, what approach would you propose and why?
We believe that a cumulative effect entry should be calculated for previously capitalized
overhead costs, which under this SOP are to be expensed. If these costs are not removed from the
property records, and new costs are being expensed as incurred (costs that were previously
allowed to be capitalized), the income statement is being affected twice.
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Issue 19: Do you agree with the proposed approach (paragraph 71 and Example 3 in
Appendix C, allocate the difference in pre- and post- adoption of the SOP back to
accumulated depreciation of the components based on the net book value of the
components) or either of the alternatives, and why?
We disagree. See the response to Issue 16.

Conclusion
UPRR generally agrees with the theory behind the SOP; however, we also believe that our current
practices, along with others within the rail industry, accurately report railroad operations and
support long-standing accounting theories. The rail industry is extremely capital intensive and
unique and should be allowed to follow current accounting practices.
UPRR utilizes group depreciation to account for the cost of removal of track in a distinct way.
These practices as regulated by the STB assist UPRR in efficiently managing a large homogenous
asset base and in setting rates consistent with STB regulations. Implementation of component
depreciation and cost of removal aspects of this SOP will create short-term inconsistencies among
external reporting to the SEC and STB, as well as inconsistencies among the railroads. This in
turn creates confusion on behalf of the public, investors and customers. Current practices are key
to the rail rates, tariffs and escalation clauses included within a majority of our contracts.
Ultimately, confusion leads to customer dissatisfaction and distrust and lost business.
We are concerned that the administrative efforts and costs to implement these changes will not
result in any benefit to the financial statement users. Charges over the life of a group of assets
will not be changed, and the short-term volatility the SOP will create will not be indicative of a
railroad’s operations and use of resources.
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed SOP. If we can provide any further
input into your deliberations, please do not hesitate to contact us at 402-280-6100.

Sincerely,

Richard J. Putz
Vice President and Controller
Union Pacific Railroad
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FM S ervices
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FM Services Company
1615 Poydras Street
New Orleans, LA 7011

Telephone: 504-582-4000

P.O. Box 61119
New Orleans, LA 7016

November 13, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager
Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Dear Mr. Simon:
We appreciate the opportunity to respond to the proposed statement of position (“SOP”),
Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment (the “ED”).
We are employees of FM Services Co., a subsidiary of two separate public U.S. companies,
Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Gold Inc. (“FCX”) and McMoRan Exploration Co. (“MMR”). FCX is
one of the world’s largest producers of copper and gold with its principal operations in Irian Jaya
(Papua), Indonesia. FCX also operates copper smelting and refining operations in both Huelva,
Spain and through a minority interest in a copper smelter and refinery in Indonesia. MMR explores
for, develops and produces oil and natural gas offshore in the Gulf of Mexico and onshore in the
Gulf Coast region of the U.S.
FM Services Co. provides various support services to each of these two companies, including
finance, tax, human resources, MIS, accounting and other technical and administrative services.
We are responsible for establishing and monitoring compliance with these two public companies’
accounting and financial reporting policies. From that perspective, this letter provides our summary
comments, followed by discussion of the specific accounting treatment proposed by the Accounting
Standards Executive Committee (“AcSEC”) in the ED that cause us the most concern.
Summary Comments
We are concerned that the ED dramatically changes the accounting for Property, Plant, and
Equipment (“PP&E”) in such a way that will significantly increase a company’s administrative
burden without a corresponding improvement in financial reporting. If AcSEC’s underlying reason
for advancing this proposal is to address concerns raised by the Securities and Exchange
Commission and others over perceived inconsistencies in the manner in which “capitalize versus
expense” decisions are made (especially for major maintenance items), we would strongly
encourage consideration of less burdensome and onerous requirements, particularly in the mining
and other natural resources industries.
We note that paragraph 14 of the proposed SOP states that FASB Statements No. 19 and 25
(which establish accounting standards for oil and gas producing companies) are not affected by the
proposed SOP’s provisions, and strongly urge AcSEC to consider whether other extractive
industries should also be exempted from any requirements ultimately resulting from this proposed
SOP. As in the case of the oil and gas industry, in mining and other extractive industries the
central issue regarding an entity’s assets relates to the value of the underlying future cash flows to
be generated by production from the natural resource, not the cost of the various equipment and
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facilities constructed to produce that asset that are capitalized on the balance sheet We believe
this fundamental principle gave rise to the requirement in FASB Statement No. 89 for mining
companies to disclose supplemental information regarding their proved and probable mineral
reserves for the same reason that supplemental disclosure of oil and gas reserves and related data
were required by FASB Statements No. 19 and No. 69. Because we understand the ED
requirements would not apply to MMR’s oil and gas operations, the following specific comments
are offered on our assessment of the ED’s impact on other mining and natural resource companies’
operations, including FCX’s.
Comments on Specific Issues
Issue 2: The guidance in this proposed SOP is presented in terms of a project stage or time line
framework and the basis of the kinds of activities performed during the stages defined in the
proposed SOP rather than on whether an expenditure fits into certain classification categories such
as ordinary repairs and maintenance, “extraordinary” repairs and maintenance, replacements,
betterments, additions, redevelopments, renovations, rehabilitations, retrofits, rearrangements,
refurbishments, and reinstallations. Do you agree with that approach? If not, what alternative
would you propose and why?
Issue 3: Paragraph 16 of the proposed SOP states that the preliminary stage ends and the
preacquisition stage begins when the acquisition of specific property, plant, and equipment (PP&E)
is considered probable. Paragraph 22 of the proposed SOP states that, other than the costs of
options to acquire PP&E, all costs incurred during the preliminary stage should be charged to
expense as incurred. Do you agree with that conclusion? If not, how would you propose to modify
the guidance and why?
\Ne agree that the proposed SOP’s project stage or time line framework provides a useful frame of
reference for identifying certain activities that occur when costs are incurred for PP&E. However,
we are concerned with mandating this time line as the fundamental “yardstick” by which all
capitalize vs. expense decisions are to be made. Specifically, we disagree with paragraph 22 of
the proposed SOP that would require all costs, other than the costs of options to acquire PP&E,
incurred during the preliminary stage to be charged to expense as incurred. A related problem may
exist with the wording in paragraph 17 of the proposed SOP regarding “feasibility studies and other
activities related to asset selection,” which are considered to be preliminary stage activities and
thus charged to expense.
It has been our experience that “feasibility studies” for major mining and processing facility
expansions are typically very detailed and are often the basis of obtaining financing for such
projects and commencing construction activities. We acknowledge the reference in paragraph 18
of the proposed SOP that “certain activities and costs incurred during the preacquisition stage may
be similar to those activities and costs incurred during the preliminary stage, except that in the
preacquisition stage they occur after it is probable that the entity will acquire specific PP&E.” As a
result, we would consider “feasibility study” costs of the type we are familiar with to be eligible for
capitalization. However, paragraph 17 of the proposed SOP references “feasibility studies” as
preliminary stage costs which would be expensed. On balance, we do not believe the proposed
SOP, as now written, clearly distinguishes those circumstances where “feasibility study”-type costs
should be capitalized rather than expensed. Rather than recommend the proposed SOP add
additional “tests” for practitioners to follow on this or other similar questions, we urge
reconsideration of the nature of “preliminary stage activities.”
We believe many preliminary stage costs are an integral part of major PP&E additions. It is unclear
to us how a time line alone can form a definitive basis for determining which costs should be
capitalized and which should be expensed. FASB Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts
No. 6, “Elements of Financial Statements,” defines assets as “probable future economic benefits
obtained or controlled by a particular entity as a result of past transactions or events.” As
discussed in paragraph A15.b of the ED, “Entities undertake preliminary stage activities with the
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expectation of future benefits. If there were no such expectation, the activities would not be
conducted.” Therefore, as discussed in paragraph A15.b, in our view the cost of these activities
should initially be recorded as assets as long as the entity can support its belief that such
expenditures will more likely than not generate a probable future benefit.
In the event preliminary stage activities result in a determination not to proceed with an intended
project, then we believe it is appropriate to charge such costs to expense at that time because any
probable future benefit from the preliminary stage activities is no longer expected to be realized.
To eliminate the possibility of an indefinite deferral of preliminary stage costs, we would
recommend that a final determination about proceeding with an intended project must be formally
documented within a short time frame (several months) after completion of preliminary stage
activities. If the preacquisition stage does not commence within one year, then an entity should be
required to update its feasibility studies for changes in assumptions to validate the assumption that
the preliminary stage activities generate a probable future benefit.
issue 4: The proposed SOP states that PP&E related costs incurred during the preacquisition,
acquisition-or-construction, and in service stages should be charged to expense unless the costs
are directly identifiable with the specific PP&E. Directly identifiable costs include only (a)
incremental direct costs incurred with independent third parties for the specific PP&E, (b) employee
payroll and payroll benefit-related costs related to time spent on specified activities performed by
the entity during those stages, (c) depreciation of machinery and equipment used directly in the
construction or installation of PP&E and incremental costs directly associated with the utilization of
that machinery and equipment during the acquisition-or-construction stage, and (d) inventory
(including spare parts) used directly in the construction or installation of PP&E. All general and
administrative and overhead costs incurred, including all costs of support functions, should be
charged to expense. See paragraphs 24,25, 29 and 30. Do you agree with those conclusions? If
not, what alternatives would you propose and why?
We disagree with the guidance that “all general and administrative and overhead costs incurred,
including all costs of support functions, should be charged to expense” as stated in paragraph 24 of
the proposed SOP.
It is unclear to us what basis exists for distinguishing between “employee payroll and payroll
benefit-related costs related to time spent on specified activities performed by the entity during
those stages” (considered qualifying “directly identifiable costs” by the proposed SOP, and thus
capitalized) and “general and administrative and overhead costs incurred, including all costs of
support functions” (required to be charged to expense under the proposed SOP). The proposed
SOP requires different accounting treatment for certain costs incurred in the construction of an
asset, when we believe no such differentiation is in fact justified. For example, consider a scenario
where an in-house construction division constructs an asset versus such construction being
performed by a thirty-party contactor. Paragraph 25 of the proposed SOP states that “...general
and administrative costs should be charged to expense whether incurred internally... or by another
enterprise on behalf of the entity.” We believe this requirement creates practical problems in
companies being able to consistently identify such costs in billings received from third parties. We
believe paragraph 26 of the proposed SOP is a “back-handed” attempt to recognize this reality, but
does not go far enough. Most importantly, while this proposal at least treats both “internal” and
“external” overhead costs on a consistent basis, we believe the conceptually appropriate treatment
would be for such costs to be capitalized. In today’s business environment where various support
functions often are “outsourced,” we believe the notion of there being a “bright line” between
“external” and “internal” or “direct” and “overhead” costs is illusory.
Many international mining and natural resource companies, like our own, have their mining
operations located in very remote areas thousands of miles from adequate human and material
resources. As a result, those operations must be self sufficient in supporting thousands of workers
performing daily construction and operating activities. We believe the costs incurred by a company
to provide these support functions are no different from the costs that an independent third party
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performing similar functions would charge. For example, a third party construction contractor
would bill a company for the cost of airfare incurred for its employee to reach the operations area,
which the proposed SOP would allow the company to capitalize; however, the cost of maintaining
the company’s own aircraft to transport its employee to perform the same work presumably would
not qualify for capitalization under the proposed SOP. Further compounding this issue, a remote
location requires a company to also house and feed both its own employees as well as employees
of third-party vendors and contractors.
We propose that costs of support functions be allowed to be charged to specific PP&E on a basis
that would result in a similar outcome if the support functions were performed and billed by a third
party. We believe the focus of the ED should be to ensure that all costs (regardless of whether
they are “internal” or “external”, “direct” or “overhead”) that can be identified as directly contributing
to the acquisition and/or construction of an asset should be capitalized. We believe this position is
supported in existing accounting literature in several important respects:
1.
2.
3.

4.

We believe this is the intent of paragraph 7 of FASB Statement No. 67, which the ED
refers to in paragraph A9.
We also refer to paragraph 25 of FASB Concepts Statement No. 6, which defines
assets as “...probable future economic benefits obtained or controlled by a particular
entity as a result of past transactions or events.”
Paragraph 180 of FASB Concepts Statement No. 6 states “...since an entity
commonly obtains assets by incurring costs, incurrence of cost may be evidence that
an entity has acquired one or more assets....”
Furthermore, as more recently stated in paragraph 7 of Statement of Financial
Accounting Concepts No. 7, the FASB has identified “fair value” as the objective for
most measurements at initial recognition, which is defined as “the amount at which
that asset (or liability) could be bought (or incurred) or sold (or settled) in a current
transaction between willing parties, that is, other than in a forced or liquidation sale.”

AcSEC’s concern expressed in the proposed SOP “that overly aggressive allocations of such
costs may have occurred in the past” does not justify eliminating in their entirety those costs that
otherwise would qualify as an asset. Therefore, we believe excluding a “cost” from PP&E simply
because of the source of such costs conflicts with the FASB’s definition of an asset. In addition,
the recently issued FASB Statement No. 143, “Accounting for Asset Retirement Obligations,”
requires that the “fair value” of a liability for an asset retirement obligation be recognized in the
period in which it is incurred and that the associated asset retirement costs are capitalized as part
of the carrying amount of the long-lived asset. We question why recognizing assets associated
with retirement costs at “fair value” in accordance with Statement No. 143 requires inclusion of
costs (including overhead) that would be incurred by a third party even though they could ultimately
be incurred internally, yet the proposed SOP would not allow inclusion of such costs in the
capitalized basis of PP&E unless they are incurred through a third party. We believe ignoring
certain internal costs directly associated with PP&E projects conflicts with the FASB’s long-term
objective of “fair value” measurements at initial recognition.
Issue 12: Paragraphs 49 through 56 of the proposed SOP discuss component accounting and
state that if a component has an expected useful life that differs from the expected useful life of the
PP&E asset to which it relates, the component should be accounted for separately and depreciated
or amortized over its separate expected useful life. Do you agree with this approach to accounting
for PP&E? If not, what alternative would you propose and why?
Issue 13: Paragraphs 38 and 51 of the proposed SOP state that when existing PP&E is replaced
or otherwise removed from service and the replacement is capitalized, the net book value of the
replaced PP&E should be charged to depreciation expense in the period of replacement. Do you
agree with this approach? If not, what alternative would you propose and why?
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Issue 14: The proposed SOP requires the use of component accounting to depreciate identified
components over their respective expected useful lives. As noted in paragraph A48 of the
proposed SOP, entities have developed and utilized various conventions to depreciate assets,
including group depreciation or use of composite lives. Those conventions are acceptable only if
they result in approximately the same gross PP&E, depreciation expense, accumulated
depreciation, and gains or losses on disposals of PP&E as the component accounting method
required by this proposed SOP. Do you agree with this approach? If not, what alternative would
you propose and why?
It is our belief that technological innovation has dramatically impacted the design, construction and
operation of large, complicated plant facilities over the past several decades, especially in terms of
the degree to which such facilities are increasingly integrated and how separate and distinct
mechanical equipment/components within such plants that might have been repaired in the past
have become increasingly “modularized” and are instead replaced in the event of breakdowns
and/or failures. We believe this trend will continue, and as a result believe the proposed SOP’s
implementation of “component” accounting for PP&E will result in a significant and continuing
increase in administrative effort and costs that would not provide any significant improvements in
the matching of capital expenditures to the related operating cash flows, or in the consistency of
reported deprecation expense and maintenance costs.
Our current fixed asset system relating to our mining operations contains approximately 14,300
asset items with a gross cost basis of approximately $5 billion. In our initial review of the potential
impact of the proposed SOP we estimate that converting to a “component” accounting basis would
result in a significant increase in the number of asset items. For example, we currently record the
total cost of 290-ton capacity haul trucks (having a current cost of approximately $3 million each)
as a single unit in our fixed asset system. The cost of periodically replacing key mechanical
components (e.g. engines, transmissions/drivetrains, etc.) over the trucks’ lives are expensed as
incurred, except in rare situations where a major rebuild significantly increases the truck’s useful
life beyond the current estimate. Under “component” accounting we estimate as many as 70
different asset items can be identified, which means that approximately 100 haul-truck assets we
currently have could become as many as 7,000 asset items, resulting in an approximate 50%
increase in the number of asset items before considering the potential impact of the proposed SOP
on the other 14,200 asset items in our fixed asset system.
In addition, our ore processing facilities illustrate the increased complexity and integration referred
to above. From 1988 through 1998, we increased our ore processing capacity from approximately
18,000 metric tons of ore per day to over 230,000 metric tons of ore per day at a cost of over $2.5
billion. We completed five separate expansion projects during that 10-year period resulting in an
intricate system that does not easily lend itself to being separated into individual components. A
requirement to “componetize” our ore processing facilities would be extremely difficult and timeconsuming to comply with. Furthermore, it is unclear to us how such a change would improve
financial reporting for PP&E. We rely on FASB Concepts Statement No. 6, which defines assets as
“...probable future economic benefits obtained or controlled by a particular entity....” We believe
that all the components, together as a group, are capable of generating “probable future economic
benefits” because they are an integral part of a production process that results in a salable product.
Taken separately, the 70 different asset items we identified for each of our haul trucks are not
capable of generating future economic benefits. We believe the guidance in FASB Statement No.
121, “Accounting for the Impairment of Long-Lived Assets and for Long-Lived Assets to Be
Disposed Of,” indicates that the most relevant concept in the determination of a depreciable asset
is to establish such assets with consideration of “the lowest level for which there are identifiable
cash flows that are largely independent of the cash flows of other groups of assets.” Both the size
of our current PP&E accounting staff as well as the capacity of our fixed asset system would
require significant additions to comply with the proposed SOP.
In our preliminary review of the ED we also performed a more detailed analysis of “component”
accounting applied to the single haul truck example described above. Our estimate of the
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application of “component” accounting does indicate differences in the total amounts charged to
expense (i.e. depreciation and maintenance costs) on an annual basis, but the total amounts vary
significantly from year to year just as they do under our current method (See Exhibit I). Therefore,
from our perspective we do not believe there would be any measurable improvement in financial
reporting resulting from implementation of the “component” approach.
From a financial statement perspective, under our current accounting treatment, assets (including
all related “components”) are capitalized and depreciated once placed into service. Costs incurred
to replace components are charged to operating expense as incurred, and thus reduce operating
cash flows. Under the proposed “component” accounting method, both operating cash flows and
capital expenditures as reported in the Statements of Cash Flows would increase significantly and
would not be comparable to the amounts disclosed in years prior to adoption of “component”
accounting.
Issue 16: Paragraph 71 of the proposed SOP states that the prescribed component accounting
guidance should be initially adopted for existing PP&E using one of two alternatives, the election
and disclosure of which should be made when the SOP is adopted. Do you agree with that
approach and, if so, do you agree with the choice of the two alternatives from which the election is
to be made? If you do not agree with that approach for existing PP&E, what approach would you
propose and why?
Issue 17: Under paragraph 71(a) of the proposed SOP, the allocation of existing net book value to
components at transition should be based on (a) allocation of original accounting records, if
available, (b) relative fair value of components at date of transition, if original accounting records
are not available, or (c) another reasonable method, if relative fair value is not practicable. Do you
agree that that ordering of allocation methods is appropriate? If you believe that a different order
would be appropriate, what order would you propose and why? Should the proposed SOP provide
additional examples to illustrate what constitutes "another reasonable method”?
Issue 18: Paragraph 72 of the proposed SOP states that the SOP should be applied prospectively
for all costs incurred after the adoption of the SOP. It also states that costs incurred prior to the
adoption of the proposed SOP should not be re-characterized (as capital or expense items) to
conform to the guidance in the SOP, with the exception of certain costs of planned major
maintenance activities. Do you agree with that approach? If you do not agree with that approach,
what approach would you propose and why?
Issue 19: Under paragraph 71(a) of the proposed SOP, and as illustrated in Example 3 in
appendix C, an entity applying component accounting retroactively at date of adoption may
calculate a difference between the pre-adoption balance of accumulated depreciation and the
balance recalculated based on the estimated useful lives of components that previously were not
accounted for as separate components. Under that paragraph, the difference is allocated back to
the accumulated depreciation of each component based on the net book values of the
components. Two alternatives considered were recording the difference as a cumulative effect
type adjustment at adoption and recording the difference as additional depreciation expense at
adoption. Do you agree with the proposed approach or either of the alternatives, and why?
We believe the two alternatives proposed in the SOP for transitioning to a “component” accounting
basis would be overly burdensome and subjective. Much of the historical data needed to
componetize certain assets either are no longer available or were never specifically identified
originally. We believe allocation of existing net book value to components at transition based on
relative fair value at the date of transition would require extensive involvement of engineers and
other technical operations personnel and significant time and effort.
As previously stated, we do not believe the implementation of “component” accounting proposed by
the SOP provides any measurable benefit, in terms of improvements in the fair presentation of
results of operations and recorded costs of assets, compared with the costs to implement and
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maintain such an approach. We would propose that, in the event the currently proposed (or some
other) version of “component” accounting is ultimately required, adoption of this practice be
required only for prospective PP&E additions, the election and disclosure of which should be made
when the SOP is adopted.
We hope these comments are informative in the course of your deliberations of the proposed SOP.
Please contact us at the above address should you have any questions or need additional
information.

Sincerely,

C. Donald Whitmire, Jr., CPA
Vice President and ControllerFinancial Reporting

Patrick F. Prejean,CPA
Senior Manager-Financial Reporting
Attachment
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Kimco
Realty
Corporation
Joel I. Yarmak
Vice President, Financial Operations

Writer’s Direct Dial: 516-869-2550
Writer’s Direct Fax: 516-869-2584

November 12, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036-8775
Re: Proposed Statement of Position: Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property,
Plant and Equipment
Dear Marc,
Kimco Realty Corporation (“Kimco”) is a Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) that develops, acquires,
owns and operates neighborhood and community shopping centers in forty-one states. Our portfolio
includes more than 500 centers comprising more than 66 million square feet of space. The business of
developing, owning and operating investment property regularly involves the acquisition, development
and maintenance of assets. In this context, the accounting standards for capitalizing the cost of these
assets are fundamental to Kimco producing useful financial reports and of vital importance to its
capital formation and investor relations activities.
Kimco is an active member of the National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts (NAREIT),
which has or will respond to the proposed SOP. In addition to supporting the views presented in
NAREIT’s letter, Kimco below addresses certain points that we would like the AICPA to consider in
its comment review process.
Componentization
The proposed SOP’s requirement to separately track the cost and accumulated depreciation of
individual property, plant and equipment (PP&E) components would increase considerably Kimco’s
administrative costs. We fail to see how the costs related to the detailed componentization
requirements of the proposal will be justified compared to the marginal benefit that may accrue to users
of financial statements.
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First, to implement the provisions of the proposal would require that we allocate the book value of our
PP&E to thousands of components. Although the proposal provides an option to apply
componentization either retroactively or prospectively, the “penalty” associated with prospective
adoption would force us to adopt componentization on a retroactive basis. Implementation of the
componentization provisions of the proposal on a retroactive basis would require that we engage cost
study consultants to ascertain component costs. Although it is difficult to estimate the exact cost of
this exercise, its implementations for a 500 plus property portfolio would be significant.
Second, the costs to administer the ongoing provisions of the proposal would be significant. We would
be required to track thousands of individual asset components. Further, we could foresee for audit
purposes that we would need to periodically test these records against actual components. These
ongoing requirements would result in the addition of corporate administrative staff.
In the event the final SOP contains the detailed componentization requirements, we request that
investment property be exempted.
Elimination o f the Composite/Group Methods o f Depreciation

The requirement to componenitize all PP&E and to measure the remaining book value of replaced
components effectively eliminates the composite and group methods of depreciation. These
depreciation methods have been used throughout Corporate America and are well established in both
accounting literature and practice.
Although the proposal allows the use of the group or composite method of depreciation if an entity can
demonstrate that it produces results similar to componentization, we believe this provision is not
realistic because it would force us to calculate depreciation using both methods (i.e., group/composite
method and componentization) in order to prove that the results are in fact similar. This allowance
does not alleviate the detailed componentization required by the proposed SOP - a company would still
have to undertake an assessment of its assets “as componentized” to prove that it would be allowed to
use the composite or group method. We find this aspect of the proposal troublesome in that it would
require us to maintain records for two sets of depreciation calculations.
In the absence of a withdrawal of the componentization requirements of the proposal, we strongly
suggest that the Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC) consider an alternative approach
for PP&E cost componentization that would entail a more reasonable level and be more cost effective.
One approach that we could consider embracing would include a componentization of a PP&E asset
into categories by the useful lives of components. These categories might number a dozen or more for
investment property. Components within these “useful-life categories” would be accounted for using
the group method of depreciation. No “losses” (remaining net book values) would be recognized in
earnings at the time of replacement. These “losses” could be minimized through more precise
determination of useful lives of major components and regular comparisons of the parameters used
with actual experience.
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Deferred Cost Accounting
The proposal’s provisions also eliminate the concept of deferred cost accounting with respect to PP&E.
Kimco is especially concerned about the prohibition to defer or capitalize costs that may be incurred
during the preliminary stage of a project, as well as long-term or planned major maintenance activities.
Clearly, these costs may provide future economic benefit to a period other than the one in which they
were incurred. These costs should be permitted to be deferred and amortized to properly match the
costs with the period of benefit, or expensed when there is a determination of no future economic
benefit. This matching of costs with benefits is the essence of accrual accounting - the foundation
upon which generally accepted accounting principles have been established. To do away with this
concept would render our reporting on a cash basis for costs that, without question, provide economic
benefit for multiple periods.
Accounting for Property Taxes, Insurance and Ground Rents
The proposal would require that the capitalization of property taxes, insurance and ground rentals cease
“no later than the date initial operations commence in any portion of the building or structure.” As a
developer of community shopping centers, this accounting would cause a significant inappropriate
matching of costs and related revenues. For example, if the first tenant occupied even five percent of
the space in a large community shopping centers, the costs of real estate taxes, insurance and ground
rentals applicable to the entire community shopping centers building would be charged to the rental
income stream from the five percent of leased space. The earnings (or probably loss) resulting from
this accounting would not provide appropriate information with respect to the current and future
profitability of the property.
The appropriate accounting would be to allocate the real estate taxes, insurance and ground rents
proportionally between space generating revenue and the non-revenue generating space as the property
leases up. Limits to the capitalization should be required in terms of the maximum length of time
subject to this allocation. Paragraphs 22 and 23 of SFAS 67 provide an appropriate model for the
capitalization of these costs.
Limitation on Capitalization of Indirect and Overhead Costs
The proposal would limit the capitalization of costs of internal staff directly associated with specific
projects to payroll and payroll-benefit related costs. Kimco believes that indirect costs and overhead
that supports the development, construction or installation of PP&E should be capitalized.
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Kimco appreciates the opportunity to participate in the AICPA’s considerations with respect to accounting
for PP&E. If you have any questions regarding this response, please contact the undersigned (516)8692550.
Sincerely,

Joel I. Yarmak
Vice President, Financial Operations
cc: M. V. Pappagallo
G. C. Cohen
R. Mitteldorf
E. Dekel
B. Comeau
D. Taube (NAREIT)
G. Youngman (NAREIT)

Association
of Electric
Cooperatives
V irginia, M a r y la n d & D e la w a re

P u b lis h e rs o f C ooperative L iving

November 15,2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File4210CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs and
Activities Relating to Property, Plant, and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
The Virginia, Maryland and Delaware Association of Electric Cooperatives (“Association”)
represents 15 electric distribution cooperatives that provide electric service to over 400,000
member-owners in the three-state area. These systems include A&N Electric Cooperative, BARC
Electric Cooperative, Central Virginia Electric Cooperative, Community Electric Cooperative,
Craig-Botetourt Electric Cooperative, Mecklenburg Electric Cooperative, Northern Neck Electric
Cooperative, Northern Virginia Electric Cooperative, Powell Valley Electric Cooperative, Prince
George Electric Cooperative, Rappahannock Electric Cooperative, Shenandoah Valley Electric
Cooperative, and Southside Electric Cooperative in Virginia; Choptank Electric Cooperative in
Maryland; and, Delaware Electric Cooperative in Delaware. In addition, the Association
represents Old Dominion Electric Cooperative, a power supply cooperative that provides
wholesale electricity to 12 of the electric distribution cooperatives in the three-state area.
The Association appreciates the opportunity to submit written comments regarding the abovereferenced Proposed Statement of Position (“Accounting Proposal”) to the Accounting Standards
Executive Committee (“AcSEC”) of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
(“AICPA”). With respect to the electric distribution cooperatives providing service in certificated
service territories within the three states, the Association has significant concerns about the
enormous financial impact, and detrimental effect, such proposed regulations would create for
these utilities. Accordingly, the Association supports and concurs with the comments filed by its
national trade organization, the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (“NRECA”).
Cooperatives in general operate on a not-for-profit basis. Any margins that result from the excess
of revenues over expenses are allocated back to the cooperative’s patrons, and do not benefit any
investor. Some concerns that the AICPA has with respect to earnings manipulation or
misstatement are just not relevant in a cooperative business environment. Additionally, the
AICPA’s desire for uniformity of accounting across all industries must be tempered with the
realization that some industry distinctions are appropriate and necessary. The Accounting Proposal
in question should not be implemented for utility-type enterprises, and should exempt electric
cooperatives in particular.
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The electric cooperatives operating in the three-state area are each regulated not only by their
respective member-owners, through oversight exercised by a board of directors elected by the
members from the membership, but they are also rate-regulated by their respective state public
service commissions. As a result, the cooperatives must establish electric service rates based on
specific cost-of-service formulas that are approved by each utility’s regulators. The cost
components on which these rates are based are carefully defined in the Uniform System of
Accounts (“USoA”) that is promulgated by either the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(“FERC”) or Rural Utilities Service (“RUS”). The RUS, an agency of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture that serves as the lender for most of the electric cooperatives, has developed a USoA
that is substantially similar to that of the FERC. The cooperatives’ regulators have accepted
composite depreciation as the appropriate depreciation method, and have recognized that this
method serves as a reasonable approximation of component depreciation. Accordingly, the
AcSEC should permit a group depreciation method in cases where regulators determine the
depreciation method, particularly in light of the provisions of Statement of Financial Accounting
Standards No. 71. The AcSEC should also recognize that the thrust of accounting by a regulated
utility is to normalize costs (not only for depreciation, but for items such as storm damage, plant
refueling outages, etc.) in order to spread out expenses and charge them in rates to the ratepayers
who receive the benefit of such expenses over time. The volatility that would be introduced by
requiring a component depreciation method and current recognition of disposition gains or losses
would not well serve the ratepayers, the cooperatives, or the industry.
Electric cooperatives that look to RUS for funding must comply with the USoA as mandated by
RUS. These RUS accounting requirements specify capitalization of overheads and other costs
incurred in connection with construction projects. These capitalized costs also serve as the basis on
which construction loans are extended. The Accounting Proposal would prohibit capitalization of
pre-construction costs, overheads, and certain other costs, in contradiction of the USoA standards.
Such a situation would put the electric cooperatives in the untenable position of either violating one
set of accounting requirements (i.e.; pitting RUS against AcSEC), or having to keep two sets of
accounting records. Certainly, the cost of compliance to the Accounting Proposal is not worth the
benefit. Accordingly, the AcSEC should exempt regulated electric cooperative utilities from the
proposed rules.
The Association not only has serious concerns with the requirements of the Accounting Proposal,
but also has particular concerns regarding the timing of this proposal. The legislatures in Virginia,
Maryland, and Delaware have each enacted comprehensive restructuring legislation, and retail
competition will be in effect for electric cooperative members in these three states by January 1,
2004. As a result of this legislated policy, the electric cooperatives operating within these three
states are subject to capped electric rates. The imposition of capped rates means that utilities do not
have a mechanism for recovery of new expenses during the transition period. Accordingly, any
new depreciation expenses necessitated by the imposition of the Accounting Proposal cannot be
passed through in rates, and will put undue pressure on already stressed margins.
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The Association also recognizes that any proposal requiring the use of component depreciation
accounting will require significant investments in new automated accounting systems and
software. Simply put, electric cooperatives operating in Virginia, Maryland, or Delaware will have
no mechanism by which they could collect the drastically increased expenses that would be
necessary for record-keeping if depreciation accounting by component is required. Even if the
costs to transition to the new requirements and maintain a new depreciation system could be
collected, the costs to reassess thousands of plant records, input data into new accounting systems,
and track component depreciation costs would be extraordinary and would burden current
ratepayers for limited future benefit.
While the Accounting Proposal may provide an exception to the component depreciation
accounting, the proposed rules allow such an exception only if an electric cooperative can prove
that its current method of accounting results in outcomes that are not materially different from
those results obtained under the prescribed component accounting. Essentially, proving the case to
qualify for such an exception would require the maintenance and retention of two sets of plant
accounting and depreciation records, a cost-prohibitive proposal for electric cooperatives in any
event, and most certainly for cooperatives that are operating under capped rates. Accordingly, the
Accounting Proposal should not apply to regulated entities whose regulator determines that an
alternate method of depreciation accounting is appropriate.
For the reasons submitted in the NRECA filing and for the reasons discussed above, the
Association believes that the Accounting Proposal raises significant rate-making, operational,
and accounting concerns for electric cooperatives, and strongly opposes its imposition on
electric cooperatives.
Sincerely,

Robert A. Omberg
Assistant Vice President-Governmental Affairs
Virginia, Maryland & Delaware Association of Electric Cooperatives
cc:

Member Systems
David Cummings
Steve Piecara

NORFOLK
SOUTHERN
John P. Rathbone

Norfolk Southern Corporation
Three Commercial Place
Norfolk, Virginia 23510-2191

Senior Vice President and Controller
757/629-2770

November 14, 2001
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Attn: Mr. Marc Simon, Technical Manager
Reference: Accounting Standards, File 4210.CC
Proposed Statement of Position - Capitalization of Certain Costs related to
Property, Plant, and Equipment
Dear Mr. Simon:
Norfolk Southern Corporation is a Virginia-based holding company that owns all of the
common stock of and controls a major freight railroad, Norfolk Southern Railway
Company. Norfolk Southern Railway operates approximately 21,800 miles of railroad in
22 states and the province of Ontario, Canada. Norfolk Southern’s total investment in net
property and equipment is approximately $20 billion.
Norfolk Southern supports AcSEC’s intent in the proposed Statement of Position to
provide additional guidance on capitalization issues related to property, plant and
equipment. We recognize that diversity may exist in practice due to the limited guidance
in the accounting literature dealing with these issues. Therefore, we support the issuance
of a new pronouncement in this area. However, a number of aspects of the proposed
Statement would add additional administrative burdens on Norfolk Southern without
improving financial reporting. In addition, certain universally practiced accounting
methods of the rail industry would be abandoned without a requisite improvement in
financial reporting. As a result, we believe that the Statement, if approved in its current
form, would have a significant negative effect on accounting processes and financial
reporting in our industry. Therefore, we offer the following comments for your
consideration.
Component Accounting
Norfolk Southern operates 21,800 miles of railroad and 17,000 miles of passing,
industrial, yard and siding tracks. This almost 40,000 miles of track consists of about
80,000 miles of rail, 125 million ties, 200 million tons of rock ballast, 11,000 bridges and
trestles, 57,000 culverts, numerous pieces of signal and interlocker equipment and
millions of pieces of other track material (spikes, tie plates, etc.). Equipment used by the
railroad consists of approximately 3,400 locomotives, 106,000 freight cars and 21,000
pieces of other equipment (work machines, vehicles, trailers and containers, etc.). In
addition, the railroad’s assets include thousands of buildings in stations, yards and shops.

Operating Subsidiary: Norfolk Southern Railway Company
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We understand the rationale for component accounting and believe that the proposed
Statement provides useful guidance of the application of this method. However, we
believe that an entity should be given more latitude in deciding upon its level of
componentization. A strict interpretation of paragraph 49 requires that any part of an
asset with a distinct life should be a component. This is restricted somewhat by
paragraph 52; however, we are concerned whether the language “certain reasonable
thresholds” is broad enough to encompass cost/benefit considerations. As you can see by
the brief description of our assets, it would be cost prohibitive to break them into
components following a restrictive interpretation of “certain reasonable thresholds.” For
example, can the threshold grow with an increase in the number of assets? We believe
that cost versus benefit should be an appropriate consideration taken into account when
an entity chooses its level of componentization. Furthermore, we believe that the number
of assets can impact the level of componentization that is appropriate. For example,
applying roof componentization to the number of our buildings yields questionable
benefits at much higher costs. Because of the large number of units involved
(thousands), we believe that expensing roof replacements would produce similar income
statement charges as accounting for them as components. We do not believe that any
incremental improvement in financial reporting that might result from imposing
componentization on all entities in all instances can possibly exceed the huge
administrative costs that would be imposed on those with a very large number of assets.
We believe we should be allowed to decide on the level of componentization that is
appropriate in our circumstances; however, we are not sure if the language in the
proposed Statement leaves us with this discretion.
Group Depreciation
ARB 43, Chapter 9C, paragraph 5, defines depreciation accounting as “a system of
accounting that aims to distribute the cost or other basic value of tangible capital assets,
less salvage (if any), over the estimated useful life of the unit (which may be a group o f
assets) [emphasis added] in a systematic and rational manner. It is a process of
allocation, not valuation.” The group and composite depreciation methods are widely
recognized in accounting textbooks. (See, for example, Kieso and Weygandt,
Intermediate Accounting, ninth edition, pp. 551-53; Chasteen, Flaherty and O’Connor,
Intermediate Accounting, sixth edition, pp.630-31; Mosich and Larsen, Intermediate
Accounting, sixth edition, pp. 612-14; Welsch, Zlatkovich and White, Intermediate
Accounting, fourth edition, pp. 560-65.) Thus, group depreciation has been recognized
as a valid methodology in GAAP for a long time. Railroad companies follow a “Uniform
System of Accounts” (or USOA) prescribed by the Surface Transportation Board (which
has jurisdiction over certain economic regulatory matters concerning railroads as
successor to the Interstate Commerce Commission). The USOA requires the use of
group depreciation (see Title 49 - Transportation Code of Federal Regulations,
Subchapter C, Part 1201, Subpart A, Paragraphs 4-1 through 4-2).
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Norfolk Southern and all major railroads apply group depreciation methods to railroad
assets. This method is well understood and accepted in our industry. Because our
individual pieces of property and equipment comprise a network of interrelated assets
that is replaced periodically in smaller sections, we believe that group depreciation is the
only way to efficiently account for these assets. The group method also effectively
accounts for the dispersion of actual service lives around the expected average. We do
not believe it is appropriate to apply unit depreciation and an average life (which we will
call the “unit/average” method) to all units in a homogeneous group when the expected
life dispersion can be statistically supported by history and operating practices. Not all
assets live to the average life. Based on history, we know that our assets will live around
a predictable distribution curve — some will experience longer lives, some will be
shorter. In this environment, the correct method of depreciation is to use the expected
life distribution rather that the simple or weighted-average life. Therefore, we believe it
is more appropriate to segregate a group of acquired assets into their expected vintages
(lives) and depreciate them over that period (which we will call the “unit/vintage”
method). However, with a large number of assets, it is not cost-effective to apply the
unit/vintage method. Group depreciation approximates the unit/vintage method, and it is
easier and less costly to apply to a large population of assets.
The attached exhibit compares the unit/vintage method with the group and unit/average
methods. The example involves 100 identical assets that cost $1,000 each. They are
expected to have useful lives from 5-15 years, with a uniform dispersion around the
expected average of 10 years. The example is very simple, it assumes that retirements
occur in the year they are expected and serves to compare the three methods. Amounts
for depreciation expense, retirement accounting and PP&E balances are highlighted in
accordance with their preference: boxed amounts are closer to the results of the
unit/vintage method, shaded amounts are the opposite, and where there is no difference,
there is no special formatting. As can be seen, the group method produces results closer
to those achieved by the unit/vintage method. A few points about the comparison:
•

For depreciation expense, both alternatives produce the same results until the year of
the average life (ignoring the “losses” that would be a component of depreciation
expense under the unit/average method). Thus, both approximate unit/vintage
depreciation in years 1-10; however, only the group method approximates unit/vintage
in years 11-15, and the unit/average method records no depreciation in these years.

•

Note that there are no losses in the unit/vintage method because the retirements occur
in the year that was expected. The group method produces the same results, while the
unit/average method recognizes losses on the retirements occurring in years 5-9. The
group method also will not recognize any losses (or gains) for retirements that occur
before (or after) they were expected. This makes regular, periodic studies essential to
prevent material deficiencies (or excesses). Because of the large number of assets,
these gains and losses are expected to offset, and the benefits of separately accounting
for them is not justified by the costs necessary to keep and maintain the required
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detail. In practicing group depreciation, an entity can monitor activity for any
unusual, material early retirements that would require recognition of a current charge
to earnings.
•

The only area where the unit/average method is closer to the unit/vintage method is
for net book value in years 5-7, and its advantage over the group method is slight.
Moreover, this advantage disappears in year 8, and in years 11-15, the unit/average
method would have no net book value recorded even though assets remained in
service. Whatever return these assets would be generating, a calculated return on
assets of infinity for them does not seem to be more useful to financial statement
users than a return calculated using some net book value.

The Surface Transportation Board and our independent auditors require periodic studies
of group depreciation rates. We obtain studies from an unrelated engineering firm to
support the composite rate, salvage and other assumptions used. The review includes the
study of historical experience with asset lives and net salvage. It also includes review of
maintenance activities and other information that might impact the application to future
periods of rates derived from historical experience. In addition, the studies address the
validity of the balance of accumulated depreciation. We believe that this is an adequate
basis for asserting that group depreciation methods produce results that are relevant and
reliable. We suggest that the following language be added to the proposed Statement:
The group and composite methods of depreciation are widely used
conventions and are acceptable. Prerequisites for using these methods
would be a statistically significant population of assets and an available
history of experience with those assets (which need not be entity-specific).
Use of such methods should include validation of their results through
regular, periodic studies and monitoring of activity for significant
variations from that predicted by the studies. Any indicated deficiencies
or excesses should be recognized currently to the extent that they result
from factors other than a change in estimates.
Accounting for Costs Incurred
We do not agree with AcSEC’s conclusion that overheads should not be included in the
definition of the cost of a long-lived asset if it is constructed internally. Paragraph A11
states that “AcSEC was concerned that overly aggressive allocations of [indirect and
overhead] costs may have occurred in the past.” Capitalization of indirect and overhead
costs does not appear to us to be so difficult an area in which to provide operational
criteria that could be consistently applied to warrant the complete ban of such treatment.
We understand the hesitancy in allowing the capitalization of certain overheads because
of the difficulty in asserting that they are truly incremental (e.g., high-level management,
headquarters facility costs, etc.). However, other costs that may be considered overheads
are more easily asserted to be directly associated with the cost of a self-constructed asset
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(e.g., shop overheads of a facility used to construct assets, material handling costs for
distribution facilities, maintenance costs for equipment used solely in constructing assets,
design and engineering functions, project management, purchasing, etc.). Most of a
railroad’s track assets are self-constructed, and capital expenditures for these assets are
very significant. (Norfolk Southern’s capital expenditures for track-related projects have
averaged over $500 million in the last five years.) These significant construction
activities include activities that we are concerned would be precluded from capitalization
under the proposed Statement. We understand that it is more difficult to accumulate the
cost of a self-constructed asset. However, Norfolk Southern has systems in place to
identify and capture these types of costs.
In its basis for conclusions, AcSEC indicates that it chose to ignore the long-standing
definition of “cost” found in the footnote to paragraph 26 of FASB Concepts Statement
No. 6 and used in connection with accounting for tangible assets including inventory (see
ARB 43, Statement 3 in paragraph 4 of Chapter 4) and real estate projects developed for
resale or lease (SFAS No. 67, paragraph 7). Instead AcSEC chose to analogize to more
recent literature that addresses the accounting for two intangible assets — loan
origination costs (SFAS No. 91) and internally-developed software (SOP 98-1). AcSEC
asserts that these analogies are preferred because those standards are more recent. We
strongly disagree with this reasoning. Webster’s defines analogy as “resemblance in
some particulars between things otherwise unlike” (Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary,
tenth edition). AcSEC has chosen to define the vintage of guidance as the “resemblance
in some particulars” that should guide its selection from among the competing
alternatives in existing literature. We believe that the nature of the assets for which the
guidance is being developed is far more relevant than how recently the guidance was
developed. Accordingly, we believe the “resemblance in some particulars” that should
guide AcSEC in its selection is the resemblance between inventory and real estate
projects and the subject matter of the proposed Statement. SOP 98-1 and SFAS No. 91
address the accounting for two classes of highly specialized intangible assets. The
proposed Statement addresses tangible assets that are not only similar, but are identical,
to assets within the scope of ARB 43 and SFAS Nos. 34, 67 and 143. We are not aware
of FASB, EITF or SEC guidance that has called into question the guidance of the earlier
standards. Therefore, we do not understand why application of the cost concepts
developed for the specialized intangible assets is more appropriate than application of the
concepts of existing standards that deal with the same types of assets.
Moreover, the basis for conclusions of SOP 98-1 clearly states why AcSEC chose to limit
the costs that could be capitalized. Paragraph 80 states:
AcSEC recognizes that the costs of some activities, such as allocated
overhead, may be part of the overall cost of assets, but it excluded such
costs because it believes that, as a practical matter, costs of accumulating
and assigning overhead to software projects would generally exceed the
benefits that would be derived from a “full costing” approach. AcSEC
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considered that costing systems for inventory and plant construction
activities [emphasis added], while sometimes complex, were necessary
costs given the routine activities that such systems support.
Thus, AcSEC appears to have abandoned its earlier reasoning related to plant
construction activities. We see no conceptual basis for doing so. We believe that
software capitalization is very different from asset construction. Overheads
involved in internal-use software projects generally are not significant. As we
have stated, asset construction requires many supporting activities and significant
costs that could be interpreted to be overheads under the proposed Statement, and
Norfolk Southern has systems in place to reliably capture these costs.
We believe that the only relevant accounting measurement for a self-constructed asset is
total cost, not some portion of total cost. Total costing is a widely recognized convention
in GAAP. We do not believe that a departure from this widely recognized accounting is
warranted for self-constructed assets.
ARB 43, Chapter 4 states that the cost of inventory should include all charges “directly or
indirectly incurred in bringing an article to its existing condition and location” (Statement
3). It also requires that such costs include general and administrative costs that are
“clearly related to production” and states that “the exclusion of all overheads from
inventory costs does not constitute an accepted accounting procedure” (Paragraph 5).
The proposed Statement (paragraphs 47 and 48) allows for this accounting treatment even
if a company applies some of its inventory to a capital asset.
In SFAS No. 34, the FASB made no differentiation between the measurement of a selfconstructed asset and a purchased asset. Despite the difficulty, the Board felt that the
cost of a self-constructed asset “should include all the cost components incurred by the
enterprise to acquire the asset” (paragraph 42). We see no conceptual basis for
abandoning the Board’s logic, which is exactly on point with the proposed Statement.
Does AcSEC believe that interest should only be capitalized if it arises from debt
specifically issued to fund a capital project? We agree with the Board’s thinking in this
standard. We believe that total cost for self-constructed assets is more useful to financial
statement users. This total cost should include overheads that are directly attributable to
the construction project.
In SFAS No. 67, the FASB continued to recognize the concept of total cost. It required
capitalization of all costs “clearly associated with the acquisition, development, and
construction of a real estate project” (paragraph 7). The Board further felt that indirect
and administrative costs relating to more than one project should be allocated and
capitalized to the appropriate projects. These types of costs include “construction
administration.. .legal fees, and various office costs that clearly relate to projects under
development or construction. Examples of office costs that may be considered.. .are cost
accounting, design, and other departments providing services that are clearly related to
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real estate projects” (ibid.). As with SFAS No. 34, this Statement deals with PP&E-type
assets. Again, we see no reason to abandon the FASB’s guidance in this proposed
Statement. Furthermore, if an entity were to construct a building with the intention to
occupy half and lease half, would AcSEC have it measure cost differently for the two
halves? We fail to see how such accounting would improve the quality and relevance of
reported financial information.
Again, with SFAS No. 143, the FASB did not depart from this concept. This standard
requires the inclusion of overheads in the capitalization of an asset retirement obligation
(paragraph A20.b.). In fact, the Board specifically stated its recognition of this long
standing concept: “current accounting practice includes in the historical-cost basis of an
asset all costs that are necessary to prepare the asset for its intended use” (paragraph B42).
Paragraph A11 of the proposed Statement also states that “AcSEC also believes that
allocation of indirect and overhead costs to PP&E development projects, thus removing
them from period costs, could affect the period-to-period comparability of income
statements.” We agree with this statement and believe this result is indicative of the
economics of the situation. The fact that these resources may be used to construct an
asset or benefit current operations does not lead us to the conclusion that only one
accounting treatment, the expensing of such costs, should be followed. This appears to
impose comparability on financial information where none should exist. If the entity is
not engaged in such projects, then these costs become period costs because the entity is
maintaining these resources. They may be providing benefit to current operations or they
may be idle; in either case, the costs are properly recorded as expenses. When these
resources are used in PP&E projects, the costs are proper costs of the projects.
In addition, the inability to fully cost self-constructed assets leads to an inconsistency in
the accounting for such assets compared with purchased assets. We understand that the
cost of a self-constructed asset will be different than the cost of a purchased asset; we do
not advocate recording self-constructed assets at fair value. However, the cost of
purchased assets includes indirect and overhead costs, which a buyer capitalizes as a part
of its purchase price. This inconsistency unfairly burdens the income statement with
costs when an entity chooses to self-construct an asset. The perceived problem that
previously expensed overheads would temporarily be capitalized is a reflection of the
economics. The entity is converting an existing resource into an asset from which it will
derive future benefits. This is no different conceptually than capitalizing an employee’s
labor when they work on a capital project and expensing that employee’s labor when they
do not. We believe that operational criteria and specific examples can be provided to
allow for the full costing of self-constructed assets. Indeed, we believe they already exist
in the literature we have cited above.
The USOA calls for the capitalization of costs that may be considered indirect or
overhead costs that are precluded from being capitalized under the proposed Statement
(see Title 49 - Transportation Code of Federal Regulations, Subchapter C, Part 1201,
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Subpart A, Paragraphs 2-6a through 2-6k). While departures from the USOA’s
accounting conventions are allowed in financial statements to stockholders and others,
financial statements following the USOA must be filed with the Surface Transportation
Board. If the Statement were enacted in its present form, certain costs may have to be
treated differently in GAAP-based financial statements and USOA-based financial
statements. This would greatly increase the administrative burdens of railroad companies
without, as discussed above, the requisite improvement in financial reporting.
Furthermore, our labor agreements limit the amount of construction activities that we can
outsource. By not allowing us to capitalize the full cost of self-constructing assets, we
are unfairly disadvantaged when compared with an entity that can contract with a third
party to construct an asset.
As we have stated above, we have a very large investment in self-constructed assets.
Prohibiting the capitalization of the full cost of these assets would subtract from the
relevance and reliability of our financial statements.
Cost to Remove
The railroad industry treats cost to remove track structure (rail, crossties and other track
material [e.g., tie plates, spikes, etc.]) differently than removal costs for other assets.
Norfolk Southern’s depreciation rates for track structure are calculated to give effect to
cost to remove when considering the estimated salvage value of the track. Gross salvage
for track structure is significant, and the costs necessary to harvest that value are also
significant. For other assets, cost to remove is not a significant cost to harvest the salvage
value, and accordingly, it is not considered in setting depreciation rates and is expensed at
retirement.
Depreciating assets to salvage value is a long-standing and well-understood accounting
convention. ARB 43, Chapter 9C, paragraph 5, defines depreciation accounting as “a
system of accounting that aims to distribute the cost or other basic value of tangible
capital assets, less salvage (if any), over the estimated useful life of the unit (which may
be a group of assets) in a systematic and rational manner. It is a process of allocation, not
valuation.” Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No. 5, paragraph 86.c. states
“some expenses, such as depreciation and insurance, are allocated by systematic and
rational procedures to the periods during which the related assets are expected to provide
benefits.” Depreciation results in the allocation of the net cost of the asset (gross
purchase price less value at retirement, or salvage) over the life of the asset.
We believe that salvage should be net of cost to remove when that cost is expected to be
significant and is necessary to harvest the gross salvage value. Excluding these
significant costs from the salvage estimate results in an overstatement of the salvage
value, which makes depreciation expense artificially low during the life of the asset, with
the offset (cost to remove) being recorded as a one-time expense at retirement. We
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believe that depreciating to net salvage value is more consistent with the theories
expressed in ARB 43 and Concept Statement No. 5. This interpretation can be found in
accounting textbooks. Welsch, Zlatkovich and White’s Intermediate Accounting (fourth
edition, p. 547) states:
The residual value is the estimated amount which may be recovered
through the sale, trade-in allowance, or by other means when the asset is
finally retired from service. In estimating the residual value, allowance
must be made for the costs of dismantling and disposal of the retired asset.
For example, assume it is estimated that upon retirement the asset can be
sold for $250 and that the costs of dismantling and selling are estimated at
$50. In this case the residual value would be $200. In practice, recovery
value and dismantling and selling costs are frequently disregarded
entirely—a procedure which is acceptable when the recovery and disposal
costs may offset, when the amounts involved are immaterial, or when the
estimates involve a wide margin of error.
Chasteen, Flaherty and O’Connor’s Intermediate Accounting also teaches the concept
and application of net salvage (see p. 624, sixth edition). We believe that the most
appropriate measure of residual value for track structure is net salvage. We do not feel it
is appropriate to ignore cost to remove because it is significant to the gross salvage value
and it can be reasonably estimated. Depreciating to net salvage provides more relevant
and reliable information to the users of our financial statements.
In addition, the USOA calls for this specific treatment for track structure. Again, a
departure from USOA accounting in GAAP-based financial statements would greatly
increase administrative burdens.
Moreover, there appears to be an inconsistency within the proposed Statement:
demolition costs as defined in the glossary must be net of salvage, but salvage value in
depreciation calculations cannot be net of cost to remove. We do not understand the
conceptual basis for this inconsistency.
Project Stage Framework
We do not find the project stage framework to be particularly helpful in ascertaining the
accounting treatment of costs in the area of PP&E projects. The project stage framework
is more appropriate in the area of software capitalization because it adds to the
understanding of the accounting treatment of costs incurred during the different stages of
a software project. For example, software projects often have significant costs incurred
before feasibility of the project is assured. Costs incurred during this stage of the project
are similar to research and development and warrant the same treatment. In addition,
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information technology personnel are employed to support software once it is installed
and operational. During this stage, such costs are expensed unless they are incurred for
upgrades and enhancements, which would be incurred in a new “application
development” stage. Thus, the different stages largely mirror the differences in
accounting treatment.
The project stages in the proposed Statement do not define a change in the accounting
treatment of costs incurred. Most PP&E projects do not have a stage similar to R&D.
The existence of the “preliminary” and “preacquisition” stages do not appear to add to the
understanding of the accounting treatment of costs incurred. Indeed, paragraph 18 of the
proposed Statement states that the activities and costs may be similar. The aspect that
changes the accounting is the assertion that it is probable that the entity will acquire
specific PP&E. The existence of the two stages does not help with this assertion.
Moreover, there appears to be no difference between the accounting treatment of costs
incurred during the “preacquisition” and “acquisition-or-construction” stages. Likewise,
costs incurred during the “in-service” stage may be expensed (repairs and maintenance)
or capitalized (addition or replacement of components). In summary, while they may be
helpful in defining the life span of an asset, the stages do not provide any significant
guidance as to the accounting treatment of the costs incurred.
While we understand the difficulty in defining classifications of expenditures that would
drive their accounting treatment, we believe that additional guidance in this area would
be very beneficial. The model provided by the EITF in Issue Nos. 89-13 and 90-8 would
be a good starting point for such guidance. The proposed Statement supercedes this
guidance, but does not appear to replace it with new guidance. As we have stated, the
project stages defined in the proposed Statement do not add to the understanding of what
should constitute a cost that can be capitalized versus one that should be expensed as
repair or maintenance. We believe that it would be worthwhile for AcSEC to add to this
understanding. In its consensus on Issue No. 89-13, the EITF allows capitalization of
asbestos removal costs as a “betterment” to the property. The consensus in Issue 90-8
expands on this model by allowing capitalization of costs for environmental remediation
if the costs “extend the life, increase the capacity, or improve the efficiency” of the
property. We believe that this is the type of analysis being done now to ascertain whether
costs warrant capitalization. Indeed, the proposed Statement alludes to the
misapplication of such an analysis and the resulting accounting practices (in paragraphs 2
and 4). Much of this abuse may come from the misapplied argument that restoring
serviceability extends the life of the asset. By providing additional guidance and
examples of the proper application of this concept, like in the consensus for Issue No. 908, this Statement could better advance practice in this area. While it may be difficult to
provide general guidance, we believe that at the least, extensive examples would serve to
illustrate the proper accounting.
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Transition
We believe that implementation of the proposed Statement should be accomplished
through retroactive application with a cumulative effect change in accounting adjustment.
The transition in the proposed Statement would result in a lack of comparability in
income statements among periods, which, because of the especially long-lived nature of
our self-constructed assets, would be present for quite some time. This lack of
comparability would include a “double-hit” for overheads that no longer could be
capitalized — one from the depreciation of previously capitalized amounts and one from
the expensing of current amounts. In addition, because of the massive efforts that would
be required to implement this Statement as proposed, the effective date is too early. To
prepare for the implementation of the proposed Statement in its current form would
require two years from the issuance the final Statement.
Conclusion
We appreciate the efforts AcSEC has taken in confronting the many and difficult issues
concerning the accounting for costs related to PP&E. We hope our comments have
added to the understanding of the issues and potential effect of the proposed Statement on
our industry. Our beliefs are strongly held, and we would welcome the opportunity to
provide any additional information that would be helpful in your redeliberations.
Very truly yours,

John P. Rathbone
Attachment
cy: Edmund L. Jenkins - Chairman, FASB
Timothy S. Lucas - Director of Research and Technical Activities, FASB
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Comparison of Depreciation Methods
Methods
Unit/vintage: Depreciates the cost of the asset over its expected useful life.
Method is applied at the individual unit level using its specific life.
Group: Depreciates the cost of the asset over the weighted-average expected
useful life. Method is applied to a group of assets as a whole using the
average life.
Unit/average: Depreciates the cost of the asset over the weighted-average
expected useful life. Method is applied at the individual unit level using
the average life.
Assumptions
Number of units: 100
Cost per unit: $ 1,000
Weighted-average useful life: 10 years
Life dispersion: Bell-shaped, centered around the average — Retirements as
follows (Y5 is fifth year after acquisition): 1 in Y5, 3 in Y6, 6 in Y7, 13
inY8, 17 in Y9, 20 in YlO, 17 in Y ll, 13 in Y12, 6 in Y13, 3 in Y14, 1
inY15.
Contents
Page 2 of 3: Summary of calculations. Compares the group and unit/average
methods to the unit/vintage method. Amounts that are closer to the unit
vintage method are boxed and those that are further are shaded. Where
there is no disparity, there is no special formatting.
Page 3 of 3: Detail of calculations. Shows underlying detail for the
depreciation expense calculations.
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Comparison of Depreciation Methods - Summary
Yr 1

Yr 2

Yr 3

Yr 4

Yr 5

Yr 7

Yr 6

Yr 8

Yr 9

Yr 11

Yr 10

Yr 12

Yr 13

Yr 14

Yr 15

Total

liS B II

Unit/vintage

10,442

10,442

10,442

10,442

10,442

10,242

9,742

8,885

7,260

Group

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

9,900

9,600

9,000

7,700

3,371
5,371
6,000 [ 4,000

1,826

742

281

67

100,000

2,300

1,000

400

Too“ |

100,000

119

Over (under)

(442)

(442)

(442)

(442)

(442)

(342)

(142)

115

440

629

629

474

258

Percent

-4.2%

-4.2%

-4.2%

-4.2%

-4.2%

-3.3%

-1.5%

1.3%

6.1%

11.7%

18.6%

26.0%

34.7%

Unit/average
Over (under)
Percent

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

9,900

9,600

9,000

7,700

6,000

(442)

(442)

(442)

(442)

(442)

(342)

(142)

115

440

629

-4.2%

-4.2%

-4.2%

-4.2%

-4.2%

-3.3%

-1.5%

1.3%

6.1%

11.7%

42.4%

33
50.0%

5,392
0.0%

92,200

J
(3,371)
-100.0%

(742)

(281)

(67)

-100.0% -100.0%

-100.0%

-100.0%

(1,826)

10,167
0.0%

Cost
-

Unit/vintage
Group

-

Over (under)
Percent

Unit/average

-

-

-

-

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

-

-

Over (under)
Percent

-

-

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

1,000

3,000

6,000

13,000

17,000

20,000

17,000

13,000

6,000

3,000

1,000

100,000

1,000

3,000

6,000

13,000

17,000

20,000

17,000

13,000

6,000

3,000

1,000

100,000

0.0%

1,000
-

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

0.0%

3,000

0.0%

6,000

-

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

0.0%

13,000

0.0%

17,000

-

-

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

20,000
0.0%

0.0%

17,000
0.0%

0.0%

13,000
0.0%

0.0%

6,000
0.0%

-

-

0.0%

3,000

-

0.0%

1,000

-

0.0%

100,000

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

Accumulated depreciation
Unit/vintage

-

-

-

-

Group

-

-

-

-

Over (under)
Percent

Unit/average
Over (under)
Percent

-

-

-

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

-

-

-

0.0%

0.0%

I

1,000

3,000

6,000

13,000

17,000

20,000

17,000

13,000

6,000

3,000

1,000

100,000

1,000

3,000

6,000

13,000

17,000 | 20,000

17,000

13,000

6,000

3,000

1,000

100,000

0.0%

-

-

-

-

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

0.0%

0.0%

(500)

(1,200)

(1,800)

(2,600)

(1,700)

-50.0%

-40.0%

-30.0%

-20.0%

-10.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

-

13,000
-

0.0%

6,000
-

0.0%

-

0.0%

17,000

0.0%

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

20,000
-

-

3,000

0.0%

1,000

-

0.0%

92,200
7,800

-

Loss at retirement
lit/vintage
oup
Over (under)
Percent

#
0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

Unit/average

7,800
500

Over (under)
Percent

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

1,200
0.0%

1,800
0.0%

2,600

1,700

0.0%

0.0%

7,800
0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

Cost

|

Unit/vintage

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

99,000

96,000

90,000

77,000

60,000

40,000

23,000

10,000

4,000

1,000

Group

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

99,000

96,000

90,000

77,000

60,000

40,000

23,000

10,000

4,000

1,000

Over (under)
Percent

Unit/average
Over (under)
Percent

-

-

0.0%

100,000

0.0%

100,000

-

-

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

100,000
0.0%

0.0%

100,000
0.0%

0.0%

99,000
0.0%

0.0%

96,000
0.0%

0.0%

90,000

-

-

0.0%

77,000

0.0%

0.0%

60,000

-

-

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

40,000
0.0%

0.0%

23,000
0.0%

0.0%

10,000
0.0%

0.0%

4,000
0.0%

-

-

-

0.0%

1,000

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

-

-

-

0.0%

0.0%

933
900 |

-

0.0%

Accumulated depreciation
Unit/vintage

10,442

20,885

31,327

41,769

Group

10,000

20,000

30,000

40,000 |

Over (under)
Percent

Unit/average
Over (under)
Percent

(442)

(885)
-4.2%

-4.2%

10,000

20,000

(1.327)
-4.2%

30,000

51,212

(1,769)

(2,212)

-4.2%

-4.3%

40,000 [ 49,500

58,454
(2,554)
-4.4%

57,600

62,196

58,081

48,342

33,713

20,084

8,910

3,652

55,500

46,200

32,200

19,200

8,500

3,500

(2,696)

(2,581)

(2,142)

(1,513)

(884)

(410)

(152)

(33)

-4.3%

-4.4%

-4.4%

-4.5%

-4.4%

-4.6%

-4.2%

-3.6%

63,000 |

(442)

(885)

(1,327)

(1,769)

(1,712)

(854)

804

-4.2%

-4.2%

-4.2%

-4.2%

-3.3%

-1.5%

1.3%

(0)

-

0

19,600

-

-100.0%
-

3,519
6.1%

0.0%
-

5,658

6,287

2,916

1,090

348

67

0

11.7%

18.6%

14.5%

12.2%

9.5%

7.1%

-100.0%

27,677
0.0%

Net book value
Unit/vintage

89,558

79,115

68,673

58,231

Group

90,000

80,000

70,000

60,000 |

1,327

Over (under)

442

885

Percent

0.5%

1.1%

1.9%

iit/average

90,000

80,000

70,000

Over (under)

442

885

1,327

Percent

0.5%

1.1%

# Sum of the absolute values.

1.9%

1,769
3.0%

47,788
2,212
4.6%

60,000 [ 49,500
1,769
3.0%

1,712
3.6%

37,546
2,554
6.8%

38,400

27,804
2,696
9.7%

#

0.0%

18,919

11,658

6,287

2,916

1,090

348

67

21,500

13,800

7,800

3,800

1,500

500

100 |

2,581

2,142

1,513

884

410

13.6%

18.4%

24.1%

30.3%

37.6%

152
43.8%

0
-

33
50.0%

27,000 |

-

(0)
-100.0%
-

19,600
0.0%
-

854

(804)

(3,519)

(5,658)

(6,287)

(2,916)

(1,090)

(348)

(67)

(0)

2.3%

-2.9%

-18.6%

-48.5%

-100.0%

-100.0%

-100.0%

-100.0%

-100.0%

-100.0%

27,677
0.0%
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Comparison of Depreciation Methods - Detail of Calculations

D eprec exp
Life Units
5
1
6
3
7
6
8
13
9
17
10
20
11
17
12
13
13
6
14
3
15
1
Deprec exp

Yr 1
200
$
500
$
857
$
$ 1,625
1,889
$
$ 2,000
$ 1,545
$ 1,083
462
$
214
$
67
$
$ 10,442

Yr 2
200
$
500
$
857
$
$ 1,625
1,889
$
$ 2,000
$ 1,545
$ 1,083
462
$
214
$
67
$
$ 10,442
Yr 2
-

Yr 3
200
$
500
$
857
$
$ 1,625
1,889
$
$ 2,000
$ 1,545
$ 1,083
462
$
214
$
67
$
$ 10,442
Yr 3
-

Yr 4
200
$
500
$
857
$
$ 1,625
$ 1,889
$ 2,000
$ 1,545
$ 1,083
$
462
214
$
67
$
$ 10,442

Yr 5
$ 200
$ 500
$ 857
$ 1,625
$ 1,889
$ 2,000
$ 1,545
$ 1,083
$ 462
$ 214
$
67
$10,442

Yr 6

Yr 7

$ 500
$ 857
$ 1,625
$ 1,889
$ 2,000
$ 1,545
$ 1,083
$ 462
$ 214
$
67
$10,242

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Yr 4
-

Yr 5
$ 1,000
$ 1,000
$
-

Yr 6
$ 3,000
$ 3,000
$
-

Yr 7
$ 6,000
$ 6,000
$
-

Yr 8
$13,000
$13,000
$
-

857
1,625
1,889
2,000
1,545
1,083
462
214
67
9,742

Yr 11

Yr 12

2,000
1,545
1,083
462
214
67
5,371

.$ 1,545
$ 1,083
$ 462
$ 214
$
67
$ 3,371

$ 1,083
$ 462
$ 214
$
67
$ 1,826

$
$
$
$

462
214
67
742

$ 214
$ 67
$ 281

$
$

67
67

Total
$ 1,000
$ 3,000
$ 6,000
$ 13,000
$ 17,000
$ 20,000
$ 17,000
$ 13,000
$ 6,000
$ 3,000
$ 1,000
$100,000

Yr 9
$17,000
$17,000
$
-

Yr 10
$20,000
$20,000
$
-

Yr 11
$17,000
$17,000
$
-

Yr 12
$13,000
$13,000
$
-

Y r 13
$ 6,000
$ 6,000
$
-

Yr 14
$3,000
$3,000
$ -

Yr 15
$1,000
$1,000
$ -

Total
$100,000
$100,000
$
-

Yr 8

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,625
1,889
2,000
1,545
1,083
462
214
67
8,885

Yr 10

Yr 9

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,889
2,000
1,545
1,083
462
214
67
7,260

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Yr 13

Yr 14

Yr 15

Yr 1
R etirem ents
Cost
$
A/D
$
$
Loss
-

$
$
$

B a lance s
Cost
A/D
NBV

Yr 1
$100,000
$ 10,442
$ 89,558

Yr 2
$100,000
$ 20,885
$ 79,115

Yr 3
$100,000
$ 31,327
$ 68,673

Yr 4
$100,000
$ 41,769
$ 58,231

Yr 5
$99,000
$51,212
$47,788

Yr 6
$96,000
$58,454
$37,546

Yr 7
$90,000
$62,196
$27,804

Yr 8
$77,000
$58,081
$18,919

Yr 9
$60,000
$48,342
$11,658

Yr 10
$40,000
$33,713
$ 6,287

Yr 11
$23,000
$20,084
$ 2,916

Yr 12
$10,000
$ 8,910
$ 1,090

Yr 13
$ 4,000
$ 3,652
$ 348

Y r 14
$1,000
$ 933
$ 67

Yr 15
$ $
(0)
$
0

Deprec exp
Survivors
Deprec exp

Yr 1
100
$ 10,000

Yr 2
100
$ 10,000

Yr 3
100
$ 10,000

Yr 4
100
$ 10,000

Yr 5
100
$10,000

Yr 6
99
$ 9,900

Yr 7
96
$ 9,600

Yr 8
90
$ 9,000

Yr 9
77
$ 7,700

Yr 10
60
$ 6,000

Yr 11
40
$ 4,000

Yr 12
23
$ 2,300

Yr 13
10
$ 1,000

Yr 14
4
$ 400

Yr 15
1
$ 100

$100,000

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

Over (under)

$

Percent

(442)

Over (under)

-

(442)
-4.2%

-4.2%

Yr 1
R etirem ents
Cost
$
Over (under) $
Percent
A/D
$
Over (under) $
Percent
Loss
$
$

$
$

Yr 2
-

$
$

-

$
$

-

-

-

Percent

$
$
$

$
$
$

-

(442)
-4.2%

$
$

Yr 3
-

$
$

-

$
$

-

-

-

-

(442) $
-4.2%

$
$

Yr 4
-

$
$

-

$
$

-

-

-

(442) $

(342) $
-3.3%

-4.2%

(142) $

115
1.3%

-1.5%

Yr 5
$ 1,000

Yr 6
$ 3,000

Yr 7
$ 6,000

Yr 8
$13,000

$

$

$

$

0.0%

$ 1,000
$

0.0%

$ 3,000
$
0.0%

0.0%

$
$

-

$
$

-

$13,000
$

-

$
$

$

J

-

Yr 11
$17,000
$

-

Yr 12
$13,000
$

$

-

Yr 13
$ 6,000
$

-

119

Y r 14
$3,000
J
-

-

Yr 15
$1,000
$

-

$1,000

J

$

-

0.0%

$
$

-

Yr 1
$100,000
Over (under) $
-

Percent

NBV
Over (under)

Yr 2
$100,000
s

-4.2%

-4.2%

$ 90,000
$

Percent

442

Yr 3
$100,000

$ 80,000
885
$

-

$
$

-

0.5%

$ 70,000
1,327

Yr 5
$99,000
$

-4.2%

$ 60,000
1,769
$

Yr 6
$96,000
$

-4.3%

Yr 7
$90,000
$

-4.4%

Yr 8
$77,000
$

Yr 9
$60,000
$

-4.4%

-4.3%

Yr 10
$40,000
$

-4.4%

Yr 11
$23,000
$

-4.5%

Y r 12
$10,000
$

Yr 13
$ 4,000
$

-4.6%

-4.4%

$50,000

$10,100

$30,500

$21,500

$13,800

$ 7,800

$ 3,800

$ 1,500

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

2,212

2,554
6.8%

4.6%

2,696

2,581
13.6%

9.7%

2,142
18.4%

1,513
24.1%

884

410
37.6%

30.3%

Y r 14
$1,000
$
-

-3.6%

-4.2%

$

3.0%

1.9%

1.1%

500
152

$ 100
$

33

43.8%

$

$

19,600

(0) $

19,600

-100.0%

$
$

50.0%

-

-100.0%

S

■ ■ ■ Il
Deprec exp
Life Units
5
1
6
3
7
6
8
13
9
17
10
20
11
17
12
13
13
6
14
3
15
1
Deprecexp

Yr 1
100
$
300
$
600
$
$ 1,300
$ 1,700
$ 2,000
$ 1,700
$ 1,300
600
$
300
$
100
$
$ 10,000

Over (under) $
Percent

Yr 2
100
$
$
300
$
600
$ 1,300
$ 1,700
$ 2,000
$ 1,700
$ 1,300
600
$
$
300
$
100
$ 10,000

(442) $
-4.2%

R etirem ents
Cost
$
Over (under) $

-

Yr 3
100
$
300
$
600
$
$ 1,300
$ 1,700
$ 2,000
$ 1,700
$ 1,300
600
$
300
$
100
$
$ 10,000

(442) $
-4.2%

$
$

-

Yr 4
100
$
$
300
$
600
$ 1,300
$ 1,700
$ 2,000
$ 1,700
$ 1,300
$
600
$
300
$
100
$ 10,000

(442) $
-4.2%

$
$

-

Yr 5
$
100
$ 300
$ 600
$ 1,300
$ 1,700
$ 2,000
$ 1,700
$ 1,300
$ 600
$ 300
$
100
$10,000

(442) $
-4.2%

$
$

-

Over (under)

Over (under)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(442) $

$ 1,000
$

$
$

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

$

500

$

(500)

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

$

500

$

500

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(342) $

$ 3,000
$

600
1,300
1,700
2,000
1,700
1,300
600
300
100
9,600

Y r 10

Yr 9

1,300
1,700
2,000
1,700
1,300
600
300
100
9,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,700
2,000
1,700
1,300
600
300
100
7,700

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,000
1,700
1,300
600
300
100
6,000

$

(142) $

115

$

440

$

629

$

$ 6,000
$

1.3%

$13,000
$

6.1%

$17,000
$

0.0%

0.0%

11.7%

$20,000
$

0.0%

-30.0%

-20.0%

-10.0%

$ 1,200

$ 1,800

$ 2,600

$ 1,700

$

$

$

$

1,200

1,800

2,600

1,700

-

$

(3,371) $

$17,000
$
$17,000
$
-

$

(1,826) $

$13,000
$
$13,000
$
-

$

$3,000
$
$3,000
J
-

-

-

(67) $

$1,000
$
-

-

Total
500
1,800
4,200
10,400
15,300
20,000
17,000
13,000
6,000
3,000
1,000
92,200
10,167 #

$100,000
#

$

0.0%

$1,000
$
-

$ 92,200
$

7,800

$
I

7,800

-

-

$

#

0.0%

0.0%

$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

-100.0%

0.0%

0.0%

$
$

$

-100.0%

0.0%

$ 6,000
$

-

Yr 15

(281) $

(742) $

$ 6,000
$

0.0%

$
$

-

Y r 14

-100.0%

0.0%

0.0%

$
$

-

Yr 13

-100.0%

0.0%

0.0%

$
$

-

Yr 12

-100.0%

0.0%

$ 1,800 $ 4,200 $10,400 $15,300 $20,000
S (1.200) $ (1,800) $ (2,600) $ (1,700) $
-40.0%

Yr 11

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

-1.5%

0.0%

-50.0%

$
$

300
600
1,300
1,700
2,000
1,700
1,300
600
300
100
9,900

Yr 8

Yr 7

-3.3%

0.0%

Percent

Loss

Yr 6

-4.2%

Percent

A/D

-

Yr 4
$100,000
$

-4.2%

$

$100,000
J

0.0%

$
$

Yr 15
$ $
$
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
Percent
0.0%
0.0%
$46,200
$55,500
$32,200
$
8,500
$
40,000
$55,900
$19,200
$
3,500
$49,000
$59,500
$ 900 $ $ 10,000 $ 20,000 $ 30,000
A/D
(884) $
(152) $
(885) $
(1,327) $
(1,769) $ (2.212) $ (2,554) $ (2,696) $ (2,581) $ (2,142) $ (1,513) $
(410) $
(33) $
0
Over (under) $
(442) $
B alances
Cost

Total
$100,000
$

0.0%

0.0%

-

5,392

50.0%

$3,000

0.0%

$
$

33

42.4%

0.0%

$ 6,000
$

0.0%

$
$

258
34.7%

0.0%

$13,000

0.0%

$
$

474
26.0%

0.0%

$17,000
$

0.0%

$
J

629
18.6%

0.0%

$20,000

0.0%

$
$

-

Yr 10
$20,000

0.0%

$17,000
J

0.0%

0.0%

$
$

Yr 9
$17,000
$

629
11.7%

6.1%

0.0%

0.0%

$ 6,000
$

440

Total

$
$

-

-

7,800

#

Percent

Balances
Cost
Over (under)

$100,000

$100,000

$100,000

$

$

$

Percent

A/D

0.0%

$ 10,000

Over (under) $
Percent

NBV
Over (under)
Percent

0.0%

$ 20,000

(442) $
-4.2%

$ 90,000
442
$

$100,000
$

0.0%

$ 30,000

(885) $

$96,000

$90,000

$77,000

$60,000

$40,000

$

$

$

$

$

0.0%

$ 40,000

(1,327) $
-4.2%

-4.2%

$99,000
$
$49,500

(1,769) $
-4.2%

-3.3%

$ 80,000

$ 70,000

$ 60,000

$49,500

$

$

$

0.5%

# Sum of the absolute values.

1.1%

1,327
1.9%

1,769
3.0%

$57,600

(1,712) $

$

885

0.0%

0.0%

1,712
3.6%

0.0%

$63,000

(854) $

804

-1.5%

1.3%

$38,400
J
854
2.3%

$27,000
$

0.0%

0.0%

$10,000

$ 4,000

$1,000

$

$

$

$

$

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

-

$61,600

$54,000

$40,000

$23,000

$10,000

$ 4,000

$1,000

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

3,519
6.1%

$15,400

5,658
11.7%

$ 6,000

6,287
18.6%

$

(3,519) $

(5,658) $

-18.6%

-48.5%

-

14.5%

$

(6.287) $
-100.0%

2,916

-

12.2%

$

(2,916) $
-100.0%

1,090

-

67

9.5%

$

(1.090) $
-100.0%

348

-

7.1%

$

(348) $
-100.0%

#

0.0%

$

(804) $
-2.9%

0.0%

$23,000
$

(67)

-100.0%

$

27,677

#

(0) $

27,677

#

0
-100.0%

$
$

-

-100.0%

SIMON
PROPERTY GROUP

November 13, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
AICPA
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Proposed Statement of Position: Accounting fo r Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property,
Plant and Equipment

Dear Mr. Simon:
Simon Property Group, Inc., headquartered in Indianapolis, Indiana is a self-administered and self-managed
real estate investment trust (REIT). Through subsidiary partnerships, it is engaged primarily in the
ownership, development, management, leasing, acquisition and expansion of income producing, marketdominant retail properties, primarily regional malls, community shopping centers and specialty retail
centers. As a REIT, we are committed to producing financial reports which not only present a fair and
accurate picture of our company, but ones that allow our investors and potential investors to make informed
decisions as to whether or not to invest or remain invested in our company.
Although we concede that improvements could be made in the methods that companies use in the
accounting for property, plant and equipment (PP&E), we also feel very strongly that the proposed SOP
goes too far and at too high of a cost in trying to correct a perceived problem.
Our concerns with the proposed SOP are as follows:
♦

♦

♦

♦
♦

♦

The SOP would compel the real estate industry to expense deferred costs, overhead and other costs of
developing, renovating or expanding an income producing property, which are truly a cost of the
project and as such should be matched to the revenue produced by the property over a reasonable time.
The level of detail required by the SOP would result in increased administrative costs with no benefit
gained for these additional costs. The detailed tracking would not enhance the determination of assets
or depreciation expense.
Implementation of the SOP will cause the real estate industry to eliminate the composite and/or group
methods of depreciation, methods which result in financial reports that, over time, have proven
themselves to present a fair and realistic position of the company and does so at costs that are
reasonable.
The SOP will eliminate any distinction in various industries, treating the real estate industry the same
as most other industries including ones that use PP&E to provide services or products.
The SOP will, in our opinion, cause a wider variance in how companies account for assets, not less.
Capitalization thresholds will probably increase with financially stronger companies identifying higher
thresholds.
Because of the restrictions placed on capitalizing costs, the SOP could cause deterioration in the value
of real estate investment properties because owners may be less willing to put capital in a project if the
costs cannot be capitalized.

Comments regarding issues identified in the Exposure Draft of June 29,2001

Issue 1
We have no comments on this issue.
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Issue 2
Using project stages or timeline frameworks seems reasonable and acceptable; however, we do not agree
with the change in definition of capital costs. We strongly believe costs associated with the project,
whether internal or external, should be capitalized and charged against future revenue of the project. For
example, the proposal states that all costs related to the project in the preliminary stage, except for option
payments, are to be considered as expenses. Why does the changing of a stage (which in itself is open to
interpretation) change a cost from an expense to a cost that can be capitalized? If third party legal costs
relating to the project are capital costs when the project is in the preacquisition stage why are they not so in
the preliminary stage? We feel this creates another “gray area” in compliance, whereas any SOP should
work to clear up any ambiguous areas. Granted, in the preliminary stage, the possibility of the project
going forth may be less, but if it does not become reality, then, at that time, the costs should be expensed.
Issue 3
Our comments on issue 2 address this issue also.
Issue 4
We have stated previously that we believe the proposed limitation on costs that can be capitalized is wrong.
Further, we believe that the SOP allows (or causes) an inconsistency to occur in costs that can be
capitalized. For example, our company has an affiliate that is the general contractor on site during many of
our development or redevelopment projects. Our accounting group acts as the accountant for the general
contractor. We track the costs of the project, track lien waivers, pay the subcontractors, calculate the
overhead and profit the general contractor has earned, and bill the owner (the shopping center) for the
appropriate costs on a monthly basis. As we interpret the SOP, if we hired an independent third party as a
general contractor, the accounting costs that the contractor incurred would be capitalized. However, since
our costs are internal they must be expensed. In each case the accounting costs are just as real and just as
much a cost of the project, yet are handled differently. While we concede that certain overhead costs such
as an allocation of insurance costs on the home office should be expensed, we feel that the costs which we
allocate to a development project are true costs of the project, and as such, should be capitalized and
amortized over the expected life of the project.
Issue 5
We are in agreement with the proposal of capitalizing property taxes, insurance, and ground rentals until
substantially completion of the building or structure. We do disagree, however, with the proposed clause
that would force expensing those costs after the day any single tenant opened for business. During the
construction of shopping centers, we work closely with the department stores as far as the timing of the
opening of the center. However, there are times when the department stores are finished prior to the
remaining portions of the center, and the department store wants to open ahead of the center. We do not
believe we should have to expense taxes, insurance and ground rentals on the property because a single
department store opens prior to the completion of the remainder of the property. The center is not
substantially complete and ready for the purpose intended at that time. It seems to us the matching of costs
and revenue can only be accomplished by allocation of those costs proportionally between the open square
footage and the square footage still under construction.
Issue 6
Again we believe that the proposed limitation on costs that can be capitalized in the in-service stage goes
too far, especially when placed on the real estate industry. The goal for an owner of income producing
property is to constantly maximize the revenue produced by the property. Today’s stronger tenants look for
the strongest shopping centers, modem ones whose owners have shown that they will continually invest in
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the improvement of the property. In order to improve the rental income stream from a shopping center, the
owner must periodically perform renovation work on the property. The aim is not to bring the property
back to its original status, rather to make it better, it terms of rent the owner can demand, than it was
originally. The revenue it produces, as you know, determines the value of the property. Therefore, if
renovation improves the value of the property, it stands to reason the investment in the property is more
than an expense.
In almost every industry, in every company, expenses are viewed as unwanted, something to keep as low as
possible. Investments, on the other hand, do not have the negative aspect, especially in our industry where
investments in the property allow for increased revenue from the property. These costs are not as a result
of past operations as suggested in the Exposure Draft; rather they are for the purpose of improving the
property, to increase its class level, thereby increasing the revenue from the property. Our company’s
stated goals include having the best possible shopping complexes for our tenants and customers.
We disagree, too, with the proposal to expense all relocation costs. We have a situation currently in one of
our malls, where we have several spaces that either are habitually vacant or leased at below market rates
because they are restricted by the location of the escalators. By moving the escalators, we will unrestrict
traffic movement to those spaces and will then be able to demand higher rentals. It seems to us these costs
would truly be investment costs and as such should be capitalized.
We do agree that normal, recurring or periodic repairs and maintenance activities should be expensed as
incurred. Items such as striping parking lots, painting, and vehicle repairs are a result of everyday wear and
tear and as such are, in our view, expenses. We do understand and appreciate that clearer guidance may be
needed in this area, and we would encourage and welcome such guidance.
Issue 7
We disagree with the proposal to expense all disposal costs, including most demolition costs. We believe
that demolition costs, for example, incurred to demo a building in order to construct another building are
costs that should be capitalized as a cost of the new building. The only reason for a property owner to
agree to undertake this transaction, is because the income from the new building will cover the cost of the
new building and the demolition of the old, as well as generate a return on investment satisfactory to the
owner.
Issue 8
We certainly disagree with this proposal if mall renovation is considered to be maintenance. As discussed
earlier, we feel very strongly that renovation of our properties is done not because something needs to be
repaired, but rather to improve the property beyond its original state. We are in agreement with the
treatment of maintenance items, such as maintenance or repair of HVAC units, elevators, vehicles, or
skylights. We are in agreement that maintenance costs should not be accrued prior to their being incurred.
Issue 9
We are in agreement with the prohibition of “built in overhaul” or additional depreciation being taken
currently. We do disagree with the proposal that only replacement of components should be eligible for
capitalization. We feel that costs of restoring PP&E’s service potential should be capitalized, especially in
the latter part of the PP&E’s useful life, when it is quite apparent that the life of the PP&E has been
extended.
Issue 10
We are in agreement with AcSEC’s guidance in this area.
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Issue 11
We do not believe there should be a single cost accumulation model in which items produced for inventory
and real estate investment projects are accounted for as the same. Our company is not in the manufacturing
business, but we can imagine the problems that would be created if one item was produced using inventory
cost accumulation rules while the next one was produced using the guidance under the SOP. However, we
will let the manufacturing firms argue that.
Our position concerning the issues raised here is that we feel the guidance regarding the accounting for
costs and initial rental operations of real estate projects held for rental or sale should continue to come from
SFAS 67.
Issue 12 and 13
We disagree with the proposal of component accounting at the detailed level we believe will be necessary
as we interpret the SOP. We feel that group or composite accounting is more appropriate for the real estate
industry while being more cost effective. We believe our company’s method of categorizing major
components of the property (such as roof, HVAC, skylights, carpet, furniture, landscaping, paving,
sidewalks, and sewer systems) allows appropriate tracking of the assets at a reasonable cost to the
company. We believe, too, that no “losses” should be recorded at the time of replacement, that these
“losses” are minimal because of parameters used to establish their useful life. Even with continuing
investment in the property, which causes increased revenues, the assets are never over-valued.

Issue 14
We believe the proposal to accept composite and/or group accounting if the results are approximately the
same as if component accounting were used is absolutely unworkable. Why would any company basically
have two sets of books, simply to prove that it could use a more reasonable and cost effective method? A
major reason against component accounting is the higher administrative cost to prove this position; it would
take even more administrative costs to maintain two systems, with even less to show for those additional
costs.
If AcSec believes the results of the two methods would be approximately the same, why change the current
procedures?
Issue 15
We cannot make a judgement on this issue.
Issue 16
If the proposal is approved, either method of adoption will, in our opinion, cause untold problems which
will lead to discrepancies regardless of how prudent a company may act in trying to establish the costs of
the components. For example, approximately half of our portfolio has been purchased in the last five years
and purchase accounting rules were followed when recording the purchases on our books. We have one
dollar amount for building on those properties (at the time of purchase). Our book value did not agree with
the book value of the seller, because we valued (and paid for) the properties based on revenue. We can
think of no reasonable way to determine the cost of each component of those buildings. If we base it on
our best estimates, how can investors compare our company to other REITs when they will probably be
using estimates, also, that may be quite a bit different than ours.
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Especially if hard costs are not available, the tendency could be to value or estimate the components that
will have to be replaced during the life of the property, such as the roof or HVAC, as low as possible, to (1)
reduce the amount of annual depreciation and (2) reduce the expense should the asset have to be replaced.
It seems to us, that procedures which utilize actual costs (as the current procedures do) are infinitely better
than procedures which could use several estimates as factors.
Even if a company has developed all its properties, and never purchased any others, our belief is that most
companies would not have the original accounting records to establish component accounting costs. We
began developing and managing shopping malls in the 1960’s, and there is no feasible way to retrieve
documents to support the cost of each component for these older malls. With computers and software
being developed as they are, we can’t imagine a company that hasn’t gone through one or more system
conversions. And chances are, in these conversions, original costs were not transferred, especially if they
used group or composite accounting.
We feel that the options to adopt the SOP are a choice between bad and worse: (a) Bear the costs of doing
everything at once or (b) wait and be penalized with extra expense when a component is placed in service
at a later times. Methodology (b) can be elected if (1) costs to determine the components of the asset are
prohibitive and (2) a reasonable estimate of relative fair values is not available. Yet, if later a component is
replaced, then, one must determine a fair value. Why would that value then be available? These choices,
we believe, will cause unnecessary discrepancies between companies that choose different adoption
methodologies.
Issue 17
The order of choice to determine existing net book value seems appropriate. Examples would certainly
help.
Issue 18
We are in agreement with this method.
Issue 19
Should an entity elect to use methodology (a) to adopt the SOP, we disagree with the proposal to allocate
the accumulated depreciation difference back to each component based on net book values of the
components. This in effect increases the future depreciation expense whether the asset is replaced before
its life expectancy or not. We recommend that the difference be accounted for as a cumulative effect of an
accounting change.
Final comments
We fail to understand why the proposed SOP addresses and changes the method of accounting for costs
covered in FASB 67 when the stated concern was in the area of “accounting for improvement or repair and
maintenance type expenditures.” FASB 67 has given us (the shopping center industry) guidance in the area
of acquisition, development, and construction costs for nearly 20 years. Following that guidance has
produced financial statements that, we believe, present a fair picture of our company’s investment in
income-producing assets, at a reasonable administrative cost. We believe, also, that the informed investor
or potential investor understands investments in our properties versus expenses of the property and that the
proposed changes will cause numerous accounting discrepancies between companies because they will be
forced to come up with historical costs where none are available. Adding to those discrepancies will be
different decisions as to the threshold amount to capitalize, different levels of componentization by
companies, and different interpretations of the estimated value of components. And these discrepancies
will come only through significant increases in administrative costs with no benefit gained as a result.
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The purpose of depreciation is to theoretically keep the net value on the books equal to the value of the
asset. Typically, this is not a problem in our industry; our assets rarely depreciate in value. Instead,
because of wise investments in the property, long-term leases which typically require increased rents over
time, and inflation to a degree, the properties increase in value. Therefore, we feel that this proposal is
addressing a perceived problem which doesn’t exist in our industry, that of an overstatement of assets.
Finally, as a developer and investor in European properties, we believe the proposed SOP, if it includes
investment properties, moves away from International Accounting procedures. This seems to us opposite
of FASB’s stated goal of moving closer to procedures which could be used worldwide. The remainder of
the world has historically viewed the United States as a leader in the creation of accounting standards,
policies and procedures. Approval of the proposed SOP could potentially jeopardize our status as a world
leader if we begin to utilize accounting policies and procedures that do not conform to International
standards.
We respectfully request that investment property be excluded from those scopes of the SOP that modify the
accounting procedures established in SFAS 67. In the event AcSEC issues the final SOP requiring
componentization of assets, we respectfully request that investment property be excluded from that
requirement.
Very truly yours,

Phil Ridings
Controller, Development Accounting

Jim Thurston,
Director, SEC Reporting

John Dahl,
C
hief Accounting Officer
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November 13, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs
and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
Meeker Cooperative appreciates the opportunity to submit written comments regarding
the above-referenced Proposed Statement of Position (PP&E Accounting Proposal) to the
Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC) of the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants (AICPA).
Meeker Cooperative is an electric cooperative in Minnesota, providing electricity to,
approximately 7,500 consumers-owners in 6 counties. Since Meeker Cooperative
operates within the capital-intensive electric utility industry, the PP&E Accounting
Proposal would significantly impact Meeker Cooperative’s accounting policies.
Meeker Cooperative is required to follow accounting requirements promulgated by the
Rural Utilities Service (RUS). The PP&E Accounting Proposal raises significant rate
making, operational, and accounting concerns for Meeker Cooperative. The most
significant problem is the accounting inconsistencies between this proposal and the RUS
Uniform System of Accounts and attendant RUS regulations and interpretations
(collectively, Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements). The PP&E Accounting
Proposal and the attendant detrimental impacts to Meeker Cooperative include the
following:
•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements specify capitalization of overheads in
support of construction projects and permit capitalization of an appropriate portion of
administrative and general (A&G) costs. In addition, Electric Cooperative
Accounting Requirements specify capitalization of preliminary investigation and
survey (PS&I) charges. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would prohibit
capitalization of overheads, PS&I charges, and A&G costs.

Implementation of these provisions would result in the unfavorable outcome of
increased earnings volatility, as these overhead, PS&I charges, and A&G costs are
expensed, rather than capitalized. We estimate the impact to our financial
statements for these items to be approximately $381,300 on an annual basis.
Approximately 69% of this amount relates to overheads, 29% relates to A&G costs,
and 2)% relates to PS&I charges. Furthermore, from the standpoint of rate-making
fairness, failure to capitalize these costs would inequitably shift the burden of
collection of these costs from customers using the plant asset over its useful life to
customers during the construction of the plant asset.

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements prescribe use of the group method of
depreciation for plant assets. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would require use of
depreciation accounting by component, defined as “a tangible part or portion of
[plant] that can be separately identified as an asset and depreciated or amortized over
its own separate expected useful life.” The PP&E Accounting Proposal generally
prohibits the use of a group method of depreciation, unless it can be shown by the
entity that the asset balances and operating results under the group method is not
materially different from that obtained under the component method.
Implementation of this provision would require administrative reorganization to
comply with the data collection requirements, as well as installation of expensive
automated accounting systems. In addition, determination of material differences
between the component and group accounting methods would require record-keeping
for both methods, adding significantly to plant record-keeping costs. The estimated
costs to upgrade automated systems and provide additional administrative record
keeping and data input is approximately
one-time costs and $3000 on an
annual basis, respectively.

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements, consistent with group depreciation
accounting convention, generally prescribe that gains and losses on normal
dispositions of mass assets be closed to the accumulated depreciation account, under
the theory that over time gains and losses will net out. The PP&E Accounting
Proposal would require that gains and losses be reflected in results of operations in
the current accounting period. Implementation of this provision would result in
increased earnings volatility, as gains and losses on plant disposition are reflected in
the current results of operations. Losses closed to the accumulated depreciation
account averaged $406,133 over the past five years, varying from $274,931 in loss
to $564,429 in loss. Our electricity rates would likely have to be raised to provide
for this increased uncertainty of earnings.

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements generally recognize the cost of
removal of a plant asset over the usefu l life of that asset, as a component of the
depreciation rate. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would require that cost of removal
be reflected in the results of operations in the accounting period in which such cost
was incurred. Cost of removal incurred over the past five years has averaged $69,643.
Implementation of this provision would result in increased earnings volatility, as cost
of removal is reflected in a single accounting period. Furthermore, from the
standpoint of rate-making fairness, failure to recognize cost of removal over the
asset’s life would inequitably shift the burden of collection of these costs from
customers using the plant asset to customers during the retirement of the plant asset.

Each of the above accounting inconsistencies poses operational problems for Meeker
Cooperative. The detrimental impacts of each item should be carefully considered and
weighed against any identifiable benefits before the AICPA AcSEC implements the
attendant provision of the PP&E Accounting Proposal for electric utilities.
Meeker Cooperative appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the PP&E
Accounting Proposal and respectfully urges the AICPA AcSEC to consider our views. If
you have any questions on our comments, please feel free to contact Marjorie K Connor
at 320-593-4012.

Sincerely,

Marjorie K Connor
Meeker Cooperative
PO Box 520 Litchfield MN 55355-0520

Blodgett , M ickelsen & Naef, p.s .
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
QUINAULT POINT • 8203 W. QUINAULT AVE. #800
KENNEWICK, WA 99336
FERRIS NAEF C.P.A.
BRENT R. MICKELSEN C.P.A.
THOMAS W. BLODGETT C.PA.

TELEPHONE: (509) 735-0379
FACSIMILE: (509) 734-0835
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Mr. Marc Simon, Technical Manager, Accounting Standards, File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Dear Mr. Simon:
This letter is our firm’s response to the recently released exposure draft of a proposed AICPA Statement
of Position (SOP), Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and
Equipment.

Our response has two primary objectives; first to respond to the SOP in general terms as it may affect all
those that may be impacted by its issuance and, second, to respond to the impact this SOP would have on
the utility industry. Our firm is heavily involved in the utility industry as auditors for approximately
fifteen electric cooperatives and related entities.
Based on our experience in auditing utility related entities for approximately twenty years, we disagree
with the Accounting Standards Executive Committee’s (AcSEC) conclusion that guidance is needed in
this area. We have not observed the significant diversity in practice cited in the document. In our opinion
no significant improvement in practice would be obtained in relationship to the cost to implement this
SOP. Currently enacted guidance and industry practice is adequate.
Response to Issue 3:
AcSEC considered other approaches to the issue of capitalization before selecting the timeline approach
that is outlined in this SOP. Using a capitalization approach was dismissed because AcSEC felt they
could not adequately address capitalization criteria. Our experience is that capitalization criteria are
already in place and being consistently and objectively applied. The lack of specific defined guidance
should not imply that current practice is inadequate.
The timeline approach does not promote consistency but instead increases inconsistencies between
entities. The SOP criteria provides for different accounting of similar items simply because management
has not clearly decided to go forward with a project. For example, surveying, engineering, and design
costs incurred while management is still trying to determine to go forward are expensed under this
guidance while the same costs are capitalized if management has already made that determination. This
approach focuses more on the timing of a decision process rather than the nature of the expenditure,
which leads to inconsistent approaches to capitalization.
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More appropriately, these two timelines could be combined into one and provide for capitalization using
deferral of costs until a clear decision by management has been made. To the extent that management
elects to go forward on a particular project those costs related to the project can be capitalized and those
incurred for abandoned projects can be expensed.
Response to Issue 4:
This issue addresses the expensing of general and administrative and overhead (collectively referred to as
G&A).
AcSEC’s position here is straightforward. If the item is G&A and is not directly related to a given
project, it is expensed. The document states that AcSEC is concerned that overly aggressive allocations
of G&A may have occurred in the past. Our firm’s experience is not consistent with this concern. If this
is only conjecture rather than a known observance why do we need to address it? The assumption that
this approach will provide better comparability between periods is flawed. Consider, for example, a year
in which an entity was heavily involved in capitalized construction activity versus a year in which
construction activity was minimal. A comparison of these periods would show increased expenses in the
year of light construction as compared to the year of heavy construction. This provides the user of the
financial statements with the appropriate information and effects that these events have on the entity’s
income.
The SOP requires G&A to be expensed if it is incurred internally or if it is a function supplied by a third
party such as information systems. If, however, these expenses are incurred by a third party provider of
the entire asset and billed to the entity they are included for capitalization. Again, the SOP is inconsistent
in its application. The focus should be on legitimate expenditures related to the acquisition or
construction of an asset rather than an accounting function.
The SOP does not adequately consider that there are legitimate G&A expenses not directly related to a
given project that should be capitalized. For example, utilities have supervision activities that include
overall supervision of the entire construction department. Additionally, there are many support services
that are provided construction crews which are necessary functions but cannot be directly assigned to a
particular project. These costs are obviously related to the construction of plant and should be capitalized
rather than expensed.
The SOP should focus more on the guidance of determining when the link between G&A and a project is
sufficient to provide for capitalization rather than dismissing it out of hand.
Response to Issue 6:
This issue deals with the expensing of items during the in-service stage unless they are expended to
acquire additional components or replace existing components.
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This SOP effectively eliminates the capitalization of amounts expended to extend the useful life of an
asset. The basis is that management would have considered this initially when first capitalizing the asset
and thus this eliminates the need to capitalize additional amounts. When an asset is first placed into
service, management cannot know everything about the future use of the asset or the ability to extend the
life. If an expenditure does provide for an extension of the usefulness of the asset, this cost should be
spread over that extended life. This SOP should provide for that possibility.
Response to Issue 7:
This issue is the expensing of cost of removal as a period item rather than spreading this cost over the
useful life of the related asset.
In the utility industry cost of removal is an integral part of the costs associated with providing service.
Historically, this cost has been incorporated into the depreciation rates used by the utility and recovered
over the useful life of the asset. Thus at the end of the life of the asset the cost to remove the asset has
also been recovered from those consumers benefiting from the use of the asset.
To the extent that cost of removal can be reasonably estimated it should be recovered over the useful life
of the asset without regard to the industry. This appears to be the conclusion of the Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB) #143, Accounting for A sset Retirement Obligations.
We believe this treatment of cost of removal meets the definition of liabilities and expense as outlined in
FASB Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No. 6, Elements o f Financial Statements. A utility
recovers anticipated cost of removal expenditures as a part of its revenue rate structure. In order to offset
this revenue the utility recognizes cost of removal expense annually as part of the depreciation factor.
This then matches the revenue recognized with the recorded expense.
Response to Issue 9:
This issue concludes that the built-in overhaul method for planned major maintenance activities is
inappropriate.
As with our response to Issue 6, this decision hinges on AcSEC’s conclusion that management can
foresee the future in setting depreciation rates and should be locked into these decisions without regard to
events and circumstances arising in the future.
The built-in method recognizes that a correction must be made when it becomes apparent. The correction
is made by an adjustment to depreciation expense. Additionally, the costs incurred to overhaul the asset
would naturally extend the useful life and should be recovered over that life.
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Response to Issue 12:
This issue deals with the preferred use of component accounting for property, plant, and equipment.
Component accounting is the method used by most industries but was found to be unworkable in the
utility industry. In this asset intensive industry there are numerous assets of a similar nature that are
combined for purposes of accounting. This is done because of the cost prohibitive nature of trying to
monitor and account for these assets individually. Component accounting would add significant costs
without any significant benefit. Group accounting as now employed in the industry provides a reasonable
basis for the allocation of asset costs over their useful lives. We are not aware of any studies or other
information to the contrary.
AcSEC states several reasons for their preference of component accounting over composite accounting:
a. Component accounting is more precise. Though this may be correct, the precision gained by
adoption of this method in the utility industry is not likely to offset the additional costs of
applying this standard.
b. Historically, composite life may not have been determined with any degree of precision and
weighted averaging may not have been applied. In the utility industry the setting of depreciation
rates has historically involved studies to support the rates and weighted averaging has been
employed. In addition to the component method this SOP could allow for the composite
approach if the conditions mentioned above are met. As it is now it will only be allowed if it can
be proved it is substantially the same as component accounting.
c. The composite approach may conceal errors for long periods. This concern can be mitigated by
requiring the calculations discussed in b. above and by grouping of similar items.
d. Recognition of gains and losses yields evidence of life that cannot be seen in composite
accounting. Evidence of life does not require the measurement of booked gains and losses.
Reviewing a pattern of retirements can yield the information necessary to refine any errors in life
estimation. Again, this is a procedure that is done by many utilities and this information is shared
in different forums to allow its consideration by other utilities.
e. Use of composite accounting may result in reduced control over property, plant, and equipment.
The extent that control over any asset is deemed necessary is a function of management and
should not be imposed by the introduction of accounting standards.
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Response to Issue 13:
The net book value of plant should be charged to depreciation expense when retired.
Group depreciation in the utility industry provides a systematic and reasonable approach for allocation of
asset costs through depreciation over the calculated average service life of the given asset. By the very
nature, average service life implies that some assets in the group will last longer than the average and
some will have shorter lives. Tracking net book value and expensing it does not significantly improve the
degree of accuracy but most certainly adds significant costs in the accounting process. We are not aware
of any studies that conclude that use of average service life to depreciate grouped assets results in
erroneous conclusions.
Response to Issue 14:
Use of other conventions must be proven to be substantially the same as the use of the component
accounting method.
In order to demonstrate that the method now used in utility accounting is comparable the industry would
have to convert their records to component accounting anyway. This does not appear to give the relief
that it may imply. As explained in our response to issue 12 we feel the method now used in the utility is
reasonable and should be recognized as an acceptable method in this SOP without the burden of
comparing it to the component method.
Response to Issue 16:
The SOP provides two approaches to the question of transition upon adoption of this standard.
Both options that are provided for would place a significant accounting burden on the utility industry.
Option (a) spells out two approaches to breaking down historical amounts into components. Both
methods would require significant accounting time and software revisions to accomplish. Option (b) is
also burdensome in that each retirement of pre-SOP assets would require a calculation of net book value,
which for an industry with the volume of on-going retirements that are present with utilities would be a
significant accounting task.
If this SOP is to go forward a third transition option should be provided to allow the current accounting
methods for pre-SOP assets until they are completely retired.
Other Matters:
AcSEC states that it decided not to include governmental entities in the scope of this SOP. It is unclear to
us what the difference would be in the capitalization of assets in a governmental entity as opposed to
other entities.
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In the sample footnotes provided for property, plant, and equipment there is a disclosure of repairs and
maintenance expense for the periods presented. If this is not intended to become a requirement of this
SOP, we suggest that this example be modified to remove this reference to reduce confusion on what
disclosures are required.
Conclusion:
We do not believe further guidance and oversight is warranted within this proposed scope. Our
observation is that current practice is substantially consistent from entity to entity and that this SOP
provides no significant benefits given the costs to implement it.
Within the document, AcSEC states its goal to minimize diversity of practice among entities and to
increase consistency in application of capitalization procedures. Even if we agreed that these problems
existed in current practice this document does not achieve these goals. Examples where diversity and
consistency are not achieved include the definition of costs to be expensed vs. capitalized in the early
stages of a project. Costs of exactly the same nature can be handled differently simply because of the
timing of management’s decision to go forward. This does not appear to be a consistent handling of costs
to acquire or construct assets. Another example is the handling of G&A if it is included in a billing from
a third party versus the G&A incurred within the entity. Again there is lack of consistency in this
handling.
We strongly urge AcSEC to withdraw this proposed SOP given the reasons listed above.

Respectfully submitted,

BLODGETT, MICKELSEN & NAEF, P.S.
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American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants
Marc Simon, Technical Manager
Accounting Standards File 4210,CC
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775

RE: SOP Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant and Equipment
Dear Marc:
While I am in agreement with certain of the proposed changes contained within the aforementioned SOP, I
would like to take this opportunity to disagree, comment and suggest changes to other sections.
I agree with the concept that certain components of PP&E expend their useful life, at a different rate than
the building shell. For new acquisitions, the break out of these components can be reasonably estimated and
then depreciated. Before the SOP is passed there should be clear-cut guidelines from the AICPA, as to
what the component categories should be and the depreciation basis. As the SOP proposes, I agree that
componentization should not be retroactively mandatory.
The majority of my focus and disagreement with the SOP lies with the in-service stage of PP&E. One of
the biggest arguments in favor of the SOP, in the real estate sector, is the continued capitalization of
replacement carpet and subsequent depreciation over a 40 to 50-year period, whereby you end up
capitalizing replacement carpet before the existing carpet has been fully depreciated. Under the SOP
proposed, you would fully depreciate the current carpet, expense the removal of that carpet and then
capitalize the replacement costs.
The practical application of the SOP, by accountants, poses many problems. First, carving out the current
book value of the carpet involves subjective estimates. Second, estimating the removal cost further
involves subjective estimates. The practice of estimating current book value of the carpet component and
carving out the removal cost is a skill that neither accounting nor construction personnel are trained or
equipped to do, at this time. The cost incurred in training and hiring additional accounting and construction
personnel to accurately execute the SOP requirements out weigh the benefit. To avoid the cost of training
and the risk of subjective estimates involved, many companies will require accountants to capitalize firstgeneration improvements and expense all second-generation improvements.
The removal and replacement of common area carpet, improves and adds value to PP&E. If you don’t
remove and replace carpet on an ongoing basis, your PP&E loses value. Replacement carpet that adds
value to PP&E should be capitalized, but instead of depreciating it over the same period as the building
shell, it should be depreciated over five years, which more closely matches its useful life.
This approach would seek to avoid the radical dips in the income stream, per asset, that would be
associated with the SOP as it is currently written. The key to writing off expired capital items lies in a
reevaluation of the associated depreciation of the components, which can be systematically applied versus
the approach of expensing all second-generation capital expenditures when they occur or trying to
subjectively carve out and expense replacement components.
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In conclusion, the SOP in its current form is excessive and based on subjective measures that neither
accounting nor construction professionals are equipped to execute accurately. The cost of accurately
implementing the SOP would out weigh the benefit, as I have mentioned above. I would like to propose
that Paragraph 37 of the SOP, be revised to include “ (c) they increase the value of the existing PP&E”,
when considering costs to be capitalized versus expensed. I would like to propose that the requirement of
estimating and writing off the current book value of components that are not currently a separate
component be removed from the SOP. I would like to see the requirement of separating out removal costs
and expensing them removed. Additionally, I would like to add, to Paragraph 46, a requirement that the
adjustment for PP&E at fair value be done on a quarterly basis.
Componentization and the depreciation of components over their separate useful lives should be done on a
go-forward basis. I believe that the changes I have proposed would provide a more consistent, measurable
method than that of the currently proposed SOP.
Thank you for the opportunity to voice my opinion and concerns.

Sincerely;

Katie M. Allgood
Vice-President, Finance
The RREEF Funds

FPL Group, Inc., P.O. Box 14000, Juno Beach, Florida 33408-0420

November 14, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re: File 4210.CC Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and
Equipment
Dear Mr. Simon,
FPL Group, Inc. (the Company) is a public utility holding company. The Company’s operations are
primarily conducted through Florida Power & Light Company, one of the largest investor-owned
electric utility companies in the nation, serving about half the population of Florida. The Company
also owns and operates independent power facilities through its unregulated power generation
subsidiary, FPL Energy, LLC.
The impact of the changes included in the Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain
Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment” (the proposed SOP) are expected to
be significant to the electric industry, both in terms of accounting changes and possible systems
requirements. The Company strongly believes that the accounting issues covered by the proposed
SOP are so far-reaching that the Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC) is not the
appropriate standard setting group to have addressed these issues. If the Financial Accounting
Standards Board (the FASB) had instead addressed these accounting issues, the proposal would have
been afforded much more extensive due process. Industry members would have been aware of major
decisions as the proposal began to take shape through project status reports posted to the FASB’s
website. Further, concerns about the proposal could have been voiced by industry members through
the industry liaison meetings held on a regular basis. In contrast, it was virtually impossible to gain
access to a draft of the proposal or a summary of its provisions prior to the release of the exposure
draft. The role of AcSEC has historically been to focus on less significant changes to, or the
application for specific industries of, generally accepted accounting principles. AcSEC is not the
appropriate group to address accounting issues of this magnitude. The Company requests that the
project be turned over to the FASB for redeliberation of the significant issues included in the proposed
SOP, together with any comment letters received.
The majority of the Company’s business is conducted through a rate-regulated electric utility. The
Edison Electric Institute has prepared a letter dated November 9, 2001 (the EEI Letter) which
describes the magnitude of issues that the proposed SOP raises for electric utility companies. The
Company agrees with and supports the concerns raised in that letter. In many cases, Statement of
Financial Accounting Standards No. 71, “Accounting for the Effects of Certain Types of Regulation,”
may be appropriately applied, but doing so will require companies to, in effect, keep multiple sets of
books at a relatively low level of detail since both the proposed SOP and regulation require
maintenance of very detailed property records but utilize very different capitalization criteria. This

process would be unduly burdensome. If the requirements of the proposed SOP are retained in the
final SOP, we recommend that companies that meet the criteria for application of FAS 71 on these
issues be specifically permitted by the final SOP to prepare their financial statements and maintain
their accounting records in accordance with regulatory requirements. Companies should not be
required to expend significant time and resources computing results under both the proposed SOP
guidance and under regulatory guidance.
Beyond the special electric utility concerns expressed in the EEI Letter, the Company takes exception
to several conceptual conclusions reached in the proposed SOP. Those issues are addressed as
follows:
Costs in the Preliminary Stage (Issue 2)
Paragraph 22 of the proposed SOP states that, other than the cost of options to acquire PP&E, all costs
incurred during the preliminary stage should be charged to expense as incurred. The current language
referring only to options could be construed to not allow capitalization of certain assets acquired
during the preliminary stage in connection with a project that will continue to have value regardless of
whether or not the project is completed. Requiring capitalization of options and expensing of costs
that would otherwise qualify for capitalization is not conceptually consistent. For example, when an
entity is considering the development of a power plant, the company may purchase emissions credits,
permits or development rights. These assets have economic value and could be sold, transferred or
assigned to another party at a later date, or in some cases, could be used on another project. At a
minimum, the Company would appreciate a clarification of the language in this section to recognize
that other assets with separable economic value acquired during the preliminary stage are
appropriately capitalized. Further, the Company believes that is conceptually inconsistent to not
capitalize other costs incurred during the preliminary stage that are directly identifiable with a
particular construction project - regardless of whether they have separable economic value.
Costs Incurred (Issue 4)
The Company does not agree with the definition of directly identifiable costs that can be capitalized
during the pre-acquisition and acquisition or construction stages, nor do we believe source of the
construction costs (internal vs. third party) should result in different accounting treatment. All costs
identifiable with construction, whether internal or external, should be capitalizable as part of an asset even certain general and administrative or overhead costs. This reasoning is similar to the application
of FAS 34 to interest capitalization. All of these costs represent decisions by the company to use cash
to obtain the asset, and therefore represent an expectation of future benefit to the company. The SOP
supports the position that the payroll and benefit costs of employees working directly on a
construction project may be capitalized. But those employees use systems and other support functions
in performing their directly related duties. Examples of directly identifiable costs that should be
capitalizable, but that are excluded from the proposed SOP, include administrative and maintenance
costs associated with an on-site construction trailer, maintenance of equipment used in construction,
construction asset tracking systems, and certain service center costs. These represent costs of
construction activities and are conceptually no different than direct labor costs. In many cases, these
costs will actually reduce direct labor costs by making processes more efficient.
Costs that are not directly identifiable may nevertheless be costs that should be capitalized as part of
construction. Internal overhead costs associated with activities related to construction activities that
can be allocated to construction and non-construction activities on a rational basis should not be
expensed. Such costs would also be capitalized if they had been incurred by purchase from a third

party. An example of such costs would be an allocation of costs from an internal purchasing
department. Such costs are directly associated with acquiring inventory, which is then used in
construction, and are therefore necessary to get the asset ready for its intended use. If companies are
precluded from capitalizing these related internal costs, companies may be forced to go to outside
service providers.
Removal Costs (Issue 7)
The FASB recently issued FAS 143, “Accounting for Asset Retirement Obligations.” FAS 143
indicates that legal obligations for removal at the end of an asset’s life, including those identified
through the concept of promissory estoppel, are part of the cost of the related asset. The Company
believes that all removal costs should be consistently treated as part of the asset cost. The expected
cost of removing an asset at the end of its useful life should be recognized even if the “legal
obligation” requirement of FAS 143 is not met if the entity intends to remove the asset at the end of its
life. When a legal obligation to remove the asset does not exist prior to the end of the asset life, that
portion of the asset cost related to removal should be reflected through increased depreciation expense
over the life of the asset to create a “negative salvage value,” consistent with historical practice.
Ma jor Maintenance Activities (Issue 8)
The Company is not convinced that the proposed accounting guidance for planned major maintenance
activities would provide a more meaningful accounting result than the widely practiced method of
accruing such costs in advance of the major maintenance activities. Accruing such costs ratably over
the period of use that makes the major maintenance activity necessary provides the best matching of
costs to the periods benefited by the expenditure. The majority of major maintenance activities are the
recurring, predictable result of asset use. Expensing these costs all at once when the maintenance
activities take place will result in unnecessary earnings volatility because it would require the costs to
be incurred in a pattern inconsistent with the Company’s normal operating cycle. On the other hand,
unplanned major maintenance activities, or costs in excess of the expected amounts, should be
reflected in current earnings.
Component Accounting (Issues 12-14)
While the Company agrees conceptually with the idea of component accounting, the model described
in the exposure draft would be unduly onerous for entities with significant amounts of assets that are
relatively small in dollar value individually but that represent significant overall value to the entity.
For example, as noted in the EEI Letter, a significant portion of an electric utility’s fixed assets is
comprised of “mass” property, such as poles, transformers, meters, etc. For these kinds of property, a
rational systematic depreciation approach —such as the composite depreciation rates used by the
electric utility industry -- makes more sense. Such a method matches the costs of the assets over the
period benefited through allocation while avoiding the significant excessive administrative costs that
would be required to account for the assets on an individual basis. The Company understands that the
proposed SOP provides for use of such conventions, so long as they result in approximately the same
gross property, plant and equipment, depreciation expense, accumulated depreciation expense, and
gains and losses on disposal. However, we also believe that such a solution is not always practical.
Just to prove that a similar result is achieved would be a costly and time-consuming effort.

Transition (Issue 19)
As noted in the proposed SOP, an entity applying component accounting retroactively at the date of
adoption may calculate a difference between the pre-adoption accumulated depreciation and what the
balance would have been had component accounting been applied historically. This results from
certain components having shorter lives on a standalone basis than the assets with which they were
previously grouped. The Company believes that this difference arises as much from a change in
accounting principle (i.e., the application of component accounting) as it does from a change in the
estimated life of the asset. Accordingly, entities should be permitted to adjust accumulated
depreciation to what the balance would have been had component accounting been applied
historically, with the adjustment being treated as a cumulative effect of a change in accounting
principle. This treatment will avoid pushing depreciation costs that relate to past years into future
years.
Liquidated Damages
The Company disagrees with the conclusion in the proposed SOP that the receipt of all contractually
specified liquidated damages from the seller of the asset must be treated as a reduction of the asset’s
cost. Liquidated damages provisions in construction contracts may be designed to address numerous
situations. In some cases, the liquidated damage payment may be intended to compensate the buyer
for a lower-than-expected performance rating of the plant. In such cases, the performance deficiency
affects the value of the asset, and the liquidated damage payment should reduce the asset cost. In other
cases, the liquidated damage payment may be intended to compensate the buyer for a delay in
completion of construction, functioning essentially like business interruption insurance. In those
cases, it may be more appropriate to record the liquidated damage payments in earnings. In all cases,
the accounting for liquidated damages should follow the economic substance of the liquidated damage
provision, determined on a contract by contract basis.
Thank you for the chance to express our views on this critical issue to the electric energy industry.
Sincerely,

K.M. Davis
Controller and Chief Accounting Officer
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Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager - Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
November 12, 2001

Dear Mr. Simon,
The Georgia Society of Certified Public Accountant's Accounting and Assurance Committee ("GSCPA") is pleased to
respond to the Accounting Standards Executive Committee's (AcSEC's) Proposed Statement of Position, Accountingfor
Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment (June 29, 2001). The Georgia Society of Certified Public
Accountants represents over 10,000 members throughout the State of Georgia and is comprised of professionals in
public practice, industry, government, and education. The Accounting and Assurance Committee represents its
members before various standard setting bodies and advises its membership on accounting and auditing matters.

O ur Overall V iews
Generally, we question the need for additional guidance related to the accounting for property, plant and equipment
(PP&E). Our members are not aware of significant abuses in this area and we have not worked with many financial
statement users who have found existing practices to be misleading. We acknowledge that some preparers have chosen
to capitalize replacements of "components" of existing PP&E without writing-off either the component, if accounted
for separately, or the estimated remaining net book value of the replaced "component." For example, some have chosen
to capitalize the cost of a new roof without a corresponding write-off of the old roof. We agree that this abuse should
be curtailed. We believe that issuing the guidance in paragraph 53 of tlie proposed SOP as a technical bulletin or
interpretation could eliminate this practice. Ultimately we believe that the limited resources of AcSEC could be better
utilized.
Our membership is also concerned about the proposed requirement to componentize PP&E. We acknowledge that the
finer the unit of accounting the more precise the result, but believe that the cost associated with componentization far
outweighs the benefits. Few of our members (or clients) componentize PP&E to the degree suggested by the proposed
SOP. In many cases, where entities kept detailed records for tax reporting purposes, they stopped the practice
subsequent to the Tax Reform Act of 1986. Our members and clients expect to have to expend significant resources in
order to create the processes and systems necessary to maintain vastly more detailed property records.
With regard to the accounting for major maintenance activities, we believe that the accrue in advance method has little
conceptual basis and in that regard we agree with the proposed SOP that its application should be discontinued.
However, we believe that there is a conceptual basis for the deferral and built-in overhaul methods. In the case of
aircraft, ships, refineries and other similar equipment, the cost of performing any given major maintenance activity is
relatively constant across entities. In other words, the cost of performing the first overhaul or turnaround for the same
or similar pieces of equipment is consistent across entities whether performed internally or by third parties. Major
maintenance actives are typically performed at intervals specified by either regulators or manufacturers of the
equipment. The remaining time that equipment has until its next major maintenance event typically affects the sales
price proportionately. For example, if a major maintenance event is required every 10,000 cycles for an airplane, the
used aircraft market assumes that any given aircraft for sale has 5,000 cycles remaining before its next required major
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maintenance event. For example, assume that the aircraft major maintenance event costs approximately $2 million. If
the aircraft being sold had only 2,500 cycles remaining, the sales price would be adjusted downward by $500,000.
Similarly, if the aircraft had 7,500 cycles remaining the sales price would adjusted upward by $500,000. One might
analogize to paragraph 39 of Statement 141 concluding that the major maintenance event is separable from the entity, in
conjunction with the related equipment, and should be accounted for apart from the related equipment. Depreciation or
amortization of the major maintenance activity should occur over its service life (10,000 cycles in this example) which
approximates the decline in value that is observable in the marketplace.
Additionally, with respect to major maintenance activities, we ask that the AcSEC "step back" and consider the broader
objectives of financial reporting. "Financial reporting should provide information to help investors and creditors and
other users in assessing the amounts, timing, and uncertainty of prospective net cash inflows to the related enterprise."1
Given the typically extended periods that pass between major maintenance activities (5-10 years), we question how
helpful it is to require entities to report such a significant operating event using the cash basis of accounting.

O ur Specific Comments
We have outlined our responses to the specific questions for which AcSEC requested comment in Attachment I. We
have additional comments that are outlined in Attachment II.
We appreciate the opportunity to comment, and would be pleased to discuss our comments with AcSEC and the AICPA
staff at your convenience.
Very truly yours,

Attachments

1 Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No. 1, Objectives of Financial Reporting by Business Enterprises, pg. viii
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Attachment I

Issue 7: Paragraph 10 of the proposed SOP states that the SOP does not provide specific guidance on
lessor or lessee accounting for reimbursements of costs incurred by a lessor that are directly
recoverable from lessees under the terms of one or more leases, and that the lessor and lessee should
refer to FASB Statement No. 13, Accounting for Leases, and related lease accounting literature for
guidance on accounting for such reimbursements. In many instances, depending on the terms of the
lease, those reimbursements may constitute minimum lease payments or contingent rentals under
FASB Statement No. 13. As discussed in paragraph A2 of the proposed SOP, AcSEC elected not to
address the accounting for such transactions in this SOP because AcSEC did not want to create
conflicts with existing lease accounting guidance and AcSEC did not believe it was appropriate to
address the accounting under all of the various reimbursement scenarios and arrangement structures
within the scope of this SOP. Are there significant practice issues or concerns related to the
accounting for contractually recoverable expenditures that should be addressed in the proposed SOP?
Do you believe that there are other areas addressed in the proposed SOP that, with respect to their
application to lessors and lessees of PP&E, could create conflicts with existing lease accounting
standards?
We believe that Statement No. 13, and related lease accounting literature, provides adequate guidance on the accounting
for lessee-lessor reimbursements and are not aware of other practice issues or concerns related to the accounting for
other contractually recoverable expenditures. We are not aware of any conflicts with existing lease accounting standards
that result from the proposed SOP. Accordingly, AcSEC should not address this further.
Issue 2: The guidance in this proposed SOP is presented in terms of a project stage or time line
framework and on the basis of the kinds of activities performed during the stages defined in the
proposed SOP rather than on whether an expenditure fits into certain classification categories such as
ordinary repairs and maintenance, "extraordinary" repairs and maintenance, replacements,
betterments, additions, redevelopments, renovations, rehabilitations, retrofits, rearrangements,
refurbishments, and reinstallations. Do you agree with that approach? If not, what alternative would
you propose and why?
We agree with the proposed approach for the reasons stated in the basis for conclusions in Appendix A and believe the
proposed approach should be "operational" in practice.
Issue 3\ Paragraph 16 of the proposed SOP states that the preliminary stage ends and the
pre acquisition stage begins when the acquisition of specific property, plant, and equipment (PP&E) is
considered probable. Paragraph 22 of the proposed SOP states that, other than the costs of options
to acquire PP&E, all costs incurred during the preliminary stage should be charged to expense as
incurred. Do you agree with that conclusion? If not, how would you propose to modify the guidance
and why?
We observe that some might interpret the guidance in paragraphs 22 and 23 of the proposed SOP to require that the
acquisition of a tangible or intangible asset should be expensed as incurred unless it is probable that a larger PP&E asset
will be acquired. Specifically, we recommend that AcSEC clarify that the acquisition of an item meeting the definition
of an asset in Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No. 6: Elements of 'Financial Statements (A Replacement of FASB
Concepts Statement No. 3 - Incorporating an Amendment of FASB Concepts Statement No. 2) and which has an alternative future
use always be capitalized as an asset at its cost, subject to impairment.
For example, some have asserted that when applying the guidance in the proposed SOP, if an enterprise were to acquire
tangible (e.g., steel) or intangible items (e.g, blueprints) and those costs were incurred prior to the probable acquisition
of a specific PP&E asset that expensing those costs would be required. As "steel" and "blueprints" meet the definition
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of an asset and assuming those items have an alternate future use (e.g., saleable), we believe that it would be more
appropriate to capitalize those costs regardless of the stage.
Additionally, we believe that it would be helpful for AcSEC to clarify the definition of "specific property, plant, and
equipment." Specifically, we believe that the probable construction of a specific building in an undecided location meet
the requirements of paragraph 16 of the proposed SOP because the unit of accounting is the building and not the
building and the land.
Issue 4\ The proposed SOP states that PP&E-related costs incurred during the pre acquisition,
acquisition-or-construction, and in-service stages should be charged to expense unless the costs are
directly identifiable with the specific PP&E. Directly identifiable costs include only (a) incremental
direct costs incurred with independent third parties for the specific PP&E, (b) employee payroll and
payroll benefit-related costs related to time spent on specified activities performed by the entity during
those stages, (c) depreciation of machinery and equipment used directly in the construction or
installation of PP&E and incremental costs directly associated with the utilization of that machinery
and equipment during the acquisition-or-construction stage, and (d) inventory (including spare parts)
used directly in the construction or installation of PP&E. All general and administrative and
overhead costs incurred, including all costs of support functions, should be charged to expense. See
paragraphs 24, 25, 29, and 30. Do you agree with those conclusions? If not, what alternatives would
you propose and why?
We agree with the guidance as it is currently reflected in the proposed SOP for the reasons stated in the basis for
conclusions in Appendix A.
Issue 5-. Paragraph 32 of the proposed SOP states that for real estate that is not being used in
operations, costs o f property taxes, insurance, and ground rentals should be capitalized, to the extent
of the portion of the property that is under development, during the time that activities that are
necessary to get the asset ready for its intended use are in progress. Do you agree with that
conclusion? If not, what alternative would you propose and why?
We agree with the conclusions reached in paragraph 32 for the reasons stated in the basis for conclusions in Appendix
A.
Issue 6: Paragraph 37 of the proposed SOP states that the costs of normal, recurring, or periodic
repairs and maintenance activities should be charged to expense as incurred. It also states that all
other costs related to PP&E that are incurred during the in-service stage should be charged to
expense as incurred unless the costs are incurred for (a) the acquisition of additional PP&E or
components or (b) the replacement of existing PP&E or components of PP&E. Do you agree with
those conclusions? If not, what alternatives would you propose and why?
We agree with the conclusions reached in paragraph 37 for the reasons stated in the basis for conclusions in Appendix
A.
Issue 7\ Paragraph 39 of the proposed SOP states that costs of removal, except for certain limited
situation demolition costs, should be charged to expense as incurred. Do you agree with that
conclusion? If not, what alternative would you propose and why?
We agree with the conclusions reached in paragraph 39 for the reasons stated in the basis for conclusions in Appendix
A.
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Issue 8: Paragraph 44 of the proposed SOP states that the total of costs incurred for planned major
maintenance activities does not represent a separate PP&E asset or component. It states that certain
of those costs should be capitalized if they represent acquisitions or replacements and that all other
costs should be charged to expense as incurred. Paragraph 45 prohibits alternative accounting
treatments including — (a) the accrual of a liability for the estimated costs of a planned major
maintenance activity prior to their being incurred, and (b) the deferral and amortization of the entire
cost of the activity. Do you agree with those conclusions? If not, what alternatives would you
propose and why?
We agree that the accrual of a liability for the estimated costs of a planned major maintenance activity prior to their
being incurred has little conceptual basis and in that regard we agree with the proposed SOP. However, we believe that
there is a conceptual basis for the deferral and amortization of the entire cost of the activity. In the case of aircraft,
ships, refineries and other similar equipment, the secondary market for this equipment takes into account the cost of the
major maintenance activity and its remaining operating period. The remaining period that PP&E has until its next major
maintenance event and the event's cost typically affects the sales price proportionately. Accordingly, we suggest that
AcSEC consider the guidance in paragraph 39 of Statement 141 and evaluate whether the major maintenance event is
separable (recoverable) from the entity, in conjunction with the related equipment, and should be accounted for apart
from the related equipment. [See also our overall comments for some additional details in support of our views.]
Issue 9: Paragraph 45 of the proposed SOP further prohibits, as an alternative accounting treatment,
the "built-in overhaul" method for costs incurred for planned major maintenance activities. Under
that method, additional depreciation expense is recognized currently to give effect to the decline in
service potential that is subsequently restored once the major maintenance activity occurs. When the
major maintenance activity occurs, its cost is considered capitalizable. In lieu of the built-in overhaul
method, AcSEC concluded that better cost allocation would result from the use of component
accounting and limiting the major maintenance activities that would be capitalizable to costs that
represent replacements of components of PP&E. Should the costs of restoring PP&E's service
potential, in addition to the cost of replacements that would be capitalizable under this proposed
SOP, be eligible for capitalization? Do you believe that prohibiting the built-in overhaul method is
appropriate, or should it be allowed as an alternative method? If you believe that the built-in overhaul
method should continue to be allowed, what industries or entities should be allowed to use it, and
why?
We believe that the built-in overhaul method should be allowed as an alternative. We do not believe that the
determination of whether or not a major maintenance activity restores the service potential of PP&E is
relevant to the accounting for the activity. We believe that so long as the cost of a major maintenance activity is
separable (recoverable) from the entity, in conjunction with the PP&E, that its cost should be eligible for
capitalization and should be accounted for apart from the PP&E to which it relates. [See our overall comments
and our comments on Item 8.]
Issue 10: Paragraphs 47 of the proposed SOP discuss the situation in which an entity owns an asset
that it intended to sell as inventory but subsequently decided to retain for use in its own internal
operations. Those paragraphs state that the entity should evaluate for impairment amounts included
in PP&E that were previously capitalized as inventory but should not redetermine their carrying
amount as PP&E using the guidance in the proposed SOP, unless the entity has a pattern of changing
the intended use of assets from inventory to PP&E. Do you believe that guidance is appropriate, or
should an entity be required to redetermine the carrying amount of PP&E assets previously
capitalized as inventory, and why? Should AcSEC provide additional guidance on what kinds of
changes in intended use constitute a "pattern," and why?
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We agree with the guidance in paragraph 47 and believe that it is appropriate (sufficient) and do not believe that an ex
post "redetermination" would be appropriate. Further, we do not believe that a "prescriptive" approach to determining
when a "pattern of changing the intended use of significant amounts of assets" is necessary as facts and circumstances
should determine the result. We believe that preparers and auditors will not have a sufficient difficulty determining
when a "pattern" has been established to warrant further guidance.
Issue 77: The proposed SOP requires assets that are produced by an entity to be leased to a lessee
under an operating lease to be accounted for under the provisions of this SOP. As discussed in
paragraph A43 of the proposed SOP, AcSEC recognizes that some entities routinely construct or
manufacture products, some of which are sold directly and some of which are leased to lessees under
sales-type leases whereas others are leased to lessees under operating leases. In some situations, the
entity does not know the form the transaction will take until it occurs, and the customer decides
whether its acquisition of product will be accomplished through purchase or lease. The proposed
SOP requires an entity to accumulate costs differently for similar assets depending on whether the
asset is sold outright or leased to a lessee under a sales-type lease (in either case, inventory cost
accumulation rules would apply) or leased to a lessee under an operating lease (in which case, the cost
accumulation provisions of the proposed SOP would apply). Do you agree with that conclusion and,
if so, do you believe the proposed SOP should provide additional guidance on such cost
accumulation? Or would it be preferable for a single cost accumulation model to apply during the
production process and that there should be a presumption that the assets should be accounted for all
as inventory or all as PP&E? If so, which presumption should be applied and why?
We believe that it would be preferable to have a single cost accumulation model that applies throughout the production
process. We believe that multiple cost accumulation methods significantly complicate the accounting for most
production process and are likely beyond the resources available to most of our members. Additionally, we believe that
an operating lease is a financing transaction and distinguishing this financing arrangement from outright sales, vendor
financed sales, and sales-type leases and other sales arrangements is arbitrary at best. The presumption of what cost
accumulation model applies should be based on whether the assets are produced primarily for delivery to third parties, in
which case inventory cost accumulation rules would apply, or whether the asset is produced primarily for internal use, in
which case the cost accumulation provisions of the proposed SOP would apply.
We also believe that where a manufacturer of goods produced in a standard manufacturing operation, even if produced
to a buyers' specification, expects to sell some portion of total production and lease the remaining portion that the
individual units of production may be so closely related that they are, in effect, parts of a single project with an overall
profit margin, and accounting for each unit individually may not be feasible or appropriate. Under those circumstances,
consideration should be given to combining such contracts for cost accumulation purposes. The presumption in
combining contracts is that costs are recognized uniformly over the combined units of production. For example, a large
amount of production may be negotiated as a package with the objective of achieving an overall profit margin, although
the profit margins on the individual units may vary. In those circumstances, if the individual units are accounted for
using different cost accumulation methods and reported in different periods, the reported profit margins in those
periods will differ from the profit margin contemplated in the negotiations for reasons other than differences in
performance.
Issue 12‘. Paragraphs 49 through 56 of the proposed SOP discuss component accounting and state that
if a component has an expected useful life that differs from the expected useful life of the PP&E
asset to which it relates, the component should be accounted for separately and depreciated or
amortized over its separate expected useful life. Do you agree with this approach to accounting for
PP&E? If not, what alternative would you propose and why?
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We believe that the unit of accounting selected by an entity should define component accounting. We believe that
AcSEC could make component accounting more operational by providing flexibility in how an entity applies component
accounting and clarifying when component accounting would and would not be required. Specifically, we believe that
entities should select, and consistently apply, a unit of accounting for property, plant and equipment. For example, we
believe that it would appropriate to allow an entity to select "building" as its unit of accounting, in which case additions
or replacements smaller than the unit of accounting should be expensed as incurred. Similarly, an entity could select
"components" with an aggregate cost greater than some threshold as its unit of accounting in which case additions or
replacements greater than the threshold would be capitalized.
Issue 13: Paragraphs 38 and 51 of the proposed SOP state that when existing PP&E is replaced or
otherwise removed from service and the replacement is capitalized, the net book value of the replaced
PP&E should be charged to depreciation expense in the period of replacement. Do you agree with
this approach? If not, what alternative would you propose and why?
We agree with the conclusions reached in paragraphs 38 and 51, however we believe that the amount charge to
depreciation expense should be net of salvage value less costs to sell/dispose.
Issue 14: The proposed SOP requires the use of component accounting to depreciate identified
components over their respective expected useful lives. As noted in paragraph A48 of the proposed
SOP, entities have developed and utilized various conventions to depreciate assets, including group
depreciation or use of composite lives. Those conventions are acceptable only if they result in
approximately the same gross PP&E, depreciation expense, accumulated depreciation, and gains or
losses on disposals of PP&E as the component accounting method required by this proposed SOP.
Do you agree with this approach? If not, what alternative would you propose and why?
If it is AcSEC's intent to eliminate group or composite methods of depreciation, the proposed SOP should indicate that
conclusion and the basis of conclusions should provide further explanation. We believe that requiring an entity to
demonstrate those conventions approximate the same gross PP&E, depreciation expense, accumulated depreciation, and
gains or losses on disposals of PP&E as the component accounting method is disingenuous. If an entity were able to
make such a demonstration why would it not just apply the component method? The group and composite methods of
depreciation are recognized as an approximation of componentization and is meant to ease the recordkeeping burden.
We believe that the group and composite methods of depreciation should be allowed to continue and we are not aware
of a basis to eliminate these practices and do not believe that users of financial statements are being mislead by such
approaches.
Issue 15: Paragraphs 61 and 63 of the proposed SOP list amendments to SOP 85-3, Accounting by
Agricultural Producers and Agricultural Cooperatives, and the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide
Audits of Agricultural Producers and Agricultural Cooperatives, respectively. Do you agree with the
proposed amendments? Do you believe that there are unique aspects of agricultural accounting, such
as the accounting for breeding and production animals and the accounting for plants and vines, that
should not be amended by the proposed SOP, and why?
We agree with the proposed amendents provided for in paragraphs 61 and 63 of the proposed SOP and do not believe
that there are any unique aspects o f agricultural accounting that require alternative treatment.

Issue 16-. Paragraph 71 of the proposed SOP states that the prescribed component accounting
guidance should be initially adopted for existing PP&E using one of two alternatives, the election and
disclosure of which should be made when the SOP is adopted. Do you agree with that approach and,
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if so, do you agree with the choice of the two alternatives from which the election is to be made? If
you do not agree with that approach for existing PP&E, what approach would you propose and why?
We agree with the conclusions reached in paragraph 71 for the reasons stated in the basis for conclusions in Appendix
A.
Issue 17: Under paragraph 71(a) of the proposed SOP, the allocation of existing net book value to
components at transition should be based on (a) allocation of original accounting records, if available,
(b) relative fair values of components at date of transition, if original accounting records are not
available, or (c) another reasonable method, if relative fair value is not practicable. Do you agree that
that ordering of allocation methods is appropriate? If you believe that a different order would be
appropriate, what order would you propose and why? Should the proposed SOP provide additional
examples to illustrate what constitutes "another reasonable method"?
We agree with the ordering allocation methods provided for in 71(a) of the proposed SOP and do not believe that an
example of other reasonable methods is necessary.
Issue 18: Paragraph 72 of the proposed SOP states that the SOP should be applied prospectively for
all costs incurred after the adoption of the SOP. It also states that costs incurred prior to the
adoption of the proposed SOP should not be re-characterized (as capital or expense items) to
conform to the guidance in the SOP, with the exception of certain costs of planned major
maintenance activities. Do you agree with that approach? If you do not agree with that approach,
what approach would you propose and why?
We agree with the conclusions reached in paragraph 72 for the reasons stated in the basis for conclusions in Appendix
A.
Issue 19: Under paragraph 71(a) of the proposed SOP, and as illustrated in Example 3 in appendix C,
an entity applying component accounting retroactively at date of adoption may calculate a difference
between the pre-adoption balance of accumulated depreciation and the balance recalculated based on
the estimated useful lives of components that previously were not accounted for as separate
components. Under that paragraph, the difference is allocated back to the accumulated depreciation
of each component based on the net book values of the components. Two alternatives considered
were recording the difference as a cumulative effect type adjustment at adoption and recording the
difference as additional depreciation expense at adoption. Do you agree with the proposed approach
or either of the alternatives, and why?
We agree with the proposed approach as it treats the effects of changing the estimated useful lives of the components as
a change in estimate and we believe, consistent with Opinion 20, that it would not be appropriate to recognize such a
change as a cumulative effect of a change in accounting principle or as additional "period" depreciation expense.
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Attachment II

Scope
■ AcSEC should clarify that the proposed SOP would not apply to assets held for sale (e.g, inventory) and should
indicate that Chapter 4 of Accounting Research Bulletin No. 43, Restatement and Revision of Accounting Research bulletins,
is unchanged.

Project Stage Framework
■ Clarify "financial resources are available" in paragraph 16. Specifically, must the funds be available or is the
(perceived) ability to borrow or issue equity sufficient? We believe that the latter is more appropriate and should be
expanded upon in the final document to avoid any confusion.
■ In paragraph 38 of the proposed SOP, an entity should charge depreciation expense for the net book value of
existing PP&E when it is removed from service. The proposed SOP should clarify whether this is intended to
change or replace the guidance in Statement 121 (and soon-to-be issued Statement 144) for property held for sale /
disposal. Additionally, paragraph 38 should be clarified to indicate that this guidance would only apply to PP&E
removed from service other than temporarily.2

Accounting for Costs Incurred
■ The proposed SOP should address whether derivative instrument gains and losses which are intended either as an
economic hedge or designated as an accounting hedge of costs related to the acquisition of PP&E are eligible for
capitalization as part of the PP&E or its components. Examples of circumstances where this may be relevant
include hedges of borrowings that are funding project costs, hedges of project transaction costs such as foreign
currency exchange rates, hedges of commodity-based project costs such as steel or energy costs, and hedges of
physical or climactic variables such as weather.

Presentation and Disclosure
■ Paragraph 59 of the proposed SOP requires disclosures in excess of paragraphs 4 and 5 of Opinion 12, Omnibus
Opinion-1967. We do not believe that the proposed SOP should modify the guidance in Opinion 12.
■ Paragraph 60 of the proposed SOP requires disclosure of repairs and maintenance expense as well as any changes in
the kinds or nature of costs included therein. We find this requirement excessive and do not believe that users of
financial statements will find it of sufficient benefit to justify the cost of accumulating, auditing, and reporting this
information.

Amendments to Other Guidance
■ Paragraph 68 of the proposed SOP indicates that it would supercede EITF Issues 89-13 and 90-8. We do not
believe that the guidance in these two issues should be modified or eliminated. If AcSEC concludes that this is
necessary, we recommended that the basis for conclusions provide an explanation.

2 For example, airlines typically remove components from service so that they can be repaired or modified without having to remove
the entire airplane from service. Although the component would have been replaced so that the airplane could return to service, we
would not think it appropriate to expense the "old" component in this instance.
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Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs
and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
Lower Valley Energy is a rural cooperative operating on a not-for-profit basis in Western
Wyoming and Southeast Idaho. We provide electricity, natural gas, and propane to about
22,000 customers. We take our commitment to our customer/owners very seriously and
have worked hard to increase efficiency and improve service and reliability.
Lower Valley Energy appreciates the opportunity to submit comments regarding the
above-referenced proposal to the Accounting Standards Executive Committee of the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
In striving to bring the greatest value to our customers, our biggest concern with the
proposal is the increased cost associated with compliance. We are a capital-intensive
business and accounting for Property, Plant, and Equipment as proposed would create a
significant burden. In our situation, the vast majority of our assets are in service for their
entire estimated useful lives and I don’t believe a change would result in a material
change to the financial statements. The cost, however, of complying with the proposed
rule would of course be passed on to customers through increased rates at a time when
the downturn in the economy is already affecting them.
Lower Valley Energy is a regulated utility with most of our rates governed by the
Wyoming Public Service Commission (a government agency) and rates are set using a
cost of service approach. The proposed changes would significantly impact this long
established procedure and would conflict with the Wyoming Public Service
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Commission’s ratemaking policies. Not only would rates increase to cover the additional
costs of compliance, but rate stability would become harder to maintain as well.
Comments submitted by the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA)
explain the impact in greater detail.
It is our belief that the longstanding accounting practices used in the utility industry
provide for reliable and comparable financial information and support the desirable goal
of maintaining stable rates. Therefore, we do not believe that the proposed rules should
be applied to companies in the utility industry. We respectfully request that the cost and
detrimental effects on our industry be carefully considered along with any perceived
benefit before making a decision.
Thank you for considering our comments.
Sincerely,

Michael J. McBride, CPA
V.P. Administrative Services
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Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
CMS Energy Corporation and Consumers Energy Company (collectively, the
Company) are pleased to comment on the Exposure Draft, Proposed Statement of
Position (SOP), Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property,
Plant and Equipment. CMS Energy Corporation, whose common stock is traded on
the New York Stock Exchange, is a diversified international and domestic energy
company also engaged in independent power production, natural gas transportation,
interstate transportation, storage and processing, energy marketing, services and
trading, oil and gas exploration and production, and international electric distribution.
CMS Energy Corporation’s consolidated assets are currently $16 billion, and annual
operating revenues are currently $9 billion. Consumers Energy Company, the
principal subsidiary of CMS Energy Corporation, is the nation’s fourth-largest
combination electric and gas utility.
In this SOP, the AICPA is attempting to reduce the diversity in accounting for
property, plant, and equipment (PP&E) costs by using a project stage or timeline
framework for capitalizing PP&E and using a standard methodology for depreciating
these assets.
The Company generally agrees with the use of project stages to determine the
timeframe for capitalizing PP&E. We believe that once management has authorized
funding for a project, all costs incurred from that point on for the construction or
installation of PP&E (which may include certain preliminary type costs) should be
capitalized since management approval is a key element in determining the viability
of a proposed capital project.
Current accounting practices for regulated utilities contain many of the concepts
underlying component accounting. The “retirement unit” accounting concept in the
regulatory framework for PP&E is very similar to the component accounting concept
in the proposed SOP. Additions and replacements of retirement units form the basis
for these entities’ capitalization policy.
However, the Company disagrees with the requirement to use component
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in the proposed SOP. Additions and replacements of retirement units form the basis
for these entities’ capitalization policy.
However, the Company disagrees with the requirement to use component
depreciation unless it can be demonstrated that composite or group depreciation
would result in approximately the same result as component depreciation. We
support the use of composite or group depreciation conventions. Because utilities
are highly capital intensive, they have recovered capital investment using group
depreciation for decades. To track the lives of millions of items of property
individually and to provide estimates of individual remaining lives adds unnecessarily
to the accounting and administrative costs of utilities. Many of the estimated lives
that would be introduced are subjective, and may cause unintended volatility in
depreciation expense. We bel ieve the cost to demonstrate that composite or group
depreciation would net approximately the same results as component depreciation is
prohibitive and unnecessary since utilities regularly perform life studies to determine
an appropriate life for the group.
The Company also believes that all overhead costs, including general and
administrative costs, incurred in the construction of assets should be allocated to
these assets. Otherwise, the full cost of the assets will not be capitalized.
The Company believes regulated entities should be exempted from several of the
requirements included in the proposals outlined in the SOP. The proposed SOP is a
significant departure from GAAP (SFAS 71, Accounting for the Effects of Certain
Types of Regulation) as currently practiced by regulated entities. Conforming to
state and federal regulatory requirements and the proposed SOP would require
regulated entities to incur significant, expensive programming changes to computer
processes. It would also increase public confusion regarding the financial
statements of regulated utilities.
The Company is providing responses below to several of the questions put forth in
the SOP.
Issues 2 and 3 - Project Stage Framework
The Company generally agrees with the project stage or timeline framework
approach included in the proposed SOP as it is consistent with SOP 98-1 related to
the capitalization of software. However, timing should not be the only factor to
determine if a cost is expensed or capitalized. Certain costs incurred during the
early stages of projects are material to the projects themselves and are capital in
nature. In addition, some of the costs incurred during the preliminary stage such as
preliminary engineering costs, that are required to be expensed per the proposed
SOP, may be capitalized for regulatory purposes. We believe that all costs directly
related to the acquisition and construction of PP&E should be the basis for
capitalizing costs. The project stage during which these costs were incurred is not
relevant.
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Issue 4 - Accounting for Costs Incurred
The Company disagrees with the provision that all general and administrative costs
should be charged to expense as incurred for the following reasons:
• The FERC Uniform System of Accounts followed by regulated utilities requires
certain general and administrative costs to be capitalized. Expensing all
general and administrative costs will affect the rate base of these entities.
• The proposed SOP appears to encourage the use of third parties for the
construction of assets. However, it is a disadvantage for customers we serve
because the Company could complete the capital project itself at a lower
price since third parties would build in a profit margin in their billings.
• Many of these costs directly relate to the construction activities in a capitalintensive industry. At the Company, a questionnaire is completed by general
office employees to determine the percent of their time applicable to
construction activity. We believe these detailed studies support the
classification of these costs as directly identifiable to capital projects.
The Company also disagrees with the requirement to charge capita, projects for
depreciation of machinery and equipment used during construction of PP&E.
This procedure appears to be overly burdensome as these assets are currently
depreciated or amortized over their average service life. We disagree that
companies should be required to charge depreciation of these assets to various
capital projects.
issue 5 - Real Estate Costs
The Company agrees that property taxes, insurance and ground rental costs
should be capitalized for real estate that is under development.
Issue 6 - Cost of Normal, Recurring, or Periodic Repairs and Maintenance
Activities
The Company concurs with these provisions of the SOP. However, costs are
frequently incurred that directly relate to the construction of PP&E after the asset
is ready for service (e.g. landscaping). Capitalization of costs to complete the
asset should be allowed.
Issue 7 - Cost of Removal
The Company disagrees with the requirement to expense cost of removal as
incurred. For the regulated entity, current state and federal regulatory accounting
procedures do not allow the expensing of cost of removal as incurred. Cost of
removal is required to be included as a component of depreciation expense in the
rates charged to customers. The proposed SOP would require setting up two
sets of records for cost of removal, one for financial accounting and one for
regulatory accounting. In addition, expensing cost of removal as incurred does
not allow proper matching of expenses to the customers that generated those
expenses. The traditional approach of allocating cost of removal over the life of
the property as a component of depreciation better allocates cost of removal to
those customers that receive the benefits.
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In addition, the proposed SOP appears to be inconsistent with SFAS No. 143
“Accounting for Asset Retirement Obligations.” Under SFAS 143, future removal
costs are capitalized as part of the asset.
Issue 8 - Planned Major Maintenance Activities
The Company does not agree with the conclusions reached in the SOP that costs
incurred for planned major maintenance activities should be charged to expense.
Planned major maintenance activities could extend the life of the asset and make
it work more efficiently, therefore increasing the value of the asset. Planned
major maintenance costs can meet either the definition of an asset (probable
future economic benefits . . . as a result of past transactions or events) or a
liability (probable future sacrifices of economic benefits . . . as a result of past
transactions or events). The inability to defer and amortize these costs over the
period that benefits from these activities violates the matching principle and will
result in expense recognition in periods different than the related revenue
recognition. This would negatively impact industries that must maintain
significant investment in physical assets.
Issues 12.13 and 14 - Component Accounting
In our opinion, group depreciation methods should be continued for regulated and
other capital intensive industries. Significant investments in computer systems
and staffing levels would be needed to capture and maintain the data required by
the proposed SOP. The Company believes that capital intensive entities,
particularly utility companies, should be exempted for the following reasons:
• The use of component deprecation imposes an unnecessary burden of
acquiring new accounting software and engineering studies to perform this
calculation for a marginal, if any, gain over traditional depreciation
methods.
• Separate accounting for the retirement of individual items of mass property
would be impracticable. For example, at Consumers Energy 1.4 million
electric distribution poles are in service. The implementation of the
component accounting methodology would create millions of additional
immaterial transactions.
• Rates charged by the regulated utility entities are generally developed
using cost-based ratemaking. Utility company's PP&E is subject to an
extensive and well-developed regulatory framework. The regulatory
framework is primarily focused on the fair and equitable recovery of the
investment in PP&E from ratepayers that derive the benefit. Utilities have
applied these regulatory requirements for PP&E accounting in their
external financial statements.
• For ratemaking purposes, regulated utilities will be required to continue to
account for PP&E in accordance with regulatory guidelines. Therefore,
utilities would be required to maintain two separate sets of detailed
records for their extensive PP&E assets, which is burdensome and
expensive.
• Group and composite depreciation methods are superior to individual
component accounting where there is a large pool of similar assets. Use
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of an average service life for these assets better reflects their expected
useful life.
The cost to demonstrate that results using group depreciation is not
materially different from those obtained under the component accounting
method prescribed in the SOP would be prohibitive.

Issues 16,17,18 and 19 - Transition
The Company recommends that the effective date of the final standard should be at
least 18 months after the final rule is issued to allow adequate time for
implementation.
Conclusion
Overall, the Company does not support 1) expensing all costs incurred in the early
stages of projects, 2) expensing overheads, 3) expensing cost of removal as
incurred, 4) expensing costs of planned major maintenance as incurred, and 4)
component depreciation. The proposed SOP is in direct conflict with the regulatory
framework, it is costly to implement and may lead to a mismatch of revenue and
expenses.
The Company appreciates this opportunity to provide comments on the AlCPA’s
proposal related to Property, Plant, and Equipment.
Sincerely,

' Glenn P. Barba
Controller
Consumers Energy Company

Preston D. Hopper
Senior Vice President
CMS Energy Corporation
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Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager
Accounting Standards, File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Dear Mr. Simon:
The Wyoming Public Service Commission (WPSC) hereby submits its comments in
response to the Proposed Statement of Position (SOP) on Accounting for Certain Costs and
Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment. The WPSC is the agency of the State of
Wyoming, which has jurisdiction inter alia, over the retail rates and services of utilities serving
in Wyoming. The WPSC also has the authority, pursuant to W.S. § 37-2-203(c), to “prescribe
uniform methods of keeping accounts, records and books, to be observed by all public utilities
operating within the state.”
We focus our comments on four aspects of the SOP: (1) the requirement to create
distinct capital and retirement components, (2) the requirement to expense the cost of removal as
a current period expense, (3) the requirement to expense certain costs that are currently
capitalized by public utilities, and (4) implementation issues. For comments on additional
aspects and details of the SOP, we concur in, and refer you to, the comments of the National
Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC).
Component Accounting
The SOP proposes the requirement that costs be broken into distinct components and that
the cost components be categorized into four stages: preliminary, pre-acquisition, acquisition-orconstruction, and in-service. The in-service costs would then be further categorized into repairs
and maintenance of existing components, replacement of existing components, or acquisition of
additional components. Whether a cost is expensed or capitalized would then be determined
primarily by the timing and the category into which it falls.

We are concerned that the component accounting will cause the incurrence of additional
record-keeping costs without any real benefits. While one of the stated purposes of the SOP is to
standardize cost components, utilities already have standardized accounting categorized that are
mandated by state and federal regulatory bodies. For example, local telecommunications
companies have 35 or more specified plant and equipment accounts that are mandated for
reporting purposes, ranging from land to aircraft to circuit equipment to deep-sea cable. Many,
many more specific sub-accounts are kept for purposes of property records. Similarly, electric
utilities have more than 60 general plant and property accounts that are used for reporting
purposes, again with many subcategories of accounts supporting the continuing property records.
To further require that the general accounting and reporting be done on this detailed property
basis is impractical and expensive.
Utilities are capital-intensive enterprises, yet their plant investment often consists
primarily of massive amounts of smaller property units (e.g., poles, meters, and miles of cable).
Trying to maintain individual retirement units that are tracked for capitalization and retirement
purposes would be costly, and for most regulated utilities, those costs would be passed on to their
customers. Yet, those customers would accrue no additional benefits from these costs.
Regulators currently have access to property records and can require additional reporting or
accounting as is needed. Regulators can also determine if group life depreciation is no longer
appropriate for a specific set of utility assets, such that individual lives for individual asset
components should be maintained. Neither ratepayers nor shareholders need a blanket proposal
for more detailed accounting and record keeping. The current regulatory arrangement can
accommodate individual needs that arise and handle them on a case-by-case basis.
We are also concerned that the proposal could cause less consistency in accounting by
public utilities than is desired by the SOP. We read the SOP to identify a component as a
tangible part that can be separately identified as an asset and depreciated over its own expected
useful life and a part that is expected to provide economic benefit for more than one year. This
still appears to allow for a great deal of judgment and discretion in determining specific
components. Isn’t it possible that one entity would choose to associate the paint on the walls as a
part of the wall (with any repainting considered a repair) while another could consider the wall
painting and paint its own asset? We believe that the SOP as proposed is costly, without the
desired benefits of more consistent accounting.
Cost of Removal
We are very concerned about the impacts of the SOP’s proposal to require the treatment
of cost of removal as a current period expense. Cost of removal has become a significant portion
of the cost of an asset, and should be paid for by those who benefit from the use of that asset.
For example, in Wyoming, one of our larger utilities is installing a significant amount of plant
(distribution lines, meters, substations, and more) for the sole purpose of serving customers who
are producers of coal bed methane gas. These production fields have a limited life, which is
currently estimated to range from seven to fifteen years. At the end of that expected life, the
plant will need to be removed from service, since it will no longer be needed or useful, and there
are social and safety requirements not to abandon plant in place. The cost of removing this plant
is currently estimated to be nearly fifty percent of the original cost of that plant. Under the
proposal, the cost of removing this plant would be booked as a current period expense - a time
period during which those who used the original asset are no longer on the system. This would
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leave the cost of removal to be paid for by those who did not benefit from the original asset,
violating the accounting matching principle.
Furthermore, this proposal would needlessly cause great instability in earnings. Earnings
could be impacted such that it could affect the utilities’ borrowing ability, their dividend policy,
or their shareholders’ willingness to invest. These are all serious, negative impacts for an
industry that relies on capital investment to be able to serve their customers. For example,
relative to the company (electric cooperative) cited in the above coal bed methane gas example,
annual revenues are currently in the $70 million range. If the more than $10 million of specific
coal bed methane plant installed this year were all retired in one year, at a cost of $5 million,
earnings would fall into a negative state. This would then put them in technical default of their
mortgage with the federal government, and would likely impact their ability for additional
borrowings.
The SOP’s proposed treatment of cost of removal has broad economic impacts for
Wyoming utilities. The current accounting wherein the cost of removal is amortized over the life
of the asset better meets the principle of matching the cost to the use and benefit of the asset.
We strongly disagree with the proposal to require cost of removal to be treated as a current
period expense.
Expensing versus Capitalization of Associated Costs
The SOP generally requires that preliminary, pre-acquisition, general and administrative,
overhead, payroll of support functions, and other similar costs be treated as a current period
expense, rather than being capitalized as a cost of the related asset. We are again concerned that
this proposal mismatches the cost with the benefit to be derived from the expenditure. This
matching is particularly important relative to regulated utilities, where rates are established on
distinct ‘normalized’ annual periods of time. If retirements occur in large, or smaller uneven
lumps, thus impacting expenses and earnings, it may be difficult to establish a normal level of
expenses to use for establishing on-going rates. It may also result in expenses being reflected in
the current period that were more appropriate for earlier periods where the benefits were actually
accrued, thus sending the wrong economic signal to both ratepayers and investors. The wrong
economic signal can cause inappropriate responses relative to customers usage and price versus
the ‘real’ cost of the product or service.
The WPSC also believes that the proposal is painted with too broad a brush, and would
be better if it did not set a one-size-fits-all standard. The current regulatory system treats
preliminary costs as either an expense or capital item based on the actual events that occur
relative to those costs. For example, the current Accounting Requirements for RUS Electric
Borrowers (7 CFR Ch. XVII (1-1-99 Edition)) describes the treatment of Preliminary Survey and
Investigation Charges, as follows:
This account shall be charged with all expenditures for preliminary surveys, plans,
and investigations made for the purpose of determining the feasibility of utility
projects under construction. If construction results, this account shall be credited
and the appropriate utility plant account charged. If the work is abandoned, the
charge shall be made to Account 426.5, Other Deductions, or to the appropriate
operating expense account.
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The current regulatory system better addresses the costs relative to specific projects. The
current system also better allows stability of earnings and rates, which is important to utilities
and customers. Customers have explicitly relayed to us the importance of stable rates in today’s
global economy. We recommend the current system be maintained and that the proposal to
expense all of these costs be rejected.
Implementation Issues
The SOP proposes to implement its proposed accounting modifications effective for
fiscal years after June 15, 2002, although earlier application is encouraged. We believe that
more time may be needed to practically implement this proposal, if significant changes are not
incorporated into the final Statement of Position. Currently, Wyoming utilities are required to
follow the accounting systems of the Federal Communications Commission
(telecommunications), the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (investor-owned electric and
natural gas), the Rural Utilities Service (cooperatives), or the National Association of Regulatory
Utility Commissioners (water). Each of these systems provides accounting guidance and
consistency within each utility industry. Modifications to these systems require a public, timeconsuming process. Unless enough time is given to modify the current, widely-used accounting
systems, the utilities could be forced into a situation of having to keep multiple sets of records
with substantially different requirements. This would be both costly and confusing, without any
perceived benefits to regulators, customers, or investors.
Additionally, the WPSC seeks guidance on how Statement of Financial Accounting
Standards No. 71 (SFAS 71), Accounting for the Effects o f Certain Types o f Regulation, may
relate to the changes proposed in the SOP. SFAS 71 states at paragraph 9:
Rate actions of a regulator can provide reasonable assurance of the existence of an
asset. An enterprise shall capitalize all or part of an incurred cost that would
otherwise be charged to expense if both of the following criteria are met:
a.
It is probable that future revenue in an amount at least equal to the
capitalized cost will result from inclusion of that cost in allowable
costs for rate-making purposes.
b.
Based on available evidence, the future revenue will be provided to
permit recovery of the previously incurred cost rather than to
provide for expected levels of similar future costs. If the revenue
will be provided through an automatic rate-adjustment clause, this
criterion requires that the regulator’s intent clearly be to permit
recovery of the previously incurred cost. [Footnotes omitted.]
Would utilities that are still rate regulated be permitted to treat cost of removal as they
currently do, amortizing it over the life of the asset rather than treating it as a current period
expense? It appears that this amortization would be consistent with the stated example in SFAS
71 of Allowance for Funds Used During Construction (AFUDC) in which interest during
construction is allowed to be capitalized for utility property, even though the same interest would
be required to be expensed for non-regulated entities. However, early guidance on this issue
would be helpful, as SFAS 71 is often looked to by regulated utilities as new accounting
standards become effective. Specifically, we seek guidance on what implementation issues may
4

be impacted by SFAS 71’s applicability. Would it only impact the expense versus capitalization
issue, or could it also be used to mitigate the component depreciation requirements?
In summary, we believe that adoption of the proposed SOP would have a negative impact
on utility ratepayers without any benefit to investors or regulators. We believe the proposed
changes are unnecessary, and that utility accounting does not reflect the problems that the SOP is
trying to correct. We ask you to reconsider implementation of the proposed Statement of
Position, especially as it would apply to public utilities.
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this matter. We would be pleased to
answer any questions you may have about our comments or to discuss the matter further.

Deputy Chairman

Commissioner
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Nicor Gas
1844 Ferry Road
Naperville, IL 60563-9600

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 190
Aurora, IL 60507-0190

Phone 630 983-8676
Internet www.nicorinc.com

November 14, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
AICPA
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10036-8775
File Reference: 4210.CC

Dear Mr. Simon:
Nicor Gas appreciates the opportunity to respond to the proposed Statement of Position (SOP)
“Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment.”
Nicor Gas is one of the nation's largest distributors of natural gas. We serve nearly 2 million customers in
a service territory that encompasses most of the northern third of Illinois, excluding the city of Chicago.
Nicor Gas supports the AICPA's efforts to resolve diversity in accounting related to property, plant and
equipment (PP&E). However, we do not believe the SOP is the appropriate means of making such
significant changes to GAAP. Also, we strongly disagree with certain conclusions in the SOP and believe
that an exemption should be made for rate-regulated utility businesses.
Changes to GAAP
Certain provisions of the SOP represent dramatic changes from current accounting by rate-regulated
utilities. Examples include the requirements for component depreciation and expensing of overheads,
administrative and general costs. Given this, we believe the proper forum for these changes is an
Exposure Draft issued by the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB). In our view, an Exposure
Draft would receive broader exposure than the SOP and facilitate a more thorough review and comment
period.
Specific SOP Provisions
1.

Composite Depreciation
The SOP provides that group or composite-like depreciation conventions are acceptable only if
they result in approximately the same gross PP&E, depreciation expense, accumulated
depreciation, and gains or losses on disposals as the component method.
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The composite depreciation method is a long-accepted depreciation convention in the utility
industry. Composite life methods are typically used by regulated utilities for rate-setting
purposes. They are reviewed by independent third parties and have been proven to have a high
degree of precision. We strongly believe that the composite depreciation method is a systematic
and rational approach to depreciating large pools of assets and should be an alternative to
component accounting.
An additional benefit of the composite depreciation method is that it significantly reduces the
administrative costs and burden of depreciating large quantities of assets. We do not believe it is
necessary to first incur the significant cost of computing component depreciation in order to
justify the use of composite depreciation.
2.

General and Administrative and Overhead Costs
Paragraph 29 of the SOP requires expensing all general and administrative as well as overhead
costs incurred during the acquisition or construction stage. Nicor Gas disagrees with this
approach. These costs often benefit construction activities and meet the definition of an asset by
providing future economic benefits. Therefore, we believe that capitalization of overhead,
general and administrative costs that can be rationally allocated to PP&E should be permitted.
Paragraph 31 of the SOP would allow administrative overheads included in transactions with
independent third parties to be treated as an incremental direct cost and be capitalized. This is
inconsistent with the treatment for companies that construct their own assets. Many utilities
construct their own assets. The administrative overheads provide a future benefit in both
scenarios.

3.

Removal Costs
Paragraph 39 of the SOP requires removal costs to be expensed as incurred. This is inconsistent
with the practice of many regulated utilities and recently issued FASB Statement No. 143,
“Accounting for Asset Retirement Obligations.”
Regulated utilities often accrue removal costs over the life of the asset to ensure that such costs
are charged to the customers that benefit from use of the asset. Similarly, FASB Statement No.
143 essentially provides that certain removal cost obligations be recorded over the life of the
asset.

4.

Effective Date
Implementation of this SOP would result in significant incremental administrative and systems
requirements for Nicor Gas. Therefore, we recommend that the effective date be no sooner than
the first fiscal year beginning eighteen months after the issuance of the final SOP.

Exemption for Rate-Regulated Utilities
The proposed SOP would have a significant effect on rate-regulated utilities such as Nicor Gas.
Following is a sample of such potential impacts:
1.

Record-keeping costs would increase significantly without any corresponding benefit. For
example, the change to component-based depreciation alone would require the maintenance of
millions of individual records that are not required today.
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2.

Separate property records would be required for regulatory purposes and for GAAP purposes.
Because many regulated utilities apply FASB Statement No. 71, “Accounting for the Effects of
Certain Types of Regulation,” income statement impacts will be minimal but balance sheets will
become increasingly complex as regulatory assets and liabilities are recorded for reconciling
items. In our opinion, this is not an improvement to the financial understanding of rate-regulated
entities.

3.

Rates for regulated utilities are generally designed to provide a recovery of costs incurred and a
return on “rate base,” which consists primarily of PP&E. Changes proposed in the SOP, if also
adopted for regulatory purposes, would directly impact the rates utilities are allowed to charge
customers, and thus may have an unintended economic consequence.

Conclusion
Nicor Gas respectfully recommends 1) that changes of the magnitude included in the proposed SOP be
addressed through the FASB Exposure Draft process, and 2) that rate-regulated utilities be exempted from
those provisions of the SOP that contradict regulatory accounting rules.
We appreciate the opportunity to respond and hope that our comments will be helpful to you in your
deliberations.
Very truly yours,

Jeffrey L. Metz
Assistant Vice President and Controller

Lexington

C O R PO R A TE PR O PERTIES TRU ST

November 14, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue o f the Americas
New York, New York 10036-8775
Re: Proposed Statement of Position: Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to
Property, Plant and Equipment
Dear Mr. Simon:
Lexington Corporate Properties Trust (“LXP”) is a Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) that
acquires, owns and operates single tenant net-lease properties throughout the United States. Our
portfolio includes 96 properties comprising more than 15.5 million square feet of space. The
accounting standards for capitalizing the cost o f these assets are extremely important to LXP. It
is the basis of how our operations as a REIT are measured in the financial community.
LXP is an active member of the National Association o f Real Estate Investment Trusts
(NAREIT), which we are informed, will respond to the proposed SOP. In this letter LXP
addresses points that are most significant to our Company.
Componentization
The proposed SOP’s requirement to separately track the cost and accumulated depreciation of
individual property, plant and equipment (PP&E) components would increase considerably
LXP’s administrative costs. We fail to see how the costs related to the detailed
componentization requirements o f the proposal can be justified compared and how this process
will at all benefit users o f financial statements. It is our belief that many companies will ignore
the standard completely as not material to their financial position and this will lead to even
increased diversity in practice.
Implementation o f the componentzation provisions o f the proposal on a retroactive basis would
require that we engage cost study consultants to ascertain component costs. We conservatively
estimate that the cost of this exercise would be $12,000 per property for a total of approximately
$1.2 million. The ongoing requirements would result in the addition o f two-three corporate
administrative staff at a fully allocated cost o f $180,000 per annum. This is not a use o f cash that
are shareholders contemplated when they invested in LXP.

355 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017-6603
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In the event the final SOP contains the detailed componentization requirements, we request that
investment property be exempted.
Elimination o f the Composite/Group Methods o f Depreciation
The requirement to componentize all PP&E and to measure the remaining book value of replaced
components effectively eliminates the composite and group methods of depreciation. These
depreciation methods have been used throughout Corporate America and are well established in
both accounting literature and practice. We cannot see how the elimination of these methods
adds any value to the financial disclosures we make or the financial business decisions we render
based on this information.
Deferred Cost Accounting
The proposal’s provisions also eliminate the concept of deferred cost accounting with respect to
PP&E. LXP is especially concerned about the prohibition to defer or capitalize costs that may be
incurred during the preliminary stage of a project, as well as long-term or planned major
maintenance activities. Clearly, these costs may provide future economic benefit to a period
other than the one in which they were incurred. These costs should be permitted to be deferred
and amortized to properly match the costs with the period of benefit, or expensed when there is a
determination of no future economic benefit. This matching of costs with benefits is the essence
of accrual accounting - the foundation upon which generally accepted accounting principles
have been established. To do away with this concept would render our reporting on a cash basis
for costs that, without question, provides economic benefit for multiple periods. The elimination
of the deferral method goes against basic accounting principles.
LXP appreciates the opportunity to participate in the AICPA’s considerations with respect to
accounting for PP&E. If you have any questions regarding this response, please contact the
undersigned at (212) 692-7215.
Sincerely

Patrick Carroll
Chief Financial Officer

Koger Equity, Inc.
8880 Freedom Crossing Trail, #101
Jacksonville, FL 32256-8287

James L. Stephens
Vice President
Chief Accounting Officer
(904) 538-8830
Fax: (904)538-8839
E-mail: jstephens@koger.com

November 14, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036-8775
Re:

Proposed Statement of Position: Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities
Related to Property, Plant and Equipment

Dear Marc:
Koger Equity, Inc. (“KE”) is a Real Estate Investment Trust (“REIT”) that develops, acquires, owns
and operates suburban office properties in the Southeast and Southwest. Our portfolio includes 196
office buildings comprising more than 10.8 million rentable square feet. The business of
developing, owning and operating investment property regularly involves the acquisition,
development and maintenance of assets. In this context, the accounting standards for capitalizing
the cost of these assets are fundamental to KE producing useful financial reports and of vital
importance to its capital formation and investor relations activities.
KE is an active member of the National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts (NAREIT),
which has or will respond to the proposed SOP. In addition to supporting the views presented in
NAREIT’s letter, KE below addresses certain points that we would like the AICPA to consider in its
comment review process.
Componentization
The proposed SOP’s requirement to separately track the cost and accumulated depreciation of
individual property, plant and equipment (PP&E) components would increase considerably KE’s
administrative costs. We fail to see how the costs related to the detailed componentization
requirements of the proposal will be justified compared to the marginal benefit that may accrue to
users of financial statements.
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First, to implement the provisions of the proposal would require that we allocate the book value of
our PP&E to thousands of components. Although the proposal provides an option to apply
componentization either retroactively or prospectively, the “penalty” associated with prospective
adoption would force us to adopt componentization on a retroactive basis. Implementation of the
componentization provisions of the proposal on a retroactive basis would require that we engage
cost study consultants to ascertain component costs.
Second, the costs to administer the ongoing provisions of the proposal would be significant. We
would be required to track thousands of individual asset components. Further, we could foresee for
audit purposes that we would need to periodically test these records against actual components.
Moreover, the componentization requirements of the proposed SOP are contrary to that which has
been embraced internationally for investment property accounting. International Accounting
Standard No. 40 (IAS 40), Investment Property, requires the disclosure of fair value of an
investment property in the financial statements or footnotes, and views investment property as an
integrated operating entity, not thousands of components. Accounting Standards Executive
Committee’s (AcSEC) proposal is offered at a time when representatives of the Financial
Accounting Standards Board (FASB) and the Securities and Exchange Commission continually
espouse global convergence of accounting standards. We could envision being forced to modify our
accounting and financial reporting systems to implement the provisions of the proposed SOP and
amendments, only to again modify our systems at some future point when global convergence
becomes reality.
In the event the final SOP contains the detailed componentization requirements, we request that
investment property be exempted.
Elimination o f the Composite/Group Methods o f Depreciation
The requirement to componentize all PP&E and to measure the remaining book value of replaced
components effectively eliminates the composite and group methods of depreciation. These
depreciation methods have been used throughout Corporate America and are well established in
both accounting literature and practice.
Although the proposal allows the use of the group or composite method of depreciation if an entity
can demonstrate that it produces results similar to componentization, we believe this provision is
not realistic because it would force us to calculate depreciation using both methods (i.e.,
group/composite method and componentization) in order to prove that the results are in fact similar.
This allowance does not alleviate the detailed componentization required by the proposed SOP - a
company would still have to undertake an assessment of its assets “as componentized” to prove that
it would be allowed to use the composite or group method. We find this aspect of the proposal
troublesome in that it would require us to maintain records for two sets of depreciation calculations.
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In the absence of a withdrawal of the componentization requirements of the proposal, we strongly
suggest that the AcSEC consider an alternative approach for PP&E cost componentization that
would entail a more reasonable level and be more cost effective. One approach that we could
consider embracing would include a componentization of a PP&E asset into categories by the useful
lives of components. These categories might number a dozen or more for investment property.
Components within these “useful-life categories” would be accounted for using the group method of
depreciation. No “losses” (remaining net book values) would be recognized in earnings at the time
of replacement. These “losses” could be minimized through more precise determination of useful
lives of major components and regular comparisons of the parameters used with actual experience.
Koger Equity appreciates the opportunity to participate in the AICPA’s considerations with respect
to accounting for PP&E. If you have any questions regarding this response, please contact me at
(904) 538-8830.
Sincerely,

/pw
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November 14, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8755
Dear Mr. Simon,
NSTAR appreciates the opportunity to comment on the proposed Statement of Position (SOP),
“Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant and Equipment” as prepared by
the Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC).
NSTAR is Massachusetts' largest investor-owned electric and gas utility with revenues of $3.2 billion and
assets totaling approximately $5.5 billion, NSTAR transmits and delivers electricity and natural gas to 1.3
million customers throughout Massachusetts, including 1,080,000 electric customers in 81 communities
and 244,000 gas customers in 51 communities. NSTAR’s regulated utility subsidiaries include Boston
Edison Company, Commonwealth Electric Company, Cambridge Electric Light Company and NSTAR
Gas Company.
NSTAR is a member of the Edison Electric Institute (EEI) and the American Gas Association (AGA).
We support the comments of both EEI and AGA that have been made to the AcSEC on the proposed
SOP. Generally speaking, regulated utilities follow specific capitalization and depreciation policies that
are consistent with the ratemaking and accounting practices of the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) and state regulatory authorities. We are not suggesting that the policies of utility
regulatory authorities promulgate GAAP. However, NSTAR believes that utilities are very unique
because of the capital-intensive nature of our business. One only needs look at a utility balance sheet,
with property, plant and equipment on top, to see this. Our accounting policies should reflect our unique
business.
As an alternative to requiring regulated utilities to follow this SOP, we would suggest that it would
sufficient for entities that are subject to SFAS No. 71, “Accounting for the Effects of Certain Types of
Regulation”, to disclose how its accounting for P, P&E differs from the SOP along with a declaration that
its P, P&E balance represents the amount that it is collecting from customers for its utility capital
investments. NSTAR believes that the most relevant amount to disclose related to a utility’s P, P&E is
the amount that a utility is recovering and earning a return from its customers.
Thank you for considering NSTAR’s comments on the proposed SOP. We hope that this will be helpful
in your deliberations.
Sincerely,

Robert J. Weafer
Vice President, Controller & Chief Accounting Officer

B A S IN E L E C T R IC
P O W E R C O O P E R A T IV E
1717 EAST INTERSTATE AVENUE
BISMARCK, NORTH DAKOTA 58503-0564
PHONE 701-223-0441
FAX: 701/224-5336

November 14, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to
Property, Plant and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
Basin Electric Power Cooperative (Basin Electric) is an electric generation and transmission
cooperative headquartered in Bismarck, North Dakota, serving member electric service needs in a
nine-state region. Basin Electric’s accounting records are maintained in accordance with the
Uniform System of Accounts (USoA) prescribed by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) as adopted and interpreted by the Rural Utilities Service (RUS).
Basin Electric appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed Statement of
Position (Proposed SOP) referred to above. The electric utility industry is very capital intensive
and, because Basin Electric’s has almost $1.2 billion of net electric plant assets, the Proposed SOP
would have a significant impact on our accounting policies and procedures, and regulatory reporting
requirements.
It is understood that all proposed documents issued by the AICPA require clearance from the
Financial Accounting Standards Board, which bases that clearance on the criteria listed on page 12
of the Proposed SOP. Basin Electric does not believe the Proposed SOP, as it applies to electric
utilities, meets the clearance criteria because it conflicts with current regulatory accounting
requirements, will not result in improved practice, and the associated costs will exceed the benefits
derived from its application.

Comments:
Basin Electric establishes its rates for electricity sales based on a specific cost of service
methodology that has been approved by its regulator. The cost of service components are based
on the accounting structure and requirements prescribed in the FERC USoA as interpreted by RUS,
which Basin Electric is legally required to follow. The USoA account structure specifically requires
capitalization of all costs related to a construction project, including such costs as indirect
construction overhead and general and administrative costs. The Proposed SOP requires that the
indirect construction overhead and general and administrative costs be expensed as incurred,
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which shifts recovery of these costs to the current year’s member customers rather than recovering
them from the member customers who will actually benefit from the capitalized asset in the future.
The Internal Revenue Code (IRC) also requires that indirect construction overhead and general and
administrative costs be capitalized as a component of the depreciable tax basis of assets, which
necessitates maintaining a fixed asset system with differing book and tax depreciable basis,
creating additional administrative burden.
The USoA also allows use of the group and/or composite method of depreciation for plant assets.
The provision of the Proposed SOP mandating use of the specific component method would require
a thorough administrative review of all Basin Electric’s capital assets and may necessitate costly
software changes. This Proposed SOP is also in direct conflict with RUS established depreciation
rates and procedures. Paragraphs 49-56 of the Proposed SOP discuss the specifics of component
accounting. Paragraph 49 states, “A component is a tangible part or portion of PP&E that (a) can
be separately identified as an asset and depreciated or amortized over its own separate expected
useful life...”. RUS Bulletin 183-1, Depreciation Rates and Procedures, establishes a specific
depreciation rate for Production and Transmission Plant. Those yearly rates are 3.1% and 2.75%,
respectively. There are no provisions in the Bulletin for different rates for individual asset
components. To meet the requirements, Basin Electric would need to maintain two sets of financial
accounting records relative to asset accounting.
Additionally, Paragraph 55 of the Proposed SOP discusses changes in estimated useful lives of
assets. The Proposed SOP directs entities to reassess useful lives of its PP&E on an ongoing
basis. Any changes would be accounted for prospectively. However, the Proposed SOP offers no
guidelines/criteria to be used by all entities for reassessing useful lives. The intent of the Proposed
SOP to improve consistency in financial reporting by all entities will not be accomplished because
this paragraph will allow each entity to apply its own methodology to determine the useful lives of
their assets and, subsequently, the depreciation expense incurred.
The USoA also generally prescribes that gains and losses on the disposal of assets be recorded in
the accumulated depreciation account of the group/composite. The immediate recognition of gains
and losses on disposal of assets could cause extreme earnings volatility, which affects Basin
Electric’s ability to comply with its debt covenants. To ensure adequate earnings and compliance
with debt covenants, Basin Electric would be required to increase rates charged to member
customers when losses on asset disposals occurred, causing rate instability.
As with gains and losses, the USoA requires that the cost of removal of a plant asset be recognized
as a component of depreciation over the life of the asset group, while the Proposed SOP requires
that cost of removal be expensed when incurred. This Proposed SOP provision also causes
earnings volatility, and therefore rate volatility, and shifts the burden of the cost of removal from
member customers who benefited from the asset over its useful life to those who are customers in
the year the asset is retired and removed.
The Proposed SOP contradicts all of the components of the USoA accounting structure discussed
above and, if implemented, electric utilities such as Basin Electric would be forced to maintain
numerous regulatory accounts to meet the requirements of both GAAP and the USoA. Regulatory
accounting is permitted as prescribed in Statement of Financial Accounting Standards (SFAS) No.
71; however, with the deregulation of the electric utility industry, eventually many electric utilities will
not be able to meet the requirements necessary to apply SFAS No. 71. If Basin Electric could no
longer apply SFAS No. 71 and the Proposed SOP is implemented, it would be forced to maintain
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three sets of financial accounting records to comply with GAAP, the USoA, and the IRG. This
would certainly cause much confusion among users of Basin Electric’s financial information.
Conclusion
As described above, the provisions of the Proposed SOP would severely affect Basin Electric’s
ability to maintain rate stability for its member customers while ensuring compliance with all debt
covenants. The Proposed SOP clearly conflicts with current electric utility accounting practices and
the requirements of the USoA and would create an administrative burden for electric utilities,
including Basin Electric. We urge the AICPA to carefully consider the impact of the Proposed SOP
on the electric utility industry and, if it is adopted as proposed, consider excluding electric utilities
from those required to apply it.
Sincerely,

Clifton T. Hudgins^
Senior Vice President and CFO
cth/sld/ku
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November 14, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036-8775
Re:

Proposed Statement of Position: Accountingfor Certain Costs and Activities
Related to Property, Plant and Equipment

Dear Mr. Simon,
Security Capital Group is a real estate operating company with ownership positions in
eleven real estate businesses that develop, acquire, own and operate multiple real estate property
types in the U.S. and Europe. Including the businesses that are managed by or majority-owned
by Security Capital, our portfolio consists of senior assisted living communities, extended-stay
hotels, office facilities, distribution facilities, parking facilities, self-storage and urban retail
properties. Our businesses, like other real estate companies, acquire, develop, own and operate
real estate. We believe that the accounting standards for the capitalization of real estate costs
may have more of an impact on the financial statements of real estate companies than on those
companies that use property, plant and equipment in the production of products or delivery of
services. Providing useful and relevant financial information related to real estate property is of
vital importance to the capital formation and investor relations activities of real estate companies.
Security Capital is an active member of the National Association of Real Estate
Investment Trusts (NAREIT), which has or will respond to the proposed SOP. In addition to
supporting the views presented in NAREIT’s letter, Security Capital below addresses certain
points that we would like the AICPA to consider in its comment review process.
Componentization
The proposed SOP’s requirement to separately track the cost and accumulated
depreciation of individual property, plant and equipment (PP&E) components would considerably
increase Security Capital’s administrative costs without providing a commensurate increase in
benefit to the financial statement users.
To implement the provisions of the proposal would require that the book value of all
existing real estate assets be allocated to thousands of individual components. Although the
transition to implementing this proposal allows a prospective application, the componentization
effort would need to be completed regardless. Not only would Security Capital have to increase
its administrative personnel, but also external cost segregation studies would be required to
accurately quantify the individual components of a property.
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Once the implementation is completed, a similar effort would be required to separately
track and account for the newly identified components as well as identifying the components of
subsequently acquired or developed real estate properties.
We find it difficult to see how the additional costs related to the detailed
componentization requirements of the proposal will be justified compared to the marginal
benefits to the readers of the financial statements. In the event the final SOP contains the detailed
componentization requirements, we request that investment property be exempted.
Elimination o f the Composite/Group Methods o f Depreciation
The requirement to componentize all PP&E and to measure the remaining book value of
replaced components effectively eliminates the composite and group methods of depreciation.
Although the proposal allows the composite and group methods of depreciation to continue, it
must be demonstrated that depreciation expense under these methods produces results similar to
those produced by the componentization methods. This requirement to ‘prove’ the results
effectively eliminates the composite and group methods of depreciation. These depreciation
methods have been used through corporate America and are well established in both accounting
literature and practice.
Deferred Cost Accounting
The proposal also eliminates the concept of deferred cost accounting with respect to
PP&E. Security Capital is concerned about the prohibition to defer or capitalize costs that may
be incurred during a preliminary stage of a project. These costs may provide future economic
benefit to a period other than the one in which they were incurred. These costs should be
permitted to be deferred and amortized over the period of the benefit, or expensed when there is a
determination of no future economic benefit.
Accountingfo r Property Taxes, Insurance and Ground Rents
In many real estate developments, the property is completed in stages. As one part of the
property is completed and leased up, other parts may be in the construction stage. The proposal
would require that the capitalization of property taxes, insurance and ground rental cease “no later
than the date initial operations commence in any portion of the building or structure”. The
property taxes, insurance, and ground rents for the entire project would have to be expensed while
a portion of the project is still in the construction stage.
The appropriate accounting would be to allocate the property taxes, insurance and ground
rents proportionally between the in-service stage and construction stage portions of the property
and account for that allocation in the appropriate manner. Paragraphs 22 and 23 of Statement of
Financial Accounting Standards (SFAS) No. 67 and paragraph 18 of SFAS No. 34 provide an
appropriate model for the capitalization of these costs.
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An Alternative Approach to Componentization
We strongly suggest that the Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC)
consider an alternative approach for PP&E cost componentization that would entail a more
reasonable level and be more cost effective. One approach would include a componentization of
PP&E assets into categories by the useful lives of components. These categories might number a
dozen or more for investment property. Components within these “useful-life categories” would
be accounting for using the group method of depreciation.
Security Capital supports the development of transparent accounting and reporting
standards that reflect the economic reality of acquiring, developing, owning and operating
investment property. We appreciate the opportunity to participate in AcSEC’s considerations
with respect to the accounting for PP&E. If you have any questions regarding this response,
please contact James C. Swaim at (915) 877-6311 or Stuart B. Milam at (915) 877-1833.
Sincerely,
SECURITY CAPITAL GROUP,
INCORPORATED

Paul E. Szurek
Chief Financial Officer

/cmg
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November 14, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
RE: Comments of UniSource Energy Corporation on the Proposed Statement of Position
(SOP), “Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant and
Equipment.”
Dear Mr. Simon:
UniSource Energy Corporation (UniSource Energy) has reviewed the proposed
SOP on Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant and
Equipment and appreciates the opportunity to comment on the SOP. UniSource Energy
has a number of concerns about the effects of the proposed changes.
UniSource Energy is the holding company for Tucson Electric Power Company
(TEP), Millenium Energy Holdings Corporation (MEH) and UniSource Energy
Development Corporation (UED). TEP is the second largest investor-owned electric
utility in Arizona. TEP provides electric service to the Tucson area and has generating
facilities in Arizona and New Mexico. MEH invests in various energy related
companies. UED invests in and develops generation assets. At the end of the year 2000,
UniSource Energy had approximately $2.7 billion in assets. The consolidated entity had
annual revenues for 2000 of approximately $1 billion, and net income of approximately
$42 million. UniSource Energy is publicly traded on the New York Stock Exchange.
TEP is capital intensive. TEP constructs the majority of its assets. A significant
portion of its asset base is comprised of high volume, low cost assets. The distribution
and transmission portion of TEP’s business is subject to regulation by the Arizona
Corporation Commission (ACC) and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC). The generation segment of the business is subject to FERC accounting rules
and reporting requirements. In addition to financial reporting and rate making, the
FERC-based asset costs are used for state and local property tax valuations. Using the
current FERC-mandated methods of capitalizing assets and calculating depreciation, TEP
has close to 1 million separate asset records in approximately two thousand categories.
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In the past three years TEP has spent in excess of $10 million to install a new accounting
system that can record construction, track and depreciate this volume of assets.
UniSource Energy’s concerns related to the proposed SOP are:
1. It conflicts with current regulatory practices.
2. It fails to improve financial reporting accuracy.
3. The costs to comply with the SOP outweigh any benefits derived.
4. The proposed accounting will create disparate accounting treatment
between self-constructed assets and purchased assets.
Conflicts with Regulatory Accounting Requirements
TEP is required to follow the FERC Uniform System of Accounts. Under these
guidelines, indirect construction costs and overheads are capitalized, gains and losses on
disposal of assets are charged against reserve accounts, and depreciation calculations are
based on statistical studies of group service life and salvage value. Items eligible for
capitalization are based on listings of retirement units. Applying the requirements of the
SOP would necessitate keeping two separate sets of books for all asset transactions- one
for regulated reporting / rate making and a second one for financial reporting. In each
regulatory proceeding, TEP has typically been required to reconcile the differences
between its regulatory filings and its financial statements. The significance of the
changes proposed by this SOP will complicate this process greatly. Reconciling
approximately 1 million assets between two bases of accounting on a regular basis will
require extensive amounts of personnel time and provide little value. The greater the
number of reconciling items between the two methods, the more difficult rate cases
become. The audit the external auditors perform on the FERC Form I financial
statements prepared on a regulatory basis become more complex and costly. Seeking a
higher level of comfort with the differences could lead the regulator to require more
detailed audits of an entity’s records on a regulatory basis, or to seek other remedies that
would be resolved through litigation.
Failure to Improve Financial Reporting Accuracy
TEP’s composite depreciation rates are statistically derived taking into
consideration TEP’s maintenance policies, changing technology and actuarial studies of
the asset groups. This methodology complies with regulatory requirements for routine
depreciation studies to re-evaluate service lives and salvage. This method also
recognizes that while individual assets may physically deteriorate at slightly different
times, large quantities of identical relatively low value assets, such as utility poles, cross
arms, hand-held meter reading devices, etc., have a consistent average life expectancy
curve, determined statistically. This average life, when applied to an entire class of
assets, as in the mass asset classifications the SOP seeks to eliminate, appropriately
matches revenues and expenses without creating an unnecessarily detailed and
burdensome bookkeeping requirement.
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Under the methodology proposed in the SOP, components would be depreciated
based on an engineer’s best guess as to the expected life of the component. Assets would
be depreciated over the average life expected for an asset instead of the statistical range
that group assets follow. This change from a scientifically based approach to a
judgmental approach would not appear to improve current practice in the utility industry.
Further, the financial statements would become more complicated for users due to the
large number of regulatory assets or liabilities that would be created by the differences
between the two sets of books.
Costs Outweigh Benefits
As mentioned previously, TEP’s cost to implement and maintain the appropriate
record keeping in compliance with this SOP would be significant. The requirement to
stratify assets into components based on service life would make the GAAP set of books
extremely detailed. The Company estimates that applying component depreciation will
result in a five-fold growth in the number of GAAP asset records. The increase in the
number of assets and the requirement to keep two sets of books for an entity will result in
a considerable increase in the amount of computer space required to process transactions.
The Company will need more employees to process assets and reconcile the two sets of
books. Our relatively new software system will require extensive customization to
accommodate two sets of books for the same entity. Currently it is questionable whether
the existing construction accounting module can be modified to handle two sets of books
for the same entity.
The accuracy of the depreciation calculations would not improve but would
become less scientific and more judgmental. Given the substantial cost, with little or no
benefit, the use of composite depreciation and mass asset accounts should be considered
as an acceptable alternative. While composite and component depreciation do not
produce exactly the same results period-to-period, the results should differ little periodto-period, and total the same over time, at a much lower cost and using a more systematic
approach.
Disparate Accounting Between Self-Constructed and Purchased Assets
The SOP states that only those costs directly identifiable with an asset should be
capitalized. TEP does not agree with this position. In the utility industry the majority of
assets are self-constructed. There are considerable overheads incurred that relate directly
to the construction of the assets but would require a substantial administrative effort to
identify directly with each specific asset. These overheads include preliminary
engineering costs, a portion of general and administrative salaries, and costs related to
purchasing and maintaining construction inventory. Where such overheads can be
identified and allocated in a rational manner, they should be included as part of the asset
costs. In disallowing this treatment, the SOP disadvantages companies who construct
their own assets. If the assets were purchased from an outside vendor, these costs would
be included in the purchase price of the asset.
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To provide a specific example as to why this issue is significant for the utility
industry, UED is evaluating the construction of two additional electric generation units at
Springerville Generating Station. We estimate that the total costs of such project amount
to approximately $1.2 billion. UED must consider whether to hire the construction staff
itself, or contract with a third party to construct the units. The SOP would provide two
different bases for the assets, depending on whether UED self-constructs the assets or
hires someone else to do so. If UED constructs the assets, it cannot capitalize
administrative and general or engineering and supervision overhead costs, but must
expense these costs prior to recognizing the related revenue. Yet if a contractor bills
UED for constructing such assets, the contractor certainly expects to recover from UED
those same administrative and general and engineering and supervision costs that it
incurred in the project. Since UED would capitalize the full cost paid to outside third
parties, these overhead costs would be capitalized as a part of the assets’ bases.
Capitalizing and depreciating these overhead costs better matches the costs of the effort
to provide the energy in the future with the revenue stream to be derived from selling
such energy.
Summary
The utility industry differs from many other industries in that it often constructs
its own assets and has a very large volume of assets. Over time these differences have
caused special accounting to be developed specifically for the industry and codified in the
FERC Uniform System of Accounts. The types of costs allowed to be capitalized and the
group methodology of calculating deprecation were developed taking into consideration
this industry uniqueness. UniSource Energy requests that the provisions for expensing
overheads and requiring the use of component accounting be reconsidered in relationship
to the utility industry. These provisions would place an unfair burden on the industry by
greatly increasing administration costs and not allowing the capitalization of certain costs
that would normally be included in the price of purchased assets. Additionally, the return
to a judgmental basis for depreciation over a scientific one would not appear to improve
current practice.
If the SOP is issued with similar requirements as appear in the draft, UniSource
Energy requests that 18 months be allowed between the issuance of the final
pronouncement and its effective date. This time frame would be needed to rationally
develop components and lives, to create new procedures and to customize financial
accounting software to meet the requirements of both the regulatory agencies and the
SOP.
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UniSource Energy appreciates the opportunity to respond to the proposed SOP
and to provide input into the AcSEC’s process. We hope that our comments will benefit
AcSEC’s future deliberations. Should you desire to speak with someone at UniSource
Energy directly regarding these comments, please contact Karen Kissinger at (520) 7453122.

Sincerely,

Karen G. Kissinger
Vice President, Controller &
Principal Accounting Officer
KGK:ba
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November 14, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manger, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Dear Mr. Simon:
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants’ (AICPA) proposed statement of position on Accounting for Certain Costs and
Activities Related to Property, Plant and Equipment ("proposed SOP") effective for fiscal
years beginning after June 15, 2002 as published in the June 29,2001 exposure draft.
Forest City Enterprises, Inc. is a publicly traded real estate corporation headquartered in
Cleveland, Ohio with approximately $3.0 billion of net real estate. We own, develop, acquire
and operate commercial and residential real estate across the United States and District of
Columbia. Accounting guidance on standards for the capitalization of costs associated with
investment property is critical to our Company's ability to produce relevant financial
information for use both internally and by our investors.
Forest City Enterprises, Inc. is an active member in the National Association of Real Estate
Investment Trusts (NAREIT). NAREIT will be responding to the proposed SOP through
their comment letter. We would like to take this opportunity to support the views expressed
in the NAREIT letter as well as stress certain points we at Forest City Enterprises view as
being of particular concern for our Company.
Although we understand the AICPA’s position of the need for a more uniform accounting
treatment for costs and activities surrounding property, plant and equipment (PP&E), for the
reasons outlined below, we do not believe that all of the proposed changes will achieve the
AICPA’s objectives. We have addressed our comments as outlined by the issues listed in
your letter and where applicable have included the appropriate paragraph for reference.
1) Issue 2: The guidance in the proposed SOP is requiring that costs be accounted for in
terms of project stages or time line framework rather than in defined categories. We
generally agree with the project stage or time lines as they have been outlined; however,
this approach does not provide clearer guidance for capitalization criteria. Costs will
continue to be incurred for activities we commonly refer to as "betterments", "additions",
"redevelopments" and "renovations". Typically, these costs are incurred around the in
Forest City Enterprises, Inc., Terminal Tower, 50 Public Square, Suite 740, Cleveland, Ohio 44113-2203, (216) 621-6060 FAX (216) 263-4811

service stage and provide significant economic benefit to the asset. We feel that by
defining these commonly-used terms, the AICPA could enhance this authoritative
guidance and facilitate a company's determination of whether costs should be capitalized
or expensed. We also feel defining these terms would improve the consistency of the
implementation of this guidance. A further discussion on deferred cost accounting is
addressed under Issue 3 below.
2) Issue 3: In the proposed SOP, the preliminary stage is defined in paragraph 17 to be the
stage where an entity explores the opportunity for acquisition or construction of PP&E.
The following stage, the pre-acquisition stage begins when the acquisition of specific
PP&E is considered probable. Further, probability is assessed by considering if
a) management has committed to fund the project, b) the financial resources are available
and c) the ability exists to meet local and other government regulations.
It is possible for many companies to commit funds, determine if financial resources are
available and meet government regulations before many of the activities in the
preliminary stages are incurred. Paragraph 22 of the proposed SOP states that costs
capitalized during the preliminary stage are limited to costs of options to acquire property,
plant and equipment. All other costs are expensed as incurred. Paragraph 22 further
describes these costs incurred in the preliminary stage to include, surveying, zoning,
engineering studies, etc.
All of these costs, depending on the individual company’s situation, can arguably provide
future economic benefit as defined under Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts
No. 6: Elements of Financial Statements, a replacement of FASB Concepts Statement No.
3 (incorporating an amendment of FASB Concepts Statement No. 2). The proposed SOP,
as written, changes the concept of deferred cost accounting for purposes of PP&E.
Further, we believe that management would not incur costs during the preliminary stage
for surveying, zoning and other studies if they did not believe it was probable that they
would be able to commit funds for the acquisition of the asset. Perhaps these types of
costs would better fall under the pre-acquisition stage. The definition of the pre
acquisition stage versus the preliminary stage needs to be further evaluated. The proposed
SOP includes these type of costs as examples under the preliminary stage. We believe
that it would provide more proper accounting treatment to defer these costs incurred in the
preliminary stages and capitalize them as part of the asset when constructed or acquired.
These costs undeniably add future value to the asset in question. If it becomes evident
based on the result of a survey, study, or a change in the economic condition of the
company the acquisition, as intended, will not be probable, these charges should then be
charged to income in the period this determination is made. This practice is in compliance
with current generally accepted accounting principles, and we do not feel an amendment
to these principles is necessary.
In summary, we believe there are two issues inter-related here. First, the various stages as
defined do not provide enough guidance to improve consistency in capitalization policies
between companies. For example, we would consider costs for surveying, zoning and
design layouts as part of the pre-acquisition stage, as we would not incur those costs if we
did not think construction or acquisition of the asset in question was probable. It would

appear the intent of the proposed SOP is that probability is what ultimately determines if
an asset is in the preliminary stage or preacquisition stage, not the type of costs that are
being incurred. Clarification of this point is required in the proposed SOP. The second
issue was discussed in Issue 2 above. These pre-defined stages will not in and of
themselves provide for uniformity in capitalization policies. Commonly used terms, as
discussed in Issue 2 above, could be more clearly defined to assist with capitalization
criteria and provide greater consistency between companies’ capitalization policies.
3) Issue 4: The proposed SOP states that only directly identifiable costs can be capitalized as
part of the asset during the preacquisition, acquisition-or-construction and in-service
stages. Paragraph 24 eliminates the possibility of capitalizing general and administrative
costs and overhead incurred by a company in the acquisition and construction of an asset.
Forest City Enterprises and other real estate companies currently have a specific
department completely designated to asset acquisition and development. The employees
of these departments are 100 percent designated to the acquisition and construction of
PP&E. These departments not only incur payroll and benefit expense for their employees
but also direct and incremental costs, such as utility costs, rent and other overhead
expenses. Overhead costs for these departments could be charged to assets under
construction based on the percentage of time spent on a project by the employees within
the department using employee time reports. Overhead cost charges to PP&E could be
specifically limited to those employees and costs directly associated with departments
designated for this purpose, thus eliminating any potential for allocations for upper
management or other questionable items.
The proposed SOP as written prevents companies from capitalizing any costs for
departmental overhead even if there is a specific department designated for development.
Therefore, companies that have reduced costs by maintaining an internal development
department to monitor and control projects are penalized for their efficiencies when their
earnings are compared to companies that out-source these functions. This is due to the
proposed SOP permitting the capitalization of incremental direct costs with independent
third parties as outlined in paragraph 23(a). All other things remaining equal, a company
such as Forest City Enterprises that maintains their own internal development department
will construct a building with a lower basis and show a less favorable Income Statement
during construction when compared to another company building the exact same building
that outsourced their development work and capitalized the invoices from an independent
third party. Based upon preliminary assessment, we are estimating this accounting
change will eliminate one third of our average earnings. A company that out-sources
these functions would show no impact in earnings and thus their statements would not be
comparable with ours.
We feel that the costs of an internal development department should be considered for
capitalization if they directly support the asset being constructed or acquired. These costs
would include not only the payroll and benefits of the company personnel that visit the
sites and directly monitor the construction, but would also include the salary and benefits
of their administrative assistant that is coordinating their trips and making travel
arrangements and providing them with assistance from the office while they are in the

field. We believe that the individuals on location could not function without the help of
someone in the office coordinating their work efforts. We also believe that salary and
benefits for the individuals of an internal development department that monitor the project
through internal analysis, accounting and reporting are also direct and incremental costs
providing future value and therefore should be considered for capitalization. It is our
position the costs attributable to these individuals can be identified by project through
detailed time reports maintained by each individual. Further, it is our position that the
costs for supplies, office equipment and office space utilized by these individuals can be
also be identified with a specific project based on the time reports of these individuals and
the square footage of office space occupied by these individuals.
Our position is based on the fact that these direct and incremental costs would not be
incurred if the efforts to construct or acquire a particular asset were not taking place.
Furthermore, the fact that a future economic benefit is derived from these costs does not
change based on whether or not these costs are incurred internally or externally through an
independent third party. It should also be emphasized that internal development
departments like the one maintained by Forest City Enterprises would not exist if there
were no development or construction acquisitions occurring. The costs incurred to
maintain these departments are completely attributable to the acquisition and development
of investment properties. Without these activities, these departments would not exist.
The cost of these departments are so interwoven with construction and acquisition of
investment property that in times of economic down-turns, when the company has elected
to postpone property development, these departments are so significantly reduced they
become practically non-existent. Further, it is unfair to penalize a company that has
strived to achieve efficiencies in their operations through the creation of an internal
development department by disallowing capitalization of the same type of expenses that
would be capitalized by a company that has not achieved these efficiencies and out
sources this function.
4) Issue 5: Paragraph 32 of the proposed SOP states that costs incurred for property taxes,
insurance and ground rentals should be capitalized for the portion of the property under
construction and should cease if the building or structure is substantially complete and
ready for its intended use, but no later than the date initial operations commence in any
portion of the building or structure. Additionally, footnote 10 within paragraph 35 states
that portions of a building or structure are considered collectively rather than as separate
projects.
As a developer of both commercial and residential property, it is common to have a
portion of a building open and generating revenue before the building has been completely
constructed. This is common for apartment buildings as well as shopping malls. If the
capitalization of property taxes, insurance and ground rentals ceased the date initial
operations commenced in any portion of the building or structure (per paragraph 32), as a
developer, this would cause an inappropriate matching of expense with revenue. We feel
it would be more appropriate to allocate these types of costs between revenue and non
revenue generating space. We would like to refer the committee to current accounting
guidance in SFAS No. 67, paragraph 22 though 23 and SFAS No. 34 paragraph 18 for an
example of how we feel these costs should be capitalized.

5) Issue 6: Paragraph 37 states that normal, recurring or periodic repairs and maintenance
activities and all other costs that occur during the in-service stage should be expensed as
incurred. This statement eliminates the concept that if a cost, such as an overhaul on
equipment, was incurred to extend the useful life of an existing asset, these costs could
then be capitalized. Often significant overhauls are performed on equipment that, extend
the estimated useful life of the asset. Further, these type of charges are performed once
every year or even longer and thus arguably have an economic life that should, per
Accounting Research Bulletin (ARB) No. 43 chapter nine paragraph 5, "be allocated as
equitably as possible to the periods during which services are obtained from the use of that
overhaul".
6) Issue 7: Paragraph 33 provides that costs incurred for demolition by an owner or lessor
should be expensed as incurred except when incurred in conjunction with an acquisition or
lease of real estate and when the demolition is contemplated as part of the acquisition or at
least inception or occurs within a reasonable time period thereafter. We believe the
remaining net book value of the asset being demolished should be charged to expense
when removed from operation. However, we propose that the costs incurred for
physically removing the asset or component from its location in preparation for a new
asset or component to be installed be capitalized.
The concept under SFAS No. 34 "Capitalization of Interest Costs" paragraph 6 was all
costs to prepare the asset for its intended use were deemed to be considered part of the
assets historical cost. It is our position the cost incurred to physically remove an impaired
asset from its current location in preparation for a new asset to be installed or constructed
in its place is a function of preparing the new asset for its intended use. Often the
demolition of an old asset or component enabling a new asset to be installed or
constructed will not only increase the useful life of the asset, it will increase the economic
and fair value as well. In events where there is significant re-development of a property
that has not been recently acquired, for example, when converting an existing movie
theater into office space, the costs to demolish the interior of a movie theater would not be
capitalized under the provisions of this proposed SOP, yet these costs would clearly be
required to prepare the property for its intended use as office space. The same concept
could be applied to any significant improvement, for example, removing old elevators in a
building to install more state-of-the-art models.
We believe there should be a broader definition of when demolition costs would be
appropriate to capitalize. This definition should permit capitalization of demolition costs
as part of the cost of the new asset being installed as the new asset clearly could not be
installed until the old asset is removed.
Additionally, we believe this treatment of
demolition costs is contradictory to the concept of componentization as defined in the
proposed SOP. If each individual asset is treated as a separate component then, when a
component is removed from service its related cost is written off. The cost incurred to
remove an old component, in preparation of a new component are really part of the cost of
the new component.

7) Issue 12, 13 and 14: Paragraph 49 defines a component. A component has been defined
as a tangible part or portion of PP&E that can (a) be separately identified as an asset and
depreciated or amortized over its own separate expected useful life and (b) is expected to
provide economic benefit for more than one year. This definition is extremely vague and
leaves the idea of what constitutes a component up to individual interpretation.
During the construction of a building, there could be a massive number of identifiable
components. This proposed SOP provides no guidance as to what level items can be
grouped. Additionally, there is no guidance on how to componentize the direct costs for
payroll, benefits, taxes, insurance and other costs that would require either an allocation to
other components or guidance for a depreciable life of their own. Currently, a building is
given a composite life of 40 years. That building most likely consists of a steel structure
that has a life over 100 years. The same building has windows with glass that should last
50 years but window frames that might only last 15 or 20 years and window locks that
might only have a life of five to ten years. We can then componetize even further as the
building also has internal structures of dry wall with a life of 10 years, ceiling support
beams with a life of 15 years, ceiling tiles with a life of five years, molding with a life of
10 years, door frames with a life of 10 years, doors with a life of seven years, door knobs
and fixtures with a life of five years, paint with a life of five years, etc. The components
can become even more specific if we evaluated electrical wiring for light fixtures, which
might have a different life than wiring done for a computer network, etc. All of these
different lives can be allocated to numerous components of a building, however we feel
approximately 90% of the costs of a building relate to the structure of the building itself.
The remaining 10% represent items with a shorter useful life and as such adoption of
component accounting, depending on a Company's interpretation of a component, could
potentially result in more favorable depreciation charges.
Further, the higher the level of detail the greater the burden of expense incurred to account
for each component. The larger and more complex an asset is the more complex the
components and related lives will be. One building can contain hundreds upon thousands
of components. The detailed records and personnel needed to account for such a massive
inventory of fixed assets will clearly outweigh the benefit being derived from such
detailed records. Currently, we do not maintain the level of detail in our fixed asset
records that appears to be required by the proposed SOP. Adopting the proposed SOP as
written would require costly detailed cost segment studies as we have no other way of
determining the value of all building components that were acquired or constructed in
prior years. The cost of adopting such detailed componentized records appears to
outweight the marginally increased accuracy of calculating the annual depreciation charge
on a completed asset.
Further, by not defining a component, the diversity that is currently occurring in practice
will continue. Companies already use different monetary thresholds for determining what
is capitalized versus expensed. Companies will now use different definitions of what
constitutes a component resulting in similar assets being grouped and depreciated over
different useful lives. Lack of guidance in defining a component can also enable
companies to manage earnings through manipulation of depreciation charges based on
their own component definitions.

We also feel the componentization requirement, as outlined in the proposed SOP, appears
to contradict the position of International Accounting Standard No. 40 which supports an
international position where investment property is viewed as an integrated operating
entity. The proposed SOP's idea of maintaining thousands of components for each
investment property does not treat the investment property as its own integrated operating
entity. With the Financial Accounting Standards Board as well as the Securities and
Exchange Commission having a history of expressing support for a more global approach
to accounting standards, we feel the proposed SOP if adopted, will only require
modification in the future. Unfortunately, we would have already incurred a great deal of
time and expense to perform the initial adoption. We understand the AcSEC's desire for
more conformity with respect to accounting for PP&E. As a developer of commercial and
residential real estate, we would like to point out there are many differences in owning
and operating investment property versus owning and operating property used for
manufacturing as recognized by International Accounting Standard No. 40. We,
therefore, would like to request investment property be excluded from the scope of this
proposed SOP.
8) Issue 16 and 17: Based on the guidelines in the proposed SOP a company can either elect
to adopt component accounting retroactively for all PP&E assets or component accounting
can be applied prospectively. Prospective implementation requires both a determination
of a component's net book value and a charge to depreciation expense equal to that value
at the time that component is replaced. Both methods require the ability to determine
detailed costs for components of assets constructed or acquired in past periods. In
addition to the position we have taken with the concept of component accounting, we feel
that for most companies information at this level of detail on previously constructed or
acquired assets is not readily available and will require a great deal of time and cost to
determine. A company would find it extremely difficult to determine this information in
the time that is currently being allotted to adopt this proposed SOP.
We hope the committee will take these comments under consideration when evaluating the
final guidance it will issue. Once again, we appreciate the opportunity to participate in the
accounting standard setting process. If you have any questions regarding the positions
outlined in this response letter, please contact the undersigned at (216) 416-3330.

Sincerely,

Janet M. Menko
Director of Accounting Standards and SEC Reporting

November 14, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager,
Accounting Standards, File 4210.CC,
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, NY 10036-8775
Dear Mr. Simon:
Please find enclosed the Response of Ocean Energy Inc. to the Proposed Statement of
Position, Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant and
Equipment. We have responded to the specific issues on which comments were
requested. In addition we would like to comment on the following aspects of the
exposure draft.
Scope - Although paragraph 14 of the proposed SOP states that the provisions of the
SOP do not affect FASB Statement No. 19, Financial Accounting and Reporting by Oil
and Gas Producing Companies, as amended by FASB Statement No. 25, Suspension o f
Certain Accounting Requirements for Oil and Gas Producing Companies, it is unclear
whether oil and gas properties which are accounted for under the full cost method are
subject to any provisions of the proposed SOP, including those relating to accounting
for costs incurred, planned major maintenance activities, component accounting and
presentation and disclosure requirements. Although some entities account for oil and gas
producing activities using the successful efforts method in accordance with SFAS No.
19, other entities account for oil and gas exploration and production activities in
accordance with the Securities and Exchange Commission’s full cost rules as prescribed
by Regulation S-X, Rule 4-10. The proposed SOP is unclear as to what PP&E is within
its scope. Therefore, we believe that the SOP should contain a statement in its scope
paragraph that its provisions do not apply to property, plant and equipment used in oil
and gas exploration and production activities.
Interaction with SFAS No. 143, Accounting for Asset Retirement Obligations Paragraph 39 of the proposed SOP states that removal costs should be charged to expense
as incurred. It is unclear from the proposed SOP how such accounting would interact
with SFAS No. 143 which requires, in certain circumstances, recognition and
measurement of asset retirement obligation liabilities and related asset retirement costs.
Clarification should be provided on this issue.
Component Accounting - We believe that the concept of component accounting,
although perhaps reasonable for certain large independent PP&E projects, does not result
in an improvement in current practice. Application of the concept would be costly and
time-consuming, and is overall not a better answer than an accounting convention, such
Ocean Energy, Inc. 1001 Fannin, Suite 1600

Houston, Texas 77002-6794

(713) 265-6000

as group depreciation or the use of composite lives, consistently applied and
appropriately disclosed. More precise allocation of cost to relatively immaterial
individual assets implies a level of reporting accuracy that cannot exist when using
accounting conventions such as depreciation, which rely on estimates such as asset life.
The overall cost of applying component accounting, in our opinion, would not result in a
recognizable benefit to the users of our financial statements.
Accounting for Indirect and Overhead Costs - We believe that capitalization of costs
incurred by an entity during the preacquisition stage or acquisition-or-construction stage
should not be limited to the “directly identifiable” costs listed in paragraph 28 of the
SOP. We believe that certain indirect and overhead costs that can be allocated to specific
projects should be included in the acquisition costs of property, plant and equipment. In
the case of significant PP&E expenditures, the process of accumulating and assigning the
costs of overhead and support functions would result in a more accurate accumulation of
the costs of the project. If more precision is needed in accounting for property costs,
perhaps more consideration should be given to this issue.
Thank you for providing us the opportunity to respond to the Proposed Statement of
Position.

Very truly yours,

William L. Transier
Executive Vice President and
Chief Financial Officer

Ocean Energy, Inc. 1001 Fannin, Suite 1600

Houston,Texas 77002-6794

(713) 265-6000

Ocean Energy, Inc.
Response to Proposed Statement of Position,
Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities
Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment

Note - The following proposed responses are made assuming that the way we
currently account for exploration and production activities under the full cost
method will not be affected by the proposed SOP. Therefore, in your
comments please consider the impact of the proposed SOP on PP&E other
than oil and gas properties.
Scope
Issue 1: Paragraph 10 of the proposed SOP states that the SOP does not provide specific
guidance on lessor or lessee accounting for reimbursements of costs incurred by a lessor that are
directly recoverable from lessees under the terms of one or more leases, and that the lessor and
lessee should refer to FASB Statement No. 13, Accounting for Leases, and related lease
accounting literature for guidance on accounting for such reimbursements. In many instances,
depending on the terms of the lease, those reimbursements may constitute minimum lease
payments or contingent rentals under FASB Statement No. 13. As discussed in paragraph A2 of
the proposed SOP, AcSEC elected not to address the accounting for such transactions in this
SOP because AcSEC did not want to create conflicts with existing lease accounting guidance and
AcSEC did not believe it was appropriate to address the accounting under all of the various
reimbursement scenarios and arrangement structures within the scope of this SOP. Are there
significant practice issues or concerns related to the accounting for contractually recoverable
expenditures that should be addressed in the proposed SOP? Do you believe that there are other
areas addressed in the proposed SOP that, with respect to their application to lessors and lessees
of PP&E, could create conflicts with existing lease accounting standards?
Proposed Response: We are not aware of any significant practice issues or concerns related
to the accounting for contractually recoverable expenditures that should be addressed. We
are not aware of any areas addressed that could create conflicts with existing lease
accounting standards.
Your Comments:

Project Stage Framework
Issue 2: The guidance in this proposed SOP is presented in terms of a project stage or time line
framework and on the basis of the kinds of activities performed during the stages defined in the
proposed SOP rather than on whether an expenditure fits into certain classification categories
such as ordinary repairs and maintenance, “extraordinary” repairs and maintenance,
replacements, betterments, additions, redevelopments, renovations, rehabilitations, retrofits,
rearrangements, refurbishments, and reinstallations. Do you agree with that approach? If not,
what alternative would you propose and why?
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Proposed Response: We agree that a project stage or time line framework may be more
appropriate than that of classification categories for large, independent PP&E projects.
However, for many smaller PP&E investments, it may be difficult and costly to determine
and track if all or part of the investment is currently in a preacquistion, acquisition-orconstruction, or in-service stage.
Your Comments:

Issue 3: Paragraph 16 of the proposed SOP states that the preliminary stage ends and the
preacquisition stage begins when the acquisition of specific property, plant, and equipment
(PP&E) is considered probable. Paragraph 22 of the proposed SOP states that, other than the
costs of options to acquire PP&E, all costs incurred during the preliminary stage should be
charged to expense as incurred. Do you agree with that conclusion? If not, how would you
propose to modify the guidance and why?
Proposed Response: We do not agree that only costs of options to acquire PP&E should be
capitalized during the preliminary stage and that all other costs incurred should be
charged to expense. We believe that all incremental direct costs of PP&E incurred in
transactions with independent third parties (such as costs of feasibility studies, surveying,
zoning, engineering studies, design layouts, traffic studies) during the preliminary stage
should be capitalized. In addition, we believe that there may be other directly identifiable
costs of construction that should be included in the cost of property. An entity would not
undertake preliminary stage activities if it did not expect future benefits. Even though
there may be some uncertainty about the future benefits of the costs incurred during the
preliminary stage we believe those costs should be capitalized as part of the cost of the
specific PP&E project as long as the preacquisition stage occurs within a reasonable period
of time.
Your Comments:

Accounting for Costs Incurred
Issue 4: The proposed SOP states that PP&E-related costs incurred during the preacquisition,
acquisition-or-construction, and in-service stages should be charged to expense unless the costs
are directly identifiable with the specific PP&E. Directly identifiable costs include only (a)
incremental direct costs incurred with independent third parties for the specific PP&E, (b)
employee payroll and payroll benefit-related costs related to time spent on specified activities
performed by the entity during those stages, (c) depreciation of machinery and equipment used
directly in the construction or installation of PP&E and incremental costs directly associated with
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the utilization of that machinery and equipment during the acquisition-or-construction stage, and
(d) inventory (including spare parts) used directly in the construction or installation of PP&E. All
general and administrative and overhead costs incurred, including all costs of support functions,
should be charged to expense. See paragraphs 24, 25, 29, and 30. Do you agree with those
conclusions? If not, what alternatives would you propose and why?
Proposed Response: We disagree that only those costs identified in the paragraph above
should be capitalized during the preacquisition, acquisition-or-construction, and in-service
stages. We believe that there may be other directly identifiable and avoidable costs of
construction that should be included in the cost of property. We believe that consideration
should be given to extending the “avoidable costs concept to other items of a general or
administrative nature. We believe that the cost of an asset should include all costs incurred
by the entity in bringing that asset to its intended use.

Your Comments:

Issue 5: Paragraph 32 of the proposed SOP states that for real estate that is not being used in
operations, costs of property taxes, insurance, and ground rentals should be capitalized, to the
extent of the portion of the property that is under development, during the time that activities that
are necessary to get the asset ready for its intended use are in progress. Do you agree with that
conclusion? If not, what alternative would you propose and why?
Proposed Response: We agree with the conclusion.
Your Comments:

Issue 6: Paragraph 37 of the proposed SOP states that the costs of normal, recurring, or periodic
repairs and maintenance activities should be charged to expense as incurred. It also states that all
other costs related to PP&E that are incurred during the in-service stage should be charged to
expense as incurred unless the costs are incurred for (a) the acquisition of additional PP&E or
components or (b) the replacement of existing PP&E or components of PP&E. Do you agree
with those conclusions? If not, what alternative would you propose and why?
Proposed Response: We agree that costs of normal, recurring, or periodic repairs and
maintenance activities should be charged to expense as incurred. However, we disagree
that only those costs incurred for (a) the acquisition of additional PP&E or components or
(b) the replacement of existing PP&E or components of PP&E may be capitalized. See
response to Issue 8 below regarding costs of planned major maintenance activities.
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Your Comments:

Issue 7: Paragraph 39 of the proposed SOP states that costs of removal, except for certain
limited situation demolition costs, should be charged to expense as incurred. Do you agree with
that conclusion? If not, what alternative would you propose and why?
Proposed Response: We believe that costs of removal, if they are related to normal,
recurring, or periodic repairs and maintenance activities, should be charged to expense as
incurred. However, see response to Issue 8 below regarding costs of planned major
maintenance activities. In addition, it is unclear how this requirement relates to SFAS No.
Accounting for Asset Retirement Obligations which requires, in certain circumstances,
recognition and measurement of asset retirement obligation liabilities and related asset
retirement costs. Clarification and consistency should be provided on this issue.
Your Comments:

Issue 8: Paragraph 44 of the proposed SOP states that the total of costs incurred for planned
major maintenance activities does not represent a separate PP&E asset or component. It states
that certain of those costs should be capitalized if they represent acquisitions or replacements and
that all other costs should be charged to expense as incurred. Paragraph 45 prohibits alternative
accounting treatments including (a) the accrual of a liability for the estimated costs of a planned
major maintenance activity prior to their being incurred, and (b) the deferral and amortization of
the entire cost of the activity. Do you agree with those conclusions? If not, what alternatives
would you propose and why?
Proposed Response: We disagree with the concept that costs incurred for planned major
maintenance activities do not represent a separate PP&E asset and should be charged to
expense as incurred. We believe that major maintenance activities which extend the life of
the asset meet the criteria for recognition of an asset as defined in FASB Concepts
Statement No. 6, Elements o f Financial Statements, Activities which extend the life of an
asset represent future economic benefits and should be capitalized and amortized to the
periods which benefit from the planned major maintenance activities. We believe that
limiting capitalization to physical components disregards the definition of asset and the
objectives of financial reporting provided by accrual basis accounting.

Your Comments:
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Issue 9: Paragraph 45 of the proposed SOP further prohibits, as an alternative accounting
treatment, the “built-in overhaul” method for costs incurred for planned major maintenance
activities. Under that method, additional depreciation expense is recognized currently to give
effect to the decline in service potential that is subsequently restored once the major maintenance
activity occurs. When the major maintenance activity occurs, its cost is considered capitalizable.
In lieu of the built-in overhaul method, AcSEC concluded that better cost allocation would result
from the use of component accounting and limiting the major maintenance activities that would
be capitalizable to costs that represent replacements of components of PP&E. Should the costs of
restoring PP&E’s service potential, in addition to the cost of replacements that would be
capitalizable under this proposed SOP be eligible for capitalization? Do you believe that
prohibiting the built-in overhaul method is appropriate, or should it be allowed as an alternative
method? If you believe that the built-in overhaul method should continue to be allowed, what
industries or entities should be allowed to use it, and why?
Proposed Response: As stated in our response to Issue 8 above, we believe that the costs of
planned major maintenance activities which extend the useful life of an asset should be
eligible for capitalization. We believe that management should be able to choose among
acceptable accounting methods the one that most appropriately records the assets and
earnings activities of their individual businesses and communicates the financial position
and results of operations to the shareholders.
An accounting method which is
appropriately and consistently applied with full disclosure provides transparency to
readers of financial statements.
Your Comments:

Use of Inventory in Production of Internal-Use PP&E
Issue 10: Paragraphs 47, 48 and A41 of the proposed SOP discuss the situation in which an
entity owns an asset that it intended to sell as inventory but subsequently decided to retain for
use in its own internal operations. Those paragraphs state that the entity should evaluate for
impairment amounts included in PP&E that were previously capitalized as inventory but should
not redetermine their carrying amount as PP&E using the guidance in the proposed SOP, unless
the entity has a pattern of changing the intended use of assets from inventory to PP&E. Do you
believe that guidance is appropriate, or should an entity be required to redetermine the carrying
amount of PP&E assets previously capitalized as inventory, and why? Should AcSEC provide
additional guidance on what kinds of changes in intended use constitute a “pattern”, and why?
Proposed Response: We believe that the guidance is appropriate and that the carrying
amount of PP&E assets should not be redetermined if the asset was previously capitalized
as inventory.
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Your Comments:

PP&E-Type Assets Produced for Sale or Operating Lease
Issue 11: The proposed SOP requires assets that are produced by an entity to be leased to a
lessee under an operating lease to be accounted for under the provisions of this SOP. As
discussed in paragraph A43 of the proposed SOP, AcSEC recognizes that some entities routinely
construct or manufacture products, some of which are sold directly and some of which are leased
to lessees under sales-type leases whereas others are leased to lessees under operating leases. In
some situations, the entity does not know the form the transaction will take until it occurs, and
the customer decides whether its acquisition of product will be accomplished through purchase
or lease. The proposed SOP requires an entity to accumulate costs differently for similar assets
depending on whether the asset is sold outright or leased to a lessee under a sales-type lease (in
either case, inventory cost accumulation rules would apply) or leased to a lessee under an
operating lease (in which case, the cost accumulation provisions of the proposed SOP would
apply). Do you agree with that conclusion and, if so, do you believe the proposed SOP should
provide additional guidance on such cost accumulation? Or would it be preferable for a single
cost accumulation model to apply during the production process and that there should be a
presumption that the assets should be accounted for all as inventory or all as PP&E? If so, which
presumption should be applied and why?
Proposed Response: No comment.
Your Comments:

Component Accounting
Issue 12: Paragraphs 49 through 56 of the proposed SOP discuss component accounting and
state that if a component has an expected useful life that differs from the expected useful life of
the PP&E asset to which it relates, the component should be accounted for separately and
depreciated or amortized over its separate expected useful life. Do you agree with this approach
to accounting for PP&E. If not, what alternative would you propose and why?
Proposed Response: We do not believe that component accounting is the best method of
accounting for costs of property, plant and equipment. Although it may be reasonable for
certain large independent PP&E projects, the method loses its focus if applied to large
groups of homogenous assets or even individual assets with dissimilar components. In
many cases the effect of depreciation related to groups of like assets or composite assets is
an insignificant portion of total DD&A expense. Methods of depreciation, including group
depreciation and the use of composite lives, are accounting conventions that have been
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developed to provide for a rational, consistent application of asset cost to the earnings
process over time. With adequate disclosure and consistent application, these methods
accomplish their purpose. We believe that the component method of accounting is
impractical, gives a false impression of accuracy, and would result in extremely detailed
and inefficient bookkeeping. In addition, no guidance regarding reasonable thresholds for
capitalization has been provided. We believe that the cost involved in maintaining detailed
component accounting records is greater than the benefit that would be provided to the
users of our financial statements.

Your Comments:

Issue 13: Paragraphs 38 and 51 of the proposed SOP state that when existing PP&E is replaced
or otherwise removed from service and the replacement is capitalized, the net book value of the
replaced PP&E should be charged to depreciation expense in the period of replacement. Do you
agree with this approach? If not, what alternative would you propose and why?
Proposed Response: We disagree that the net book value of replaced PP&E should be
charged to depreciation expense in the period of replacement. Moreover, we believe that
the proposed method of calculating the net book value of an asset that has not previously
been accounted for as a separate component could be unnecessarily harsh. The result of
this calculation could be a charge to income which would far exceed any difference that
existed between depreciation expense calculated at a component level for the total PP&E
asset and depreciation expense calculated using composite lives. As stated above, we believe
that group depreciation methods and the use of composite lives provide for a rational,
consistent application of asset cost to the earnings process.
Your Comments:

Issue 14: The proposed SOP requires the use of component accounting to depreciate identified
components over their respective expected useful lives. As noted in paragraph A48 of the
proposed SOP, entities have developed and utilized various conventions to depreciate assets,
including group depreciation or use of composite lives. Those conventions are acceptable only if
they result in approximately the same gross PP&E, depreciation expense, accumulated
depreciation, and gains or losses on disposals of PP&E as the component accounting method
required by this proposed SOP. Do you agree with this approach? If not, what alternative would
you propose and why?
Proposed Response: We disagree. See response to Issues 12 and 13 above. In more than one
area of accounting, such as in accounting for oil and gas assets, for depreciation, or for
inventory costing, choices have existed among several acceptable methods. We believe that
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choices among acceptable accounting methods should exist as long as the methods are
consistently applied and properly and fully disclosed. Management should have the ability
to choose accounting methods that are most appropriate for their business and useful to the
readers of their financial statements.
Your Comments:

Amendments to Other Guidance
Issue 15: Paragraphs 61 and 63 of the proposed SOP list amendments to SOP 85-3, Accounting
by Agricultural producers and Agricultural Cooperatives, and the AICPA Audit and Accounting
Guide Audits o f Agricultural Producers and Agricultural Cooperatives, respectively. Do you
agree with the proposed amendments? Do you believe that there are unique aspects of
agricultural accounting, such as the accounting for breeding and production animals and the
accounting for plants and vines, that should not be amended by the proposed SOP, and why?
Proposed Response: No comment.
Your Comments:

Transition
Issue 16: Paragraph 71 of the proposed SOP states that the prescribed component accounting
guidance should be initially adopted for existing PP&E using one of two alternatives, the
election and disclosure of which should be made when the SOP is adopted. Do you agree with
that approach and, if so, do you agree with the choice of the two alternatives from which the
election is to be made? If you do not agree with that approach for existing PP&E, what approach
would you propose and why?
Proposed Response: If an entity converts to component accounting, the two alternatives for
initial adoption appear reasonable. However, retroactive application of component
accounting could be burdensome and costly, if not impossible, for certain entities. Under
the proposed standards, these same entities, upon replacing a component of PP&E, will be
penalized by the required method for calculating net book value of a replaced component.
Other reasonable and supportable estimates of net book value should be allowed.
Your Comments:
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Issue 17: Under paragraph 71(a) of the proposed SOP, the allocation of existing net book value
to components at transition should be based on (a) allocation of original accounting records if
available, (b) relative fair values of components at date of transition, if original accounting
records are not available, or (c) another reasonable method, if relative fair value is not
practicable. Do you agree that that ordering of allocation methods is appropriate? If you believe
that a different order would be appropriate, what order would you propose and why? Should the
proposed SOP provide additional examples to illustrate what constitutes “another reasonable
method”?
Proposed Response: We agree that the ordering of allocation methods is appropriate.
Your Comments:

Issue 18: Paragraph 72 of the proposed SOP states that the SOP should be applied prospectively
to all costs incurred after the adoption of the SOP. It also states that costs incurred prior to the
adoption of the proposed SOP should not be re-characterized (as capital or expense items) to
conform to the guidance in the SOP, with the exception of certain costs of planned major
maintenance activities. Do you agree with that approach? If you do not agree with that approach,
what approach would you propose and why?
Proposed Response: We agree that costs incurred prior to the adoption of the proposed
SOP, except for certain costs of planned major maintenance activities, should not be re
characterized.
Your Comments:

Issue 19: Under paragraph 71(a) of the proposed SOP, and as illustrated in Example 3 in
appendix C, an entity applying component accounting retroactively at date of adoption may
calculate a difference between the pre-adoption balance of accumulated depreciation and the
balance recalculated based on the estimated useful lives of components that previously were not
accounted for as separate components. Under that paragraph, the difference is allocated back to
the accumulated depreciation of each component based on the net book values of the
components. Two alternatives considered were recording the difference as a cumulative effect
type adjustment at adoption and recording the difference as additional depreciation expense at
adoption. Do you agree with the proposed approach or either of the alternatives, and why?
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Proposed Response: We believe that the difference should be allocated back to
accumulated depreciation of each component based on the net book values. We feel that the
difference is more related to a change in accounting estimate that a true change in
accounting principle and therefore should be accounted for on a prospective basis.
Your Comments:
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November 8, 2001
Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs
and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
North West REC appreciates the opportunity to submit written comments regarding the
above-referenced Proposed Statement of Position (PP&E Accounting Proposal) to the
Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC) of the American Institute o f
Certified Public Accountants (AICPA).
North West REC is an electric cooperative in Iowa, providing electricity to
approximately 8,820 consumers-owners in four counties. Since North West REC operates
within the capital-intensive electric utility industry, the PP&E Accounting Proposal
would significantly impact North West REC’s accounting policies.
North West REC follows the accounting requirements of National Rural Utilities
Cooperative Finance Corporation (CFC), which includes the RUS Uniform System of
Accounts. The PP&E Accounting Proposal raises significant rate-making, operational,
and accounting concerns for North West REC. The most significant problem is the
accounting inconsistencies between this proposal and the RUS Uniform System of
Accounts and attendant RUS regulations and interpretations (collectively, Electric
Cooperative Accounting Requirements). The PP&E Accounting Proposal and the
attendant detrimental impacts to North West REC include the following:
•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements specify capitalization of overheads in
support of construction projects and permit capitalization of an appropriate portion of
administrative and general (A&G) costs. In addition, Electric Cooperative
Accounting Requirements specify capitalization of preliminary investigation and
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survey (PS&I) charges. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would prohibit
capitalization of overheads, PS&I charges, and A&G costs.
Implementation of these provisions would result in the unfavorable outcome of
increased earnings volatility, as these overhead, PS&I charges, and A&G costs are
expensed, rather than capitalized. We estimate the impact to our financial
statements for these items to be approximately $515,000 on an annual basis.
Approximately 7% of this amount relates to PS&I charges and 93% relates to
overheads and A & G costs. Furthermore, from the standpoint of rate-making fairness,
failure to capitalize these costs would inequitably shift the burden of collection of
these costs from customers using the plant asset over its useful life to customers during
the construction of the plant asset.

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements prescribe use of the group method of
depreciation for plant assets. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would require use of
depreciation accounting by component, defined as “a tangible part or portion of
[plant] that can be separately identified as an asset and depreciated or amortized over
its own separate expected useful life.” The PP&E Accounting Proposal generally
prohibits the use of a group method of depreciation, unless it can be shown by the
entity that the asset balances and operating results under the group method is not
materially different from that obtained under the component method.
Implementation of this provision would require administrative reorganization to
comply with the data collection requirements, as well as installation of expensive
automated accounting systems. In addition, determination of material differences
between the component and group accounting methods would require record-keeping
for both methods, adding significantly to plant record-keeping costs. The estimated
costs to upgrade automated systems and provide additional administrative record
keeping and data input is approximately $10,000 in one-time costs and $1,000 on an
annual basis, respectively.

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements, consistent with group depreciation
accounting convention, generally prescribe that gains and losses on normal
dispositions of mass assets be closed to the accumulated depreciation account, under
the theory that over time gains and losses will net out. The PP&E Accounting
Proposal would require that gains and losses be reflected in results of operations in
the current accounting period. Implementation of this provision would result in
increased earnings volatility, as gains and losses on plant disposition are reflected in
the current results of operations. Losses closed to the accumulated depreciation
account averaged $595,000 over the past three years. Our electricity rates would
likely have to be raised to provide for this increased uncertainty of earnings.

•

Electric Cooperative Accounting Requirements generally recognize the cost of
removal of a plant asset over the useful life of that asset, as a component of the
depreciation rate. The PP&E Accounting Proposal would require that cost of removal
be reflected in the results of operations in the accounting period in which such cost

was incurred. Cost of removal incurred over the past three years has averaged
$85,600. Implementation of this provision would result in increased earnings
volatility, as cost of removal is reflected in a single accounting period. Furthermore,
from the standpoint of rate-making fairness, failure to recognize cost of removal over
the asset’s life would inequitably shift the burden of collection of these costs from
customers using the plant asset to customers during the retirement of the plant asset.
Each of the above accounting inconsistencies poses operational problems for North West
REG The detrimental impacts of each item should be carefully considered and weighed
against any identifiable benefits before the AICPA AcSEC implements the attendant
provision of the PP&E Accounting Proposal for electric utilities.
North West REC appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the PP&E
Accounting Proposal and respectfully urges the AICPA-AcSEC- to consider our views. If
you have any questions on our comments, please feel free to contact Verdell Buss at 712364-3341.

Sincerely,

Verdell Buss, Director of Finance
North West Rural Electric Cooperative
1505 Albany Place SE
Orange City, IA 51041
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November 12, 2001

Mr. Marc Simon
Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
File 4210.CC
AICPA
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft
Proposed Statement of Position - Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities
Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment

Dear Mr. Simon:
Wright-Hennepin Cooperative Electric Association (WHE) is an electric distribution
cooperative which serves Over 30,000 members. We are a non profit organization which
operates under the cooperative basis by returning all profits to our members.
WHE appreciates the opportunity to provide its comments regarding the abovereferenced Exposure Draft and is responding to the accounting proposal on behalf of its
membership.
In general, WHE asserts that implementation of the provisions of the Exposure Draft
would overturn or significantly alter long-standing accounting practice in the electric
industries in which cooperatives operate. WHE is not convinced that sufficient costbenefit analyses have been performed to demonstrate that the cost of radical accounting
practice changes that would be imposed by the Exposure Draft are worth their benefit to
financial statement users. Furthermore, the accounting changes being proposed by the
Exposure Draft are of such magnitude that WHE believes the proposal would more
properly be addressed by the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB), rather than
the AICPA Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC). The FASB, of course,
has more extensive publicity for its rule-making, as well as more extensive due process
procedures than the AcSEC. A wider, more complete set of interested parties, therefore,
would be likely to be made aware of the proposal and provide input and comment on it.

The power of human connections

While virtually all industries would be affected by the Exposure Draft, our industry along
with telephone and water cooperative, would be radically altered by the Exposure Draft.
We have long followed accounting practices established by the Rural Utility Services
(RUS), our rate regulator, in a uniform system of accounts. The Exposure Draft would
overturn many accounting conventions set forth by RUS, including the following:
(1) prohibiting the capitalization of the certain categories of costs, such as overhead
costs, generally required by RUS to be capitalized in the plant accounts,
(2) imposing a detailed system of property accounting and depreciation by asset
component, as opposed to the group and composite methods generally provided for in
RUS,
(3) requiring current period expense recognition of gain or loss on replacement or
disposal of an asset component, as opposed to deferral of such amounts as generally
provided for by RUS, and
(4) requiring current period expense recognition of asset removal costs, as opposed to
recognizing such costs over the life of the plant asset as generally provided for by
RUS.
Clearly, implementation of the accounting changes proposed in the Exposure Draft would
be very, very expensive for utility cooperatives to implement - in terms of increased
record-keeping costs, cost of organizational changes, and cost of new and modified
computer systems. WHE does not believe this cost has been adequately measured.
Furthermore, the question must be asked - how are financial statement users significantly
benefited from these changes - especially when the utility accounting conventions are
already clearly defined by RUS? Again, WHE asserts that FASB is in a much better
position to analyze and weigh the costs and benefits of such a significant accounting
proposal.
WHE very much appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the Exposure Draft.
Sincerely yours,

Angie Pribyl
Vice President, Finance & Chief Financial Officer
Wright-Hennepin Cooperative Electric Association
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November 5,2001

Mr. Marc Simon, Technical Manager
Accounting Standards, File 4210.CC
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775
Re:

Exposure Draft - Proposed Statement of Position, “Accounting for Certain Costs
and Activities Related to Property, Plant, and Equipment”

Dear Mr. Simon:
Bridger Valley Electric Association, Inc, (BVEA) is a rural electric distribution cooperative
located in southwest Wyoming. Our service territory covers parts of the rural areas of three
counties in southwest Wyoming and two counties in northeast Utah. We serve
approximately 5,500 meters, generate about $6 million in revenue annually, and own about
$23 million in utility plant.
We are members of the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA). NRECA
either has or will be submitting comments regarding the above referenced Proposed
Statement o f Position relating to accounting for Property, Plant and Equipment (PP&E
Accounting Proposal). We concur in every way with the comments of NRECA and we urge
the Accounting Standards Executive Committee of the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (AICPA) to carefully consider NRECA’s comments.
Because NRECA’s comments contain an excellent detailed analysis of all of our concerns
regarding this proposal, we will reference those comments, and add our own comments of a
more general nature.
It appears to us that these accounting rules were proposed without any consideration for the
impact on rate regulated utility type enterprises, especially small rural utilities such as
BVEA. If adopted the accounting rules would be a major change from (and in some cases a
direct conflict with) the Uniform System of Accounts used by electric utilities. We are
required to adhere to the Uniform System of Accounts by the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) and our state regulatory commissions. These proposed accounting
rules should not be adopted because of the adverse impact they would cause in the regulated
utility industry.
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Mr. Marc Simon
October 26,2001
Page 2
The PP&E Accounting Proposal would undoubtedly cause a significant increase in our costs.
In the case o f a cooperative such as BVEA these cost increases are all borne directly be our
ratepayers. Our consumers would see significant increases in their rates without any
corresponding increase in the service or benefits they were receiving. We believe our current
accounting methods accurately portray the financial status o f our cooperative. However, even
if it is assumed that the accounting inaccuracies implied by this proposed rule are valid, there
still is no harm to any stakeholder. This rule does not benefit our lenders or those who
regulate us. In addition, our ratepayers, who are also the owners in a cooperative enterprise,
are made worse off by this rule. In short, there is much harm and no benefit.
As proposed, these rules would necessitate radical changes in our accounting systems and
operations. The proposed rules would require us to change from the group or composite
method of depreciating plant assets to individual component accounting. This requirement
would impose an unbearable strain on our current operation. It would certainly require
additional personnel and a more costly and sophisticated accounting system. To inventory
and physically identify each component o f our utility assets would be a costly and time
consuming task.
The proposed rules also prohibit the capitalization of all overhead administrative and general
costs. If these costs are expensed as incurred, the result is additional adverse impact on
current ratepayers. These costs are more appropriately spread over the useful life of the asset
and collected from all ratepayers. Changes in the accounting for gains and losses and for the
costs of removal have essentially the same effect. The proposed changes would eliminate file
leveling effects o f the current accounting methods, thus greatly increasing the volatility of
rates.
We greatly appreciate the opportunity to comment on the PP&E Accounting Proposal. We
respectfully urge the AICPA to carefiilly consider these views. We sincerely believe this
accounting change would have severe consequences for our consumer owners. If you would
like any additional information, or if there are additional question, please contact me at the
above address.
Sincerefy,

F. Danny Eyre
General Manager
BRIDGER VALLY ELECTRIC
ASSOCIATION, INC.

